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ABSTRACT 

Nanotechnology is a research area of recent development that deals with the manipulation and 

control of matter with dimensions ranging from 1 to 100 nanometers. At the nanoscale, materials 

exhibit singular physical, chemical and biological phenomena, very different from those 

manifested at the conventional scale. In medicine, nanosized compounds and nanostructured 

materials offer improved drug targeting and efficacy with respect to traditional formulations, and 

reveal novel diagnostic and therapeutic properties. Nevertheless, the complexity of information 

at the nano level is much higher than the complexity at the conventional biological levels (from 

populations to the cell). Thus, any nanomedical research workflow inherently demands advanced 

information management. Unfortunately, Biomedical Informatics (BMI) has not yet provided the 

necessary framework to deal with such information challenges, nor adapted its methods and tools 

to the new research field. In this context, the novel area of nanoinformatics aims to build new 

bridges between medicine, nanotechnology and informatics, allowing the application of 

computational methods to solve informational issues at the wide intersection between 

biomedicine and nanotechnology. 

The above observations determine the context of this doctoral dissertation, which is focused on 

analyzing the nanomedical domain in-depth, and developing nanoinformatics strategies and tools 

to map across disciplines, data sources, computational resources, and information extraction and 

text mining techniques, for leveraging available nanomedical data. The author analyzes, through 

real-life case studies, some research tasks in nanomedicine that would require or could benefit 

from the use of nanoinformatics methods and tools, illustrating present drawbacks and limitations 

of BMI approaches to deal with data belonging to the nanomedical domain. Three different 

scenarios, comparing both the biomedical and nanomedical contexts, are discussed as examples 

of activities that researchers would perform while conducting their research: i) searching over the 

Web for data sources and computational resources supporting their research; ii) searching the 

literature for experimental results and publications related to their research, and iii) searching 

clinical trial registries for clinical results related to their research. The development of these 

activities will depend on the use of informatics tools and services, such as web browsers, 

databases of citations and abstracts indexing the biomedical literature, and web-based clinical trial 

registries, respectively. For each scenario, this document provides a detailed analysis of the 

potential information barriers that could hamper the successful development of the different 

research tasks in both fields (biomedicine and nanomedicine), emphasizing the existing 

challenges for nanomedical research —where the major barriers have been found. The author 

illustrates how the application of BMI methodologies to these scenarios can be proven successful 

in the biomedical domain, whilst these methodologies present severe limitations when applied to 

the nanomedical context. To address such limitations, the author proposes an original 

nanoinformatics approach specifically designed to deal with the special characteristics of 

information at the nano level. This approach consists of an in-depth analysis of the scientific 

literature and available clinical trial registries to extract relevant information about experiments 

and results in nanomedicine —textual patterns, common vocabulary, experiment descriptors, 

characterization parameters, etc.—, followed by the development of mechanisms to automatically 

structure and analyze this information. This analysis resulted in the generation of a gold standard 

—a manually annotated training or reference set—, which was applied to the automatic 

classification of clinical trial summaries, distinguishing studies focused on nanodrugs and 

nanodevices from those aimed at testing traditional pharmaceuticals. 

The present work aims to provide the necessary methods for organizing, curating and validating 

existing nanomedical data on a scale suitable for decision-making. Similar analysis for different 

nanomedical research tasks would help to detect which nanoinformatics resources are required to 

meet current goals in the field, as well as to generate densely populated and machine-interpretable 
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reference datasets from the literature and other unstructured sources for further testing novel 

algorithms and inferring new valuable information for nanomedicine. 
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RESUMEN 

La nanotecnología es un área de investigación de reciente creación que trata con la manipulación 

y el control de la materia con dimensiones comprendidas entre 1 y 100 nanómetros. A escala 

nanométrica, los materiales exhiben fenómenos físicos, químicos y biológicos singulares, muy 

distintos a los que manifiestan a escala convencional. En medicina, los compuestos 

miniaturizados a nanoescala y los materiales nanoestructurados ofrecen una mayor eficacia con 

respecto a las formulaciones químicas tradicionales, así como una mejora en la focalización del 

medicamento hacia la diana terapéutica, revelando así nuevas propiedades diagnósticas y 

terapéuticas.  A su vez, la complejidad de la información a nivel nano es mucho mayor que en los 

niveles biológicos convencionales (desde el nivel de población hasta el nivel de célula) y, por 

tanto, cualquier flujo de trabajo en nanomedicina requiere, de forma inherente, estrategias de 

gestión de información avanzadas. Desafortunadamente, la informática biomédica todavía no ha 

proporcionado el marco de trabajo que permita lidiar con estos retos de la información a nivel 

nano, ni ha adaptado sus métodos y herramientas a este nuevo campo de investigación. En este 

contexto, la nueva área de la nanoinformática pretende detectar y establecer los vínculos 

existentes entre la medicina, la nanotecnología y la informática, fomentando así la aplicación de 

métodos computacionales para resolver las cuestiones y problemas que surgen con la información 

en la amplia intersección entre la biomedicina y la nanotecnología. 

Las observaciones expuestas previamente determinan el contexto de esta tesis doctoral, la cual se 

centra en analizar el dominio de la nanomedicina en profundidad, así como en el desarrollo de 

estrategias y herramientas para establecer correspondencias entre las distintas disciplinas, fuentes 

de datos, recursos computacionales y técnicas orientadas a la extracción de información y la 

minería de textos, con el objetivo final de hacer uso de los datos nanomédicos disponibles. El 

autor analiza, a través de casos reales, alguna de las tareas de investigación en nanomedicina que 

requieren o que pueden beneficiarse del uso de métodos y herramientas nanoinformáticas, 

ilustrando de esta forma los inconvenientes y limitaciones actuales de los enfoques de informática 

biomédica a la hora de tratar con datos pertenecientes al dominio nanomédico. Se discuten tres 

escenarios diferentes como ejemplos de actividades que los investigadores realizan mientras 

llevan a cabo su investigación, comparando los contextos biomédico y nanomédico: i) búsqueda 

en la Web de fuentes de datos y recursos computacionales que den soporte a su investigación; ii) 

búsqueda en la literatura científica de resultados experimentales y publicaciones relacionadas con 

su investigación; iii) búsqueda en registros de ensayos clínicos de resultados clínicos relacionados 

con su investigación. El desarrollo de estas actividades requiere el uso de herramientas y servicios 

informáticos, como exploradores Web, bases de datos de referencias bibliográficas indexando la 

literatura biomédica y registros online de ensayos clínicos, respectivamente. Para cada escenario, 

este documento proporciona un análisis detallado de los posibles obstáculos que pueden dificultar 

el desarrollo y el resultado de las diferentes tareas de investigación en cada uno de los dos campos 

citados (biomedicina y nanomedicina), poniendo especial énfasis en los retos existentes en la 

investigación nanomédica, campo en el que se han detectado las mayores dificultades. El autor 

ilustra cómo la aplicación de metodologías provenientes de la informática biomédica a estos 

escenarios resulta efectiva en el dominio biomédico, mientras que dichas metodologías presentan 

serias limitaciones cuando son aplicadas al contexto nanomédico. Para abordar dichas 

limitaciones, el autor propone un enfoque nanoinformático, original, diseñado específicamente 

para tratar con las características especiales que la información presenta a nivel nano. El enfoque 

consiste en un análisis en profundidad de la literatura científica y de los registros de ensayos 

clínicos disponibles para extraer información relevante sobre experimentos y resultados en 

nanomedicina —patrones textuales, vocabulario en común, descriptores de experimentos, 

parámetros de caracterización, etc.—, seguido del desarrollo de mecanismos para estructurar y 

analizar dicha información automáticamente. Este análisis concluye con la generación de un 

modelo de datos de referencia (gold standard) —un conjunto de datos de entrenamiento y de test 
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anotados manualmente—, el cual ha sido aplicado a la clasificación de registros de ensayos 

clínicos, permitiendo distinguir automáticamente los estudios centrados en nanodrogas y 

nanodispositivos de aquellos enfocados a testear productos farmacéuticos tradicionales. 

El presente trabajo pretende proporcionar los métodos necesarios para organizar, depurar, filtrar 

y validar parte de los datos nanomédicos existentes en la actualidad a una escala adecuada para la 

toma de decisiones. Análisis similares para otras tareas de investigación en nanomedicina 

ayudarían a detectar qué recursos nanoinformáticos se requieren para cumplir los objetivos 

actuales en el área, así como a generar conjunto de datos de referencia, estructurados y densos en 

información, a partir de literatura y otros fuentes no estructuradas para poder aplicar nuevos 

algoritmos e inferir nueva información de valor para la investigación en nanomedicina.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

According to the U.S. National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI)1, nanotechnology can be defined 

as “science, engineering, and technology conducted at the nanoscale” or, in other words, “the 

manipulation and control of matter with at least one dimension sized from 1 to 100 nanometers2”. 

Beginning over five decades ago —with the famous talk of Richard Feynman at CalTech 

(1959)—, nanotechnology has evolved through several generations of nanomaterials and each 

new generation has offered advances in efficacy and safety. Nowadays, nanotechnology 

represents an area of particular promise and significant opportunity across multiple scientific 

disciplines and, specifically, in biomedicine. Due to their special properties, nanoparticles are 

suitable for molecular and cellular-level diagnostics and therapy, offering numerous medical 

applications, such as development of biomedical devices, tissue repair, drug delivery systems and 

biosensors. 

Ongoing nanotechnology research ranges from the characterization of nanoparticles and 

nanomaterials to the analysis and processing of experimental data seeking correlations between 

nanoparticles and their functionalities and side effects. Recent studies in nanomedicine are 

producing large amounts of structural and property data, highlighting the role for computational 

approaches in information management and complex and massive data analysis. While in vitro 

and in vivo assays are expensive, the cost of computing is falling. Furthermore, improvements in 

the accuracy of computational methods —e.g. data mining, knowledge discovery, modeling and 

simulation— have enabled effective tools to automate the extraction, management, analysis and 

storage of these vast data volumes. Since this information is widely distributed, one major issue 

is how to locate and access data where it resides, which also poses data-sharing limitations. A 

focus on information management strategies for nanomedical-related information has stressed the 

need for improvement (National Science Foundation, National Nanomanufacturing Network, 

2007). A new discipline named nanoinformatics is now emerging to provide the vision and the 

informatics approaches needed for such purposes (Figure 1-1). It involves the development of 

effective tools, technologies and methods for collecting, standardizing, integrating, analyzing and 

visualizing information relevant to nanomedicine, including those data that can be relevant such 

as physicochemical properties, biological, clinical and toxicological effects, and so on (Maojo et 

al. 2010a, de la Iglesia et al. 2011a). 

 

 

Figure 1-1. Schematic representation of the main research topics in the nanoinformatics field 

The opportunities raised by the application of nanotechnology advances in fields like biomedicine 

will surely have a deep impact on science, technology and society. In this context, 

                                                      
1 http://www.nano.gov/nanotech-101/what/definition 
2 One nanometer or nanometre (nm) is equal to 10−9 m 

http://www.nano.gov/nanotech-101/what/definition
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nanoinformatics can become a key topic for future medical research activities. The scientific 

community should facilitate and enhance synergies between this discipline and classical 

disciplines like medical informatics and bioinformatics. Lessons learned for various decades in 

these two areas (Maojo and Kulikowski 2006a) can be valuable to develop a sound agenda and 

strong foundations for nanoinformatics. However, challenges remain in this scenario. During the 

last decade, BioMedical Informatics (BMI) has emerged as an integrative discipline —arising 

from the confluence of medical informatics and bioinformatics (Maojo and Kulikowski 2006a, 

2006b)— with a wide scope of interests, including areas such as “translational bioinformatics”, 

focused on the medical implications of research carried out at the molecular and cellular level 

(Kuhn et al. 2008). Nevertheless, when the relatively new term of genomic medicine seemed to 

get strong attention for research and future developments (Altman et al. 2008), the new field of 

nanomedicine may well pose new and deeper scientific challenges into the whole area of BMI 

(Maojo et al. 2010a, 2010b, de la Iglesia et al. 2011b). 

While BMI has been dealing with medicine and biology —two fields strongly linked for more 

than a century—, the new area of nanoinformatics introduces new topics and scientific issues that 

have been traditionally outside the core of BMI (Maojo and Kulikowski 2006b, de la Iglesia et al. 

2011a). In such context, integrative approaches —e.g. integrating clinical and biological 

databases, developing meta-ontologies that relate medical and biological vocabularies and 

ontologies, or introducing genomic data into computerized medical records— that have been 

successfully addressed into BMI, cannot directly be extended towards lower biological levels at 

the nano dimension. Different physical and biological properties at the nano level introduce new 

aspects for informatics that must be addressed before a mere integrative vision is considered 

(Maojo et al. 2010a). For instance, nanoparticles in drug formulations are of inconsistent size, 

shape and mass distribution (Gaumet et al. 2008), adding complexity and uncertainty to current 

models for designing regular drugs. In addition, due to their small size, nanoparticles and 

nanomaterials manifest special properties such as increased bioavailability, high tissue 

distribution and concentration or diverse effects in cellular functions (Figure 1-2), parameters that 

should be considered prior to the application of existing data analysis methods and algorithms.  

 

Figure 1-2. Due to their small size, nanomaterials exhibit enhanced biological properties as compared 

to bulk materials, such as increased bioavailability. For instance, a silver particle3 of 5 g has a surface 

area of 2.5 cm2, while the same amount (mass) of silver nanoparticles with a 10nm of diameter can 

reach a total surface area of 300 m2. Such drastic increase of the surface-area-to-volume ration 

maximizes the interface or contact area of the material available to interact with other biological 

entities 

                                                      
3 Particles are defined as “minute pieces of material with defined physical boundaries” (Rauscher et al. 2014) 
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As already reported elsewhere (Baker et al. 2009a, Maojo et al. 2010a, de la Iglesia et al. 2011a), 

nanoinformatics presents challenges that may well lead to a new area of research at the nano level. 

This new area cannot be, therefore, just considered as a continuum of BMI, addressing different 

biological levels from populations to atoms. Methods from BMI may prove applicable with some 

adaptation despite nanomedicine involving different biophysical and biochemical characteristics 

of nanomaterials and corresponding differences in information complexity. In this context, 

nanoinformatics approaches emerge to address the ever-growing information management needs 

of nanomedicine. At the present time, there is a lack of computational resources —i.e. data 

sources, tools, standards, techniques, algorithms, software platforms, etc.— specifically 

developed for supporting research in nanotechnology and, more concretely, in nanomedicine. 

New methods and techniques, specifically developed to deal with unique characteristics of 

nanobiological data, are necessary. 

A critical aspect to deal with is the quality of deposited nanotechnology experimental data. The 

use of different protocols, measurement parameters and experiment conditions, among other 

factors, produces disparate results, even if the experiment is conducted with the same 

nanomaterial. In addition, at the nanoscale, any slight change usually causes a big impact in the 

physicochemical and structural properties of the nanomaterial. As a result, relevant differences 

and contradictions can be found among studies and assays focused on the same nanomaterial 

(Harper et al. 2013). Furthermore, due to the lack of standards to report metadata describing the 

experiments in nanomedicine, sometimes it is not possible to trace back the original steps and 

parameters in order to reproduce the original experiment and conclude on whether the results have 

been affected by external factors —such as the method followed to prepare the nanoparticle 

sample4 or the conditions under it is stored (Harper et al. 2013). As a result, a big part of the 

current data on nanomaterials still needs to be annotated and curated before inferring any useful 

information. Whilst manually annotating nanotechnology data is rather challenging, automatic 

approaches can be suitable to populate databases compiling data on a scale proper for knowledge 

inference and decision making. Linking data back to the original source or publication could also 

favor standardization and curation. 

Hence, nanotechnology experimental data must be gathered together, annotated and validated as 

a whole to facilitate the application of computational or in silico methods5. In particular, specific 

validation and curation strategies must be defined to provide procedures for data quality 

assessment and correction based on the results reported in the scientific literature and the valuable 

input of the nanotechnology community as well. In this sense, computational approaches could 

aim at facing the challenges to data quality in nanomedicine, providing means to automatically 

analyze huge and highly distributed datasets and to compare them for detecting potential mistakes 

or bias in the data.  

Other concerns and challenges remain in the field. For instance, there is an urgent need for a 

common data exchange format, which facilitates data sharing between scientists and labs. The 

development of this standard (or set of standards) could also aim at defining the minimum 

information that should be captured for comprehensively reporting research at the nano level, a 

task which is still pending. This choice is of higher importance when developing nanomaterial 

data collections in such way that resulting datasets can be reproduced in forthcoming experiments. 

Meeting standards, therefore, would assist in conducting quality research in nanotechnology. 

Recent efforts in nanoinformatics —such as the ISA-TAB-Nano (Thomas et al. 2013)— are 

paving the way for such standardization.  

                                                      
4 A nanoparticle sample is “a formulation of the base nanoparticle platform and any additional components that 

contribute to function(s) of the nanoparticle” (Baker et al. 2009b). 
5  “In silico toxicology is the application of computer technologies to analyze existing data, model, and predict 

toxicological activity of a substance.” (Valerio 2009) 
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1.1 OBJECTIVES 

To address part of the issues outlined in the previous section, the author conducted research for 

several years in the biomedical and nanomedical fields, applying computational approaches, 

methods and techniques to the information extracted from both domains. The author participated 

in BMI and earlier nanoinformatics research initiatives in both the European and U.S. contexts, 

particularly within the context of a European Commission-funded project named ACTION-Grid6, 

coordinated by the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (Prof. Víctor Maojo). ACTION-Grid has 

been the first initiative in this area at the European level, introducing the nano or atomic dimension 

into the Virtual Physiological Human (VPH)7 framework by supporting the establishment of the 

foundations for nanoinformatics. The project brought together researchers from three continents 

to analyze and put the basis for nanoinformatics, its role in nanomedicine and its potential links 

with BMI, aiming to create a collaborative environment in biomedical and nanomedical research 

among different countries in Europe, the Western Balkans, Latin America, North Africa and the 

USA. One of the main goals of the project in the context of this joint work was to deliver to the 

scientific community a White Paper in nanoinformatics 8 , including some specific 

recommendations for international cooperation (Maojo et al. 2010b). ACTION-Grid finished on 

May 2010, with a positive evaluation from the European Commission and several related 

manuscripts published in high-ranked journals, with the direct participation of the author (Maojo 

et al. 2010a, Maojo et al. 2010b, de la Iglesia et al. 2011b, Maojo et al. 2012a, Maojo et al. 2012b, 

García-Remesal et al. 2013, de la Iglesia et al. 2013a). Within the context of this work, the author 

was a guest researcher at the National Cancer Institute (NCI-SAIC), National Institutes of Health 

(NIH), in Frederick (Maryland, USA) for a few months, where she performed BMI and 

nanoinformatics studies on nanomaterial toxicity and Quantitative Structure-Activity 

Relationships (QSARs) for nanoparticle modeling. 

The general objective of the present work is to analyze the special characteristics of the 

information pertaining to the nanotechnology domain and provide a framework to deal with those 

information challenges posed by nanomedicine nowadays, defining a long-term vision of the 

emerging field of nanoinformatics. For this purpose, the author discusses the current needs and 

challenges in the nanoinformatics field, proposing a novel approach to deal with the emerging 

analysis and management issues presented by nanomedical data, followed by a dissertation about 

the necessary actions to be taken and the potential research directions that may arise from this 

work. 

In summary, this work suggests that, in addition to the methods already provided by BMI, novel 

specific approaches —adapted to the vocabulary, complexity, disorganization, and singularities 

of information, as well as to the physicochemical phenomena occurring at the nanobiological 

level— are necessary. A comprehensive analysis of the differential and specific characteristics of 

nanomedicine and nanoinformatics will be made. In this context, the central hypothesis is that it 

is possible to infer and discover new valuable information, relevant for nanomedicine, from 

both the scientific literature and clinical trial summaries available on the Web. The 

methodology proposed, therefore, will aim to demonstrate it. 

In other words, this thesis dissertation tries to demonstrate that novel nanoinformatics approaches 

and methodologies can considerably improve current strategies and methods to extract, manage 

and organize information at the nanobiological level, thus addressing some of the present 

challenges posed by nanomedicine research. For this purpose, the following objectives have been 

defined: 

                                                      
6 ACTION-Grid was partially funded by the European Commission under the Grant Agreement no. 224176 (7th 

Framework Programme, ICT for Health directorate). http://www.action-grid.eu. 
7 http://www.vph-noe.eu/background 
8 http://www.action-grid.eu/index.php?url=whitepapernano 

http://www.action-grid.eu/
http://www.vph-noe.eu/background
http://www.action-grid.eu/index.php?url=whitepapernano
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1. To analyze the nanoinformatics discipline in depth, by reviewing the state-of-the-art in 

the area, compiling useful data repositories and computational tools, and defining the 

special characteristics of information at the nano level. 

2. To illustrate that some of the methods and tools developed for BMI applications have 

severe limitations when dealing with information at the nano level. 

3. To demonstrate the suitability of nanoinformatics approaches for dealing with 

information at the nano level. 

It should be noted that several publications —most of them in journals indexed in the Journal 

Citation Reports (JCR)— derived from this work, of which content has been used to write some 

parts of this thesis dissertation (de la Iglesia et al. 2009, 2011a, 2011b, 2013a, 2013b, Maojo et 

al. 2012a, 2012b).

1.2 PROPOSED APPROACH 

To achieve the previous objectives, the author discussed various scenarios which represent 

different kind of activities that researchers would undertake while conducting their biomedical 

and nanomedical research: i) searching through the Web for data sources and computational 

resources supporting their research, ii) searching the literature for experimental results and 

publications related to their research, and, iii) searching clinical trial registries for clinical results 

related to their research. 

The development of these research activities will depend on the use of informatics tools and 

services, such as Web browsers, databases of citations and abstracts indexing the biomedical 

literature, and web-based clinical trial registries, respectively. The author illustrates how the 

application of BMI methodologies to these scenarios can be proven successful in the biomedical 

domain, whilst these methodologies present severe limitations when applied to the nanomedical 

context. To address these limitations, she proposes original approaches specifically designed to 

deal with the special characteristics of information at the nano level. The following subsections 

describe the different scenarios proposed to validate the hypothesis previously formulated. 

1.2.1 Computational resources for biomedicine and nanomedicine 

Research carried out at the cellular, molecular and nanoscale levels is having a great impact on 

our understanding of diseases but raises many new informational and technological challenges 

that would need strong support from Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). 

Following the impetus provided by the Human Genome Project (Lander et al. 2001) and the 

explosion of high-throughput data in recent years (Trelles et al. 2011), biomedical research is 

yielding an ever wider and deeper range of experimental results and studies that provide new 

insights for developing medical applications. This interdisciplinary research motivates the 

generation of data repositories and computational tools that support very different tasks, such as 

genome sequencing, Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS), assessment of drug toxicity 

and side effects, prediction of protein interactions, and biomarker discovery, among others. All 

of these resources are highly accessed by biomedical researchers on a daily basis, which indicates 

the relevant role for computational tools and infrastructures in conducting and reporting 

experimental research in biomedicine. 

However, there is often more than one suitable tool to assist researchers to carry out a concrete 

task and, in most cases, these informatics tools are not known by researchers that may benefit 

from their usage. Besides, a manual search for a concrete type of tools is a hard and time-

consuming task. In this context, biomedical researchers have emphasized the necessity of 

organizing all the available resources into a “Resourceome” (Cannata et al. 2005). The latter 

would facilitate researchers the task of locating all the available resources that are useful to 

conduct a specific task. Several resource indexes are already available on the Internet. These 
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indexes, manually created at different institutions, usually are web pages that provide hyperlinks 

to some available resources classified into different categories. Examples of such indexes are the 

biomedical database collection compiled by Galperin (Fernández-Suárez et al. 2014) or the 

Bioinformatics Links Directory9. These indexes cannot be searched through advanced queries, 

but they can be manually inspected. In general, users can browse the list of available resources to 

choose the tool or database that better suits their needs. 

Within the work conducted in this thesis, the author have compiled and ranked available digital 

resources, providing both quantitative and qualitative evaluations of existing databases and 

software tools for research in biomedicine, molecular medicine and nanomedicine. This approach 

is based on the available data and software resources for these areas and the impact of their related 

publications, aiming at reviewing the state-of-the-art in the aforementioned fields. The inventories 

of bioinformatics resources (de la Iglesia 2008, de la Calle et al. 2009) and medical informatics 

resources (de la Calle et al. 2012) were created by mining the scientific literature, in a semi-

automatic way, extracting meta-information about the resources from their descriptions published 

in top-ranked journals and conferences. This work continued within the framework of the 

European Commission-funded project INBIOMEDvision10 with the creation of a catalogue of 

genotype-phenotype resources. In this case, the author reviewed the scientific literature manually 

as a first step in extracting information about the resources, and created a catalogue that can be 

accessed through the project´s website11. With regards to the molecular medicine domain, the 

author conducted a comprehensive review of tools, initiatives and studies in the field, already 

published in a top-ranked journal (de la Iglesia et al. 2013a). Finally, with respect to the 

nanomedical domain, the author has followed different approaches and conducted different 

studies that will be described later in detail 

The author developed an automated approach for the semantic annotation of BMI resources based 

on their functionality (de la Iglesia 2008, de la Iglesia 2010). This approach allowed the generation 

of an index of bioinformatics resources, the BioInformatics Resource Inventory (de la Calle et al. 

2009). Names and functionalities of resources were automatically extracted from the textual 

abstracts of research papers borrowed from PubMed12 and the Thomson Reuters (formerly ISI) 

Web of Knowledge© 13  using pattern-matching techniques. Each of these documents was 

analyzed and processed to extract relevant information. The generated index can be accessed over 

the Internet through a custom web service14 with advanced search capabilities—such as retrieving 

resources by type of functionality or application domain—, and also be used by third-party web 

services or web-based applications. In addition, it can be incrementally updated simply by 

processing the abstracts of articles describing new tools and databases.  

This approach, using a simple pattern-matching method to create a prototype of bioinformatics 

Resourceome, was proved suitable to automatically: i) detect the names of the resources, ii) 

extract short descriptions of their functionalities and iii) classify the extracted data sources, 

methods, tools and services into a taxonomy of biomedical resources. The method, initially 

designed to discover and annotate bioinformatics resources, was adapted to be applied to the 

nanomedicine domain (Chiesa et al. 2008). In this case, the objective was to automatically process 

scientific articles about nanomedicine and extract relevant information about available data 

sources and computational resources developed to support research in this field. Nevertheless, 

although this work was based on the method that led to previous results in the biomedical domain 

                                                      
9 http://bioinformatics.ca/links_directory/ 
10 INBIOMEDvision (FP7-270107). http://www.inbiomedvision.eu 
11 The Catalogue of Genotype-Phenotype Resources is available at: http://www.inbiomedvision.eu/phen-gen.html and 

http://edelman.dia.fi.upm.es/inbiomedvision/. 
12 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/ 
13 http://apps.webofknowledge.com/ 
14 http://edelman.dia.fi.upm.es/biri/ 

http://bioinformatics.ca/links_directory/
http://www.inbiomedvision.eu/phen-gen.html
http://edelman.dia.fi.upm.es/inbiomedvision/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
http://apps.webofknowledge.com/
http://edelman.dia.fi.upm.es/biri/
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—a semantic approach based on text mining and pattern matching techniques—, the author did 

not obtain the same successful results. 

Within the work developed in this thesis dissertation, the author analyzed the different issues 

found during the attempt to adapt the Resourceome from the biomedical to the nanomedical 

domain such as, for instance, the lack of data standards and controlled vocabularies for 

nanomedical data, the low number of computational resources specifically developed to deal with 

information at the nanoscale, the ambiguity in the nomenclature of nanoparticles and 

nanomaterials, the heterogeneous nature of data derived from nanomedical experiments or the 

absence of metadata accompanying experimental results. Such analysis could facilitate a further 

implementation of a “nanoresourceome”, as will be discussed in this document. 

1.2.2 Nanomedicine research in the scientific literature 

The growing scientific interest on the nanomedical field has led many research laboratories to 

increase their efforts in obtaining results quickly. The produced material is then shared with the 

research community, usually through the publication of the experiments in scientific journals 

(Figure 1-3). Such rapid growth of experimental data in nanomedicine has led to organizational 

issues when reporting results: i) lack of standards and common terminologies covering the whole 

nanomedical domain and, especially, new concepts and terms that are emerging in the field, ii) 

not comprehensive reporting of measurement parameters, external conditions and protocols used 

in experimental research in nanomedicine, iii) prevalence of widely distributed data silos instead 

of shared repositories, and iv) lack of integration and interoperability between data sources and 

tools,  as previously mentioned. This situation may lead to an uncontrolled explosion of 

heterogeneous and complex information that would be difficult to manage. In such context, the 

development of automatic approaches, such as those proposed by the novel nanoinformatics 

discipline, is critical to organize the vast volumes of available results and extract meaningful data 

correlations to inform further research in the nanomedical area. 

 

Figure 1-3. Number of publications with nano-prefixed terms in the title published over the last 20 

years (1992-2012), following previous studies (Braun et al 1997, Huang et al 2003, Hullman and 

Meyer 2003, Lee et al 2006). Source: Web of Knowledge (Thomson Reuters) 
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Unfortunately, whether or not nanoinformatics methods are proven successful to deal with 

information at the nano level, big limitations would remain in the lack of standardization when 

reporting nanomedical experiments and results, both in scientific publications and raw data 

repositories. The possible relation that may exist among different experiments and results is still 

unclear, due to the high volumes of information that have not been integrated and standardized 

yet. While scientific articles may need to follow specific guidelines in order to give a well-defined 

structure to the information reported on them —from the concepts used in the title and abstract to 

the organization of the methods and results descriptions—, online deposit of experimental results 

in databases and repositories may be conducted under rigorous validation, curation, 

standardization and integration processes. This could facilitate the automated extraction and 

analysis of relevant nanomedical information from the scientific literature and enable the creation 

of comprehensive catalogues or databases of nanomaterials populated with data from 

heterogeneous sources, as will be discussed in this document.  

In the absence of well-structured and labeled data, semantic approaches are not directly applicable 

to nano-related texts. In this early stage of nanomedicine research, creating the basis for a common 

standard to report experiments and results is crucial to manage the rapid growth of non-structured 

textual information in the domain. Within the work of this doctoral dissertation, the author 

proposes an approach to produce a well-structured organization of the contents of scientific 

publications related to nanomedicine, as well as a set of minimum information requirements and 

essential metadata for reporting nanomedical experiments. For that purpose, the author analyzes 

potential linguistic and semantic patterns extracted from the literature and identifies unique 

characteristics of the extant information in the field, from both structured and non-structured 

sources. This analysis is followed by a proposal of a taxonomy, specific to nano, aiming to 

harmonize data and domain knowledge. Such study resulted in the development of a set of 

nanomedical experiment descriptors and checklists to help researchers structure their publications 

in a way that facilitates both human and computer analysis of free-text reporting research in 

nanomedicine. This kind of strategy may improve the efficiency of those tools developed for 

information retrieval and text mining from nanomedical texts, thus enabling the automatic 

curation and integration of existing nanomaterial data and the consequent knowledge inference. 

Through an exhaustive manual analysis of the scientific literature, the author illustrates the 

suitability of including meaningful metadata to structure extant publications in the area.  

Nevertheless, as we will see in the next subsection, the application of statistical approaches to 

nanomedicine texts—based on machine learning techniques and statistical methods for text 

mining and information extraction—could be a suitable alternative to purely semantic approaches, 

which could get obsolete quickly in such an emerging and changing domain. 

1.2.3 Nanomedicine in clinical trials  

Clinical Trials (CTs) are essential for bridging the gap between experimental research on new 

drugs and their clinical application. Just like CTs for traditional drugs and biologics have helped 

accelerate the translation of biomedical findings into medical practice, CTs for nanodrugs and 

nanodevices could advance novel nanomaterials as agents for diagnosis and therapy.  

Although there is publicly available information about nanomedicine-related CTs, the online 

archiving of this information is carried out without adhering to criteria that discriminate between 

studies involving nanomaterials or nanotechnology-based processes (nano), and CTs that do not 

involve nanotechnology (non-nano). Finding out whether nanodrugs and nanodevices were 

involved in a study from CT summaries alone is a challenging task. At the time of writing, CTs 

archived in the well-known online registry ClinicalTrials.gov15 are not easily distinguished as to 

whether they are nano or non-nano CTs —even when performed by domain experts, due to the 

                                                      
15 http://clinicaltrials.gov/ 

http://clinicaltrials.gov/
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lack of both a common definition for nanotechnology and of standards for reporting nanomedical 

experiments and results. 

 
 

Figure 1-4. Method to develop a machine learning model to classify CTs from ClinicalTrials.gov as 

nano or non-nano related 

Within the work of this dissertation, the author proposes a supervised learning approach for 

classifying CT summaries from ClinicalTrials.gov according to whether they fall into the nano or 

the non-nano categories (Figure 1-4). The method involves several stages: i) extraction and 
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manual annotation of CTs as nano vs. non-nano, ii) pre-processing and automatic classification, 

and iii) performance evaluation using several state-of-the-art classifiers under different 

transformations of the original dataset. The performance of the best automated classifier closely 

matches that of experts (AUC16 greater than 0.95), suggesting that it is feasible to automatically 

detect the presence of nanotechnology products in CT summaries with a high degree of accuracy. 

This can significantly speed up the process of finding whether reports on ClinicalTrials.gov, might 

be relevant to a particular nanoparticle or nanotechnology under study, which is essential to 

discover whether there are any precedents for nanotoxicity events or advantages for targeted drug 

therapy in the CT website for matches on the nanotechnology in question. 

The obtained results in the different scenarios suggest that it is possible to extract and discover 

new “hidden” relevant information on nanomedicine from reported research results in clinical 

trial summaries and the literature. This could mean that nanoinformatics is coming out of age to 

help nanomedicine by providing methods and tools specifically developed to address the growing 

needs of new information management strategies in the field.

1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THE MANUSCRIPT 

The manuscript is organized as follows. The second chapter analyzes the state-of-the-art in the 

intersection of the target scientific areas: biomedicine, molecular medicine, personalized 

medicine and nanomedicine, with an especial emphasis on detecting recent breakthroughs in 

nanomedicine as well as challenges presented when managing information at the nano level. This 

chapter also introduces the novel area of nanoinformatics, reviewing the available 

nanoinformatics resources and their role in experimental and clinical research. The third chapter 

presents the methodology followed in this dissertation, introducing the overall approach and 

describing the specific experiments conducted for each scenario mentioned above. For each 

scenario, the author details the motivation and scope of the study and the method (or methods) 

applied to conduct the experiment, also including a summary of the obtained results. Chapter four 

evaluates the results of the experiments and chapter five discusses such results, highlighting the 

different issues faced during the implementation as well as comparing the results obtained in the 

biomedical area with the results obtained for the nanomedicine field. In the sixth chapter the 

author provides concluding remarks and a list of potential research lines for future work in the 

area. Finally, this document includes six annexes containing supplementary information.  

 

 

                                                      
16 Area Under the ROC Curve 



 

 

2 BACKGROUND 

Over the last 20 years, nanotechnology has revolutionized the field of medicine (Duncan and 

Gaspar 2011). At the nanoscale, physical, chemical and functional properties differ from those at 

the cell, tissue or organ level (McNeil 2011). Unique characteristics emerge from nanoparticles, 

based on their size —they are small enough to interact with receptors with high specificity and 

effectiveness, and large enough to carry drugs at the molecular level— and also on their quantum 

properties —density, stability, or unexpected optical properties such as high absorption of solar 

radiation (Scholes and Rumbles 2006) or superparamagnetism (Sato et al 2011), for instance.  All 

this represents a dramatic turnaround from a few years ago for the scientific community. In 

biomedicine, worldwide efforts to foster these novel technologies promises to bring us new 

insights into the development of biomarkers and personalized treatments, but also raises concerns 

about inefficacy in the management and analysis of all of this new information to address potential 

hazards and risks. In this sense, the society´s perception of nanotechnology requires strong 

consideration since it could influence industry oversight of future advancements in the area. 

One current issue regarding nanoparticles is their potential (nano)toxicity, a field that still requires 

substantial research. It is yet unclear how toxicity is produced and what toxicity some 

nanoparticles may have. Thus, there is a lack of extensive regulation for new products derived 

from them. What may be harmless at the macro or chemical level may have different effects in 

the body than the nanoparticle form. Possibly the largest time- and money-related costs involved 

in developing nanomaterials may not be in making them work, but in determining their side 

effects and biological impacts. 

Computational methods and tools offer novel paradigms to materials’ discovery and design, 

improving properties prediction or material selection capabilities that could increase product 

performance and reduce time from drug discovery to marketing. The novel discipline of 

nanoinformatics deals with all of these information challenges related to nanotechnology research 

and, specifically, with nanomedicine (de la Iglesia et al. 2011b, Maojo et al 2012a). Several 

nanoinformatics initiatives are currently identifying data gaps and research priorities in the area, 

and developing collaborative nanoinformatics environments where research institutions can 

publish descriptions of their data sources and make them publicly available over the Internet. 

This chapter reviews and analyzes the rationale and scientific issues behind the new fields of 

nanomedicine and nanoinformatics. Such a review is linked to actual research projects and 

achievements of the author within the Biomedical Informatics Group, under the direction of Prof. 

Víctor Maojo. The first section, introduces the fields of molecular medicine and personalized 

medicine, analyzing their intersection with nanotechnology. Section two provides a detailed 

description of the state of the art in nanomedicine, defining basic concepts and foundations and 

analyzing insights and advances in the area. The third section presents an analysis of 

nanomedicine from an information perspective, discussing current approaches and ongoing 

initiatives within the area of nanoinformatics. Section four introduces the areas of BMI and 

nanoinformatics. Then, the fifth section summarizes the existing needs and challenges and 

analyzes recent activities and opportunities for research in nanomedicine and nanoinformatics. It 

also presents the previous experience of the author at the intersection between these two areas, 

particularly in the context of a European project named ACTION-Grid17 (Maojo et al. 2010b, 

Maojo et al. 2012a). Section six reviews current nanoinformatics resources and section seven 

provides an analysis of the available nanomedical literature. Finally, section eight describe the 

presence of nanotechnology products in the clinical context —i.e. clinical trials. 

                                                      
17 ACTION-Grid FP7 EC-funded Support Action. http://www.vph-action-grid.eu 

http://www.vph-action-grid.eu/
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It should be noted that parts of this chapter have already been published by the author in indexed 

scientific journals (de la Iglesia et al. 2011b, Maojo et al. 2012a, Maojo et al. 2012b, de la Iglesia 

et al. 2013a, de la Iglesia et al. 2013b). 

2.1 MOLECULAR MEDICINE AND PERSONALIZED MEDICINE 

Molecular medicine (Scriver et al. 2001) is a biomedical field that is especially promising, 

offering significant opportunities across many scientific disciplines and clinical specialties, 

requiring new links between clinicians and molecular biologists. While the ultimate goal of 

molecular medicine is the study of the molecular structures and mechanisms underlying disease, 

this field intersects with a wide range of other fields such as biotechnology, pharmacogenomics, 

molecular imaging, medicinal chemistry, medical genomics, and nanomedicine, helping integrate 

molecular biology and molecular genetics into specific medical specialties. For instance, in the 

case of nanomedicine, the combination of molecular biomarkers with drug nanocarriers —i.e. 

particles manufactured at the nanoscale used for drug delivery— provides new promising 

techniques for personalized cancer diagnosis (Rosenblum and Peer 2013).  

Molecular medicine as discipline has grown considerably since the publication in 1949 of the 

groundbreaking work on human hemoglobin by Pauling and Itano (Pauling and Itano 1949), 

followed by the studies of Williams (1956), and Perutz and Lehmann (1968), and many 

subsequent investigations (Schechter 2008). In the decades since, the molecular basis of medicine 

has experienced dramatic ongoing developments (Weatherall 2010), producing many significant 

breakthroughs —such as, for instance, those made in the fields of drug discovery (Vallance and 

Levick 2007), gene regulatory networks (Davidson and Levin 2005), microRNAs (Liang 2009), 

and evolutionary molecular medicine (Nesse et al. 2012). Personalized or individualized 

treatments have emerged as the main promising goal of molecular medicine. The cost of genome 

sequencing has dropped considerably during the past decade, allowing the identification of 

numerous genomic variants and, consequently, an increasing volume of information derived from 

the experimental results. For instance, initiatives such as the “1000 Genomes” (1000 Genomes 

Project Consortium 2010) and ENCODE (Encyclopedia Of DNA Elements) (Gerstein 2012) are 

achieving great advances in the interpretation of the human genome sequence, stored in large 

databases, most of them accessible over the web. In addition, non-invasive molecular imaging 

technologies (Massoud and Gambhir 2007) have also accelerated the development of the 

emerging field of personalized medicine (Hoffman 2007).  

Current research in molecular medicine ranges from the studies of disease pathogenesis at the 

molecular level (Sotiriou and Piccart 2007) to the prevention (Dunn et al. 2011) and treatment 

(Waldman et al. 2007) of disease through molecular therapeutics. Rapid evolution of this field is 

leading to information overflow. Recent studies and results from experiments are producing large 

amounts of high-throughput data, stressing the role of computational approaches for information 

management and knowledge discovery. Thus, the question arises as to whether current 

information management approaches can scale sufficiently to handle this growing amount of 

heterogeneous information. For instance, the explosion of various omics18 databases (Schneider 

and Orchard, 2011), populated with high-throughput data, and the exponential growth of 

publications in the field (Figure 2-1) —where the majority of experimental results are published— 

have addressed the challenges that need to be faced using innovative Information Technologies 

(IT) solutions, while changing existing ones. Improvements in the accuracy of computational 

methods —such as those for data mining (Rivero et al. 2007), knowledge discovery (Tan et al. 

2003), machine learning (Porto-Pazos et al. 2011), and modeling and simulation— allow effective 

automation of the extraction, management, storage, analysis and simulation of these vast amounts 

of data. For instance, recent modeling tools represent a major innovation, since they are based on 

cellular and molecular phenomena instead of the earlier conceptual and observational focus on 

                                                      
18 Genomics, Proteomics, Metabolomics, etc. 
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organs and tissues. By way of example, the Virtual Physiological Human (VPH) Network of 

Excellence has proposed the VPH Toolkit (Cooper et al. 2010), a compendium of models and 

related applications and services for personalized medicine, which includes multiscale modeling 

and simulation tools. New areas have emerged, such as epigenetics, which considers 

environmental causes of disease in addition to genetic causes. In this case, as pointed out by Patel 

et al. (2010) when describing their work on Environmental-Wide Association Studies (EWAS), 

the environment can be seen as the new prescription of the doctor, where patients demand ways 

to compensate for the vulnerabilities that arise from their genomes. One of the major challenges 

in this field is that environmental conditions overburden all current existing models, a problem 

that can only be addressed from an informatics perspective. Several resources are being developed 

in this direction (Fingerman et al. 2011). Thus, computational methods and techniques offer novel 

paradigms to study and analyze the molecular aspects of disease (Sarachan et al. 2003) that could 

increase performance and reduce time from drug discovery to marketing. In this scenario, there 

are some emerging areas, such as translational bioinformatics (Altman 2012), which can lead to 

novel applications for linking molecular, clinical, and epidemiological data, establishing a direct 

link between health care research and basic biology.  

 

Figure 2-1. Number of papers published in PubMed under the topic “molecular medicine” during the 

last fifteen years. Source: GoPubMed19 

As emphasized above, molecular medicine is an information-driven domain drawing on a wide 

range of digital resources. As an example, the Nucleic Acids Research Molecular Biology 

Database Collection (Fernández-Suárez and Galperin 2013) —the well-known index of molecular 

biology data sources, accessible on the Web since 1999— lists at the time of writing more than 

1500 databases within the domain (see Figure 2-7). The recent availability of various sources of 

information has accelerated medical and pharmaceutical research by providing more effective 

ways to access biological data. For instance, biobanks are nowadays a key element for 

transforming results from genomic research into real advances and breakthroughs in medical care, 

and databases related to tissue biosamples play an essential role in the identification of causes of 

disease (Aldridge 2005). We should bear in mind that, even while genomic data can be 

represented by only four symbols, sequencing whole genomes is very complex and involves 

choices among many other representational components. Therefore, a standard representation of 

the genome is needed, as well as data repositories capable of linking heterogeneous data from 

multiple levels and sources: clinical, genomic, imaging, pathology, and so on.

                                                      
19 http://www.gopubmed.org 

http://www.gopubmed.org/
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2.2 NANOMEDICINE 

Nanomedicine is a new field arising from the application of nanotechnology in healthcare and 

research (Jain 2008). The US National Institutes of Health define nanomedicine as a “highly 

specific medical intervention at the molecular scale for curing disease or repairing damaged 

tissues” (National Institutes of Health 2010). In general terms, nanomedicine can be considered 

as the application of nanotechnology to the medical domain. 

While nanotechnology was already proposed in 1959 by the Nobel Prize Feynman in a conference 

held at Caltech (Feynman 1960), it took almost three decades to fulfill the biological and medical 

promises and challenges already implicit in Feynman’s vision. The development of novel 

nanoscientific and nanotechnological approaches allowed the manufacturing of new particles and 

devices at the nanoscale and the study of their effects. The application of these new materials and 

devices to humans has rapidly evolved in the past decade, creating the novel area of 

nanomedicine. At the time of writing, almost 90000 papers appear indexed in Medline under the 

term “Nanoparticle” and over 7000 papers under “Nanomedicine” (Figure 2-2); the oldest one of 

the latter, being published in 1999 (Weber 1999). Nevertheless, many other examples can be 

found in the literature, although they have not been indexed under the MeSH term 

“Nanomedicine”. For instance, as cited in (Jain 2008), Douglas et al. presented in 1987 one of the 

first published examples of what can be considered now as nanomedicine (Douglas 1987). Such 

large number of papers in a field that is still largely unknown to many biomedical researchers 

indicates its tremendous potential impact in modern and future biomedical science and 

technology. At the same time, it also points out a new trend, where enormous amounts of 

information will have to be efficiently managed by a whole set of informatics tools and new 

approaches for intelligent management of information and knowledge. These requirements have 

been earlier discussed elsewhere (Kulikowski 2002), including the essential commitment of the 

scientific community with innovative research on molecular medicine, which now can be 

extended to nanomedicine ―as the author suggests in this document. This reference, and others, 

highlights the necessary developments of novel informatics standards and tools —such as 

databases, simulation models, adapted EHRs, ontologies, etc.— for managing and structuring 

biomedical knowledge at various biological levels. In this regard, expanding this information at 

the nano level might surely be a new challenge for biomedical informaticians. 

 

Figure 2-2. Worldwide distribution of research on Nanomedicine. Source: Search for the term 

“Nanomedicine” on the scientific literature by using GoPubMed 
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The possibilities of nanomedicine for biomedical research and practice are impressive, ranging 

from the improvement of pharmaceutical products —making them more effective and aiming to 

reduce their contraindications— to the creation of new diagnostic devices and procedures or the 

development of new techniques and materials for tissue replacement and repairing in the area of 

regenerative medicine. Furthermore, nanoparticles recently started to be widely considered for 

medical practice as diagnostic and therapeutic tools in order to understand, detect and treat 

diseases. But, for such new clinical applications, secondary effects such as nanotoxicity —both 

in animals and the environment— must be carefully analyzed before nanoparticles are approved 

for their use in clinical routine. To understand the toxicity of nanoparticles it is important to 

consider them as particles of very tiny size enabled to circulate through the blood, lymph or other 

paths in human, animal or any biological organism (Buzea et al. 2008). Exposure to them could 

have some unwanted consequences, some adverse effect, some temporary or permanent toxic 

result. Given the complexity of interactions and secondary effects that may appear, the implication 

of informatics tools and systems —such as EHRs— will be important to address information 

management in this area. 

Groundbreaking advances in nanoscience continue to provide incremental insights into medicine. 

Among numerous potential applications, such as biosensors, biological carriers for drug delivery 

or structures for tissue repair, this section illustrates some examples of the more innovative 

research in the field of nanomedicine. We can differentiate two contexts in nanotechnology 

applications: diagnostics (based on molecular biosensing) and therapeutics, which follow tailored 

strategies. As biomarkers and imaging contrast agents, nanoparticles can be decorated with 

specific diagnostic agents targeted to specific receptors (Mailänder and Landfester 2009), which 

allows monitoring of their distribution (Haun et al. 2011). This property has many diagnostic 

biosensing applications (Yeri and Gao 2011). The large surface area of nanomaterials, chemically 

functionalized with targeting ligands, provides excellent levels of sensitivity for the detection of 

molecular targets, such as DNA, proteins, pathogens, tumor cells or enzymes (Kumbar et al. 

2008). For instance, scientists at the Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine have 

developed a bio-barcode assay (Thaxton et al. 2009) for detecting prostate-specific antigen (PSA) 

based on the use of gold nanoparticles, and have recently defined nanocombinatorics (Giam et al. 

2012), a new lithography technique that generates nanoscale biological patterns. In the 

NanoSystems Biology Cancer Center at the California Institute of Technology, researchers have 

developed a nano-based, integrated platform with two different applications: cell sorting and 

multiplex detection of DNA and proteins (Bailey et al. 2007). Photoacoustic molecular imaging 

is another potential application of nanoparticles as molecular markers. It consists of marking 

biological targets with acoustic detectors, such as carbon nanotubes and gold nanoparticles. This 

promising technique has been successfully applied in mice by the Molecular Imaging Program at 

Stanford for multimodal brain tumor imaging (Kircher et al. 2012) and for the diagnosis of retinal 

diseases (de la Zerda et al. 2012). On the other hand, as delivery systems, nanoparticles are 

suitable for systematically releasing drugs to a specific target (cell or tissue), increasing their 

efficiency and improving the characterization of the treatment response. Nanocarriers can be seen 

as sophisticated mechanisms by which nanosized objects can be transported through the body to 

target specific cells and penetrate cellular and nuclear membranes. Advanced design of 

nanomaterials has demonstrated that engineered nanoparticles can evade immune detection, 

facilitating the targeted delivery of a specific drug. Nanoparticles hide their payloads, protecting 

drugs from several defense mechanisms and biological barriers, such as particle disposal by 

phagocytic cells or renal plasma clearance (Zuckerman et al. 2012). Nanoparticles can also be 

used for gene delivery (Jin et al. 2009), leading to deactivation of genes related to a specific illness 

(e.g. cancer). The nanoparticle preserves its genetic payload from degrading enzymes and the 

immune system and carries it into the target cells, as well. In addition, advances in 

nanotechnology are being applied to in vitro regenerative medicine: tissue regeneration (Veetil 

and Ye 2009), cardiovascular implants (Ghanbari et al. 2011, de Mel et al. 2012), cell therapy 
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(Perán et al. 2012), wound healing and delivery of exogenous growth factors (Koria 2012) are 

examples. 

With regards to cancer research —one of the main areas where nanotechnology discoveries are 

being applied— biological mechanisms are complex and drug interactions offer very different 

results between in vitro and in vivo assays. However, with the use of nanoparticles, diagnostics 

and therapeutics could be greatly improved for certain types of tumors, such as those tumors 

currently treated with toxic drugs —i.e. lung (Upadhyay et al. 2012) or breast cancer (Xin et al. 

2012)— or gene therapy —ovarian (Fathabadi et al. 2012) and brain cancer (Liu et al. 2012). For 

instance, researchers at the University of Melbourne (Australia) are using certain engineered 

nanostructures (polymers, micelles and polymersomes) as carriers to deliver drugs that target 

cancer cells causing minimal biological side effects (Kamphuis et al. 2010, Shimoni et al. 2012). 

With the same objective, the continuous efforts of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) to apply 

nanotechnology-based advances to early diagnosis and effective therapy against cancer (Service 

2005, 2010; Shukla et al. 2011; Ptak et al. 2010) is also worthy of mention. There are other 

remarkable examples of innovative nanomedical research. At the University of North Carolina, 

researchers are conducting experiments that use the novel PRINT technique (Perry et al. 2011) 

for nanoparticle replication and mimicry (Parrott et al. 2012, Wang et al. 2012), obtaining new 

particles that can be tuned with controlled properties, e.g. elasticity, size or shape. Such advances 

could be applied to the development of nanoparticles for use in the emerging area of theranostics 

(Perry et al. 2011, Kelkar and Reineke 2011, Kiessling et al. 2012), a new paradigm that combines 

diagnostics and therapy for individual patients in one step. 

However, there is an urgent need to shorten the timeline between the acquisition of fundamental 

knowledge about nanomaterials, the publication of related studies and assays in scientific media 

and their clinical application. Social concerns about nanoparticles toxicity or nanotoxicity —the 

potential negative health impact of exposure to nanomaterials— could be a barrier for the agile 

and efficient transfer of nanotechnology from the bench to the bedside (Bellare 2011). This could 

be addressed by supporting responsible nanotechnology development, providing high-quality 

information through a better exchange system and sharing available toxicity and physicochemical 

data to efficiently determine the association between exposure to nanomaterials and side effects. 

In both the diagnostic and treatment contexts, pharmacokinetic behavior and potential risks posed 

by nanoparticle-based drugs should be studied in-depth, considering both genotypic and 

phenotypic studies. Currently, in most cases, clinical trials on nanoparticles are not revealing new 

toxic effects from the nanoparticle itself or its components and, therefore, it would be necessary 

to differentiate between the toxicity of the container and that of its payload (i.e. surface versus 

core), which are cornerstones in determining and monitoring the efficacy and adverse health 

effects of new nanomaterials. Indeed, in the case of nanomedicines, the development and approval 

of new drugs does not need to take so long and clinical trials are not necessarily vital in some 

cases, particularly when considering that nanomaterials are generally derived from drugs 

previously authorized by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) (Etheridge et al. 2013) 

or the European Medicines Agency (EMA) (Karalis and Macheras 2012). There are many drugs 

already approved or under commercial use, such as those for therapy against cancer —

Daunoxome® (Petre and Dittmer 2007), Doxil® (Pearce et al. 2012) and Caelyx® (Li et al. 2012), 

among others—, bone substitutes such as CarriGen®20 , dental composites such as FilTek® 

(Moosavi et al. 2012), or platforms as the Verigene® System (Buxton 2009), which is extensively 

used in hospitals for diagnostic purposes. 

Given the myriad of new and increasingly rapid results generated by nanomedical research 

nowadays, it is obvious that the development of new tools for managing all this information has 

become crucial for advancing the field. To improve the efficiency of research on nanomedicine-

                                                      
20  CarriGen®, porous bone substitute material composed of a proprietary nanocrystalline calcium phosphate 

formulation that mimics the crystalline mineral structure of human bone. ETEX products. 

https://secure.etexcorp.com/products_overview.html 

https://secure.etexcorp.com/products_overview.html
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related areas, the scientific community should approach the problem considering various points 

of view, such as for instance:  

1. Organize the current available material. It is important to create indexes of current 

research initiatives and the available resources that can be used and shared by research 

groups.  

2. Focus research efforts on specific high-impact research directions. Some topics can be 

considered more relevant for a rapid progress of the area and research effort should be 

focused on these themes. 

3. Reuse techniques and methods that have proved to be successful in areas like BMI or 

Systems Biology —regarding issues like standardization, interoperability, modeling or 

ontological development— in order to establish the necessary multidisciplinary approach. 

In this context, the new discipline named nanoinformatics has recently emerged (National Science 

Foundation, National Nanomanufacturing Network, 2007) to address these challenges and goals, 

as discussed in detail in this PhD dissertation. 

2.2.1 Definition of nanomaterial and nanoparticle  

A major issue when analyzing a nanomedical text is how to define the term “nano” (Tahan 2007). 

Many attempts to characterize nanotechnology can be found in the literature (Theis et al. 2006) 

but a standard or consensus definition —proposed or accepted by all the regulatory authorities in 

the field— has yet to be established. For instance, the International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) and the US National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) defines 

nanotechnology as “the understanding and control of matter at dimensions between 

approximately 1 and 100 nanometers, where unique phenomena enable novel applications” 

(National Nanotechnology Initiative 2007, International Organization for Standardization 2010). 

In addition, there exist nanomedical studies which include materials at higher scales, e.g. 

considering structures with at least one dimension that reaches up to 300 nanometers (Etheridge 

et al. 2013), or 500 nanometers (Scalf and West 2009), or, at the lower end of the scale, those that 

are even smaller than 1 nanometer (Li et al. 2009, Marshall et al. 2012). 

Criteria that can distinguish between nano and non-nano drugs and devices are still under 

discussion, suggesting the urgent need for ways to define what are nanomaterials and 

nanotechnology products from their existing descriptions in the literature and in clinical trials 

(CT) reports. For instance, in Europe, a broad range of characteristics —such as the size 

distribution or the volume-specific surface area— is used to define a nanomaterial (European 

Commission-Joint Research Centre 2010, European Commission-Directorate General for Health 

& Consumers 2010, European Commission-SCENIHR 2010a), even though size is still the key 

element for distinguishing products at the nanoscale. European recommendations consider not 

only single or primary particles but also agglomerates21, aggregates22  and structured particles, but 

do not apply any universal threshold to their size23. The most recent definition considers that a 

nanomaterial should fulfill at least one of the following conditions (European Commission-

SCENIHR 2010b): 

                                                      
21 “Cluster of molecules or particles that results from agglomeration. Agglomeration is a process of contact and 

adhesion whereby dispersed molecules or particles are held together by weak physical interactions. The particles that 

comprise agglomerates can be dispersed again” (Slomkowski et al. 2011). 
22 “Aggregates are clusters of chemically-bound nanoparticles held together by strong chemical or sinter forces. This 

kind of association between nanoparticles is a non-reversible process” (Slomkowski et al. 2011). 
23 The most recent definition (European Commission 2010) considers that a nanomaterial should fulfill at least one of 

the following conditions: i) consists of particles, with at least one external dimension in the size range 1-100 nm for 

more than 1% of the number size distribution; ii) has internal or surface structures in at least one dimension in the size 

range 1-100 nm; and, iii) has a specific surface area by volume greater than 60m2/cm3. 
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- consists of particles, with at least one external dimension in the size range 1-100 nm for 

more than 1% of the number size distribution 

- has internal or surface structures in at least one dimension in the size range 1-100 nm 

- has a specific surface area by volume greater than 60m2/cm3 

In the USA, according to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the following two points 

should be consider when characterizing products —both new products and existent products 

manufactured to acquire properties at the nano scale— containing nanomaterials or involving the 

application of nanotechnology (U.S. Food and Drug Administration 2011): 

- The product has at least one dimension in the nanoscale (approximately 1 to 100 nm). 

- The product —with an size range of up to one micrometer— exhibits properties and 

phenomena that are attributable to its dimension(s) and distinct from those of macro-scale 

materials: increased bioavailability, decreased dosage, increased potency, decreased 

toxicity, better detection of pathogens and improved delivery of drugs to targets, among 

many others.  

Current definitions are still under discussion and there is an urgent need for a more elaborate 

common description to identify nanomaterials and nanotechnology products. Consequently, 

researchers use different measures and properties to distinguish between nano and non-nano 

products, ranging from size, size distribution and surface area, to other material special properties, 

such as crystalline phase, photocatalytic activity, zeta potential, or water solubility, among many 

others. In addition, many traditional or conventional materials with nanoscale structure —such as 

certain metal alloys or composites—, should now be considered as nanomaterials and, therefore, 

re-classified at nanotechnology. 

2.2.2 Nanomaterial characterization 

A challenging task in the study of nanoparticles and nanomaterials is their characterization. As 

stated before, due to their nanoscale dimensions, products containing nanomaterials or involving 

the application of nanotechnology manifest special properties and phenomena, very different from 

those of bulk materials24 (Whitesides 2003). For instance, nanomedicine products reveal powerful 

physicochemical properties, such as increased bioavailability and potency —due to the increased 

surface-to-volume ratio, membrane penetration and chemical reactivity per mass dose—, 

decreased toxicity, magnetization and targeted drug delivery, among many others (Roco et al. 

2000). In addition, nanoparticles can be functionalized with a variety of delivery, imaging and/or 

therapeutic moieties, which increase the “avidity” for the desired target (cell, tissue, organ, tumor, 

etc.) and favor the accumulation at target sites, thus optimizing drug delivery (Baker et al. 2009). 

Table 2-1 summarizes some of the special properties of nanomaterials that make them suitable 

for medical use. 

Nowadays, numerous nanotechnologists focus their work on the extraction and study of the 

properties of existing nanoparticles (Xia et al. 2010), in addition to the production or the 

improvement of the mechanisms by which they are synthesized. Such characterization of 

nanoparticles and nanomaterials aims to assess and document their behavior in different 

environments and under certain circumstances but, as described in the previous section, criteria 

relevant for the discrimination between nano and non-nano are discussed using very diverse 

properties (Figure 2-3). 

                                                      
24 This means that nanomaterials have properties that are unique when compared to the larger or bulk form of a material 

of the same composition. 
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Table 2-1. Non-exhaustive list of nanomaterial physical, chemical and biological properties relevant 

for medical applications 

Nanomaterial properties 

Nanoscale dimensions25 

High surface to volume ratio26 

Polydisperse27 

Crystalline structure 

Insolubility/Slow dissolution in water and other biologically relevant solvents 

Thermodynamically unstable (high surface energy) 

Quantum properties28 (electrons) 

High reactivity29 

High bioavailability30 

Target-specificity31 

Potentially functionalized32 

Acceptable for all routes of dosing (in general) 

Ability to absorb and carry other compounds 

Biodegradable33 

Biocompatible 

Non-immunogenic 

Biopersistant34 

 

                                                      
25 At least, in one of its three dimensions. 
26 This property allows decreasing the unit dose as compared with bulk materials. 
27 Broad size distribution. 
28 Nanomaterials present changing chemical, electrical and optical properties due to quantum confinement effects in 

their electrons. 
29 Nanomaterials are much more reactive than coarser materials, producing unknown biological effects. 
30 High penetration, concentration and biodistribution (dissolution, absorption and receptor interaction) in the human 

body, which means that nanomaterials have the ability to penetrate biological barriers and maximize their blood 

circulation time, as well as the cellular uptake, time of residence in the tissues and organ uptake of the drug. 
31 Site-specific targeting: drug targeting to organ, tissue, cell, intracellular. 
32 Nanomaterials can be engineered combining different components: core constituent materials, surface coatings and 

a broad diversity of functionalizing moieties. 
33 Control of body clearance mechanisms through size (biliary clearance, renal clearance, excretion, phagocytic activity 

etc.) 
34 High durability in the human body, which means that nanomaterials are able to reach the target site, and can remain 

in it until deliver the drug in a time-controlled manner. 
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Figure 2-3. Some of the properties of nanomaterials generally used to classify them 

2.2.2.1 Characterization techniques 

A key point for the advance of nanotechnology nowadays is the continuous development of new 

characterization and microscopy techniques. Material properties at the nanoscale can be studied 

and measured very accurately with the current emerging techniques. With the additional support 

of advanced software applications that perform routines for image processing and feature 

extraction, researchers are now able to deal with an enormous range of new materials. 

Given the variety of nanoparticle applications, there are many different imaging and 

characterization techniques, involving both advantages and disadvantages, which have evolved 

over the last years (Scalf and West 2006). The use of classical microscopy techniques required a 

laborious preparation of the sample. In addition, the image resolution was limited by the 

wavelength of light, so it was not feasible to display in detail the smaller particles. In this sense, 

the introduction of the electron microscope was fundamental. Previous techniques, such as X-Ray 

Diffraction (XRD) or laser diffraction, generated low-quality images but could observe large 

diameters (<10 microns), which is not possible with more advanced techniques. Nanoparticle 

morphology can be observed using Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) (Zimnyakov et al. 2012), but 

the sample requires being prepared in an aqueous medium, with the consequent loss of some of 

its features and inability to study the nanoparticles individually, since in that means they form 

conglomerates. Other recent technologies, such as the Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

(Müller et al. 2008) and the Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (Müller et al. 2011), provide 

two-dimensional images but are very expensive and also require a complex preparation of the 

sample. Finally, the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) is especially suitable for the 

characterization of nanoparticles (Eves and Green 2012). It provides three-dimensional images, 

allowing the visualization of individual nanoparticles (size, morphology, surface) as well as the 

visualization of groups of nanoparticles (particle counts, particle size distribution, surface area 

distribution, volume distribution). All this quantitative and qualitative information is generated 

statistically by computational modeling and simulation methods and permits the visual distinction 

between materials. Other promising techniques for characterizing nanoparticles are emerging, 

supported by low-cost technologies —e.g. nanopore sensing (Maitra 2012)—, such as those based 

on micronucleus analysis (Fenech 2000) and genotoxicy studies (Nelson et al. 2013). 
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In this context, it is worth noting that some technological companies —e.g. CrixLabs35— already 

offer, within their imaging and microscopy devices, the necessary software to directly handle, 

simulate and model nanomaterial data through their cloud computing services. Thus, these 

companies are providing an integrated package that includes experimental data as well as its 

interpretation, high-quality annotated information that can be directly deposited online in the 

editorial´s data warehouses, in addition to the research publication reporting the experiments. This 

kind of data publication policies are providing more comprehensive ways to generate knowledge 

from data and could obviously lead to more research findings. 

2.2.2.2 Characterization parameters 

There are numerous ways for classifying nanoparticles. This is subject of continuing debate in the 

scientific community: there exist different approaches, as well as various parameters and 

discriminators based on which the nanoparticles are categorized: 

- Chemical components: carbon, metal, polymers, semiconductors, oxides, etc. 

- Design and functionality: carbon nanotubes, macromolecules, quantum dots, fullerenes, 

graphene, micelles, etc. 

- Geometric shape or morphology of nanoparticles and nanomaterials: The chemical, 

optical and mechanical behavior and distribution of materials heavily depend on the size 

and shape of their particles (López-Donaire et al. 2012) (Figure 2-4). 

- Applications to medical diagnosis and therapy: detection of drugs, gene therapy, 

diagnostics, drug delivery, medical imaging, monitoring, etc. 

- Stimuli needed to activate the functionality of the nanoparticle. 

- Type or pathway to the nanoparticle: oral ingestion, dermal contact (through mucosa), by 

inhalation, injection, etc. 

- Study method: synthesis, materials analysis, in vitro, in vivo, ex vivo, environmental 

study, computational modeling, etc. 

- Risk groups: industrial workers, researchers, ecosystems, and the general consumer. 

- Production method: engineered or accidentally. 

 

Figure 2-4. Different types of nanoparticles: A) Aluminum nanoparticles; B) Dispersion of oxide 

nanoparticles; C) Quantum dots; D) Gold nanoparticles 

In vitro and in vivo experiments in nanomedicine are currently generating huge volumes of 

information that should be organized in order to extract knowledge on nanoparticle 

                                                      
35 http://crixlabs.com/ 

http://crixlabs.com/
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characterization and biological activity. As pointed out elsewhere (Baker et al. 2009a, 2013), there 

is an urgent need to gather, standardize, integrate and analyze nanomaterial characterization data 

generated in nanotechnology research. Various worldwide initiatives are currently focused on 

standardizing methods and procedures for nanomaterial and nanoparticle characterization. For 

instance, an inventory of recommended characterization parameters in nanotoxicology studies has 

been published by the MinChar initiative and can be accessed through its website36.

2.3 DATA/INFORMATION/KNOWLEDGE IN NANOMEDICINE 

Information delivery channels are rapidly evolving, generating an increasing need to manage 

available data and resources. Specifically, discovery and design of new materials (Bikiaris 2007, 

Huh and Kwon 2011, Majzoub and Rönnebro 2012, Mentovich et al. 2012) and recent advances 

in personalized medicine (Jain 2011) raise new challenges in the analysis and integration of the 

massive heterogeneous data generated by nanomedical studies. Researchers are facing many 

difficulties in their daily tasks related to information retrieval and management in nanomedicine. 

The number of sources is huge, and increasing every day, but the available information is not 

always what is required while, in other cases, the data are not comprehensive or their quality is 

not sufficiently high. In addition, professionals currently working on nanotechnology have 

different professional roles —such as researchers, program managers, policy makers, 

infrastructure providers, clinicians, students and workers— and areas of expertise —materials 

science, physics, chemistry, crystallography, biology and medicine, among others—. Thus, the 

type of information to be managed is very complete and of broad scope, but also heterogeneous 

and varied. Information about researchers, research programs, tools, nanomaterial data and 

current projects is distributed among numerous sources, leading to a considerable disconnection 

between the available resources and users currently performing clinical, environmental, medical 

and basic research. Thus, how to manage nanoinformation is still an open question for computer 

scientists. Figure 2-5 shows the top terms appearing in nanomedical research publications, 

demonstrating the variety of concepts (from tissues to particles) embraced by nanomedicine.  

 

Figure 2-5. Top terms that appear in research publications related to nanomedicine 

                                                      
36 http://characterizationmatters.org/parameters/ 

http://characterizationmatters.org/parameters/
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The inference of knowledge from raw data sets involves several steps: i) data collection; ii) data 

analysis and annotation; iii) information extraction; and, finally, iv) validation by experts in the 

field. This process also involves classifying and ranking information into categories and requires 

the definition of a specific semantic domain, based on standard terminologies and vocabularies. 

Knowledge discovery from nanomedical data sources is currently driven by two means: i) existing 

biological and clinical problems, and ii) available research data and derived models. Biological 

and clinical problems raise the target questions and challenges to be addressed: what tasks need 

to be supported and which resources —data and services— are needed. With regards to the 

available experimental data and research results, they serve as basis to build in silico models and 

run simulations. Unfortunately, in nanomedicine, we find data modeling to be an issue: semantics 

requires a solid context to be defined in order to achieve data consistency between research results 

and predictive models. 

Informatics tools aim to define this context by providing different techniques and methodologies 

—controlled vocabularies, data standards, taxonomies and ontologies— to ensure data quality 

and harmonization and to interpret the meaning of data, turning it into usable information and 

knowledge. Additionally, computational methods to store, organize and manage the huge volumes 

of digital data generated during research on nanomedicine could be used to: i) integrate structural 

and functional characterization research data with multiple types of “nano” information  (with 

clinical trial data, for instance); and ii) find, through the development of data analysis methods, 

all sorts of relationships between the size, structure, composition and physical and chemical 

properties of nanoparticles, as well as the extant correlations between in vitro and in vivo assays. 

2.3.1 Data collection and availability 

The lack of knowledge on nanomedical products is a major concern for researchers, industry and 

regulatory agencies. A vast amount of experimental results must be gathered and organized to 

facilitate further work in nanomedicine. The variety of nanomedical data sources constitutes a 

main issue for information management in nanomedicine. Usually, these sources are disparate 

and heterogeneous, providing different types of data in different formats. Data from chemistry, 

physics, medicine and other involved fields could be very different in terms of format, 

measurement units and vocabulary. Additionally, these data generally need to be integrated with 

multilevel biological data, ranging from the population level to the atomic level. The development 

of comprehensive data repositories linking and integrating data from diverse domains and 

different sources —e.g. experimental results, scientific literature, CTs, EHRs, genomics, 

proteomics, nanomaterials characterization, imaging and disease information— would lead to the 

design of more accurate predictive models and simulations of nanomaterials and their biological 

effects. 

Nanomedical data sources are physically separate, forcing researchers to spend research time 

locating them. In addition, such sources used to be of different natures: structured —databases 

and knowledgebases, for example— and unstructured —wikis, technical reports and scientific 

publications are examples. Structured sources, where data are well-defined and semantics are 

implicit, could be easily mined with automatic methods that are already available for the scientific 

community —standard queries to databases, for instance. On the other hand, unstructured sources 

provide data in free text format, making it difficult to automate the process of information 

extraction. This led to the urgent need to develop advanced Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

techniques and text mining methods to convert these unstructured sources to machine-

interpretable format. This issue has been partially addressed in the biomedical domain through 

BMI approaches, and should be addressed in the same way in the nanomedical context, by 

developing and applying specific nanoinformatics methods and techniques (de la Iglesia et al. 

2009). Datasets derived from research should be warehoused in structured repositories —such as 

databases and knowledgebases— and linked to the numerous results published in the literature. 

In addition, data should be stored accordingly to reference standards, and including enough 
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metadata to allow the application of full-automatic informatics approaches for information 

extraction, annotation and curation (Figure 2-6). 

 

Figure 2-6. Computer scientists and nanomedicine experts must interact in order to annotate and 

curate the vast amounts of experimental data 

As computer scientists, our major concern should be how to manage the available data. Some 

attempts have been done to collect and organize such data —mainly drawn from public databases 

and the scientific literature—, following (semi)automated approaches (Chiesa et al. 2008). 

However, a critical barrier that must be discussed in depth first is the important limitations in the 

access to existing datasets. Compared with the BMI domain, supported by a plethora of databases 

and structured repositories of genes, DNA sequences, proteins, drugs, molecular pathways and 

many other biological entities and processes, data resources for engineered nanomaterials are 

limited. In addition, important challenges emerge regarding available data sources for 

nanotechnology and nanomedicine, such as how to collect and extract data from unstructured 

sources of non-standardized data, or which kind of knowledge infrastructure could support current 

and future information requirements in the field. 

Fortunately, the mechanisms for depositing research data have evolved and, over the last years, 

researchers have diversified the ways they are publishing their nanomedical data. Several 

publishers —e.g. Elsevier, Nature, Springer, Wiley, Thomson Reuters— have established data-

publications linking infrastructures, encouraging researchers to deposit their experimental data 

online in addition to their publications, resulting on the development of editorial data warehouses 

maintained by journals and other scientific media. In addition, emerging data-focused journals, 

such as the new publication Scientific Data37, base their contents on descriptions of scientifically 

valuable datasets and require authors to follow well-established standards for publishing their data 

—for instance, Scientific Data uses ISA-Tab (Rocca-Serra et al. 2010, Sansone et al. 2012) to 

represent machine-interpretable metadata content. 

At the same time, new instrumentation allows data storage, mining and analysis directly from the 

microscope to the computer, promoting the development of laboratory-owned databases that are 

far from being public. However, we are at a stage where there is more uncertainty due to the 

                                                      
37 http://www.nature.com/scientificdata/ 

http://www.nature.com/scientificdata/
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methodologies for data generation that are not yet to be standardized, and we should find out 

whether we can obtain a complete picture of the area only based on the analysis of the available 

public sources. In this sense, establishing the proper mechanisms and methods to curate existing 

noisy and inconsistent data in nanomedicine is critical to develop reliable reference datasets useful 

for the nanomedical community.  

2.3.2 Data quality and completeness 

Lack of access to data is a main issue for nanomedical and nanoinformatics research nowadays 

that needs to be addressed urgently. However, it is even more important to figure out how to 

proceed if we finally manage to access existing unpublished data, and we find out that there is no 

correspondence or correlation between the different available results —i.e. the outcomes from 

similar experiments on the same nanomaterial or nanotechnology process are inconsistent. Even 

we were able to find successful mechanisms to access and organize the huge volumes of data 

generated in nanomedicine, we should evaluate whether these data would be reliable and of high-

quality. Existing variability on reported nanomedical research results —from experiment to 

experiment, from lab to lab, from publication to publication, from database to database— reveals 

important gaps and inconsistencies in the methods and results, as well as the insufficiency of 

metadata for reproducibility. For instance, as researchers, we have barely access to negative 

results obtained in experiments, due to the fact that such datasets are not usually published in the 

literature. In many cases it has been demonstrated that certain nanomaterial properties cannot be 

well-defined or delimited, due to the variability of experiments and their results. The lack of 

access to data may be hiding the fact that some of the current methods and protocols are not 

suitable to characterize nanomaterials, thus the experiments that are being conducted are not valid 

and we will not be able to elucidate any valuable conclusions from their results. Relevant 

nanomaterial properties, such as size distribution, are highly-dependent of specific parameters 

that, in many experiments, are not being considered.  

As previously described in this chapter, nanoparticle characterization techniques are evolving in 

different ways and new methods that can extend the level of nanoparticle characterization are 

emerging, therefore providing new types of information and more accurate data. This has led to 

inconsistencies among the results obtained in experiments conducted by using diverse techniques 

(Oberdörster et al. 2005). For instance, in the cancer domain, the quality and reproducibility of 

preclinical data published in the literature must be improved, as pointed out by Begley and Ellis 

(2012) in a recent study. These inconsistencies affect both the biomedical and nanomedical 

domains, but especially the latter, due to the numerous unreported side effects of recently 

discovered nanoparticles, as well as to the rapidly development of new characterization 

techniques that would need to be carefully assessed and compared. As the diversity of 

nanomaterials, instrumentation and characterization techniques has increased considerably, we 

should evaluate in depth the quality of the data generated during research to ensure its reliability 

and consistency among different experiments. Experimental data in nanomedicine should be 

measured following standardized methods and protocols specifically designed for nanomedicine 

or, in the absence of such standard approaches, with the best available procedures —such as, for 

instance, those provided by standard toxicology tests. 

In addition to the technique applied, there are many other factors that can affect the 

characterization and toxicity results obtained in nanomedical experiments, such as the sample 

preparation, the equipment limitations and the different existing procedures to measure 

nanomaterials properties, as well as the conditions under which these properties have been 

measured. However, critical characterization data is missing in many reported experiments. Well-

defined protocols and reporting guidelines must be developed, in order to allow comparisons 

between the results obtained in different experiments focused on the same nanomaterial. By way 

of example, the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has produced 

reference material standards for gold nanoparticles and polystyrene spheres (Nelson et al. 2013). 
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This kind of initiatives could serve as catalyst for the development and production of a 

comprehensive set of certified reference nanomaterials, which could also lead to a well-

documented database of nanotechnology-based products including all those fields required to 

properly characterize and report nanomaterial samples. 

We should also bear in mind that there is neither a universal standard definition of nanomaterial, 

nor consensus in a common regulation concerning nanotechnology products for medical use. As 

previously pointed out, we can find several definitions, published by international standardization 

committees, international scientific organizations, national agencies and scientific institutions, 

which are based on different considerations and elements (European Commission 2010). 

Therefore, quality assessment, annotation and curation of nanomaterial and nanoparticle data do 

not always depend on the same evaluation parameters and procedures and could lead to disparate 

results in different studies for the same nanomaterial.  In addition, there are many products that 

have been used in medicine for years which are currently being re-classified at nanotechnology 

due to their recently discovered nanoscale properties. The lack of a common definition could 

result in an inconsistent product classification, where the same compound is classified as 

nanomaterial or not depending on the regulation under which has been defined. Finally, current 

definitions may need adaptation also to comply with present data sharing and interoperability 

requirements posed by nanomedicine research. A unique non-ambiguous definition will provide 

the necessary framework to avoid these and forthcoming issues in the global design, 

manufacturing, commercialization and regulation of nanotechnology products. 

It is also worth noting that, as stated above, new approaches to collect experimental data in 

nanotechnology are emerging, most of them based on the direct transfer of analytical data from 

physical instruments and devices to data warehouses that are supported by advanced technologies, 

such as cloud computing. Thus, we probably should start to focus on collecting new data from 

novel techniques —more accurate and complete—, instead of keep trying to curate, analyze and 

organize those currently available data sources and datasets that have been proven inconsistent or 

incomplete. Data acquisition and curation processes would be integrated in these analytical 

platforms which, at the same time, would be directly linked to editorial data warehouses and data 

registration agencies. This would benefit data visibility as well as promote the wide use of new 

accurate instrumentation, with the consequent generation of huge volumes of information that 

could bring new insights in the nanomedicine area, but also pose further challenges on data access 

and scalability. First it would be necessary to adapt our current methodologies in order to use 

these emerging analysis platforms, a scenario where nanoinformatics can provide novel 

approaches and tools particularly suitable for such massive and complex analysis of 

nanotechnology data.  

2.3.3 Data standardization 

Information standards are currently required in any scientific or technological discipline. Using a 

common formalism to represent the elements within a domain guarantees the creation of dynamic, 

interoperable information systems that share data models linked to standard terminologies. Due 

to the wide range and heterogeneity of fields contributing to nanotechnology, global consensus in 

semantics —nomenclatures, code sets, descriptions, classifications and specifications of 

nanomaterials and related procedures, for example— would facilitate the interoperability of data, 

ensuring data quality, consistency and normalization. In such context, resources such as ISA-

TAB-Nano (Thomas et al. 2013) could pave the way to data standardization. 

Examples of major formal standards in nanotechnology, developed and approved by the main 

international standards bodies and organizations (Murashov and Howard 2008, 2011, Hatto 2009, 

Weidl et al. 2010), are listed and compared in Annex II. In addition to these organizations, there 

are many other worldwide initiatives actively involved in the study and development of 
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nanotechnology standards, such as the International Alliance for NanoEHS Harmonization38, the 

Nanosciences African Network39, the Asia Nano Forum40, the Bureau International des Poids et 

Mesures 41 , the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry 42 , the Organisation for 

Economic Co-operation and Development43, and the Versailles Project on Advanced Materials 

and Standards44, among many others.

2.4 BIOMEDICAL INFORMATICS AND NANOINFORMATICS 

The information-intensive nature of the biomedical domain has led to the development of a wide 

range of digital resources to address the limitations of applying traditional manual management 

to the growing deluge of data being generated in biomedicine. Over the past years these resources 

have dramatically increased —in terms of quality and quantity—, in conjunction with the rapidly 

accelerating growth of experimental data (Figure 2-7). Several IT disciplines, such as BMI and 

nanoinformatics (Maojo et al. 2012a, de la Iglesia et al. 2013a), deal with all of these information 

challenges directly related to biomedical research, identifying data gaps and research priorities in 

the area. 

 

Figure 2-7. Comparison of the growth of sequence data in GenBank (Benson et al 2013)(on left axis) 

with the number of data resources listed in the Molecular Biology Database Collection (Férnandez-

Suárez et al 2013) (on right axis), from 1982 to present days. As can be shown in the figure, both have 

risen concurrently45 

                                                      
38 http://www.nanoehsalliance.org/ 
39 http://www.wcpsd.org/posters/environment/Maaza.pdf 
40 http://asia-anf.org/ 
41 http://www.bipm.org/en/home/ 
42 http://www.iupac.org/ 
43 http://www.oecd.org/ 
44 http://www.vamas.org/ 
45  Adapted from Lathe et al. (2008); data about sequences extracted from GenBank release news (1982-2012): 

ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genbank/gbrel.txt; databases lists size obtained from Nucleic Acids Research (NAR) archives 

(1996-2012): http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/archive/ 

http://www.nanoehsalliance.org/
http://www.wcpsd.org/posters/environment/Maaza.pdf
http://asia-anf.org/
http://www.bipm.org/en/home/
http://www.iupac.org/
http://www.oecd.org/
http://www.vamas.org/
ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genbank/gbrel.txt
http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/archive/
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2.4.1 Biomedical Informatics 

BMI resources and infrastructures have successfully given support to address a major part of the 

challenges existing in the biomedical area. For instance, the development of databases, tools and 

services has accelerated advancements and findings in the omics areas. Researchers have 

benefited from these resources, adapting their professional skills to the new technological 

requirements for managing biomedical information. This has been the case for numerous existing 

omics databases that have proliferated in recent years, providing a common framework for 

research on genomics —e.g. Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (Hamosh et al. 2005), Ensembl 

GenBank (Benson et al. 2012) and Artemis (Rutherford et al. 2000)—; proteomics —e.g. 

PRoteomics IDEntifications Database (Martens et al. 2005), Database of Interacting Proteins 

(Xenarios et al. 2002), Swiss-Prot (Bairoch and Apweiler 2000) and Universal Protein Resource 

(Bairoch et al. 2005)—; epigenomics —e.g. NCBI Epigenomics—;  metabolomics —e.g. Human 

Metabolome Database (Wishart et al. 2007)—; and others. An exemplary model in biomedicine 

—to emulate in nanomedicine— would be the development strategy for the PDB (Berman et al. 

2000), the worldwide protein structure database. The PDB has grown over the decades, since its 

creation in 1971, as a result of international collaboration between researchers who have deposited 

their protein structures in the database. This open strategy —where researchers can submit their 

own work, following a set of standards and guidelines, and research institutions act as storage, 

data processing and distribution centers for PDB data (Berman et al. 2003) — led to the 

cooperative development, population and curation of this database. Medical imaging is another 

field that has grown considerably due to successful advances in the techniques for image 

acquisition, analysis, storage and annotation. A renowned resource in this field that should be 

mentioned is Digital Imaging and COmmunications in Medicine (DICOM), the standard for 

exchanging medical images. 

Several BMI projects have emerged for constructing and managing computational pipelines from 

existing bioinformatics databases and tools. Available datasets and computational tools are 

distributed, and, as result, major barriers can be locating and accessing data where they reside, 

which also poses data sharing and retrieval issues. To date, there is no comprehensive index 

gathering in silico resources —computational methods and algorithms, databases and repositories, 

web applications, annotated literature, etc. — for biology, nor for medicine. The increasing 

number of available biomedical databases and tools led to a proposal to build a “Resourceome” 

(Cannata et al. 2005). The latter can be defined as a comprehensive index of resources available 

for the research community. In the biomedical domain, several manually created resource indexes 

are currently available on the Internet. However, these indexes usually are web pages that provide 

links to some available resources, seldom updated and with limited search capabilities. Earlier 

efforts to compile resources over the past years include the Nucleic Acids Research Database46 

compendium, the ORBIT Project47, iTools (Dinov et al. 2008)48 —a system for storage, searching, 

traversal and retrieval of resources and their corresponding metadata description—, the BioPortal 

(Noy et al. 2009) —a compendium of ontologies for life sciences—, and the compilation of data 

resources and tools at the European Bioinformatics Institute49, among others. Nevertheless, it is 

not feasible to gather all these tools manually, so this demands an automatic approach to building 

the index. This approach should be able to systematically review all sources of electronic 

information —literature, web pages, repositories, electronic indexes, etc. — for extracting 

descriptions and metadata of the available resources, and should also have the capability to 

constantly update the index with new resources and up-to-date descriptions. Some attempts have 

already been made to track, compile and characterize existing tools with semi-automatic methods 

(de la Iglesia 2008, 2010; de la Calle et al. 2009, 2012), as will be described in the next chapter, 

                                                      
46 http://www.oxfordjournals.org/nar/database/a/ 
47 http://orbit.nlm.nih.gov/ 
48 http://cms.loni.ucla.edu/iTools/index.aspx/ 
49 http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ 
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but a further step is still needed to develop full-automatic techniques. In addition, there are some 

remarkable ontologies attempting to generate a standardized classification of BMI resources, such 

as the Biomedical Resource Ontology (Musen et al. 2008). 

In this context, there is a growing need for collaborative research environments where research 

institutions can publish the descriptions of their data sources and computational tools and make 

them publicly available over the Internet. Ongoing projects such as LinkedData50 —a publicly 

accessible network of databases— or i2b2 (Butte and Kohane 2006) —a platform for researchers 

to exchange and cooperatively develop software resources— are paving the way for the 

application of the open access principles to biomedical domains. This kind of cooperative 

working framework aims to foster scientific advances and knowledge dissemination in the area, 

helping close the gap between basic research and clinical application.  

2.4.2 Nanoinformatics 

Since nanomedicine involves complex and massive data analysis and management, 

nanoinformatics is now emerging to provide the vision and the informatics methods and tools 

needed for such purposes (Figure 2-8). As proposed elsewhere (Baker et al. 2009a, Maojo et al. 

2010a, 2012b), nanoinformatics deals with how to extract and manage useful information from 

all the available data relevant to nanotechnology. To address this challenge, nanoinformatics aims 

to build new bridges between medicine, nanotechnology and informatics, allowing the application 

of computational methods in the nano-related areas. 

In 2007, a conference held in Virginia with support from the US National Science Foundation 

established the foundations of nanoinformatics (National Science Foundation, National 

Nanomanufacturing Network, 2007). At this conference, nanoinformatics was defined for the first 

time as “the development of effective mechanisms for collecting, sharing, visualizing, modeling 

and analyzing data and information relevant to the nanoscale science and engineering 

community”. This includes those data that can be relevant such as literature, physical-chemical 

properties, biological, clinical and toxicological effects. In the same year, an innovative project 

was submitted to the European Commission and began in 2008: the ACTION-Grid project —

where the author participated—, which aimed to establish links between BMI and the new field 

of nanoinformatics. In this regard, ACTION-Grid was the first initiative in nanoinformatics at the 

European level, aimed at expanding international cooperation in the field among partners and 

experts from Europe, the Western Balkans, Africa, Latin America and the USA. Opportunities 

for world-wide collaboration are already emerging and will be influential in advancing the field, 

as we will see later in this chapter. 

Due to the fact that this novel discipline is in its early stages, research on nanoinformatics 

currently faces many challenges and limitations, such as: i) the definition of semantics in the field; 

ii) the existence of numerous data silos51; iii) the integration of heterogeneous data; iv) the lack 

of standards to achieve data and resources interoperability; v) the lack of consistent annotations; 

and iv) the integration of data analysis tools with databases. Building cooperation among these 

areas may facilitate the development of useful and effective nanoinformatics methods and tools. 

                                                      
50 http://linkeddata.org/ 
51 Isolated data repositories that are rarely updated and cannot be accessed from external systems. 
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Figure 2-8. Tag cloud showing the main topics in nanoinformatics publications 

Currently, some of those challenges are being addressed by applying techniques and 

methodologies previously used in BMI research to the nano context, such as ontologies, data and 

text mining approaches, standards to facilitate the interoperability and the integration of 

heterogeneous data, and modeling and simulation techniques and methods. For instance, 

nanoinformatics researchers are using ontologies 52  to build semantic conceptualizations 

representing the nanomedical domain. These models contain a myriad of nanomedical concepts, 

categories and relations that can be used as a controlled terminology for data management and 

analysis, allowing different research tasks —such as the annotation of experimental data or the 

integration of heterogeneous data sources. Ontologies provide a mechanism to standardize the 

representation of the nanomedical domain that can be very useful to disseminate information and 

knowledge in a machine-readable format, as well as to express the metadata related to 

nanoinformatics resources in a semantically interoperable way. Nowadays, there are some 

relevant initiatives to develop nanomedical ontologies, like the NanoParticle Ontology (NPO) 

(Thomas et al. 2011), primarily developed with the support of the NIH to promote Nanomedicine 

Informatics and currently supported by the National Cancer Institute caBIG Nanotechnology 

Working Group53. 

Besides the domain knowledge representation, nanoinformatics can address another relevant 

challenge for nanomedicine: the management of high volumes of distributed data and information 

generated on nanomedical research. This requires methods to improve the efficiency on 

information search and retrieval, such as those provided by data mining —extraction of data from 

large databases to discover new knowledge about reactions, chemical properties of nanoparticles, 

nanomaterials, nanotoxicity, physical interactions, nanocarriers, etc.— and text mining —

extraction of information from unstructured sources through the application of clustering, pattern 

discovery, feature generation, information extraction, web mining, etc. techniques.  

In addition, since researchers typically need to link data from many online sources to generate 

data sets for further analysis and these data may reside on different servers using different access 

methods and data formats, the scientific community is currently demanding resources for data 

integration. This demand requires a big effort on the development of standards, which will allow 

interoperability between available nanoinformatics resources, facilitating information exchange. 

As stated before, standardization is necessary to address multi-disciplinary research on 

nanomedicine, which involves links with areas like chemistry, genomics, medicine, physics, 

molecular biology, mathematics, and computer science. Examples of standardization efforts in 

nanotechnology are those conducted by the Nanotechnology Standards Panel (NSP) of the 

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) or the International Organization for 

                                                      
52 An ontology is a model describing the concepts of a specific domain, as well as their categories and relations. 
53 http://www.nano-ontology.org/home/ 
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Standardization Technical Committee on Nanotechnologies (ISO/TC 229), initiatives focused on 

environmental, health, and safety standards that can be consulted in Annex II. In this context, one 

of the main challenges of translational research on nanoinformatics is linking nanomedical 

information with patient clinical data. The integration of nanomedicine and implantable 

technology solutions with EHRs is just now starting to emerge, and the establishment of standards 

is essential to achieve such integration.  The projection is that in the next decade implantable 

medical sensors that can actually feed data to EHR systems will be more widely utilized. 

Advanced drug delivery systems are expected to become commercially available, including 

implantable nanomedicine devices that automatically sense drug levels and administer 

medication. In the coming decade nano- and implantable devices are expected to be more 

interactive in nature, having the capability to securely transmit information to EHR systems so 

clinicians can view it and issue directions to the implantable device (Groen et al. 2007). 

Finally, it has to be highlighted the tremendous effort of the scientific community in the 

development of modeling and simulation tools for their use in nanomedicine. For instance, the 

initiative NanoHub54  —supported by the US National Science Foundation— comprised a large 

set of online nanoinformatics tools for simulation of quantum mechanics, nanomaterials 

production processes, nanoparticles behavior, nanofluidics, etc. Whereas current approaches are 

focused on modeling and simulating biological processes in the context of physiology and systems 

biology, new challenges lie ahead for linking such research with deeper analysis at the molecular 

and atomic level. In such direction, there are great challenges for expanding towards the nano 

level current initiatives like the European Virtual Physiological Human (Brook et al. 2011), that 

will described in the next section.

2.5 NANOINFORMATICS INITIATIVES 

Several initiatives are currently supporting nanoinformatics research worldwide. For instance, 

since 2001, under the National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) (Roco, 2003), 25 governmental 

agencies are sustaining nanotechnology advancements in the USA. In Europe, diverse projects 

aim at raising the levels of nanotechnology knowledge across the European Union Member States 

by supporting the analysis and dissemination of results from nanotechnology research. 

Nanoinformatics is also having impact on educational programmes, as shown by the recently 

published new IMIA recommendations on education in biomedical and health informatics 

(Mantas et al. 2010). These recommendations include the topic “Medical Nanoinformatics” as 

one of the future areas to be addressed in future programmes for educating health professionals. 

This section analyzes several research initiatives that have recently emerged in the European 

Union (EU) context; highlighting some ideas for future action at the European level, as well as 

other international initiatives in the field of nanoinformatics. A larger list of nanoinformatics 

initiatives can be found in Annex V.  

2.5.1 European Initiatives 

There are various European initiatives that are already linked, directly or indirectly, to define the 

role of nanoinformatics in supporting research and developments in nanomedicine —and 

biomedicine, in general.  

2.5.1.1 ACTION-Grid and the Virtual Physiological Human  

The Virtual Physiological Human (VPH) (Brook et al. 2011), an initiative launched by the 

European Commission, aimed to develop a methodological and technological framework to 

facilitate collaborative and interdisciplinary research on the human anatomy and physiology. In 

general terms, the VPH envisioned the human body as a complex system, that can be analyzed 

                                                      
54 http://nanohub.org/ 
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and simulated through the development of in silico integrative models, considering any level of 

complexity of the biological scale —from the whole body down through the organs to the cells 

and molecules. The VPH framework consisted of a set of research projects and support initiatives 

to address the key scientific and research issues associated to the Physiome. The Physiome has 

been described as “an umbrella term that refers to human modeling with mathematics and 

computational methods, accommodating cross-disciplinary science (chemistry, biology, physics) 

and a breadth of dimensional and temporal scale (sub-cellular to organs, sub-microsecond to tens-

of-years)” (Clapworthy et al. 2007). 

 

Figure 2-9. Main nanoinformatics topics discussed in the ACTION-Grid White Paper (Maojo et al. 

2010b). The four boxes at the bottom of the figure represent those areas where the Biomedical 

Informatics Group is currently working on 

ACTION-Grid55 (Maojo et al. 2012b), a European Commission-funded support action mentioned 

above, introduced the nano dimension into the VPH framework by supporting the establishment 

of the basis and foundations for nanoinformatics. As mentioned before, one of their main 

objectives of this project was to develop a White Paper (Figure 2-9) suggesting a roadmap with 

recommendations and priorities for nanoinformatics and international collaborations (Maojo et 

al. 2010a, 2010b). 

2.5.1.2 European Technology Platform on Nanomedicine 

The European Technology Platform (ETP) on Nanomedicine56 was launched in 2006 by the 

European Commission, in collaboration with the industry, to promote collaborative research on 

this area. The ETP is mainly made up of industrial and academic stakeholders in the nanomedicine 

field, such us big companies, Small and Median Enterprises (SMEs), industrial associations, 

research organizations, academia and hospitals. The objectives of the platform include: 

identifying the priority areas on nanomedicine, obtaining additional public and private investment 

for research and promoting innovation in nanotechnologies for medical use. One of the main 

outcomes of this initiative is the publication of a Strategic Research Agenda (European 

                                                      
55 http://www.vph-action-grid.eu/ 
56 http://www.etp-nanomedicine.eu/ 
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Technology Platform on Nanomedicine, 2006), offering a clear vision in nanomedicine. The 

document also pointed out the need of computational technologies and tools —i.e. analysis and 

management of data, modeling and simulation, imaging techniques, diagnostics systems, etc. — 

to facilitate nanomedical research and its application.  

2.5.1.3 ICT European infrastructures for nanomedicine and medical informatics 

Bioinformatics, medical informatics and nanoinformatics must develop a common framework 

through their common need for computational capacity and access to computational resources. 

The applications made so far by each of these research communities further enhance the vision 

for platforms, interoperable software and ICT infrastructures to support their efforts. Converging 

technologies and needs created the environment for Grid infrastructures, High Performance 

Computing (HPC) and cloud computing resources and worldwide networks to further increase 

their interoperability through projects and collaborations, thus supporting the idea that medical 

communities should increase collaboration with ICT infrastructures to create innovative and 

economically viable solutions. 

Current major infrastructure projects —such as EGEE (Enabling Grids for E-SciencE)57, DEISA 

(Distributed European Infrastructure for Supercomputing Applications)58, NorduGrid59, and OSG 

(Open Science Grid)60, among many others— already provide an environment for BMI, where 

services are offered to facilitate the use of the different computational resources developed by 

research communities. Such environment can be especially adequate for the large computational 

needs linked to nanoinformatics and nanomedicine. In addition, there are several projects 

developing prospective ICT infrastructures in Asia, Africa, and Latin America and creating strong 

regional and worldwide networks for user’s communities’ support. These prospective 

infrastructures, jointly with existing research infrastructures, are one of the pre-requisites for 

interoperable solutions to BMI needs and constitute the link between the communities of users 

and services providers. Nanoinformatics will benefit with these existing and prospective 

infrastructures, as the community is seeking for collaborations that enable sharing of knowledge 

and information. 

2.5.1.4 European Commission Programmes on nano 

The Nanosciences, Nanotechnologies, Materials and new Production Technologies (NMP) 

Programme 61  is another initiative within the Research Programmes of the EC (Framework 

Programme and Horizon 2020). These programmes consist of three different thematic activities: 

i) Nanosciences and nanotechnologies; ii) Materials; and iii) New production technologies; each 

one of them divided in different research lines related to the nano areas. In this initiative, the 

European Commission provides support and funding for very diverse topics, such as, for instance: 

research on the impact of nanoparticles on health and the environment, methodologies for 

management the risks of nanoparticles, research on green nanotechnology, chemical engineering, 

development of materials for energy storage, modeling work on crystalline materials, industrial 

models for sustainable and efficient production, intelligent management of information generated 

in nanomedicine research, and others. 

                                                      
57 http://www.eu-egee.org/ 
58 http://www.deisa.eu/ 
59 http://www.nordugrid.org/ 
60 http://www.opensciencegrid.org/ 
61 http://ec.europa.eu/research/fp7/index_en.cfm?pg=nano 
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2.5.2 Other initiatives in the international context: USA 

Recent joint initiatives have been launched by the European Commission and different US 

agencies —e.g. linking the European NMP and the US EPA and NIH62,63,  or fostering new 

developments for the European VPH to be carried out with US organizations, with support from 

the EC unit ICT for Health. Such kinds of collaborative actions, which proved fundamental to 

advance various genomics projects, may be similarly needed for advancing nano-related research. 

This section reviews various relevant initiatives in the US context. 

2.5.2.1 Initiatives at the National Cancer Institute: caGrid and caNanoLab 

caBIG (Saltz et al. 2006) was a national-scale cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid created by the 

National Cancer Institute (NCI) in 2004. It was established to address the need of cancer centers 

and research laboratories for sharing of data and analysis tools, combining strengths and expertise 

in a multi-institutional environment for cancer research. To reach this goal, the caBIG community 

developed standards, policies, guidelines, common applications, and open-source tools and 

middleware infrastructure. This network is a compendium of applications, software tools, 

database technologies and web-based applications in the areas of: clinical trials management, 

biospecimens, imaging, genome annotation, proteomics, microarrays, pathways, data analysis and 

statistical tools, data sharing, infrastructure, vocabularies, and translational research. The caBIG 

infrastructure was partially designed based on Grid computing technology that allows users to 

access a federated network of resources through standardized interfaces to solve informatics 

problems that are not solvable with conventional computing technology. 

Within caBIG, caNanolab (the cancer Nanotechnology Laboratory Portal) 64  provides a 

collaborative framework for data sharing which facilitates the use of nanotechnology in 

biomedicine. The initiative offers support for efficient storage and retrieval of nanoparticles 

characterized by the NCI Nanotechnology Characterization Laboratory (NCL), and involves the 

development of standards and controlled vocabularies for nanoparticle characterization. 

Regarding nanoinformatics research, it must be mentioned the publication of the Nanotechnology 

Informatics White Paper (Baker et al. 2009a), developed by researchers of the NCI National 

Characterization Laboratory. This White Paper sets up the basis of the convergence between 

nanotechnology and BMI, focusing on its applications for cancer research. It is worth to be 

mentioned that the author has actively participated with Dr. Baker and colleagues in following 

roadmaps and related publications in the field (Maojo et al. 2010b, 2012a, 2012b; de la Iglesia et 

al. 2011, 2013). 

2.5.2.2 National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) 

The National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI)65 is a U.S. national program aiming to ensure 

American leadership in nanotechnology science and technology to improve healthcare (Rocco 

2003), which has led to public funding for nanoinformatics research (Figure 2-10). Under the 

NNI, 25 governmental agencies are sustaining nanotechnology advancements in the United 

States. This initiative serves as the main communication and cooperative hub for federal agencies 

involved in nanotechnology to collaborate towards advancing this complex and broad field. Over 

the last years, the NNI-participating agencies have funded the establishment and development of 

over 60 major interdisciplinary research facilities and centers equipped with the latest technology 

for nanoscale S&T research. Their main objectives are i) establishing a world-class 

nanotechnology R&D program, ii) creating the required infrastructure and resources to advance 

nanotechnology, iii) fostering the technology transfer by supporting the manufacturing of new 

                                                      
62  http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/nanotechnologies-advanced-materials-advanced-

manufacturing-and-processing-and 
63 http://www.epa.gov/ncer/rfa/2010/2010_star_nano.html 
64 http://cananolab.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/caNanoLab/ 
65 http://www.nano.gov/ 
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products for commercial and public use and iv) ensuring a responsible development of 

nanotechnology. 

According to a recent NNI statement66 , published on May 14 2012, the establishment of a 

Nanotechnology Knowledge Infrastructure is a priority research line for the forthcoming years. 

The Subcommittee on Nanoscale Science, Engineering and Technology, within the National 

Science and Technology Council’s Committee on Technology, announced, through the 

publication of a White Paper67, the fourth Nanotechnology Signature Initiative to stimulate the 

development of and improvements in the tools and methods required to access, organize and 

gather breakthroughs from huge amounts of data generated by nanotechnology, beginning to 

weigh in on just what data really need to be intelligently managed and stored. 

 

Figure 2-10. Comparison of the NNI investment distribution (2011-2013) into the different nano areas 

between two US governmental agencies: the NSF (covering general research on nanotechnology) and 

the NIH (focused on nanomedicine). Source: NNI Dashboard68 

Previous initiatives also connect to activities under the NNI, such as the Global Change Research 

Program (GCRP)69 and the Networking and Information Technology Research and Development 

(NITRD)70, as well as other new initiatives, including the Materials Genome Initiative (MGI) 

(National Science and Technology Council, 2011), a material innovation infrastructure developed 

since 2011, and the Advanced Manufacturing Partnerships (AMP) (National Science and 

Technology Council, 2012). 

2.5.2.3 The Alliance for NanoHealth 

The Alliance for NanoHealth (ANH)71 is a pioneering collaborative research initiative to use 

nanotechnology to bridge together different health-related scientific and technological areas 

including medicine, public health, biology, materials science and computer science and 

technology. The ANH aims to address unsolved problems in medicine using nanotechnology-

                                                      
66 http://www.nano.gov/node/819 
67 http://www.nano.gov/sites/default/files/nki_nsi_white_paper_-_may_14_2012_secured.pdf 
68 http://nanodashboard.nano.gov/ 
69 http://www.globalchange.gov/ 
70 http://www.nitrd.gov/ 
71 http://www.nanohealthalliance.org/ 
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based approaches. This includes developing novel nano-resources and tools for cancer, heart 

diseases or diabetes. Currently, the ANH is composed of eight top clinical and research 

institutions. 

2.5.2.4 NIH’s National Network of Nanomedicine Development Centers 

The NIH’s National Network of Nanomedicine Development Centers (N4DC)72 is a US national 

research network funded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) —and tightly related to the 

NNI effort described above— that comprises eight nanomedicine development centers (NDCs). 

The latter are composed by multidisciplinary scientific teams that include physicians, biologists, 

computer scientists, physicists, mathematicians, etc.  Researchers at the NDCs aim to determine 

the physical properties of cellular and sub-cellular components following engineering-based 

approaches to better understand how biological machines are constructed and how they can be 

controlled and manipulated. This research will support the development of new technologies to 

prevent or treat diseases or to repair damaged tissue. This effort is also committed to train a new 

generation of multidisciplinary scientists in this emerging and exciting field. 

2.5.3 Other initiatives in the international context: Asia 

Even though most of the patent applications and research publications related to nanomedicine 

have been developed in the US ―with a growing importance of the field in Europe― there are 

other countries that are also increasingly contributing to nanotechnology at an international 

context. For instance, the Asia Pacific Nanotechnology Forum (APNF)73 provides, since 2002, a 

platform for networking across the Asia region. This initiative facilitates the coordination of 

nanotechnology development by promoting the creation of new programs and cross regional 

collaborations among governments and policy makers, industry, R&D institutions, universities 

and leading researchers. In China, Japan, Korea and Taiwan the interdisciplinary research in 

biotechnology, nanotechnology and information technologies is particularly explicit in their R&D 

policies, covering topics such as diagnostics —molecular detection including biochips, lab-on-

chips and protein-chips; sensing; gene delivery and imaging—, targeted drug delivery systems, 

regenerative medicine —like stem cells and tissue engineering— and nanomedical devices.  

Most notably, Japan is dedicating a significant percentage of its “start-up” investment to 

nanotechnology and nanomedicine and has established several research programmes focused on 

nanomedicine74. As stated in the “Report on Mid- and Long-term Research and Development 

Strategy for Nanotechnology/Materials Science in Japan” (Anon 2007), this country is currently 

conducting an ambitious research programme, named Nanotechnology & Material Science, with 

a total funding of around 480 million Euros and prioritizing those areas related to life sciences, 

including drug delivery systems —nanoparticles, active targeting, nutrients delivery systems, 

nanocapsules—, molecular imaging, biosensors and medical implants, tailor-made 

diagnosis/therapy, nano-medical devices, lab-on-chip technologies and tissue engineering. 

The Japanese government agencies have also created centers of excellence in nanotechnology. 

For instance, the Nanotechnology Researchers Network Center of Japan 75 , which supports 

nanotechnology researchers especially in the area of drug delivery, and the Center for Nano-Bio 

Integration at the University of Tokyo76, an interdisciplinary initiative for the integration of 

detection, diagnosis and therapy, both funded by the Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, 

Sports, Science and Technology. 
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2.5.4 Working groups on nanoinformatics 

In order to integrate and disseminate information on global nanotechnology research efforts, it is 

necessary to create and sustain international groups of interest by identifying experts in the field 

among networks, research organizations, public agencies and the nanotechnology industry. 

Working groups provide an excellent opportunity to bring together individuals representing a 

broad range of perspectives to accomplish a common goal. While scientific communities in long-

established areas, such as bioinformatics, have demonstrated the high value of collaborative 

approaches to advance science, such efforts by the newer nanoinformatics community are less 

developed. However, this is changing quickly through the organization of joint workshops and 

publications, as well as the creation of working groups within in various sub-areas under 

development (see Figure 2-11).  These working groups are composed of scientists from different 

laboratories, research institutions and universities, committed to working together and sharing 

complementary capabilities to enhance nanotechnology research. 

For instance, the caBIG® Nano WG 77  is developing concerted activities and several pilot 

projects78. Decisions and processes within the group are consensus-driven and representatives 

from the participant groups meet regularly, generally once a week. Within this set of pilots, it is 

worthwhile to highlight the Meta-ontology Pilot79 —related to the NPO, and the ISA-TAB-Nano 

pilot80 . In Europe, there are multiple collaborative initiatives, such as QNano 81 , a research 

infrastructure for nanomaterial safety and quality testing; NanoImpact.net 82 , a network 

concentrating on the health and environmental impact of nanomaterials; the EU NanoSafety 

cluster83, a group of European Commission-funded projects working on nanotoxicology and 

nanosafety issues and involved in the preparation of new research topics for the next European-

funded Framework Programme (Horizon 202084); the abovementioned European Technology 

Platform on Nanomedicine; the European Technology Platform for Micro- and 

NanoManufacturing85, a collaborative platform for discussing topics of interest to industrial 

micro- and nanomanufacturing; MODENA86, an action modeling nanomaterial toxicity; and 

NANOfutures87, a shared environment for collaboration between industry, academy and society 

on nanotechnology issues which is currently creating a roadmap in the area,  among many others. 

These European groups are working cooperatively to achieve their individual scientific goals, as 

well as to meet the common objective to advance nanotechnology research at the European level. 

In the international context, it is particularly worthwhile to mention the ongoing work of the US-

EU dialogue, “bridging nanoEHS research”88, which is supporting nanotechnology through the 

establishment of worldwide Communities of Research. 

A list of the main nanoinformatics events and activities conducted in the last years can be found 

in Annex III. 
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Figure 2-11. Main nanoinformatics scientific events and activities from 2007 to 2012 (Maojo et al. 2012) 
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2.6 NANOINFORMATICS RESOURCES 

The recent availability of a wide array of resources on the Web has improved information 

management in the field of nanomedicine. The set of available nanoinformatics resources 

comprises databases, tools and web services useful for storing, organizing, managing and 

analyzing the plethora of data generated during nanotechnology research. Researchers can access 

experimental data from laboratories located all over the world, as well as many applications and 

tools capable of processing nanomedical data. However, as mentioned before, sharing knowledge 

requires much preparatory work, such as agreement on data exchange formats as well as common 

software interfaces. Nanoinformatics resources need to be compiled, curated and standardized in 

order to be truly useful for scientific inquiry.  

In the next sections, these resources will be analyzed, providing a comprehensive picture of the 

ongoing research efforts and advances in the field of nanoinformatics. 

2.6.1 Data sources 

Nowadays, there are several resources providing free access to large amounts of heterogeneous 

information related to nanomedicine, including data about samples and experiments, specific 

studies and related protocols, nanoparticle interactions, exposure pathways, delivery targets, 

manufacturers, etc. However, there are also some limitations on existing nanoinformatics data 

resources. For instance, each service provider´s interface is different —both in the subset of data 

presented and in structure—, and each institution promotes its own websites, services and data 

formats. Thus, mining the Web to locate and integrate such sources can be difficult. This seems 

to have relevant implications for nanomedical researchers, who typically need to link data from 

many online sources to generate a dataset for further analysis and, additionally, this data is located 

on different servers using different access methods and data formats. In the case of nanomaterials, 

joining data sources together is quite problematic, as they frequently have insufficient or non-

existent metadata. Metadata are key for discovery and to effective data use, and a direct 

consequence of such a lack of metadata is that some existent nanomaterials and nanodevices 

cannot be found in some registries. Therefore, it would be necessary to compare and discuss some 

of the specific features of available data sources, such as: i) the scope of the provided data, ii) the 

level of annotation of nanomaterials with relevant information, iii) the methodology followed for 

the generation of the data repositories, or iv) the use of taxonomies and ontologies to classify and 

provide structured access to the available data on nanomaterials, among many other aspects. 

As far as the author is concerned, available databases and repositories of nanomaterials are 

manually created —for instance, using papers borrowed from PubMed and other bibliographic 

registries—, consuming a substantial part of researchers’ work time. They are also manually 

updated by the inclusion of new published information. In some cases, users can contribute by 

uploading data that has not been included yet. In view of the huge amounts of new papers 

published in the nanotechnology field, this approach could not be feasible in a short time. An 

intelligent engine is necessary to automatically organize research results dynamically, based on 

the textual information of the retrieved data —for instance, scientific papers and technical reports. 

From the informatics’ point of view, the use of a clustering engine, based on novel text mining 

and NLP algorithms, augmented with special processing heuristics and endowed with specific 

facts and general patterns of English language, may enable the automatically organization of the 

large number of search results into well-defined groups or categories. This will allow users to 

quickly survey and identify their targets. 

Another important feature of nanomaterial inventories to be evaluated, considering their use by 

the scientific community, is the search capabilities that they can offer. Searching for 

nanomaterials by name in a list sorted alphabetically is an arduous task that does not always 

generate the desired results. Additionally, researchers may not always know the name of the 
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nanomaterial they are looking for —only some properties, or the name of the manufacturer— and, 

even when they know it, it is a good idea to show them other nanomaterials that have similar 

characteristics. Using ontologies or taxonomies can assist users browsing the entire collection by 

organizing the repositories with a hierarchical category classification. Many research institutes 

and groups have developed elaborated nanoparticle classifications based on different parameters: 

nanomaterial application domain, size, function, target and toxicity, among others. The variety of 

ways used to categorize nanomaterials is the main barrier to standardizing common 

classifications. Moreover, examining the extensive vocabulary and the wide range of names and 

terms for the same concept in the area, it would be necessary to standardize the representation of 

the nanomedical domain, both in human and machine-readable format. In this sense, having a 

controlled terminology is a key factor for indexing and integrating nano sources —e.g. chemical 

databases— because, if data sources adopt standard vocabularies, they can be interoperable. 

Besides, the creation of a standard taxonomy for the classification of nanomaterials is a critical 

element to be considered —and will be undertaken in the present thesis dissertation. The use of 

standardized data across systems and services would facilitate the updating and integration of data 

from many different sources. The grand challenge here is to capture the semantics of the 

relationship among the different nanomaterials, nanoparticle formulations and their constituent 

parts, in order to comprehensively represent the diversity and complexity of nanomedicine, and 

establish the main differences with other domains.  

However, as pointed out before, the main issue still is that target data are not available. Data 

repositories are usually restricted and there are severe limitations on accessing experimental 

results and related data. The number of entries of some of the available data sources is high but, 

in most cases, access is restricted to a subset of the whole data collection, keeping private a part 

of the experimental results that are not publicly available. In addition, we are collecting huge 

amounts of nanomedical data, but effective strategies depend on asking clearly articulated 

research questions are needed. It is necessary to encourage researchers to consider which relevant 

inquiries can be made of these repositories of clinical and nanobiological observations, guided by 

the expertise of specialists in each field of inquiry. These kinds of insightful questions then need 

to be discussed with relevant stakeholders worldwide, in order to drive scientific discovery and 

impact future research directions. Open questions might include, for instance, the many 

nanoparticles with unknown side effects that need to be mapped, correlated and clustered, or the 

existing limitations on nanomedical databases for their application to the medical context. New 

computational resources targeted to address current and further questions, should be developed, 

compiled and indexed in publicly available collaborative platforms, supported and populated with 

new data by publishers, governmental agencies, industry, research institutions and academia. 

Below, there are some examples of interesting initiatives providing access to sources of 

information on nanomedicine and nanomaterials, as well as a comparison of their specific 

features, which is provided in Table 2-2. 

The Nanomaterial Registry (Ostraat et al. 2012) gives access to curated information on the 

interactions of nanomaterials with biological and environmental systems, including links to 

related publications, modeling tools, computational results and manufacturing guidance. This 

initiative, created and maintained by Research Triangle Institute International, is sponsored by 

the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering, the National Institute of 

Environmental Health Sciences and the NCI. Users can search this database for information about 

a specific nanomaterial or compare the properties of multiple nanomaterials. Users can also 

browse by nanomaterial type (metals, fullerenes or dendrimers, for example), size, shape (in one, 

two or three dimensions) and surface area. Each record contains information about the 

physicochemical and structural characteristics of the nanomaterial, including: size (particle size 

and distribution), aggregation or agglomeration state, surface (area, charge, chemistry and 

reactivity), shape, composition, purity, solubility and stability. Information about the 

environmental and biological interactions of the nanomaterial is also provided. The Nanomaterial 
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Registry is an ongoing project; its first beta version was released to the public at the end of June 

201289 and is updated as new information about nanomaterials is published. This resource will 

also offer, in future releases, tools for predictive modeling of nanomaterials. 

Another relevant data source is the Nanoparticle Information Library (NIL)90, an ongoing 

project for building a web-based nanoparticle repository, developed by the National Institute for 

Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) and the Oregon Nanoscience and Microtechnologies 

Institute (ONAMI) through the Safer Nanomaterials and Nanomanufacturing Initiative91. A user 

can browse nanotechnology reports from a set of 88 nanoparticle records (at the time of writing). 

Each record contains the data regarding the nanoparticle material —such as core element, 

structure or production method—, the nanoparticle image, an abstract describing the chemical 

and physical properties of the nanoparticle, and information about pertinent scientific publications 

and other related data —such as its commercial availability or the sponsoring company or 

institution. These records also provide links to websites with extended information about the 

described nanoparticles. With the same goal, the International Council on Nanotechnology 

(ICON) is developing the ICON Environmental, Health and Safety (EHS) database 92 , a 

repository of papers related to nanoparticles. At the time of this writing, it contains over 7,000 

records. In this repository, the user can perform searches based on a particular characteristic of 

the nanoparticle —particle type, exposure pathway, method of study, exposure or hazard target, 

risk exposure group and production method— or based on related publications —such as paper 

type, target audience and content emphasis. This initiative also provides an analysis tool offering 

two types of analyses: i) a simple distribution analysis (pie chart), which compares categories 

within a specified time range and, ii) a time progressive distribution analysis (histogram), which 

compares categories over a specified time range and data grouping period. 

Another valuable resource is the Nanomaterial-Biological Interactions (NBI) 

Knowledgebase93 , an initiative funded by ONAMI and several U.S. agencies: the National 

Science Foundation (NSF), the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the United States 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Air Force Research Laboratory. The NBI 

Knowledgebase is a web-accessible electronic library that allows users access to precise and 

standardized data element definitions. It serves as a repository for annotated data on nanomaterial 

characterization —e.g. purity, electronic and photonic properties, size, shape, charge, 

composition, chemical functionalization and agglomeration state—, synthesis methods and 

nanomaterial-biological interactions (beneficial, benign or deleterious) defined at multiple levels 

of biological organization —e.g. molecular, cellular or organismal—, thus providing the 

framework upon which to conduct species, route, dose and scenario extrapolations, and to identify 

key data required to predict the biological interactions of nanomaterials. Computational and data 

mining tools are currently being developed and incorporated into the NBI Knowledgebase to 

facilitate this work. 

The comparative analysis of structural complexities in nanoparticles and nanocompounds is a 

fundamental factor in understanding the particular properties and behaviors of nanomaterials.  

Regulatory approval of new engineered materials is obtained only after a rigorous review of data 

from structural and functional analyses. Thus, the development of accurate models and 

simulations would be an essential step for the translation of results from the bench to the bedside, 

reducing the number of necessary phases required in clinical trials and, subsequently, the time-

to-market of these manufactured nanomaterials. Following this structural approach, the 

Collaboratory for Structural Nanobiology (CSN)94 , an initiative coordinated by Dr. Raúl 

                                                      
89 http://www.nanomaterialregistry.org 
90 http://nanoparticlelibrary.net/index.asp 
91 http://www.greennano.org 
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Cachau (NCI) where the author is collaborating, provides a database of chemical and structural 

models of nanoparticles such as dendrimers, buckyballs, nanotubes and metallic particles. Each 

nanoparticle is associated with its correspondent structure file, similar to those offered by the 

Protein Data Bank (PDB), and related research data, such as molecular weight, Simplified 

Molecular Input Line Entry Specification (SMILES) or studies on van der Waals forces. The 

platform also provides several tools for the two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) 

visualization of nanoparticles (Figure 2-12), as well as representative videos of dynamic 

simulations of such nanoparticles (Figure 2-13). This kind of approach could lead to future 

platforms upon which to share structural and predictive models. 

 

Figure 2-12. Example of nanoparticle record in the CSN: a 3D representation of a fullerene (DF1-

mini) 

 

Figure 2-13. Snapshot of a video simulating the water molecular dynamics of DF1-mini in the CSN 
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With regards to data sources for translational research in nanomedicine, the Nanotechnology 

Characterization Laboratory (NCL) 95  is conducting preclinical studies to characterize 

nanomaterials that are used for in vivo diagnostics and therapy against cancer. This outstanding 

nanotechnology institution, developed through collaboration between the NCI, the FDA and the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), provides access to a set of high-quality 

technical reports regarding liposomes, fullerenes and dendrimers. An interesting data source for 

nanomedicine with support from the NCL is caNanoLab96, a portal for sharing information about 

nanomaterial characterizations resulting from cancer-related nanotechnology research. It supports 

the annotation of nanomaterials with data from in vitro assays and allows linking to remote 

characterization protocols. At the time of writing, the caNanoLab Portal (v1.5.3) provides access 

to 41 protocols and 886 samples from different sources, supplying information about the sample, 

such as composition, function and characterizations, and providing access to more than 1000 

publications related to the stored samples. In addition, the portal supplies the data submission date 

in the search results. It is an open-source initiative, so users are able to download the source code97 

and try it in their own systems. 

Also accessible through the web, the Toxicology Data Network (TOXNET)98 provides access 

to toxicology data for about 5000 chemicals, including nanomaterials. TOXNET comprises 

several databases from the U.S. National Library of Medicine and some of them —the Hazardous 

Substances Data Bank (HSDB) and TOXLINE— allow general and specific searches about 

nanoparticles and nanostructures. Records can be queried by substance name or Chemical 

Abstract Service (CAS) registry number 99 . The HSDB provides chemical records about 

nanotoxicity by means of descriptions of physicochemical properties, toxicity studies, 

pharmacology, manufacturing, environmental and health safety, pharmacodynamics, etc. On the 

other hand, TOXLINE provides bibliographic records of scientific papers related to 

nanomaterials’ toxicity. All of this information is presented to the user in free text, but can also 

be integrated with other applications via its web services Application Program Interface (API). 

NanoExPERT100, the Nanomaterials Experiment-based Predictor of Environmental Risk and 

Toxicity, is another tool that provides fate and toxicity predictions for nanoparticles, as well as a 

database containing experimental results from peer-reviewed journals. With respect to images 

databases, the Molecular Imaging and Contrast Agent Database (MICAD)101, developed by 

the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) at the NIH, stores imaging data about 

a range of nanomaterials, such as nanobubbles, quantum dots and gold nanoparticles. There are 

other available databases dedicated to collecting transversal data about nanotechnology, such as 

the database of nanoscience journal publications developed by Braun (Braun et al. 1997) and the 

database of nanotechnology patents, developed by Meyer (Meyer 2000, 2001). 

Table 2-2 shows a comparison of the features of the resources explained above. Finally, it is worth 

mentioning that the author has collaborated in several publications and working groups with some 

of the abovementioned researchers and other members of governmental agencies (see the 

scientific publications derived from this work in chapter 6). 

                                                      
95 http://ncl.cancer.gov/ 
96 https://cananolab.nci.nih.gov/caNanoLab/ 
97 http://ncicb.nci.nih.gov/download/downloadcalab.jsp 
98 http://toxnet.nlm.nih.gov/ 
99 http://www.cas.org/content/chemical-substances 
100 https://nanoexpert.usace.army.mil 
101 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK5330/ 
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Table 2-2. Comparison of some data resources on nanotechnology and type of data provided 
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Nanomaterial 

Registry 
X X    X X X X 

NIL  X    X    

ICON Nano-EHS 

database 
X X    X X   

NBI 

Knowledgebase 
X        X 

CSN X X      X  

caNanoLab  X X X  X    

TOXNET      X    

NanoExPERT X X    X X   

MICAD X     X    

NCL  X X  X X    

2.6.2 Standards, terminologies, taxonomies and ontologies 

In order to address the organization and homogenization of the huge volumes of information that 

nanotechnology research is producing nowadays, scientists need support from lexical and 

semantic tools, such as terminologies, vocabularies, nomenclatures, code and synonyms sets, 

lexicons, thesauri, ontologies, taxonomies and classifications. Specifically, there is an urgent 

demand for guidance in labeling and annotation of nanomaterials, as well as for the production of 

electronic tools for standards development and revision. Besides, since ontologies are meeting 

urgent needs in other areas, such as biomedicine (Maojo et al. 2011), it is reasonable to think 

about their applications in the nanomedical field. In nanoinformatics, ontologies can be 

considered a semantic framework representing the nanotechnology domain. This model may 

contain a myriad of chemical, physical and nanotechnology concepts that can be used as 

controlled terminology for data management and analysis, allowing further nanoinformatics tasks, 

such as the annotation of experimental data or the integration of heterogeneous data sources, to 

be undertaken. Considering the extensive vocabulary and the wide range of names and terms for 

the same concepts in this area, ontologies would provide a mechanism to standardize the 

representation of the nanomedical domain that could be very useful for the dissemination of 

information and knowledge that exists in this field in a machine-readable format, and to express 

the metadata related to nanomaterials in a semantically interoperable way. 

In 1999, Freitas proposed a primer vocabulary for nanomedicine in the Nanomedicine Book 

Glossary (Freitas 1999), included in his nanomedicine book series102 , followed by a partial 

taxonomy of nanomedical technologies, published in 2005 (Freitas 2005). That same year, Tanaka 

developed a preliminary ontology for nanoscience, a meta-level ontology for nanoscale research 

(Tanaka 2005), based on an analysis of the subject headings and controlled index terms of papers 
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published in journals related to materials science, physics, chemistry, engineering, medicine and 

biology.  

Some popular indexes, such as the Library of Congress Classification103, the Dewey Decimal 

Classification104 and the Bliss Bibliographic Classification (Thomas 1997) are already indexing 

nanoscience. There also are biomedical and material science indexes that include nanotechnology, 

such as Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), a controlled vocabulary for indexing publications 

(Lowe and Barnett 1994), and the NCI Thesaurus (Sioutus et al. 2007)105, developed by the NCI 

Center for Bioinformatics as part of the Enterprise Vocabulary Services Project, among others. 

Additionally, standardized terminologies for nanotechnology and nanosciences can be accessed 

through the websites of the main international organizations for standards, as noted in previous 

chapters of this document 106  —e.g. the Standard Terminology Relating to Nanotechnology 

included in ASTM E2456–06107  (published by ASTM International, formerly known as the 

American Society for Testing and Materials). Other non-standardized glossaries and vocabularies, 

developed by research institutions and companies, can be found on the web, such as the Glossary 

for NanoBiotechnology108, developed by JPK Instruments, and the Glossary of Nanotechnology 

Terms109, created by the UK Institute of Nanotechnology. The Dictionary of Nanotechnology110 

expands such glossaries with single-level classification, offering a nanotechnology vocabulary 

that contains terms collected from different scientific sites and references and classified into 

different categories: general, nanomaterial and nanoelectronic, nanomedical, nanobio and 

bionano, carbon nanostructure, nanocharacterization, nanofabrication and molecular nanotech. 

Several general taxonomies for nanotechnology can also be found on the Internet. For instance, 

the Nanotechnology Taxonomy developed by Codesta 111 , which divides nanotechnology 

products based on their manufacturing process by using three criteria: manufactured state, 

chemistry of fabrication and means of arrangement, and the Nanomedicine Taxonomy 

developed by the Canadian NanoBusiness Alliance112, which classifies terms by their area of 

application —e.g. biopharmaceuticals, implantable devices, surgical aids, and so on. Another 

example is the taxonomy developed by Wong et al. (2007) for classifying patents based on their 

area of application: i) instrumentation, ii) chemical processes and materials, iii) medical and 

biotechnology and iv) nanoelectronics. In a similar direction, the United States Patent and 

Trademark Office (USPTO) included in its classification a hierarchical terminology named Class 

977 “Nanotechnology”113 to categorize existing patents in the field. Nanosafe Inc.114 also provides 

a logical classification of nanoparticles based on their elemental composition, properties and 

toxicity in support of defense-related nanotechnology applications. 

The InterNano initiative, a project of the National Nanomanufacturing Network funded by the 

NSF, is developing a general taxonomy  that defines the nanotechnology domain. The InterNano 

taxonomy115 brings together content about nanomanufacturing from a variety of sources and is 

divided in eight main categories, titled: i) Areas of Application, ii) Environment, Health and 

Safety, iii) Informatics and Standards, iv) Nanomanufacturing Characterization Techniques, v) 

Nanomanufacturing Processes, vi) Nanoscale Objects and Nanostructured Materials, vii) Social 

and Economic Impact and viii) Tool Development. Many of these categories, in turn, are divided 

                                                      
103 http://www.loc.gov/aba/cataloging/classification/ 
104 https://www.oclc.org/dewey/resources/summaries.en.html/ 
105 http://ncit.nci.nih.gov/ncitbrowser/pages/home.jsf?version=12.05d/ 
106 See Annex II for additional information on current nanotechnology standards. 
107 http://www.astm.org/Standards/E2456.htm/ 
108 http://www.jpk.com/glossary/index.htm 
109 http://www.nano.org.uk/nano/glossary/ 
110 http://www.nanodic.com/ 
111 http://nanotech2k3.bravepages.com/ 
112 http://www.pain.cz/nanomedicina/files/taxanomy.pdf 
113 http://www.uspto.gov/web/patents/classification/uspc977/defs977.htm 
114 http://www.nanosafeinc.com/ 
115 http://www.internano.org/component/option,com_internanotaxonomy/ 
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into several subcategories down to three levels of granularity. The taxonomy can be navigated in 

three different ways: as a hierarchical tree, as a tag cloud or as graph with nodes, presenting the 

relationships between the extant terms of the taxonomy. The database contains over 1000 

elements and each element of the taxonomy is tagged and linked to the portal´s contents and 

repositories, which include descriptions, scientific publications, technical reports, techniques, 

methodologies and patent information related to manufacturing processes for nanostructured 

materials and devices. It also includes lists of organizations and contributors to these processes, 

as well as usage statistics. Users can submit their own processes by uploading the related 

information in standard forms, facilitating the dissemination of this knowledge to organizations 

and laboratories. 

The NanoParticle Ontology (NPO) 116 , primarily developed by Thomas et al. (2011) and 

currently supported by the NCI’s cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid (caBIG®) Nanotechnology 

Working Group (Nano WG), provides the frame of reference for representing the cancer 

nanotechnology domain. A user can organize and annotate knowledge underlying the preparation, 

chemical composition and characterization of nanomaterials involved in cancer research by 

browsing and navigating the ontology’s hierarchies of classes. Currently, NPO researchers are 

focused on support for ISA-TAB-Nano117, an extension of the standard Investigation/Study/Assay 

(ISA) format118 developed at the European Bioinformatics Institute, and other annotation projects. 

The NPO is also being updated to include a broader range of nanotechnology concepts. The 

continuous advancements in the development of this ontology translate to great steps forward for 

nanotechnology standardization and data interoperability, paving the way towards a global 

ontology for nanomedicine.   

Despite of the myriad varieties of glossaries, vocabularies and taxonomies focused on 

nanotechnology, there is an urgent need for a unique controlled vocabulary for the nano domain 

and, specifically, a standard specification, to facilitate the import/export of data on nanomaterials 

and their characterizations to/from nanotechnology resources. A current major effort to reach 

consensus in nomenclature and categorization is ISA-TAB-Nano, a standard, approved by ASTM 

International, which aims to represent and share information, including characterization data, 

about nanomaterials. Developed by the NCI’s caBIG® Nano WG, this standard provides a 

framework for describing investigations, studies, materials and assays through plain text files. In 

addition, ISA-TAB-Nano supports nanomaterials and concepts from the NPO, facilitating 

annotation and integration with this ontology. 

2.6.3  Modeling and simulation tools 

The prediction and assessment of risks of engineered nanomaterials are two of the main goals in 

nanoinformatics. Creating models that predict differences in toxicity response due to changes in 

particle properties can address this problem. Computational resources for modeling and 

simulation would allow researchers to foresee new properties and potential structures to acquire 

knowledge about the nature and behavior of nanoparticles. In this respect, it would be necessary 

to determine which characteristics are most important for building a high-quality model, and to 

include these characteristics in accurate modeling and simulation tools. It would also be 

fundamental to abandon the current theoretical approach and consider factors such as the 

dependencies between the nanoparticle’s properties and the system where they are embedded or 

the behavior and time-scale of nanoparticles in the human body —degradation, toxicity, side 

effects, etc. For this purpose, extended knowledge about the biological identity of engineered 

nanomaterials —function, related biological effects, domain of application, relationships between 

particle shapes and toxicity, etc.— would be a requisite (Lynch et al. 2009). 
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Nanoinformatics modeling and simulation tools comprise, among others: i) nanomanufacturing 

models for the development of engineered nanomaterials: nanomaterial physicochemical 

characterization, functionalization of the nanomaterial surface and design and control of synthesis 

processes; ii) models of pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics; iii) models of nanoparticles’ 

life cycle in the body: biodistribution, metabolism disposal, immunogenicity, clearance, 

phagocytosis, etc.; and iv) Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationships (QSARs) for modeling 

nanoparticle structure, nanotoxicity and nanoparticle interactions in biological environments at 

the tissue, cellular, molecular and atomic level. A good example is the work carried out at the 

UCLA Center for the Environmental Implications of Nanomaterials (CEIN).  CEIN researchers 

have developed nano-QSARs (Puzyn et al. 2011) for predicting nanoparticle toxicity (Liu et al. 

2013) as well as a set of web-based High-Throughput Data Analysis Tools for rapid analysis of 

nanotoxicity data119. 

2.6.4 Educational tools 

Due to the novel and heterogeneous character of nanoinformatics, the development of 

interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary education programs integrating nanomedicine, biology, 

materials science, physics, chemistry and informatics has become a priority (Greenberg 2009). 

Over the last few years, several educational resources and repositories have emerged to give 

training support to researchers working in the field.  

For instance, nanoHUB120 (Qiao et al. 2006) is a web portal for educational purposes developed 

by the Network for Computational Nanotechnology and sponsored by NSF under the NNI.  This 

modeling and simulation framework offers real-time demonstrations of a myriad of extant 

computational resources in nanotechnology, materials science, physics and chemistry. NanoHUB 

does not allow the direct upload of experimental data, but users can run specific simulations and 

models by selecting the values for the different parameters requested by each resource. Users can 

also act as contributors, uploading their own resources and making them accessible to the vast 

scientific community supported by nanoHUB. Additionally, the portal provides access to courses 

and learning material —such as extensive lecture notes, quizzes, exams, homework and 

exercises—, video lectures, animations, presentations about the available resources, online 

seminars, related scientific publications and information about events and job opportunities. 

There are also question-and-answer forums for interacting with professors and other students. 

Similar educational frameworks for e-learning on nanotechnology (e.g. Nano4Me121) are gaining 

force in the Web. 

The NCL is also conducting educational activities by publishing and publicly disseminating the 

recent advances in preclinical studies on nanomaterials by means of scientific bibliographies and 

conferences, news, open fora and press notes in scientific media. There are also plenty of web 

pages and other media oriented to the general public that serve to distribute this information. For 

instance, Nanowerk122 and NanoTechWeb123 provide access to nanotechnology articles and news 

oriented to scientists and to the general public. 

In spite of the didactic initiatives mentioned above, it is still necessary to develop and sustain 

additional educational resources and an international network of skilled professionals, as well as 

the supporting infrastructure and tools to advance training in nanotechnology. This involves the 

organization of workshops at international scientific events that engage students, technicians and 

trainees in nanotechnology environmental, health and safety considerations, and the establishment 
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http://nanotechweb.org/
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of a network of websites for student recruitment and dissemination of information, e.g. webinars 

and courses.  

2.6.5 Current challenges: locating and compiling nanoinformatics resources 

The existing nanotechnology platforms, data resources and tools are powerful, but nanomedicine 

raises big information challenges such as how to search, capture, store, analyze, share and 

visualize the huge amount of available distributed information or how to deal with its 

heterogeneity in nature and formats. Nanoinformatics resources aims to solve these questions but 

also pose other ones: Where are these resources? Are they open access? How to locate and reach 

all the available data sources and computational services that are worldwide distributed? How to 

compare their quality or decide which resources are more appropriate for certain research tasks? 

How to integrate new nanoinformatics tools and data sources with existing BMI resources? 

First, if we directly mine the Web, non-specific search engines would produce too general and 

massive results, so, in most cases, researchers are unable to find the best resource to retrieve the 

target data or perform a specific research task. On the other hand, if we search for specific data 

sources, we can find different types: structured sources —such as databases and 

knowledgebases— and unstructured sources —such as wikis, technical reports, scientific 

publications, etc. These sources contain big amounts of heterogeneous data related to 

nanotechnology, including information about samples and experiments, specific studies and 

related protocols, nanoparticle interactions, exposure pathways, delivery targets, manufacturers, 

etc. With regards to the scientific literature, there is a lack of papers with the sole purpose of 

describing computational resources for nanotechnology. Citations and descriptions of 

nanoinformatics resources are “hidden” in publications describing pure nanotechnology research. 

Thus, the titles and abstracts of such publications do not provide any information about resources. 

In case it exists, it would be found exclusively in the full text version of the paper. Additionally, 

due to the multidisciplinary nature of the nanotechnology field, the scope of the journals 

describing nanoinformatics resources is wide and varied, covering very different areas such as 

chemistry, physics or material sciences, as mentioned before. In order to cover all the potential 

sources, a high number of journals should be parsed and analyzed, thus increasing the complexity 

and cost of algorithms for automatically extracting relevant information about the target 

resources.  

Thus, where is the complete information about the myriad of informatics resources that are being 

developed to support nanotechnology research? It is distributed in the scientific literature, fora, 

wikis and other kind of semantic web tools that are daily used by researchers. Sometimes these 

kinds of resources are not available for users external to the proprietary institution but, in most 

cases, they are open for people working in the area. In this context, it is extremely necessary to 

solve the gap between the rising information needs of nanomedical researchers and the growing 

number of resources available through the Web124, and create inventories indexing, describing 

and linking the existing data and services. To the best of the author´s knowledge, till date, there 

is no comprehensive index or catalogue of nanoinformatics resources that addresses the issues 

mentioned above. Thus, nanotechnology researchers still demand a global repository providing: 

i) access to nanoinformatics resources, and ii) the necessary mechanisms to connect resources in 

a flexible manner to meet the researchers’ needs, facilitating the interoperability between systems. 

Besides, due to the rapid growth of information about new experiments and results in 

nanomedicine, the automation of the catalogue´s generation and update process is an important 

element to be considered (Chiesa et al. 2008). As mentioned before, several research groups and 

laboratories have developed directories of resources which work as “yellow pages” for the 

biomedical scientific community. The same approach should be followed by the nanomedical 

community, promoting the dissemination and sharing of the currently available resources in the 

field. Then, it would be needed to describe potential applications of these indexes, including the 

                                                      
124 See Annex V for a detailed list of available nanoinformatics resources. 
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automatic orchestration of nanoinformatics workflows, or novel methods to integrate public-

online nanomedical databases and tools. 

The context presented in the previous pages suggests that the scientific community needs 

governmental support for a public nanotechnology cloud, where scientists could share their 

experimental data and bring it together following four basic principles: i) reproducibility of 

experiments; ii) openness to researchers, both from industry and academia, iii) reusability of 

results to avoid duplication of research efforts, and iii) data portability between research labs and 

institutions working in the field. By adopting such a big-picture approach, we can foster a 

community of integrated and coordinated research groups, facilitating the creation and support of 

interdisciplinary teams. Scientific groups collaborating through a nano-platform or cyber-

infrastructure should include basic and translational scientists, clinical researchers and computer 

scientists. This kind of platform would also promote the establishment of public–private 

partnerships across the different areas involved, leading to long-term sustainability of funded 

research programs.

2.7 NANOMEDICINE IN THE SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE 

Nanomedical research is usually reported in scientific publications and technical reports, which 

are very rich on experimental data, resulting in large volumes of unstructured text. Unfortunately, 

standards for comprehensively reporting nanomaterial experiments data in the literature are 

highly variable or even inexistent. Descriptions of experiments reported in the literature are 

unlikely to be complete or comprehensive, and lack of relevant information about, for instance, 

the chemical composition and physical properties of the nanomaterials involved in the study, their 

potential interactions with other biological entities, or the conditions under which the experiments 

have been conducted. Besides, nanomedical data are published in a variety of journals —in fields 

such as materials science, nanoscale phenomena, chemistry, etc. — with very different emphases. 

Therefore, it is difficult to efficiently search, interpret and process these vast amounts of 

distributed information in free-text form. In addition to indexing, most publications in 

nanomedicine need to be annotated, curated and standardized (in terms of contents structure and 

vocabulary) to be truly useful for scientific inquiry. 

As the field grows, nanotechnology literature turns more disorganized and it has become harder 

to find and access all the publications that are relevant to nanomedicine. As mentioned before, 

researchers are manually developing and curating databases of nanotechnology products from 

experimental results published in the scientific literature —e.g. the Nanomaterial Registry11 and 

the ICON Nano-EHS Database12. Although these resources have demonstrated their high value 

for nanotechnologists, their manual development and maintenance is highly time-consuming. Due 

to the huge volumes of heterogeneous data generated in nanotechnology research, manual 

approaches to information extraction and data curation in this area are no longer feasible. The 

application of text mining techniques to nanotechnology texts —abstracts, full-text publications, 

reports, etc. — could address these kinds of issues, provided that these texts are structured and 

well-articulated. Only if these texts are homogeneous —in terms of format, structure, 

terminology, contents distribution, etc.—, we would be able to design and apply standardized 

processes to the automatic detection of nanotechnology-related information in texts, and the 

extraction of functional information related to nanoparticles and nanomaterials. 

Some publishers have started to demand specific requirements for data reported in scientific 

publications. This is the case of some journals in disciplines such as chemistry, where researchers 

should respect and support standards for experimental results, as well as follow checklists for 

contents. In such cases, the existence of metadata describing the methodology and the scientific 

results is mandatory. And, precisely, these metadata are the key element to automate the extraction 

of information from research papers. 
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This section provides actual examples of publication abstracts extracted from PubMed 125  to 

illustrate current issues and barriers when analyzing the nanomedical scientific literature. 

2.7.1 Analysis of abstracts from the nanomedical literature 

As discussed above, nanomedical research urgently needs to avoid the generation of conflicting 

results for similar studies with the same nanomaterial. For that purpose, any publication in 

nanomedicine must report the performed experiments comprehensively, providing all the critical 

information to properly characterize the nanomaterial involved in them, as well as to track from 

the original sample to the experimental conditions and the sample preparation. This could be 

achieved by linking deposition of structured data and metadata as part of the journal publication 

process, in the same way that is being done in biomedical research. 

Similar approaches have been proposed to structure biomedical abstracts (Blaschke et al. 2001, 

Gerstein 2007), as well as to represent citations to datasets and data repositories by means of two 

novel concepts: Nanopublication126 and Microattribution (Mons and Velterop 2009, Mons et al. 

2011, Patrinos et al. 2012). The latter allows authors and curators of such datasets to receive credit 

for giving public access to: i) experimental data in the form of database entries and records, ii) 

source code of methods and algorithms for data analysis and information retrieval, and iii) curated 

databases and repositories, thus fostering the contribution of data generators and curators to public 

knowledgebases. At the same time, this strategy permits not only to easily locate the data required 

for conducting research in a topic of interest, but also to know in advance some information about 

the original data source (i.e. data provenance). 

Within the work of this doctoral dissertation, the author has analyzed a wide corpus of 

nanotechnology publications —especially focusing on their abstracts— in order to detect 

linguistic patterns and common schemas that could be exploited by text mining and information 

retrieval techniques. Unfortunately, the “metadata approach” is not followed in nanotechnology 

publications, a field where computer scientists can find major obstacles to automatically extract 

concepts and semantics from the literature. In this area, a common nomenclature is crucial. 

Nanoparticle nomenclature is constantly changing, so nanoparticles and nanomaterials are named 

in the articles in very varied forms. Considering the application of interest, a nanoparticle may be 

known by a number of alternative and trade-specific names, including: 

1. chemical formula: e.g. C47H51NO14 nanoparticle (Figure 2-14), Fe3O4 nanoparticle 

(Figure 2-15); 

 
Figure 2-14. Example of citing a nanoparticle using its chemical formula “C47H51NO14” 

                                                      
125 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/ 
126 A nanopublication is “the smallest unit of publishable information that can be linked to its contributor via their 

unique scientific identity, and which can be cited and evaluated in terms of its impact upon the research community” 

(Mons et al. 2011). 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
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Figure 2-15. Example of citing a nanoparticle using its chemical formula “Fe3O4” 

2. commercial name: e.g. Abraxane® (Figure 2-16), ThermoDox® (Figure 2-17); 

 
Figure 2-16. Example of citing a nanoparticle using its commercial name “Abraxane®” 
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Figure 2-17. Example of citing a nanoparticle using its commercial name “ThermoDox®” 

3. commercial code or lot number: e.g. NKTR-102 developed by Nektar Therapeutics 

(Figure 2-18), NC-6004 developed by NanoCarrier (Figure 2-19);  

 
Figure 2-18. Example of citing a nanoparticle using its commercial code/lot number “NKTR-102” 
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Figure 2-19. Example of citing a nanoparticle using its commercial code/lot number “NC-6004” 

4. nanoparticle formulation127 , which specifies, for instance the functionalized/coated 

surface and the payload: e.g. nanoparticle albumin-bound paclitaxel (Figure 2-20), Peg-

filgratism (Figure 2-21); 

 
Figure 2-20. Example of citing a nanoparticle using its formulation or composition 

                                                      
127 A nanoparticle formulation or nanoparticle composition can be defined as “multiple nanoparticle entities and 

functionalizing entities along with their chemical associations” (Baker et al. 2009a). 
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Figure 2-21. Example of citing a nanoparticle using its formulation or composition 

5. nanoparticle manufacturing process: e.g. controlled preparation of polypyrrole 

nanostructures via tuning the concentration of acrylic acid (Figure 2-22), 

nanoencapsulating Vitamin D within casein micelles (Figure 2-23). 

 
Figure 2-22. Example of citing a nanoparticle using the description of its manufacturing process 
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Figure 2-23. Example of citing a nanoparticle using the description of its manufacturing process 

As shown in the examples, the nomenclature used in the scientific literature for nanotechnology 

products is very heterogeneous. Due to the emerging nature of nanotechnology, the vocabulary is 

wide and evolves rapidly. There is a lack of consensus and, therefore, an absence of a controlled 

terminology for nanoparticles and nanomaterials The author found a broad range of synonyms to 

name the same product, and, unfortunately, drug databases including lists of synonyms are not 

totally comprehensive in the case of nanotechnology products, and do not include all the 

equivalent terms that can be used to name a nanoparticle. For instance, manufacturers’ databases 

tend to use the lot number or the description of the manufacturing process to identify a 

nanoparticle, whilst chemical databases usually provide the chemical formula or the nanoparticle 

composition. Hence, the automatic detection of patterns in the nanoparticle nomenclature used in 

publications seems to be not feasible at this moment. A bag-of-words-based approach (Salton and 

McGill 1983) could be applied, covering the whole vocabulary in the area but, as far as 

computational cost is concerned, this strategy would not work properly and, in addition, it would 

also need a complex and costly system to constantly update the vocabulary as the literature grows. 

This suggests that the automatic extraction of information about nanoparticles and 

nanotechnology products from textual sources would require the use of unique identifiers in 

descriptions, as well as to include other supplementary information as described below. 

The analysis of the available research literature also poses a challenge: how to distinguish those 

publications containing nanoparticle descriptions and those publications describing small 

molecules and drugs not involving nanotechnology? It is worth noting that a nanoparticle or 

nanomaterial is just a classification of a particle or material by the size of its components. As 

previously stated, one of the main barriers for both regulators and manufacturers is to identify 

when a material or product can be classified as “nanotechnology” (Tahan 2007, European 

Commission 2010, Maynard 2011, Wickson 2011, Stamm 2011). In terms of vocabulary and 

expressions, the descriptions of products from both domains (nano and non-nano) are very 

similar. Nanomaterials do not imply specific compositions or side effects different from those of 

bulk materials, and only a few terms will denote the purely biomedical or bionanomedical nature 

of the texts. Therefore, to be capable of distinguishing such nanotechnology products from other 

regular products, research publications and reports should provide comprehensive, well-defined 

and highly structured descriptions, including detailed information on, for instance, the special 

properties that occur at the nanoscale, the specific manufacturing processes used to produce 

products at the nanoscale, or the size distribution of nanoformulation samples. 
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The author carefully analyzed the State-of-the-Art in nanotechnology and nanomedicine —and, 

especially, the nanomedical scientific literature— to detect and define the information required to 

properly define a nanotechnology product. A minimum information standard on reporting medical 

studies on nanomaterials and nanoparticles would describe the requirements to comprehensively 

define all the relevant aspects related to a concrete nanomaterial, such as: 

- Synthesis, composition and chemical properties. 

- Physical properties, including spatial, electrical, magnetic, optical, etc. characteristics. 

- Attached functional groups, e.g. for targeting, therapy or imaging. 

- Changes of the nanomaterial/nanoparticle properties in different media, e.g. from the bulk 

material to nanoparticle dispersions to nanomaterial immersed in various biological 

matrices 

- Biological properties regarding its diagnostic or therapeutic functions, including 

pharmacokinetics, biodistribution, efficacy in vitro and in vivo, and toxicity, among 

others. 

Generally, the descriptions of nanoparticles and nanomaterials that can be found in the 

nanomedical literature are specific to a medical topic or target 128 . Therefore, well-defined 

interactions between meaningful biological entities should be included in the descriptions when 

reporting experiments —for instance: ‘nanoparticle X for the detection of Y’, ‘nanomaterial X as 

an Y biomarker’, ‘nanodrug X suppress Y responses’, ‘nanoparticle X target Y cells’ (Figures 2-

24 to 2-27). 

 
Figure 2-24. Example of citing an interaction between a nanodevice and other biological entity 

                                                      
128 This is not the case of, for instance, nanotoxicology articles, which are focused on defining the negative side effects 

of certain nanodrugs or their specific components and, therefore, there is not a concrete medical target to be described. 
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Figure 2-25. Example of citing an interaction between a nanoparticle and other biological entity 

 
Figure 2-26. Example of citing an interaction between nanoparticles and other biological entities 
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Figure 2-27. Example of citing an interaction between a nanoparticle and a biomedical device 

In addition to a well-defined biological context describing the involved biological entities, and 

the interactions among them, the methodological framework of the specific experiment should 

not be omitted in the publication abstract. The instrumentation used in the experiments (e.g. 

scanning probe microscopy, X-ray), as well as the applied nanomanufacturing processes (e.g. 

surface polymerization, chemical vapor deposition) and characterization techniques (e.g. 

nanolithography, nanopatterning), should be clearly defined in the abstract (Figures 2-22 and 2-

23) using terms from standard taxonomies and common vocabularies —for instance, those 

provided by the MeSH vocabulary or the Internano initiative. 

In the case of nanotoxicity studies, nanoparticle potential risks can be briefly reported in the 

abstract following specific textual patterns, thus allowing the direct identification of the potential 

toxic effects, the target of the toxicity (i.e. organ, cell, etc.) and the routes of exposure (García-

Remesal et al. 2013) —for instance, ‘nanotoxicity of nanoparticle X on organ Y’, ‘side effects of 

nanoparticle X after oral administration’, ‘risk of engineered nanoparticle X’ (Figures 2-28 to 2-

30). 
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Figure 2-28. Example of paper describing toxic effects, targets and routes of exposure 

 
Figure 2-29. Example of paper describing toxic effects, targets and routes of exposure 
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Figure 2-30. Example of paper describing toxic effects, targets and routes of exposure 

Finally, in addition to both data describing the composition, characterization and biological 

behavior of the nanoparticle/nanomaterial samples, and summaries reporting the details of the 

experiments, research publications should include certain metadata, such as related journal 

publications or online deposited datasets (Baker et al. 2009b), that could aim at linking back to 

the original sources of nanoparticle/nanomaterial data used in the experiments. This would 

facilitate a future independent replication of the experiments —ensuring the reproducibility of 

results—, as well as the early detection of biased or high-variance results —ensuring data quality 

and completeness. 

Many other much more complex considerations, which emerge from the potential interactions 

between nanotechnology products and the specific environments where they are stored or 

released, should be taken into account, such as changes in the nanomaterial properties with time, 

delivery, storage, handling and preparation (Guo et al. 2008, Murdock et al. 2008), or changes in 

the response to nanomaterials with dose, considering various metrics such as mass or surface-

area. In addition, as recently reported elsewhere (Monopoli et al. 2012), the biological 

surrounding matrix where nanoproducts are introduced can form a “corona” of biomolecules 

around the nanoparticle, as a consequence of diverse biological interactions. Due to the fact that 

slight changes can have a big impact on the properties of a material at the nanoscale, descriptions 

of such “special” conditions and scenarios should also be reported in articles describing 

experiments.  

In spite of the previously described limitations presented by research articles reporting 

nanomedical experiments, some examples of informative, comprehensive and well-structured 

titles and abstracts can be found in the current literature, which could serve as a preliminary 

template for designing the standard structure and content of an “ideal” abstract. Figures 2-31 and 

2-32 show two examples of characterization studies correctly reported in the abstract/summary 

information of the publication129. 

                                                      
129 These examples will be analyzed in detail in the “Methods” chapter. 
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Figure 2-31. Example of characterization study well-reported in the abstract (Derakhshandeh et al. 

2010) 

 
Figure 2-32. Example of characterization study well-reported in the abstract (Stoeger et al. 2006) 

In biomedicine, statistical and semantic strategies are being applied to analyze and organize the 

available literature. These approaches are based on the application of existing standards and 

reference datasets; terminologies, taxonomies and ontologies; text mining and data mining tools; 

and many other resources provided by BMI. Unfortunately, such resources are not directly 

applicable to the nanomedicine domain, due to the existing differences in vocabulary, format and 

type of information of the datasets, and needs of data analysis and integration. Semantic and 

knowledge-based approaches are highly dependent on the specific domain, thus, those resources 
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developed for biomedicine are far from being useful for nanomedicine. On the other hand, 

statistical approaches are practically unsuitable due to the high level of heterogeneity, complexity 

and disorganization of the information pertaining to the nanomedical literature. Therefore, further 

application of statistical and machine learning tools would require well-structured information 

sources.

2.8 NANOMEDICAL AND NANOINFORMATICS RESEARCH IN THE CLINICAL 

CONTEXT 

Experimental research in nanomedicine is still in its infancy, and many nanoparticles and 

nanotechnologies have the potential of producing complex and poorly understood toxic side 

effects (Fischer and Chan 2007). As result, reporting of in vivo effects of nanoparticles in 

experimental studies and CTs to supplement theoretical predictions and results of in vitro studies 

(Fischer and Chan 2007, Baker 2011) is fundamental to advance the discovery and use of 

nanomaterials as beneficial agents for medical diagnosis and therapy. CTs of nanoparticles and 

nanodevices may lead to novel treatments and diagnostic tools, as well as complement or 

supplement existing products that are currently being nanomanufactured to address clinical needs 

(e.g. effectiveness) while avoiding the undesirable side-effects (e.g. toxicity) (Gabizon 2001, 

Waterhouse et al. 2001). 

Over the past years, there has been a proliferation of pre-clinical and clinical studies on 

nanopharmaceuticals (Etheridge et al. 2013). Unfortunately, online archiving of nanomedical 

clinical data has been done without following any specific criteria, thus not making a distinction 

between those studies at the nanoscale focused on testing nanodrugs and nanodevices (nano CTs) 

and CTs on regular drugs and biologics that do not involve nanotechnology (non-nano CTs). 

Thus, it is becoming very difficult to develop a broad and comprehensive perspective about the 

current status and impact of nanotechnology products in the clinical context. 

A number of articles have analyzed published trial results in terms of quality and completeness 

(Ross et al. 2009, Bourgeois et al. 2010), as well as the impact of the public release of CTs (Zarin 

and Tse 2008, Wood 2009, Kirillova 2012), but these and other studies have not yet made such a 

clear distinction between nano and non-nano categories either. Recent publications in the 

scientific literature have reviewed specific medical applications of nanotechnology-based 

pharmaceuticals, but these publications only reported a few specific nano-level products currently 

reported positively in CTs (Etheridge et al. 2013, Fadeel et al. 2010, Wang et al. 2013) and certain 

nanodrug patents (Bawa 2007, Bawarski et al. 2008, Michael Chen 2012). Since the volume of 

nanomedicine experimental and clinical data is increasing rapidly, manual searches, and 

subsequent analysis and annotation of studies on nanodrugs and nanodevices, does not scale, and 

becomes increasingly infeasible (Thomas et al. 2011). The automatic annotation of CT reports to 

tell whether they are nano or not, could be of great help to clinical researchers in nanomedicine, 

and this dissertation will show that such a classification can come from comprehensively 

searching for, and detecting the presence of nanodrug and nanodevice involvement in a study 

from the CT summaries published in public registries, such as ClinicalTrials.gov130.  

2.8.1 Online Clinical Trial Registries 

Full disclosure of CT outcomes is essential to avoid duplication of efforts in clinical research, as 

well as bias in the publication of results —for instance, selective reporting based on the 

commercial interests or failure to report important adverse events (Chan 2008). In most cases, 

pharmaceutical and commercial data are confidential and increased and more effective sharing 

policies on clinical results are still needed. 

                                                      
130 http://clinicaltrials.gov/ 

http://clinicaltrials.gov/
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Registration and public access to CT results have been frequently discussed (Simes 1986, Horton 

and Smith 1999, Evans et al. 2004, Barbour et al. 2004, Watson 2006). In 2004, the International 

Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) published a statement establishing the disclosure 

of clinical trial results in public registries as a requirement for their publication in scientific 

journals (De Angelis et al. 2004). Staggered public release of CT results started in 2007 after the 

promulgation of several legal rulings (Food and Drug Administration 2007, European 

Commission 2008, European Commission 2009) that regulated public access to CT summaries. 

Nowadays we can find numerous databases offering free online access to data reported about CTs, 

such as, for instance, the ClinicalTrials.gov database in the USA (Zarin et al. 2011), the EudraCT 

database accessible through the European Union Clinical Trials Register131 (European Medicines 

Agency 2011), and the Japan Medical Association Clinical Trials Register (JMACTR)132. There 

is still no single comprehensive international registry of CTs but the International Clinical Trials 

Registry Platform (ICTRP)133, developed by the World Health Organization (WHO), includes 

these databases, while offering a uniform access mechanism to CT data stored on them (Krleza-

Jerić 2005). There are also several public repositories focused on specific diseases. For instance, 

the NCI provides an online searchable database 134  with about 37,000 cancer-related CTs. 

Additionally, some databases owned by the pharmaceutical industry can also be accessed through 

the Internet, such as the GlaxoSmithKline Clinical Study Register135 (Krall and Rockhold 2005). 

Even though all of these are valuable resources for clinical researchers in the biomedical and 

nanomedical areas, none of them make an explicit and clear category distinction between CTs 

supporting nano and non-nano products. 

Part of the work presented in this thesis document analyzes CT summaries extracted from the 

ClinicalTrials.gov database. Since its release in 2010, the ClinicalTrials.gov database has grown 

considerably (Figure 2-33) and several tools have been developed to extend and improve its 

functionalities (Tasneem et al. 2012, Cepeda et al. 2013). At the time of writing, the database 

provides access to about 150,000 registries of CTs conducted in 185 different countries, including 

clinical studies on nanoparticle formulations and medical products containing nanomaterials and 

nanodevices. This database was selected among many others due to its volume of data, its scope 

and quality, as well as its programmatic interface, which allows users to download study record 

data in a machine-readable format (eXtensible Markup Language, XML) that can be easily 

analyzed. 

 

Figure 2-33. Registered clinical studies in EudraCT and ClinicalTrials.gov over the last years

                                                      
131 https://www.clinicaltrialsregister.eu/ 
132 https://dbcentre3.jmacct.med.or.jp/jmactr/Default_Eng.aspx/ 
133 http://apps.who.int/trialsearch/Default.aspx/ 
134 http://www.cancer.gov/clinicaltrials/search/ 
135 http://www.gsk-clinicalstudyregister.com/; https://clinicalstudydata.gsk.com/ 

https://www.clinicaltrialsregister.eu/
https://dbcentre3.jmacct.med.or.jp/jmactr/Default_Eng.aspx/
http://apps.who.int/trialsearch/Default.aspx/
http://www.cancer.gov/clinicaltrials/search/
http://www.gsk-clinicalstudyregister.com/
https://clinicalstudydata.gsk.com/


 

 

 



 

 

3 METHODS 

This chapter presents the work of the author at the intersection between BMI and nanoinformatics. 

As part of the methodology, the author has reviewed and analyzed the rationale and scientific 

issues behind nanomedicine and the new field of nanoinformatics —both in the biological and 

clinical domains—, also providing a comparison with BMI successful approaches and their 

potential limitations. Such work was linked to international research projects where the author 

participated throughout the development of this thesis dissertation, such as ACTION-

Grid136,INBIOMEDvision137 and Ibero-NBIC138. 

Use case scenarios drawn from investigators and the literature can help validate the methodology 

followed to demonstrate the hypothesis. These scenarios are intended to highlight several aspects 

of the nanoinformatics domain where a range of data challenges are arising. Three different 

scenarios are discussed in this chapter, which illustrate different biomedical and nanomedical 

research tasks that depend on the use of informatics resources: 

- Inventories of resources: Search through the Web for available data sources and 

computational resources supporting the research. 

- Reporting experiments with nanomaterials: Searching the literature for available 

experimental results reported in publications related to the research. 

- Clinical trials on nano: Searching clinical trial registries for available clinical results 

related to the research. 

The following sections describe in detail the methodology followed in each case.

3.1 INVENTORIES OF RESOURCES 

The current gap between the rising information needs of biomedical researchers and the growing 

number of information sources and computational resources available through the Web, led to a 

proposal to create a comprehensive registry or catalogue indexing, describing and linking the 

existing resources (Cannata et al. 2005). 

The author has participated in the development of several inventories covering tools, software 

platforms, initiatives and studies in different computational fields related to biomedicine, 

molecular medicine and nanomedicine. With these inventories, a comprehensive review of the 

target fields has been carried out, providing researchers with a useful framework to locate, 

discover and search for resources supporting their research. 

The following subsections describe the techniques and methods applied to create the inventories 

mentioned before, which are mainly based on extracting significant information about the 

resources from the available scientific literature. 

3.1.1 Inventory of Bioinformatics resources 

Researchers at the Biomedical Informatics Group of the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid —

including the author of this document— developed a method for the semi-automatic generation 

of an index of bioinformatics resources (de la Iglesia 2008, de la Calle et al. 2008, 2009). This 

                                                      
136 ACTION-Grid: International Cooperative Action on Grid Computing and Biomedical Informatics between the  

European Union, Latin America, the Western Balkans and North Africa. Available at: http://www.action-grid.eu/. 
137  INBIOMEDvision: Promoting and Monitoring Biomedical Informatics in Europe. Available at: 

http://www.inbiomedvision.eu/. 
138  Ibero-NBIC: Red Iberoamericana de Tecnologías Convergentes en Salud. Available at: http://www.ibero-

nbic.udc.es/. 

http://www.action-grid.eu/
http://www.inbiomedvision.eu/
http://www.ibero-nbic.udc.es/
http://www.ibero-nbic.udc.es/
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method consists on a novel automated approach for semantic annotation of bioinformatics 

resources based on their functionality. The annotation is made from textual descriptions of the 

resources provided by abstracts of research papers borrowed from PubMed and the Web of 

Knowledge©. Each of these documents is analyzed and processed to extract relevant information. 

The method follows four steps: 

1. The document is divided in sections corresponding to the title, the abstract and the article 

body. 

2. The algorithm pre-processes the sentences belonging to the title and the abstract sections, 

eliminating stop words 139  and reducing the remaining words to their root form by 

performing tokenizing, sentence splitting, part-of-speech tagging and word stemming. 

3. A pattern-matching approach, which uses varying sources of background knowledge —

such as lexicons, grammars and transition networks— is applied to analyze and extract 

information from the text. The pre-processed text is given as input to a transition network 

that, applying morphological and syntactic patterns, extracts the name and the 

functionalities of the resource described in the paper given as input. 

4. Finally, a second transition network uses the previous extracted information to classify 

the resource into different categories of a taxonomy. 

 

Figure 3-1. Schematic representation of the Biomedical Resourceome 

                                                      
139 Stop words are words that are no significant or very common (e.g. prepositions). These words are usually filtered 

from the text during the pre-processing step since they do not provide any useful information.   
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As result, the method populates a database with relevant information extracted from the title and 

the abstract of the articles. Each resource is annotated with its name, a short description of its 

functionalities, its general purpose and application domain(s), as well as its inputs and outputs, 

and, finally, a link to the online resource. Additionally, the index includes information on the 

original research papers describing the resources. Categories assigned by the application engine 

to the different resources are provided by a manually-created taxonomy based on the functionality 

–e.g. annotation, database, 3D visualization, analysis, mining, etc.— and application domain —

e.g. DNA, protein, gene, etc.— of the resources. 

Using this method, bioinformatics resources are annotated, classified and indexed automatically 

based on their descriptions provided in the scientific literature. The generated index can be 

updated incrementally as more publications describing resources are published (Figure 3-1). 

The author evaluated the followed methodology with a set of 400 abstracts, and the results were 

manually checked afterwards140. Almost 90% of the resources described in the abstracts were 

correctly classified and more than 500 descriptions of functionalities were extracted. An index of 

333 resources classified by their functionality was automatically created and can be accessed over 

the internet through a custom web service. A web application141 supports the searchable index, 

allowing the user to perform “intelligent” searching and filtering of results, not only using the 

name of the resource but also using its corresponding category or domain (Figure 3-2). 

 

Figure 3-2. An example of a search in the Biomedical Resourceome: the user selects “analysis” as 

value for the category and “microarray” as domain. The system retrieves all the tools for microarray 

analysis that are stored in the catalogue, as well as a short description and a link to the related 

publication in PubMed 

                                                      
140 For a detailed description of the method and the results, see de la Iglesia 2008. 
141 The BioInformatics Resource Inventory is available at: http://www.gib.fi.upm.es/biri/. 

http://www.gib.fi.upm.es/biri/
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The original method (de la Iglesia 2008, de la Calle 2009) —developed by the author and initially 

designed to discover and annotate bioinformatics resources— has successfully been applied to 

the medical informatics domain (de la Calle et al. 2012). There have also been some attempts to 

adapt the method to the nanoinformatics domain (Chiesa et al. 2008), where the objective is to be 

able to process scientific articles about nanomedicine and extract relevant data about resources 

used in this field. However, several barriers emerged in this case, as will be described later in this 

chapter. 

3.1.2 Inventory of Genotype-Phenotype resources 

As stated in chapter 2, linking genotype and phenotype is important in a number of biomedical 

applications, ranging from early-stage drug discovery to toxicology and clinical trials. The 

analysis described in this section —carried out by the author under the framework of the 

INBIOMEDvision project— consisted on analyzing existing genotype and phenotype resources 

from the bio- and medical informatics literature, compiling these in order to generate a 

permanently updated and electronically accessible catalogue of initiatives and resources in the 

field, relevant to both communities. These resources included: i) data repositories, with: genome 

sequence data, proteomics data and GWAS (Genome-Wide Association Studies) data; ii) methods 

for data extraction and integration; and ii) Ontologies and standards. 

 

Figure 3-3. Sources considered in the development of the INBIOMEDvision catalogue 

In this study, various sources of information, as listed below and illustrated in Figure 3-3, were 

consulted and used: 

- Original scientific literature and reviews for a 5-year period (2007-2011). 

- The “Strategic Report on Genotype-Phenotype Resources in the European Union” 

(Shublaq, 2012), gathering conclusions on the Think Tank organized in Brussels by 

INBIOMEDvision, on October 5, 2011. 
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- The Bioinformatics Resource Inventory (BIRI) (de la Iglesia 2008, de la Calle et al. 

2009). 

- The electronic Medical Informatics Resource Repository (e-MIR2) (de la Calle et al. 

2012). 

- Other indexes and inventories of resources, such as iTools142, BioCatalogue143 and the 

index of the European Bioinformatics Institute144. 

A myriad of genotype-phenotype were retrieved and compiled in the catalogue. Data validation 

were conducted through three steps: a preliminary relevance check of compiled data, further data 

validation based on the expertise of project partners and members, and use of feedback channels 

on the data sources (e.g. website, mail lists, survey). 

A web application for accessing the catalogue of genotype-phenotype resources was developed. 

This application, accessible via the INBIOMEDvision website 145 , serves as a user-friendly 

interface for querying the catalogue. It allows intelligent searches based on resource functionality, 

category or domain of application. Screenshots of the beta version of the web application are 

shown in Figures 3-4 and 3-5. 

 

Figure 3-4. Example of results provided by the Catalogue through the web application 

                                                      
142 http://cms.loni.ucla.edu/iTools/index.aspx 
143 http://www.biocatalogue.org/ 
144 http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ 
145 http://www.inbiomedvision.eu/phen-gen.html 

http://cms.loni.ucla.edu/iTools/index.aspx
http://www.biocatalogue.org/
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/
http://www.inbiomedvision.eu/phen-gen.html
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Figure 3-5. Example of resource´s detailed information provided in the database 

3.1.3 Inventory of resources for Molecular Medicine 

This section describes the methodology followed by the author to conduct a comprehensive study 

on data sources and computational resources in the field of molecular medicine, which has already 

been reported in a top-ranked journal publication (de la Iglesia et al. 2013a). 

Although there are many papers describing specific applications of computer science to molecular 

medicine —computational approaches and methods (Fischer 2005, Giorgetti et al. 2012), 

algorithms (Rivero et al. 2005, Guo et al. 2011), drug design tools (Geldenhuys et al. 2006, Liao 

et al. 2011), genomics and proteomics databases (Mead et al. 2009, Wright et al. 2009, Vizcaíno 

et al. 2010, Martens 2011), and regulatory issues (Harrison 2003, Duardo-Sánchez et al. 2008), 

among others—, there has been less work on providing a comprehensive picture of the 

computational resources available in the field. A global view on these resources —tools, web 

applications, data sources, etc.— could provide valuable support for molecular medicine 

researchers in carrying out their research. For this purpose, the author carried out a review of the 

scientific literature in the field, including a search of bibliographic databases —PubMed146, 

Embase147, Scopus148 and the Web of Knowledge149—, but also the gray literature —including 

hard to find studies, reports, or dissertations; conference abstracts and papers; and governmental 

and private sector research—, and public communications —published on websites and through 

scientific video-casts, as well as a hand search of high impact journals in the related fields. Thus, 

this work is based in a comprehensive and systematic literature search, not dependent on a single 

database, or on bibliographic databases exclusively. 

First, variant terminologies and synonyms for specific concepts in the field of molecular medicine 

were identified and explicitly described, by searching related concepts in the scientific literature. 

Figure 3-6 illustrates an example of this kind of search. Several searchers were performed in 

PubMed targeted to topics and areas related to molecular medicine, such as “molecular medicine” 

itself, “medicinal chemistry”, “genotype and phenotype”, “drug design”, etc. 

                                                      
146 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/ 
147  http://www.embase.com/ 
148 http://www.scopus.com/ 
149 http://www.webofknowledge.com/ 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
http://www.embase.com/
http://www.scopus.com/
http://www.webofknowledge.com/
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Figure 3-6. Three examples of search in PubMed for related terms to molecular medicine150: i) 

“molecular medicine”[MeSH terms], ii) medicinal chemistry, and iii) genotype[MeSh terms] AND 

phenotype[MeSH terms] 

Through these searches the author was able to select a set of relevant terms, well-defined in the 

domain. Using these terms, preliminary searches were run by topic using PubMed to evaluate the 

recall and precision of the method. The search strategy used both database-controlled vocabulary 

—like MeSH terms— and free text words. The results of this evaluation were satisfactory —i.e., 

retrieved papers were publications covering topics related to molecular medicine. During the 

manual search, the most highly regarded journals in the field of molecular medicine (see Table 3-

1) were identified and their contents were examined for potentially relevant articles. 

Table 3-1. Top journals retrieved from PubMed searching by the term molecular medicine AND 

software. Journals are ranked by number of papers published under this term. Impact factor (at the 

time of writing) has been obtained from the Essential Science Indicators at the Web of Knowledge. 

Top journals Impact Factor Publications retrieved 

Nucleic Acids Res 8.026 122 

Bioinformatics 5.468 115 

Methods Mol Biol - 55 

BMC Bioinformatics 2.751 50 

Plos One 4.092 44 

J Biol Chem 4.773 43 

P Natl Acad Sci Usa 9.681 23 

Genome Res 13.608 22 

Biophys J 3.653 20 

Comput Appl Biosci - 20 

J Nucl Med 6.381 17 

Bmc Genomics 4.073 16 

Hum Mutat 5.686 16 

J Clin Microbiol 4.153 15 

Genomics 3.019 15 

                                                      
150  The web application GoPubMed (http://www.gopubmed.org/) was used to obtain the top terms found in 

publications. 

http://www.gopubmed.org/
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Top journals Impact Factor Publications retrieved 

Biotechniques 2.669 15 

Method Enzymol 2.042 15 

Proteins 3.392 14 

Biochemistry-us 3.422 14 

Genet Epidemiol 3.441 13 

 

With this set of concepts, disciplines and journals, the author used a structured sequence of 

Internet searches over the cited bibliographic records to retrieve papers describing related 

resources. Searches also included terms such as “database”, “repository”, “tool”, “service”, 

“application”, “server”, “method”, etc., all of them framed in the IT tools domain. With this 

strategy, the author not only retrieved papers describing resources, but also more references to 

other existing resources, journals and reviews on resources, through the citations included in the 

initial papers. A search for a resource usually generated new searches, so the scope was broadened 

by following an incremental approach. No significant filtering of the databases and applications 

themselves was performed at this point; all the tools and data sources related to molecular 

medicine were recorded for further analysis. 

Then, resources were ranked by sorting retrieved bibliographic records in descending order based 

on the highest number of times the work was cited in other works over the last 15 years (1998-

2012). Citations were counted from the reference list in journals, conference proceedings, book 

series, data sets, and other papers that are indexed in the Web of Knowledge and Web of Science. 

Records with the same number of citations were sorted by date (from more recent to older). The 

initial searches were conducted over the time period from June to August 2012 and, then, reran 

from late October to mid-December to capture any new resources posted in the interim. For the 

final revision, the whole final list of resources was accessed in January 2013, checking their 

accessibility. 

For organizational purposes, the author developed a taxonomy to classify the targeted resources 

into different scientific sub-fields within the molecular medicine domain (Figure 3-7). This 

classification follows an informatics perspective; that is, the taxonomy does not describe the 

molecular medicine domain but only considers those sub-fields where computational resources 

are being applied. The retrieved resources were classified into several categories based on their 

application domain. The taxonomy divides the target domain into several categories, such as 

genome data sources, tools for drug design and discovery, phylogenetics databases, and standards 

for data integration and interoperability, etc. Categories have been created during the literature 

review process, beginning with a long list of data types and resource functionalities —extracted 

from the reviewed papers— that has been iteratively filtered, pruned and grouped taking into 

account the different granularity of data and the variety of research tasks, which vary according 

to the sub-domain. It should be noted that some of the resources are duplicated in several 

categories of the taxonomy. The reason is that, although for the most part the resources have well-

defined major functionalities and objectives, some of them may be applicable to several different 

domains and provide support for all of them. By way of an example, BLAST, the renowned 

alignment search tool, can be applied to carry out the alignment of both nucleic acid and amino 

acid sequences. Thus, BLAST falls into two different taxonomy categories: “Human Genome 

data sources and resources” within the DNA domain and “Multiple Sequence Alignment tools” 

within the proteomics domain. 
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Figure 3-7. Taxonomy: Sub-areas and related resources in molecular medicine from an informatics 

perspective 

In Annex IV, the reader can find a compilation of the most relevant data sources and resources 

for molecular medicine that have been found, studied and ranked. Only resources with a high 

number of citations —fifty or more— have been included in the final index reported in this 

document, even though the original study was more extensive151. This compilation is intended to 

alert researchers to data sources and tools that are accessible globally, with information about 

their qualities, rather than providing just a long list of all available resources. Resources have 

been organized manually into different tables corresponding to each category and sub-category 

of the taxonomy. For each resource, the table contains a brief description of its functionalities —

                                                      
151 In addition to the approach for selecting tools previously described, the author also reviewed recent resources with 

a low number of citations (less than fifty) or none. The reason for doing this is that nowadays there are many resources 

being published every week, which might be relevant and be high-impact resources with no citations yet, due to their 

recent date of publication. 
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extracted from the abstracts of its related scientific publications—, as well as the number of 

citations to the publication/s describing the resource. In order to calculate the total number of 

papers citing a resource, the author considered not only the citations to the main paper describing 

the resource, but the citations to other publications related to the resource —such as papers 

describing resource updates, extensions and additions, or experiments conducted with this 

resource. For this purpose, the literature was systematically reviewed by, for instance, searching 

for other papers written by the same authors of the original paper describing the resource, or new 

publications describing resource improvements and updates in the title or in the abstract. Finally, 

in order to facilitate access, each resource has a web link to the online data source or web tool. 

3.1.4 Inventory of resources for nanomedicine 

As we have seen, several research groups and laboratories have developed directories of resources 

that work as “yellow pages” for the biomedical scientific community (including those developed 

by the author). A similar approach should be followed by the nanomedical community, promoting 

the dissemination and sharing of the currently available resources in the field. 

Within the work of this dissertation, the author tried to adapt the approaches for BMI resources 

described in the previous sections to the nanomedical area (Chiesa et al. 2008). For that purpose, 

she aimed to analyze the nanomedical scientific literature for creating a collection of medical 

nanoinformatics resources. Figure 3-8 compiles the main barriers found to create such a collection 

of nanoinformatics resources or “Nanoresourceome”. 

 

Figure 3-8. Main issues found during the analysis of the available nanoinformatics resources 

The main consideration about this topic is that the amount of scientific papers about 

nanoinformatics resources is significantly smaller than for BMI. Since the quality of the results 

obtained with the approaches described above directly depends on the availability of a sufficient 

number of scientific papers, then, these methods cannot currently generate a similar result in the 
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area of nanomedicine. Anyway, the number of scientific references in the area is growing up 

rapidly and results should rapidly improve with time, when more publications are available. 

Given such limitations, the author considered a modification to the approach presented above —

focused on indexing resources—, expanding this vision in two directions: i) the case of scientific 

articles reporting experiments with nanomaterials, and ii) the case of publicly accessible 

summaries that report clinical trials of nanotechnology medical products. The methodologies 

followed in both scenarios will be described in sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

3.2 REPORTING EXPERIMENTS WITH NANOMATERIALS 

In addition to articles reporting data sources and computational resources for nanomedicine, the 

author analyzed the case of articles describing studies and experiments on nanomaterials, 

nanoparticles and nanoscale devices and systems for medical purposes. The results obtained 

during such analysis of the literature pointed out the need to evaluate the quality, utility and 

completeness of available data on nanomaterials, and to develop strategies for data curation and 

integration, even in research articles. As presented in chapter 2, available publications in 

nanomedicine usually lack a big part of the characterization information necessary to 

comprehensively understand the published research, reproduce the reported experiments and 

extract useful correlations to infer new information and inform future research in the area 

(Boverhof and David 2010). In addition, there are not ontologies or a taxonomy, yet, to help in 

structuring the relevant information that needs to be extracted from the available publications. 

The application of these mechanisms would present a considerable benefit with respect to a 

manually-centered approach. 

Since the interest in characterizing nanomaterials is high, a large number of scientific articles have 

been published about this topic. A pattern-matching approach —in line with the method described 

above for BMI publications— is particularly suitable for the recognition of nanomedical entities 

directly from text. To find out the relevant information to be extracted, the development of 

conceptual model —e.g. a taxonomy or ontology— for nanomaterial characterization is crucial, 

since it provides a structured list of the concepts that describe a nanomaterial from different 

perspectives. Similarly, there is an increasing number of publications already available describing 

medical applications of nanotechnology and secondary effects that nanomaterials can cause to the 

human health —i.e. nanotoxicity. Text mining approaches can be adapted to extract, from 

published papers, specific relationships between specific nanoparticles and possible secondary 

toxic effects, provided that such papers are well-organized and their contents are properly 

structured. 

The analysis of the current nanomedical literature carried out for this dissertation, as well as the 

numerous workshops, round tables, conferences and scientific working groups, in which the 

author has participated, suggest the crescent need to establish standard writing guidelines and 

checklists to give support to authors in the preparation of well-structured and comprehensive 

publication abstracts. For that purpose, a key element to be considered is the design of a taxonomy 

—specific to nano—, aiming to harmonize data and domain knowledge, focused on both defining 

a basic framework for nanotechnology experiments (protocols, instrumentation, measurement 

parameters, conditions, etc.) and classifying nanomaterials and nanoparticles, as well as their 

properties and interactions. Currently, many research institutes have elaborated their own 

classifications that usually are too general —i.e. with only several types of nanoparticles— or, 

conversely, too specific —i.e. focused on a particular application or scientific field. In some cases, 

the categorization of nanomaterials is based on their application domain but, in other cases, this 

categorization is focused on the nanomaterial function or on its size. Additionally, in most cases, 

relations between the different objects and classes are not clearly defined. The multiple and 

variety ways to categorize the nanomaterials is the main barrier to standardize a common 

classification.  
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At earlier stages of this research the author planned to use the NPO for structuring and annotating 

literature descriptions of nanotechnology products with medical application, as well as 

experiments conducted in nanomedicine. But, after a rigorous study, it was disregarded due to its 

restricted scope to the cancer domain, as well as its high level of detail and granularity. In spite 

of this, the author consulted a broad number of varied information sources, comparing concepts, 

parameters and workflows presented in nanomedical studies from different databases, registries 

and publications, and developed a specific taxonomy to represent the domain. The sources of 

information to develop the taxonomy included, among others:  

- Recent research publications reviewing the state of the art on nanomaterial 

characterization and proposing guidelines to characterize and report those materials 

(Amato 1999, Joachim 2005, Tahan 2007, Gaumet et al. 2008, Ferrari 2008, De Jong and 

Borm 2008, Gentleman and Chan 2009, Thomas et al. 2009, Tomalia 2009, 

Nanotoxicoloy Editorial 2009, Boverhof and David 2010, Monopoli et al. 2012, Tahan, 

Sayes et al. 2013, among many others cited along this manuscript). 

- Patterns extracted from the analysis of research publications in the nanomedicine field, 

following the analysis presented in the previous subsection. 

- Available technical reports from International standardization and regulatory agencies, 

such as ISO, the European Standardization Committee, the EU Scientific Committee on 

Emerging and Newly Identified Health Risks, the Working Party on Nanotechnology of 

the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the European 

Commission-Joint Research Centre, (JRC) the EU Scientific Committee on Consumer 

Products, the American Chemistry Council (ACC), the American Society for Testing and 

Materials International (ASTM), the American National Standards Institute – 

Nanotechnology Standards Panel (ANSI-NSP), and the U.S. Food and Drug 

administration. 

- White Papers (Maojo et al. 2010, Baker et al. 2009a, Baker et al. 2009b, Baker et al. 

2009c). 

- Previous international research projects and web resources focused in the characterization 

of nanomaterials, among others: caNanoLab152, the NPO153, the Nanomaterial Registry154, 

the Recommended Minimum Physical and Chemical Parameters for Characterizing 

Nanomaterials on Toxicology Studies155 , the Nanotechproject156 , NanoExpert157 , the 

ICON Environmental, Health and Safety (EHS) database158, ISA-TAB-Nano159 and the 

Nanomaterial-Biological Interactions (NBI) Knowledgebase160.  

Such study resulted in the development of a set of nanomedical experiment descriptors and 

checklists to help researchers structure their publications in a way that facilitates both human and 

computer analysis of free-text reporting research in nanomedicine. It could serve as guidance 

document for checking the minimal information that needs to be captured and reported in 

nanomedicine experiments, and producing structured research publications in nanomedicine that 

contain the necessary data to reproduce the described research. For instance, database and 

literature curators and annotators could use it to assess the quality and completeness of the 

available information on nanomaterials. 

                                                      
152 https://cananolab.nci.nih.gov/caNanoLab/ 
153 http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/NPO/ 
154 https://www.nanomaterialregistry.org/ 
155 http://www.characterizationmatters.org/ 
156 http://www.nanotechproject.org/inventories/ehs/browse/broad_research_categories/ 
157 https://nanoexpert.usace.army.mil/ 
158 http://cohesion.rice.edu/centersandinst/icon/report.cfm/ 
159 https://wiki.nci.nih.gov/display/ICR/ISA-TAB-Nano/ 
160 http://nbi.oregonstate.edu/analysis.php?from_lib=1&mode=exp&id=44/ 

https://cananolab.nci.nih.gov/caNanoLab/
http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/NPO/
https://www.nanomaterialregistry.org/
http://www.characterizationmatters.org/
http://www.nanotechproject.org/inventories/ehs/browse/broad_research_categories/
https://nanoexpert.usace.army.mil/
http://cohesion.rice.edu/centersandinst/icon/report.cfm/
https://wiki.nci.nih.gov/display/ICR/ISA-TAB-Nano/
http://nbi.oregonstate.edu/analysis.php?from_lib=1&mode=exp&id=44/
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Chapter 4 will describe in detail the taxonomy developed by author to structure nanomedical 

publications, as well as the minimum information requirements that have been detected to 

properly report a nanomedical experiment in the scientific literature.

3.3 CLINICAL TRIALS ON NANO 

In this section, the author presents a novel approach to the classification of summaries of CTs 

between those that were targeted at testing nanotechnology products vs. those targeted at testing 

conventional drugs, and demonstrate the feasibility of applying automatic methods to produce 

such a classification for the purpose of annotation and indexing. The obtained results are 

promising, suggesting that the CT summaries archived in ClinicalTrials.gov do contain the 

required information for a machine learning method to automatically identify whether the 

summary refers to a CT involving nanoparticles and/or nanodevices or not.  

To address the classification problem described above, the author identified, selected and 

extracted 500 nanodrug-focused CTs from ClinicalTrials.gov. In addition, she created a control 

group composed of 500 CTs not involving any nanodrugs or nanodevices. Both sets define the 

training and test set, and form the baseline reference set composed of documents correctly labeled 

as nano and non-nano (Annex VI). State-of-the-art machine learning methods —reported in the 

scientific literature to be suitable for the document classification task, as we will see next—were 

applied to generate multiple classification models, which were assessed using cross-validation 

(both 10-fold and leave-one-out cross validation).  

This section describes the proposed approach in detail. First, the author defines the scope of the 

study as well as the procedure followed to identify, select and gather the CT summaries to build 

the training and test set. Then, the author describes the different methods that she used to conduct 

the experiments, including the data pre-processing techniques and the machine learning 

algorithms that were applied for document classification. The section concludes with a description 

of the validation processes used to compare the performance of the generated models for 

classifying CTs.  

3.3.1 Scope of the analysis 

The author manually selected a representative set of CT summaries from the ClinicalTrials.gov 

repository, based on the criteria and procedures described next. First, a simple search was 

conducting browsing studies by keyword: i) those CTs containing the term “nano” (for which 55 

results were found) and, ii) those CTs containing the term “nanoparticle” (which yielded 133 

results)161. Such as small total of 188 CT registries manually validated and labeled as nano, 

considering the numerous nanomedical products that are currently present in CTs, suggests that 

detecting the use of nanodrugs and nanodevices as being involved in a CT by using simple 

keyword searches on their summary descriptions may not yield all documented examples of this 

type of CT. 

Thus, to detect the presence of concepts and semantic entities that might be related to the 

nanomedicine field within the registries of the ClinicalTrials.gov database, the author enriched 

the set of search terms by including specific concepts from an external source developed by the 

National Cancer Institute, the NCI Methatesarus (Covitz et al. 2003). The NCI Metathesaurus 

combines a large number of clinically and biologically relevant controlled vocabularies and 

terminologies162, some directly related to nanotechnology and, specifically, to nanomedicine, such 

as the NanoParticle Ontology (NPO) (Thomas et al. 2011). The goal of this step was to select the 

                                                      
161 The ClinicalTrials.gov database does not allow searching by prefix, which prevented us from searching all the terms 

that start with the prefix “nano”. In order to make this first search as general as possible and avoid the use of terms 

related to a specific drug, we selected the words “nano” and “nanoparticle” as search terms. 
162 The whole set of sources of the NCI Metathesaurus can be consulted at: 

http://ncim.nci.nih.gov/ncimbrowser/pages/source_help_info.jsf. 

http://ncim.nci.nih.gov/ncimbrowser/pages/source_help_info.jsf
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most descriptive terms that appear in nanomedical studies from this broad set of sources. For this 

purpose, the author searched the terminology database for those entries containing the term 

“nano” in any field (see Figure 3-9). This search returned more than 800 related biomedical 

concepts that were manually filtered afterwards, selecting only those concepts that belonged to 

one of the five semantic types considered potentially relevant to the nanomedical domain: Organic 

Chemical; Pharmacologic Substance; Inorganic Chemical; Biomedical or Dental Material; and, 

Indicator, Reagent, or Diagnostic Aid. Other semantic types were disregarded due to their lack of 

relevance for the present study —e.g. Amphibian, Natural Phenomenon or Process, Plant, 

Eukaryote, etc. A total of 168 concepts were retrieved and validated, from which 433 terms were 

obtained by including all the synonyms pointed to by the Metathesaurus. The author followed a 

dictionary-based approach by using the selected concepts provided by the Metathesaurus as input 

—i.e. as keywords— for conducting a new set of searches within the ClinicalTrials.gov database. 

Only 38 concepts (190 terms) extracted from the Metathesaurus returned results and were 

matched to clinical summaries. With this process, a total of 344 CT registries were retrieved, 

validated and annotated with the label nano after a preliminary manual verification. 

 

Figure 3-9. NCI Metathesaurus 

Using this combination of searches the author increased the set of potentially nano CT summaries 

to 414. This set was then analyzed in-depth: for each nano candidate, a comprehensive study of 

the intervention involved was conducted, checking out external data about the active component 

of the drug, its manufacturing process and the routes of exposure. Targeted searches in diverse 

Web sources, such as PubMed163, the Web of Knowledge164, the Cochrane Library165, Google, 

and a number of CT online registries, were carried out to retrieve nanodrug descriptions, which 

led to a myriad of sources. The scientific literature, for instance, provided the author with a wealth 

of descriptions, usually reported as free-text entries. The author also consulted a number of 

                                                      
163 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/ 
164 http://wokinfo.com/ 
165 http://www.thecochranelibrary.com/ 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
http://wokinfo.com/
http://www.thecochranelibrary.com/
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additional sources, including drug databases (e.g. Drugs@FDA166, DailyMed167, TOXNET168, 

ChemIDplus169), nanomaterials databases (e.g. Nanomaterial Registry170 (Ostraat et al. 2012)), 

pharmaceutical registries (e.g. Clinical Trials Portal of the International Federation of 

Pharmaceutical Manufacturers & Associations 171 ), manufacturer websites (e.g. COMAR 

International database for certified reference materials172, European Reference Materials online 

catalogue173, BAM Federal Institute for Materials Research and Testing list of nanoscale reference 

materials174), patent records (e.g. PATENTSCOPE175, Patent Full text Databases of the US Patent 

and Trademark Office 176 ), and CT directories developed by advocacy organizations (e.g. 

American Association for Cancer Research SU2C Clinical Trials Finder 177 , International 

Myeloma Foundation trials searcher178). Then, related CTs extracted from ClinicalTrials.gov, 

EUCTR (EU Clinical Trials Register), ICTRP and other sources, were also checked for 

comparison with a wide set of pre-clinical drugs. Information from all of these sources were used 

to cross-check and verify the nature of the drugs, formulations and medical devices identified as 

nanodrugs or nanodevices within the set of CTs earlier retrieved from ClinicalTrials.gov. From 

the analyzed information, the author found a set of widely-used terms related to nanomedicine 

that can be considered as text patterns in clinical trials —e.g. liposomal, micelle, nanomaterial, 

nanosuspension, nanocolloid, crystal, nanotubes, gel, PEG, etc. These terms were also used to 

complete the search criteria and perform new searches in the ClinicalTrials.gov database that 

allowed the retrieval of additional clinical trial registries to complete the nano body of CT 

summaries. This body of documents was further double-checked by experts in the field of 

nanotechnology, eliminating CTs that did not belong to nanomedicine and disregarding 

incomplete and inaccurate entries in the registries. Finally, the CTs involving non-nano products 

were randomly selected —i.e. without performing any specific query in ClinicalTrials.gov— and 

subsequently reviewed yet again to remove those CTs involving any relation to nanodrugs or 

nanodevices —with the few thus removed then becoming candidates that were considered to 

augment the set of CT nano entries. As result, the author ended up with balanced training and 

testing sets, including 500 nano CTs and 500 non-nano CTs. For computational purposes, she 

downloaded the selected registries from the ClinicalTrials.gov website and stored all the study 

record data locally. Each record, in XML format, was processed with the Python library lxml 179 

to extract its textual content. 

Through the procedure described above, a set of 1000 classified summaries were obtained, 

divided into the two different classes of nano and non-nano, depending on whether they were 

relevant or not to the targeting of nanoparticles or nanomaterials, or nanotechnologies, and hence 

falling into the nanomedical domain. This set of summaries (Annex VI) provided the basis for the 

development and training of several types of classifiers, as described in the following subsections. 

3.3.2 Data Pre-processing 

Data pre-processing is a critical step for improving classifier performance, which strongly 

depends on the data used to train the models (Guyon and Elissee 2003). To apply machine learning 

                                                      
166 http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cder/drugsatfda/ 
167 http://dailymed.nlm.nih.gov/dailymed/about.cfm/ 
168 http://toxnet.nlm.nih.gov/ 
169 http://chem.sis.nlm.nih.gov/chemidplus/ 
170 https://www.nanomaterialregistry.org/ 
171 http://clinicaltrials.ifpma.org/ 
172 http://www.comar.bam.de/en/ 
173 http://www.erm-crm.org/Pages/ermcrmCatalogue.aspx/ 
174 http://www.nano-refmat.bam.de/en/ 
175 http://www.wipo.int/patentscope/en/ 
176 http://patft.uspto.gov/ 
177 http://www.emergingmed.com/networks/AACR-SU2C/ 
178 http://myeloma.org/ResearchMatrix.action?tabId=26&menuId=0&queryPageId=14 
179 http://lxml.de/ 

http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cder/drugsatfda/
http://dailymed.nlm.nih.gov/dailymed/about.cfm/
http://toxnet.nlm.nih.gov/
http://chem.sis.nlm.nih.gov/chemidplus/
https://www.nanomaterialregistry.org/
http://clinicaltrials.ifpma.org/
http://www.comar.bam.de/en/
http://www.erm-crm.org/Pages/ermcrmCatalogue.aspx/
http://www.nano-refmat.bam.de/en/
http://www.wipo.int/patentscope/en/
http://patft.uspto.gov/
http://www.emergingmed.com/networks/AACR-SU2C/
http://myeloma.org/ResearchMatrix.action?tabId=26&menuId=0&queryPageId=14
http://lxml.de/
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techniques and facilitate knowledge discovery during training, the author first pre-processed all 

the documents (CT summary records) to eliminate irrelevant information from them. Several data 

standardization and filtering steps were performed before running the data analysis, as detailed 

below.  

For each entry (CT record), the textual content was tokenized and pre-processed using the Natural 

Language Toolkit (nltk) package for Python180 (Bird et al. 2009). First, plain text was splited into 

tokens by resorting to regular expressions: blank characters and punctuation marks provided the 

initial division into tokens. Tokens are defined as sequences of alphanumerical characters that 

may also include the underscore character (‘_’). Next, all the digits in the text were replaced by 

an arbitrary character (‘#’) and all text converted to lowercase. Stop words and short textual 

features were removed from the text, disregarding those tokens with less than three characters, as 

recommended by Joachims (1998). Then, the author performed word stemming using Porter´s 

algorithm for English (Porter 1980), grouping words belonging to the same family by reducing 

them to their common stem.  

Next the plain text was converted into textual features (unigrams and bigrams). A unigram can be 

defined as a single token extracted from the text while bigrams can be regarded as pairs of 

consecutive tokens found in the text. Each CT was represented as a vector of features 

implementing a bag-of-words approach (Salton and McGill 1983), each component of the vector 

being either a unigram or a bigram. Table 3-2 shows a summary of the number of features —

unigrams and bigrams— identified in the documents to illustrate their average size (related 

graphic results are provided in Figures 3-10 and 3-11). For all documents in the collection, a total 

number of 11,164 unigrams and 38,124 bigrams were found. Each unigram occurred, on average, 

in 24 documents, while each bigram appeared in 6.3 documents. 

Table 3-2. Statistics related to the number of features found in the body of CT summary documents 

  Unigrams Bigrams 

 Number of 

unigrams 

Number of 

unique unigrams 

Number of 

bigrams 

Number of 

unique bigrams 

Minimum number of N-

grams per document 
111 66 45 31 

Maximum of N-grams 

per document 
15092 1277 13124 1449 

Average number of 

different N-grams per 

document 

732.462 268.282 450.179 240.772 

Standard deviation 1000.856 138.014 788.709 167.367 

 

                                                      
180 http://nltk.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/doc/api/nltk-module.html 

http://nltk.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/doc/api/nltk-module.html
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Figure 3-10. Boxplot of document length for unigrams 

 

Figure 3-11. Boxplot of document length for bigrams 

As stated above, the author adopted a vector-based representation for the documents. Therefore, 

each document can be regarded as a vector with each of its components corresponding to a unique 

feature —unigram or bigram— in the collection. The features vector for the collection of 1000 

documents was built using different representations: 

1. Binary representation: each component of the vector denotes whether a unigram or 

bigram is present (1) or not (0) in the CT represented by the vector. 

2. Frequency-based representation: this representation records the frequency of appearance 

of each feature (i.e. unigram or bigram) in the document (𝑡𝑓𝑖,𝑑). 

3. Inverse Document Frequency-based (IDF) representation, which eliminates those terms 

that appear in too many documents, being therefore unlikely to discriminate well between 

the classes. 

𝑖𝑑𝑓𝑖 = log
𝑁

𝑑𝑓𝑖
 

, where 𝑑𝑓𝑖 is the number of documents in the collection which contain the feature i.  
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4. Term Frequency*Inverse Document Frequency-based (TFIDF) representation: Using 

this transformation it is possible to combine the local discrimination power of a term —

i.e. in the context of a single document— with the global discrimination power of the 

term —in the context of the whole collection (Salton and Buckley 1988).  

𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑓𝑖,𝑑 = 𝑡𝑓𝑖,𝑑 × 𝑖𝑑𝑓𝑖 

Finally, the author also chose to normalize the resulting feature vectors and applied a 

normalization step to all the representations above: each document vector was scaled by its l2-

norm. 

‖𝑢‖2 = √∑ 𝑢𝑖
2

𝑖
 

The purpose of this normalization was to optimize the performance of certain classifiers, 

especially those implemented with the simple Naïve Bayes (Rennie et al. 2003) and the more 

computational learning justified Support Vector Machine algorithms (Joachims 2002, Cancedda 

et al. 2003). 

3.3.3 Design of the experiment 

The author trained several classifiers to find the best machine learning model for predictively 

categorizing the corpus documents into the nano and non-nano classes. She built the following 

classifiers using the collection of state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms for data mining 

provided by the Weka workbench181 (Witten and Frank 2005):  

1. Multinomial Naïve Bayes (MNB) classifier: This variation of the Naïve Bayes classifier, 

based on a multinomial distribution, is typically used for document classification (Kibriya 

et al. 2004). Although it makes strong assumptions —e.g. mutually independent 

variables— it can yield good results in terms of precision and is often used as the 

simplistic baseline for comparison with other classifier results.   

A document 𝑑𝑖 will be classified into the class c that maximizes the probability 𝑃(𝑐|𝑑𝑖), 

which is calculated applying the Bayes’ theorem: 

𝑃(𝑐|𝑑𝑖) =
𝑃(𝑐) ∗ 𝑃(𝑑𝑖|𝑐)

𝑃(𝑑𝑖)
 

2. Decision trees (C4.5): Decision trees can perform any Boolean learning function on 

discrete attributes. The author built a C4.5 decision tree (Quinlan 1993) using the open-

source implementation provided by Weka, named J48 (Hall et al. 2009). Each tree node 

represents a feature from the dataset, and leafs represent the document categories. To 

build the tree, for each instance within the input dataset, the classifier selects the most 

discriminative feature based on its Information Gain —i.e. the entropy of the nodes 

produced by the different values of this feature— and splits the tree according to this 

criterion. Although C4.5 decision trees are not usually applied to datasets with a high 

number of features for efficiency reasons, they are useful to interpret the decisions of the 

classifier and, in some cases, have a good performance —e.g. when the input set has a 

number of good discriminators within its features. 

3. Logistic regression classifiers: Logistic regression (Hosmer and Lemesho 2000) is a 

method for linear classification that models how the probability of an event can be 

affected by one or more parameters. The author used three different variants of logistic 

regression: 

                                                      
181 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/ 

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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a. Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) algorithm for binary class logistic regression 

(Bottou 2010). Since attribute values were not normalized, a learning coefficient 

of 0.0001 was applied, as recommended in the Weka documentation for not 

normalized data. 

b. Regularized logistic regression, where the author applied regularization to the 

regression parameters to reduce overfitting182. 

i. L1-regularized Logistic Regression (L1-LogReg) or lasso regression 

(Bach 2008), where she used the l1-norm as regularization parameter) —

using the LIBLINEAR implementation provided by Weka. 

ii. L2-regularized Logistic Regression (L2-LogReg) or ridge regression 

(Cassie and Van Houwelingen 1992), where the penalty parameter was 

the l2-norm. The author used the LIBLINEAR implementation again. 

4. Support Vector Machines (SVM): SVM algorithms (Cortes and Vapnik 1995) have been 

widely used to model large feature spaces and, particularly, have proven successful when 

applied to document classification problems (Joachims 2002). The goal of SVM 

modeling is to find the optimal hyperplane —a threshold function determined by the 

support vectors— that linearly separates different patterns or classes in the dataset (Hamel 

2009). In this study, documents belonging to the nano class would be on one side of the 

plane, while the non-nano class would be located at the other side of the plane. 

This approach can be extended to classes that are not linearly separable by applying 

kernel functions for training the SVM classifier —e.g. Radial Basis Function (RBF) 

network, sigmoid, polynomial, etc. In this case, the input vector space is mapped to a 

higher dimensional space, obtaining a non-linear decision boundary. The kernel function 

can be seen as a similarity function, allowing the establishment of high order correlations 

between the terms in the documents, and usually provides more information than linear 

combinations. 

To find the optimal method for the dataset, the author compared the performance of 

several SVM kernel types, obtaining the best performance for the following kernels:  

a. SVM-Lin: A SVM with a linear kernel, using the LIBLINEAR implementation 

provided by Weka. 

𝑘(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑢′ ∙ 𝑣 

b. SVM-Pol: A SVM with a polynomial kernel of degree 2, using the Sequential 

Minimal Optimization (SMO) implementation (Platt 1998, Keerthi et al. 2001).  

𝑘(𝑢, 𝑣) = (𝜎(𝑢′ ∙ 𝑣) + 1)2 

Independent experiments were run for each classifier, evaluating their generalization performance 

on the selected datasets corresponding to the various document representations previously 

explained: occurrence matrices, frequency matrices, IDF, TFIDF, and their normalized versions. 

The entire dataset of 1000 CTs was divided into training and testing sets for which classifiers 

were tested by 10-fold Cross-Validation (10-fold CV) and Leave-One-Out (LOO) methods. In 

the case of 10-fold CV, the entire CT summary data set was stratified into ten folds of the same 

size and each fold was composed of 100 CTs with the same number of nano and non-nano CTs. 

For the leave-one-out or LOO tests, one CT record from the original body of data was used as a 

test example, while the remaining records (999) were used as the training set to develop the model. 

This was iterated 1000 times by leaving out every one of the data items. This type of validation 

                                                      
182 Overfitting occurs when a classification or estimation model is too complex (too many parameters with respect to 

the number of observations) since it is trying to over-precisely fit training data instead of learning to generalize. 
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yields a more conservative approach to test the classifier performance (Lachenbruch 1968, 

Fukunaga 1972). Finally, the author also carried out self-consistency tests where the complete 

body of documents was included in the training set to see if the generated models differed much 

from the cross-validated ones. These tests give a measure of the stability of the classifier design 

as a function of the statistical variance across the different training subsets in the cross-validations, 

in comparison to the over-optimistic performance expected from the over-fitted testing-on-the-

training set classifier based on the entire body of 1000 documents.  

The validation of the different models was conducted considering several performance measures: 

- True Positives (TP) vs. False Positives (FP) rates. 

- Precision, for measuring the positive predictive value: 

𝑃 =  𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃⁄  

- Recall, which measures the sensitivity. 

𝑅 =  𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁⁄  

where FN is the false negatives rate. 

- F-Measure, which combines precision and recall into a single measure. 

𝐹 =  2𝑃𝑅
𝑃 + 𝑅⁄  

- Mathews Correlation Coefficient (Baldi et al. 2000), which measures the correlation 

between the observed and the predicted class for binary classifiers given by: 

𝑀𝐶𝐶 =
𝑇𝑃 ∗ 𝑇𝑁 − 𝐹𝑃 ∗ 𝐹𝑁

√(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁) ∗ (𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃) ∗ (𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁) ∗ (𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃)
 

where TN is the True Negatives rate and FN is the False Negatives rate. 

- The AUC, or Area Under the Curve, of the ROC (Green and Swets 1966, Lasko et al. 

2005), which provides a combined measure of sensitivity and specificity, useful for 

overall classifier comparison as it integrates results over all possible tradeoffs of decision 

threshold along the ROC curve. The Receiving Operation Characteristic or ROC curve 

plots the TP rate versus the FP rate using the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney statistic. The area 

under the ROC curve represents the prediction accuracy of the binary classification 

algorithm, given by the percentage of randomly drawn pairs (nano and non-nano) for 

which the classification result is correct. 

These outcome measures allowed the author to evaluate, compare and rank the diverse models 

generated during the experiments in order to select the best method to address the problem of 

classifying CTs and validate the proposed approach. Figure 3-12 presents an overview of the 

different steps of the method described in this section. 
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Figure 3-12. Illustration of the followed approach



 

 



 

 

4 RESULTS 

4.1 NANOMEDICINE RESEARCH TAXONOMY 

As result of the analysis of the nanomedical literature presented in the previous chapter, the author 

developed an upper-level taxonomy specifically designed to provide a context for defining and 

framing the nanomedical literature domain. The proposed taxonomy is not intended to cover the 

whole nanomedical domain, but only those concepts and relations that could serve to structure 

and annotate descriptions of nanotechnology products with medical application, as well as 

experiments conducted in nanomedicine. It could be seen as a checklist for nanomedical 

researchers to help them annotating their publications and assessing whether they fulfill the 

requirements to both properly describe the performed experiments and characterize the 

nanomaterials involved in them. 

Next page presents a graphical representation of the Nanomedicine Research Taxonomy (Figure 

4-1), which covers common elements of nanomedical research providing a structured 

representation of the main information related to a nanomedical task or experiment, followed by 

a set of domain-specific checklists that describe the different taxonomy fields (Tables 4-1 to 4-6). 

In this sense, the Nanomedicine Research Taxonomy can be seen as a template for the ontological 

encoding of a nanomedicine research paper, aimed at detecting the requirements for ensuring 

quality, completeness and compliance of experimental results reported in nanomedicine research 

publications. 

Following the taxonomy developed by the author, data reported in nanomedical research 

publications could be parsed into six main categories: 

- Nanomaterial (Table 4-1): Data specifying the type of nanomaterial involved in the 

research, e.g. dendrimers, nanotubes, nanoparticles, etc. 

- Nanomaterial Characterization (Table 4-2): Data pertaining to nanomaterial 

characterization, such as nanomaterial origin, physicochemical properties, 

characterization techniques, etc. 

- Experiment (Table 4-3): Data describing the main parameters of the experiment, such as 

the type of experiment, the methods and the preparation medium. 

- Toxicology (Table 4-4): Data to evaluate the toxicological hazards of nanomaterials in 

humans. 

- Medical Application (Table 4-5): Data to evaluate the biological functions of the 

nanomaterial for medical use. 

- Metadata (Table 4-6): Metadata related to the reported research, such as additional 

datasets with experimental results or previous publications in the same study field. 
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Figure 4-1. The Taxonomy for Nanomedical Research developed by the author 
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First, Table 4-1 summarizes the minimum set of information to be included when describing a 

research experiment with a nanomaterial sample: the nanomaterial type, the functionalizing 

entities attached to the nanomaterial, and the chemical and physical bounds between their 

components. To properly define the research activity, it is essential that every article describing 

an experiment in nanomedicine includes, at least, the data listed in this table —within the full-

text and, ideally, also within the abstract—, independently from the type of research that is being 

reported. 

Besides, it is worth to be mentioned that all the nanomaterials involved in the experiment should 

be named by a standard identifier, similar to the CAS (Chemical Abstracts Service) Registry 

Number used for conventional chemicals. The nanomaterial provenance (manufacturer and lot 

number) should be clearly identified by including its reference in the name of the nanomaterial.  

Table 4-1. Minimum data to be reported regarding the type and the components of the nanomaterial 

Nanomaterial 

Nanomaterial  Nano-object183 

 Nanostructured material184 

Nano-object  Nanoplate / Nanosheet (1D) 

 Nanofibre (2D) 

 Nanoparticle (3D) 

Nanostructured 

material185 

 Nanocomposites: nanogels, nanofilled polymer composites, nanocolloids, etc. 

 Nanopowders: ultrafine particles, carbon black, etc. 

 Nanocrystalline solids: NanoCrystal®, silica nanoglass, zeolite nanocrystalls, 

etc. 

 Nanoporous materials: nanoclay, nanoceramics, nanolatexes, nanofoams, etc. 

 Aggregate of nanoparticles 

 Agglomerate of nanoparticles 

Nanofibre  Nanotube (Carbon nanotubes or CNTs) 

 Nanohorn 

 Nanorod (ZnO nanorods, gold nanorods, diamond nanorods) 

 Nanowire 

Nanoparticle  Quantum Dots (QDs): nanocrystals or colloidal quantum dots 

 C60 or Bucky Ball: carbon-based carriers 

 Protein-based carriers: protein/Albumin conjugates 

 Liposomes186 loaded with a drug: liposomal anthracyclines, platinum 

compounds, liposomal doxorubicin, etc. 

 Polymeric nanoparticles:  

o Dendrimers: branched polymers like PAMAM. 

o Block co-polymers or micelles 187  loaded with a drug: e.g. 

Polyethyleinemine; mePEG, methoxypoly(ethylene glycol); PCA, 

poly(cyanoacrylat); PCL, poly(caprolactone); pDMAEMA, 

poly(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate; PEG, poly(ethylene glycol); PEI, 

poly(ethylenimine); PGA, poly-γ-glutamic acid; PLA, poly(lactic acid); 

                                                      
183 Particulate nanomaterial, i.e. a nanoparticle, a group of nanoparticles or a material made up of nanoparticles. 
184 Bulk material with internal nanoscale structural design (with nano-objects as components) 
185 In addition to nano-objects with 1, 2 or 3 dimensions in the nanoscale, molecular structures with dimensions above 

100 nanometers and up to 1 micrometer are usually defined as nanomaterials when they are structured particles —such 

as nanocomposites and functionalized, coated and hierarchically assembled structures—, and aggregates and 

agglomerates of nanoparticles. 
186 Bilayer-lipid vesicles 
187 Monolayer-lipid vesicles 
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Nanomaterial 

PLGA, poly(lactide-co-glycolide) acid; PMAA, poly(methacrylic acid); 

PNIPAAm, poly(N-isopropylacrylamide); PNVA, poly(N-

vinylacetamide); PVAm, poly(vinylamine); PS, polystyrene; mPEG, 

monomethoxypoly(ethylene glycol); PBCA, poly(butylcyanoacrylate); 

PHDCA, poly(cyanoacrylate-co-hexadecylcyanoacrylate); PLMA, 

poly(lactic acid-co-mandelic acid); pMAEA, poly(methacrylic acid-co-

ethylacrylate) copolymer; PPS, poly(propylene sulphide) 

 Inorganic nanoparticles / nanostructured metals: 

o Metal nanoparticles: silver, gold, copper, aluminium, nickel, iron, etc. 

o Metal oxide and metalloid particles: titanium dioxide, zinc oxide, silicon 

dioxide, titanium dioxide, etc. 

o Metal chalcogenides 

o Nanoshells (typical: gold shell+silica core) 

o Magnetic nanoparticles 

Functionalizing 

entities 

 Magnetic particle 

 Monomer 

 Polymer 

 Quantum dot 

 Antibody 

 Biopolymer 

 Radioisotope 

 Small molecule 

Links between 

components of 

a nanoparticle 

formulation 

 

 Encapsulation 

 Van der Waals forces 

 Entrapment (Single/Complex entanglement) 

 Sintering (atomic difussion) 

 Covalent linkage 

 Self-assemblies 

Table 4-2 defines the regular parameters or descriptors used to characterize a nanomaterial: 

physical, chemical and biological properties, which can be seen as the minimum information to 

include in nanomaterial characterization studies. In addition, it would be necessary to describe in 

detail the nanomaterial origin, and the measurement process, techniques and conditions used in 

the experiment (Table 4-2). 

It should be mentioned that, each type of nanomaterial would require different descriptors to be 

characterized. For instance, nano-objects should be characterized using descriptors such as, for 

instance, shape, particle size, chemical composition, crystallographic structure and surface 

chemistry; whereas nanostructured materials, as well as nanoparticle aggregates and 

agglomerates, require to be characterized by means of their composition, physical structure, 

biological interfaces, size distribution, stability, and state of dispersion, among others. Besides, 

given the level of granularity necessary to create a comprehensive taxonomy in an emerging field 

like nanotechnology, some overlaps could exist either in physical, chemical or biological 

attributes —for instance, in terms of chemical composition and morphology. 

Table 4-2. Minimum data to characterize a nanomaterial  

Nanomaterial characterization 

Nanomaterial 

origin 

 Non-engineered 

o Natural 

o Incidental 
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Nanomaterial characterization 

 Engineered: synthetic/manufactured 

Physicochemical  

properties 

 Particle size: primary particle size, median 

 Particle number 

 Particle reactivity: catalytic activity, redox potential, photocatalytic activity, 

etc. 

 Total particle mass: mass concentration, molecular weight 

 Size distribution: polydispersity index 

 Shape: spherical, cubic, etc. 

 Morphology: dimensions, topology and connectivity 

 State of dispersion: agglomeration state, aggregation state 

 Composition: chemical composition, crystallinity, lattice constant, etc. 

 Surface: 

o Area 

o Chemistry: composition, reactivity (reaction rate) and hydrophobicity / 

hydrophilicity 

o Thickness 

o Porosity 

o Charge / Zeta potential 

 Purity188 

 Solubility189 

 Electronic and magnetic properties: electrical conductivity, special surface 

energy states, magnetization, polarizability, ionic strength, paramagnetic and 

supramagnetic properties, etc. 

 Mechanical properties: flexibility, stiffness, strength, resistance, etc. 

 Stability: potential changes with time, storage , handling, preparation, delivery 

Biological 

properties 

 Pharmacokinetics 

 Biodistribution 

 Efficacy in vitro and in vivo 

 Toxicity 

Characterization 

techniques and 

instrumentation 

 Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) 

 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 

 Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) 

 Raman Microscope 

 Brunauer, Emmet and Teller Surface Area Analysis 

 Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis 

 Field Flow Fractionation interfaced to Inductively Coupled Plasma 

 Graphite Furnace Atomic 

 Absorption Spectroscopy 

 Inductively Coupled Plasma 

 Mass Spectrometry (with or without Dynamic Reaction Cell interference 

Reduction capability) 

 Atomic Emission Spectroscopy 

                                                      
188 Including levels of impurities 
189 Dissolution rate 
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Nanomaterial characterization 

 Mössbauer Spectroscopy 

 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 

 Laser Light Scattering (LLS, Photon correlation spectroscopy) 

 Laser Light Diffraction 

 Laser Doppler anemometry 

 Zeta potential (particle charge) 

 Quartz Crystal Microbalance 

 X-Ray Diffraction 

 X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

 Pycnometer 

 Differential scanning calorimetry 

 Analytical ultracentrifugation 

 Capillary electrophoresis 

 Chromatographic procedures: PCH, SEC, gas chromatography 

 Release testing and turbidity  

As can be seen in the previous table (as well as in the chapter dedicated to the State-of-the-Art), 

there are many different characterization methods, each of which is targeted to measure different 

parameters under various conditions. Each technique has its own advantages and limitations and, 

in the most part of the experiments, a proper nanomaterial characterization will require combining 

several techniques. This kind of combination strategy should be clearly specified in the 

experiment description. In addition, any changes with time, storage, handling, preparation and 

delivery should be experimentally detected and properly reported. This information is essential to 

be able to track from the original sample to the experiment conditions and sample preparation.  

Concerning the minimum information to be reported about the experiment (Table 4-3), the 

method of study, as well as the nanomaterial preparation medium should be clearly specified. As 

mentioned before, any slight change in the medium could have a big impact in the nanomaterial 

characteristics. Thus, the formulation and preparation of the medium, with respect to serum 

concentration, temperature, pH, and other factors, are critical to interpret the experiment results 

properly. 

The rest of the parameters necessary to define the experiment depend on the type of experiment 

that is being reported. If the publication is reporting a nanomaterial characterization experiment 

—which includes nanomaterial physicochemical characterization, generation, release, dispersion, 

transformation and accumulation studies —, the “Nanomaterial Characterization” checklist 

(Table 4-2) should be used when describing the conducted research. On the other hand, if the 

experiment is focused on testing aspects related to toxicity —which includes exposure , hazard , 

response , safety , control , and risk assessment and management  studies—, it should be described 

using the “Toxicity” checklist (Table 4-4).  

Table 4-3. Minimum data to describe the experiment 

Experiment 

Method of 

study 

 Synthesis: top-down and bottom-up 

 Material Analysis and applications 
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Experiment 

 In vitro190 

 In vivo191 

 Ex-vivo 

 Computational and System Modeling 

Preparation 

medium 

 

 Composition 

 Powder/Dispersion (Particle/Dissolved) 

 Particle sedimentation 

 Dying 

 Particle drying 

 Residual surfactant192 

 Dissolution: pH, ionic strength, viscosity, temperature, density, melting point, 

etc. 

 Solvent refractive index 

 Serum concentration 

 Stabilizing agent 

Table 4-4. Minimum data to be reported concerning the safety and toxicity of the nanomaterial 

Toxicity 

Toxicology 

hazard end 

point193  

 Acute Systemic Toxicity 

 Neurotoxicity 

 Pharmacokinetics and Metabolism 

 Pharmacodynamic profile 

 Toxicokinetic profile 

 Organ toxicity (repeated dose) 

 Reproductive and Developmental Toxicity 

 Corrosion: 

o Skin irritation 

o Eye irritation 

 Skin Sensitization 

 Inhalation toxicity 

 Genotoxicity 

 Inmunotoxicity194 

 Carcinogenicity 

 Citotoxicity: apoptosis, impaired mitochondrial function, generation of reactive 

oxygen species, etc. 

 Effects on the cellular physiology: growth rate, DNA replication, protein 

synthesis, etc. 

 Photocatalytic activity 

                                                      
190 Cell lines, assays, etc. 
191 Animal models 
192 From the surface coating 
193 Pathological outcome, adverse health side effects or biological effects 
194 Toxcity that produces an inmune reaction 
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Toxicity 

 Phototoxic effect 

Target  Cell 

 Tissue 

 Organ 

Exposure 

pathway195 

 Oral / Ingestion 

 Dermal & Mucous membrane 

 Inhalation 

 Injection 

Risk exposure 

group 

 Industrial / Research worker 

 Consumers 

 General population 

For reporting medical and clinical studies, in addition to the “Experiment” (Table 4-3) and 

“Toxicology” (Table 4-4) data, it would be necessary to provide information about the type of 

medical application —diagnosis, therapy or both of them, which has been named theranostics—

and the specific medical purpose of the study (Table 4-5). The latter is a critical parameter to 

determine the functional groups attached to the nanoparticle under study (Table 4-1). 

Table 4-5. Data related to the medical use or application of the nanomaterial 

Medical application 

Type  Therapeutic 

 Diagnosis 

Medical 

purpose 

 Appetite control 

 Cancer 

 Cholesterol 

 Drug development 

 Ex vivo sensing 

 In vivo imaging 

 Medical tools/devices 

 Bone replacement 

 Chemical substitute 

 Diagnostics tests 

 Hormone therapy 

 Immunosuppressant 

Finally, “Metadata” represents additional data related to the study that is available for the reader 

(Table 4-6). Data provenance has to be clearly specified in order to allow researchers linking back 

to the original data sources for further experiment reproducibility. Therefore, it would be 

necessary to include additional information reporting metadata, such as the available datasets 

containing inputs or results from the experiments, links to their location in publicly accessible 

repositories or databases, and the authors of such datasets. In addition, citing related articles or 

                                                      
195 Route of exposure 
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previous similar research would provide the reader with supplementary perspectives on the 

discussed topic. 

Table 4-6. Metadata 

Metadata 

Datasets  Available experimental data related to the experiment  

o Location 

o Authors 

Location  Internet shared repository or location (hyperlink) where the available datasets 

are archived  

Authors  Authors/Contributors to the datasets (if different from the authors of the 

publication) 

Articles  Main article 

 Related articles 

Main article  Bibliographic information about the manuscript itself (Title, authors, journal, 

etc.) 

Related 

articles 

 Citations to previous research of the authors in the field and/or relevant related 

research from other authors 

As previously mentioned in the “Background” chapter, the metadata concerning related datasets 

can be codified by means of microattributions —i.e. semantic constructs for citing datasets 

separately from the original paper—, as proposed elsewhere for the case of biomedical 

publications (Mons et al. 2011, Patrinos et al. 2013). 

It should be highlighted that some of the parameters included in the tables may not be useful in 

certain type of studies, due to their specificity to a concrete nanomedicine task. For instance, as 

mentioned before, toxicity information may not be relevant to some types of characterization 

studies where the objective is to test the physicochemical properties of the nanomaterial in spite 

of its potential biological interactions. Similarly, information about medical applications would 

not be necessary in early nanomaterial characterization studies. In addition, some of the 

parameters describing a nanoscale experiment, such as the protocols or the instrumentation, are 

needed across steps of the research, whereas nanomaterial characterization data are not needed at 

all steps of research. Therefore, it would not be necessary to use all the fields in the taxonomy for 

comprehensively reporting a nanomedical experiment, but to select the more suitable general 

categories (Toxicity, Characterization, Medical Application, etc.) that would better represent the 

different domains covered by the specific research task. 

4.1.1 Structured Abstracts for the Nanomedical Literature 

The final objective of the Nanomedicine Research Taxonomy is to provide the necessary analysis 

and support to the design of structured templates for nanomedical publications —and, 

particularly, for their abstracts—, as well as to encourage authors and publishers to fulfill the 

relevant annotation and curation requirements that currently exist in the nanomedicine research 

literature. This could lead to the development of a system with the capability to automatically 

differentiate one nanomaterial from every other —and from bulk materials—, and to establish 

which nanomaterial is being reported in a concrete research article. 

To produce well-structured abstracts, the information should be embedded into semantic tags, 

thus turning traditional human-interpretable texts into computer-interpretable information. These 

tags should employ standard concepts and relationships from well-defined and recognized 

vocabularies. In the absence of such resources, the author proposes to use the fields of the 
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Nanomedicine Research Taxonomy to represent the different entities that can be cited in an 

abstract from a nanomedical research publication. For instance, when reporting nanomedical 

studies targeted at nanoparticle characterization and toxicity assessment, the abstract should 

include fields from the taxonomy such as: i) the composition of the nanoparticle —e.g. the corona, 

the payload, the ligands etc., ii) structural and physicochemical characterization of these 

components such as solubility, hydrophilicity, size, etc., iii) normalized descriptions of 

interactions among nanoparticles, such as particle-particle or particle-biological context 

relationships, and iv) potential risks to health and the environment —e.g. the structure and 

composition of the toxic agent, target, type of toxicity, route of exposure, etc. 

As an example, Figure 4-2 shows the abstract depicted in Figure 2-32 —one of the examples of 

well-reported abstract— annotated with tags from the fields of the proposed taxonomy.  

 
Figure 4-2. Example of annotated abstract, using the tags provided by the Nanomedicine Research 

Taxonomy 

The results of this study suggest that, at this moment, semantic approaches are not directly 

applicable to nanomedical texts from the scientific literature. Therefore, including meaningful 

metadata is a suitable method to structure extant publications in the area, enabling researchers to 

gain knowledge from accumulated data borrowed from the literature. Nevertheless, this would 

require the manual annotation of existing and future publications in nanomedicine by experts in 

the field —with terms from controlled vocabularies, ontologies and taxonomies, as the presented 

above—, a laborious and time-consuming task. 
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As we will see next, a parallel approach that could be followed is the statistical approach, which 

would allow the automatic annotation of nanomedical texts based on the application of machine 

learning techniques and statistical methodologies for text mining and information extraction.

4.2 ANNOTATION OF CLINICAL TRIALS ON NANO 

In this section, the author provides a summary of the best results obtained during the validation 

of the methods presented in the previous chapter to analyze CT summaries extracted from 

ClinicalTrials.gov. 

4.2.1 Performance 

Table 4-7 presents a comparison of the results provided by the best two learning algorithms under 

the different transformations using 10-fold CV and LOO, for unigrams. Unigram-based models 

outperformed the results yielded by bigram-based models.  

Table 4-7. Best evaluation results obtained in 10-fold and LOO CV experiments with unigrams for the 

different transformations of the input set 

 

TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure MCC AUC 

10-

fold 
LOO 

10-

fold 
LOO 

10-

fold 
LOO 

10-

fold 
LOO 

10-

fold 
LOO 

10-

fold 
LOO 

10-

fold 
LOO 

Binary occurrences  

L1-LogReg 0.909 0.916 0.091 0.084 0.91 0.917 0.909 0.916 0.909 0.916 0.819 0.833 0.909 0.916 

SVM-Pol 0.867 0.875 0.133 0.125 0.87 0.878 0.867 0.875 0.867 0.875 0.737 0.753 0.867 0.875 

Normalized binary ocurrences                       

SVM-Linear 0.881 0.881 0.119 0.119 0.882 0.881 0.881 0.881 0.881 0.881 0.763 0.762 0.881 0.881 

SVM-Pol 0.886 0.893 0.114 0.107 0.888 0.894 0.886 0.893 0.886 0.893 0.774 0.787 0.886 0.893 

Frequencies                             

L1-LogReg 0.916 0.932 0.084 0.068 0.918 0.934 0.916 0.932 0.916 0.932 0.834 0.866 0.916 0.932 

L2-LogReg 0.888 0.902 0.112 0.098 0.888 0.903 0.888 0.902 0.888 0.902 0.776 0.805 0.888 0.902 

Normalized frequencies                         

SVM-Linear 0.882 0.886 0.118 0.114 0.882 0.886 0.882 0.886 0.882 0.886 0.764 0.772 0.882 0.886 

SVM-Pol 0.888 0.882 0.112 0.118 0.889 0.884 0.888 0.882 0.888 0.882 0.777 0.766 0.888 0.882 

IDF                             

L1-LogReg 0.944 0.955 0.056 0.045 0.946 0.956 0.944 0.955 0.944 0.955 0.89 0.911 0.944 0.955 

SVM-Linear 0.905 0.908 0.095 0.092 0.906 0.909 0.905 0.908 0.905 0.908 0.811 0.817 0.905 0.908 

Normalized IDF                           

L1-LogReg 0.851 0.854 0.149 0.146 0.866 0.866 0.851 0.854 0.849 0.853 0.717 0.72 0.851 0.854 

SVM-Linear 0.896 0.899 0.104 0.101 0.897 0.899 0.896 0.899 0.896 0.899 0.793 0.798 0.896 0.899 

TFIDF                             

L1-LogReg 0.913 0.912 0.087 0.088 0.917 0.917 0.913 0.912 0.913 0.912 0.83 0.829 0.913 0.912 

L2-LogReg 0.905 0.902 0.095 0.098 0.905 0.902 0.905 0.902 0.905 0.902 0.81 0.804 0.905 0.902 

Normalized TFIDF                         

SVM-Linear 0.907 0.91 0.093 0.09 0.909 0.912 0.907 0.91 0.907 0.91 0.816 0.822 0.907 0.91 

SVM-Pol 0.869 0.87 0.131 0.13 0.885 0.884 0.869 0.87 0.868 0.869 0.754 0.753 0.869 0.87 
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As shown in the table, in the case of unigrams, the best performance results were obtained using 

L1-normalized logistic regression with the IDF transformation. This regression model produced 

the best classifier with 10-fold CV as well as with LOO experiments. Figure 4-3 shows the 

learning curve for this best empirical classification model for both types of validation. The 

learning curve represents the prediction accuracy (percentage of correct results) vs. the training 

set size (number of training examples) and it is useful to see whether the machine learning 

classifier is suffering from bias or overfitting. The learning curve tends to increase as we add 

more training examples. This does indeed suggest that the selected algorithm is learning with 

experience, showing that it is adequately reflecting the pattern of the data set without undue over- 

or under-fitting. 

  

 

Figure 4-3. Learning curve for L1-regularized logistic regression in the case of unigrams with IDF 

transformation 

Complete results from experiments on unigrams and bigrams are provided in Figures 4-4 to 4-6. 

The reader can find there several comparisons of the results provided for the different document 

input sets and classifiers.  
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Figure 4-4. - Precision results for the input set under different transformations and classifiers, with 10-fold Cross-Validation and Leave-One-Out Cross-

Validation, for both unigrams and bigrams  
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Figure 4-5. - F-Measure for the input set under different transformations and classifiers, with 10-fold Cross-Validation and Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation, for 

both unigrams and bigrams 
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Figure 4-6. MCC for the input set under different transformations and classifiers, with 10-fold Cross-Validation and Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation, for both 

unigrams and bigrams
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Additionally, Figure 4-7 shows the ROC curve for a subset of the tested classifiers, including 

those classification models with the best values for the Area Under the Curve (AUC) measure. 

The AUC, as an overall threshold-independent statistic to compare classifier performance, 

indicates the ability of the classifier to distinguish between the nano and non-nano classes. 

 

Figure 4-7. ROC curve for the best classification models resulting from the LOO validation (ranking 

based on the AUC obtained for each classifier) 

In addition, Cohen´s Kappa statistics (Cohen 1960) for these binary models are given in Table 4-

8. This coefficient measures the reliability of the results reflecting the number of correct results 

obtained by the classifier not by chance. In the case of the L1-LogReg classifier with IDF 

transformation, a value of 0.91 was obtained for the kappa statistic, which is close to one, thus 

suggesting a high confidence in the reliability of the classifier.  

Table 4-8. Kappa statistic for the best classification models resulting from the Leave-One-Out 

validation 

Classifier Kappa coefficient 

L1-Logistic Regression IDF 0.91 

L1-Logistic Regression Frequencies 0.864 

L1-Logistic Regression Binary Occurrences 0.832 

SVM Linear Normalized TFIDF 0.826 

L1-Logistic Regression TFIDF 0.824 

SVM Linear IDF 0.816 

A comprehensive comparison between the different classification algorithms (Figures 4-4 to 4-6) 

shows that while SVM-based methods offer good precision results, CT classification is 

outperformed in most cases by an approach based on logistic regression classifiers, specifically 
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by those using the L1-norm penalty. At the same time, logistic regression has the substantial 

advantage of producing sparse models, which can be efficiently implemented. 

In the case of regularized logistic regression, L1-regularized logistic regression yields consistently 

higher performance than L2-regularized logistic regression. As reported elsewhere (Hastie et al. 

2001), while numerical stability is provided by L2-regularization, L1-regularization yields sparse 

models and tends to provide better performance for input datasets that include non-discriminating 

features. In fact, by applying L1-regularized logistic regression we carry out a feature selection 

process, which considerably improves the results. Finally, when catalyzed by a stochastic gradient 

descent algorithm, logistic regression eventually outperforms other state-of-the-art algorithms, 

such as SVM.   

For SVM-based models, the linear kernel implementation yielded the best results in most cases. 

However, the author found the SVM polynomial classifier to perform better with normalized 

datasets. This can be explained due to the fact that the SMO implementation used for the 

polynomial kernel SVM notably augments its performance with small numeric attributes (Platt 

1998) —i.e. when data is normalized. Conversely, the SVM polynomial kernel offers low 

performance results when applying the IDF transformation and, more concretely, the TFIDF 

transformation to non-normalized datasets. This indicates that the author may be using a too 

complex algorithm for training the model: the polynomial kernel model contains more 

information about the training data, but it causes overfitting and does not generalize well to new 

data. This problem is avoided by normalizing the input data sets, using the normalized versions 

of IDF and TFIDF, as shown in the previously provided results. Hence, smaller values for the 

features are obtained, which correspond to a simpler (smoother) hypothesis that may be able to 

generalize to unseen data. Although this regularization prevents overfitting, it can be concluded 

that a simpler model, such as the linear kernel, is more suitable in this case, due to its lower 

computational cost. 

As mentioned before, the author also tested several SVM kernels that are, in general, more flexible 

than linear and polynomial kernels. For instance, she tested the RBF kernel, which tends to yield 

smoother solutions than linear and polynomial kernels, making it more suitable for other type of 

data rather than text, such as those arising in the classification of images. In fact, the good 

performance of polynomial kernels relies on the hypothesis that high-order word correlations 

provide more information than single words. It could not be concluded whether this correlation 

between words prevails or not in the body of documents, but, based on the results, the author 

found that single tokens perform better than bigrams. The use of unigrams outperforms the results 

obtained with bigrams, which could be due to a lack of correlation between adjacent words. This 

is consistent with the nature of the textual contents of the CTs classified as nano. It should be 

stressed that, while nano CTs contain terms from the nanotechnology field, in most cases, they 

are acting as simple “modifiers” to biological or medical referents. Therefore, nanomedical terms 

usually occur as single (though composite) words rather than as bigrams, and tend to be sparse in 

the text. Other SVM kernels were evaluated, such as the Pearson VII Function-Based Universal 

Kernel (PUK) and the sigmoid kernel, but they always resulted in a worst prediction performance 

rate.  

With regards to the other classifiers evaluated in the experiments, as reported elsewhere (Kibriya 

et al. 2004), the MNB performance is worse than the state-of-the-art, and thus the author just used 

it as a baseline method for comparison purposes. However, as shown in Figures 4-4 to 4-6, MNB 

performs better when using TFIDF scores instead of raw term frequencies (Rennie et al. 2003), 

especially when no normalization is applied to the length of the resulting feature vectors. 

On the other hand, C4.5 decision trees are not usually applied to datasets with a large number of 

features for efficiency reasons, but they are useful for interpreting the decisions of a classifier 

involving a conjunction of features. Moreover, in some cases, they yield a good performance —

e.g. when the input set has a high number of highly discriminating subsets or subspaces of 
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features. As can be seen in Figures 4-4 to 4-6, for unigram-based experiments, C4.5 outperforms 

other classifiers —such as logistic regression or polynomial SVM— for different transformations 

of the documents vector. Conversely, for bigrams, it yields the worst performance results for the 

most of the experiments. This is consistent with the earlier comment on the nature of the nano 

term being a common modifier of biomedical referents in the text, making the resulting composite 

words sufficiently powerful discriminating unigrams for the analysis, so that adjacent words 

simply add confusing "noise" to the signal that must be detected during the classifier´s learning 

phase. 

It is also significant that feature transformation dramatically improves the performance of the 

different methods in several experiments. Regarding the different representations of the input 

dataset, IDF provides the best results, suggesting that while the local weight of a term is a good 

discriminant, its global weight usually provides a better discriminating performance. With respect 

to normalization, the SVM linear classifier yields better results for normalized data, while L1- 

and L2-normalized logistic regression offers better performance without normalization. While 

normalization tends to improve performance results for most experiments, this is not the case for 

regularized logistic regression, where normalization appears to inject noise into the dataset. 

4.2.2 Computational cost 

In terms of the computational cost of the different classification models, a few observations can 

be made. Despite the fact that SVM algorithms achieved the state-of-the-art performance, they 

have a high computational cost, especially when using SVM kernel classifiers, which are much 

more complex computationally than linear kernels. In the present study, the SVM linear classifier 

shows close-enough performance to the polynomial kernel classifier regardless of the 

transformations applied to the input dataset with a much lower computational cost. 

However, logistic regression yields better results in terms of computational efficiency. Compared 

to SVMs, the drawback of logistic regression is that it usually requires an expensive exponential 

function evaluation during the numerical optimization. But, as suggested elsewhere (Candes and 

Plan 2009, Tibshirani 2013), L1-regularized logistic regression can outperform more recent 

algorithms for a wide range of classification tasks —as it did for the present classification 

problem— and, in addition, it produces sparse models —with many zero regression parameters— 

thus reducing the computational complexity. On the contrary, l2-norm provides dense solutions, 

increasing the computational cost of the classification.  

In summary, in this series of experiments, L1-regularized logistic regression and SVMs produce 

similar results and significantly outperform the rest of the tested classifiers. It can be concluded 

that, as far as computational cost and performance tradeoff are concerned, the L1-norm logistic 

regression emerges as the best choice for the CT summary document classification problem. 



 

 

5 DISCUSSION 

On the road towards a future of personalized medicine, with an increasing role expected for 

nanomedicine in the near future, the successful development of computational tools and the 

intelligent management of research data and associated knowledge are key elements. 

Nanomedical research is producing huge volumes of information due to the numerous advances 

in the nanotechnology field. Due to the fact that the nature of this information is heterogeneous 

and has different levels of granularity, researchers are facing many challenges in analyzing all 

these data. Consequently, the use of computational methods for the design and development of 

innovative analysis tools has progressively gained higher relevance, requiring new publicly 

accessible resources that facilitate the cooperative work between research groups working in the 

field. 

The recent advances in computer science have triggered the big data challenge in the life sciences, 

which requires in turn breakthroughs involving the extraction, management and integration of 

data. This depends on accessing the sources efficiently and effectively. The present dissertation 

has dealt with a broad range of issues related to computational resources for nanomedicine, such 

us the scattered nature of research target data and the unavailability of already developed 

resources arising from material being subject to license or with restricted access to the public. 

Nanomedicine data is out there, but many of the potential nanotechnology data sources and tools 

are restricted and have access limitations. Specifically, there is a lack of free and open access 

tools for browsing over studies and assays —especially when searching by disease— and, in the 

case of marketed drugs, there are only a few commercial tools available for this purpose. 

As discussed above, one of the main challenges in nanoinformatics is the variety and 

heterogeneity of the nanomedical domain, where users have very different needs, depending on 

their training and professional role. In order to understand the current problems and to develop 

the required applications to address them, nanoinformatics researchers should have a fluid 

communication with the scientific community conducting research in the area. This research 

involves professionals with varied profiles working in very different areas: chemistry, physics, 

medicine, the pharmaceutical industry, among others (including the materials science and 

engineering community), working closely with technology developers and manufacturers. It is 

necessary to consider social factors, as well, since they affect the acceptance of nanomedicine by 

consumers and its impact upon them in a global way. With this in mind, a great effort should go 

into undertaking and analyzing nanotoxicity studies, taking into account the results of previous 

studies, both positive and negative, managed as a complete information set and made easily 

available. Computational methods for modeling and simulation in nanomedicine are vital for 

understanding the behavior and interactions of engineered nanoparticles, as well as their 

biological effects within the human body and the environment. Other constraints and challenges 

in the ethical, legal, social and economic context should also be considered. Several issues impact 

the technical, ethical, social, cultural, economic and organizational aspects ranging from the 

ownership of patients’ data and Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) issues to the anonymization of 

medical data. 

The scenarios presented in this thesis document exemplify different type of activities that 

biomedical and nanomedical researchers would perform in their daily research. These activities 

are supported by informatics resources, such as databases, analysis tools and web applications. 

For each scenario, this document has provided a detailed analysis of the potential information 

barriers that could hamper the successful development of the different research tasks in both fields 

(biomedicine and nanomedicine), emphasizing the existing challenges for nanomedical research 

—where the major barriers have been found— and proposing novel nanoinformatics approaches 

to address them. Similar analysis via scenarios for different nanomedical research tasks would 
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help to collaboratively establish the necessary nanoinformatics resources for meeting current 

goals in the field. 

The following subsections discuss the results derived from this work, considering different 

aspects that are essential to advance information management in nanomedicine: availability and 

access to data and resources for nanomedicine, data quality and completeness, standardization 

and interoperability, annotation, etc., also comparing these results with those obtained in the BMI 

area. The definitive establishment of nanotechnology in medicine and industry depends on all of 

these factors where, as we have seen, nanoinformatics is critical to improve the attainment of 

research results. The outcomes obtained in the different scenarios presented before —i.e. 

computational resources for biomedical research, scientific literature and clinical trials— are also 

compared and discussed in this section. 

5.1 DATA IN BIOMEDICINE VERSUS DATA IN NANOMEDICINE 

The following table (Table 5-1) compares different aspects of biomedical and nanomedical data, 

highlighting the singularities of information in both domains as well as their common 

characteristics. 

Table 5-1. Qualitative analysis and comparison between the biomedical and nanomedical domains in 

terms of information 

 Biomedicine Nanomedicine 

Nature of the 

domain 

Varied and heterogeneous, 

with different levels of 

granularity. 

Multidisciplinary nature: 

biology, chemistry, 

biotechnology, genetics, 

bioengineering, medicine. 

Researchers in the field have 

very different needs, 

depending on their training 

and professional role. 

Varied and heterogeneous, 

with different levels of 

granularity. 

Multidisciplinary nature: 

physics, chemistry, materials 

science, nanotechnology, 

bioengineering, medicine. 

Researchers in the field have 

very different needs, 

depending on their training 

and professional role. 

Biological levels 

represented in the 

domain 

From atom to organ. Nano level (between atoms 

and molecules). 

Sources of 

information 

Numerous data sources, many 

of them providing open access 

to the whole dataset. 

In general, well-curated and 

structured sources. 

Huge amounts of 

heterogeneous biomedical data 

have been collected, integrated 

and stored in databases. 

Researchers use these 

Limited number of sources, 

many of them with important 

access restrictions. 

In general, non-curated and 

non-structured sources. 

Only a small percentage of the 

experimental results have been 

collected, integrated and 

stored in databases. The 

scientific literature is the main 
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 Biomedicine Nanomedicine 

databases and the scientific 

literature as main sources of 

information. 

Research experiments and 

results in biomedicine are 

published, generally, in the 

numerous specialized 

biomedical journals that exist 

nowadays.  

source of information for 

researchers, including 

database creators and curators. 

Research experiments and 

results relevant for 

nanomedicine are widely 

disseminated in journals of 

different scopes: 

nanomedicine, 

nanotechnology, materials 

science, bioengineering, 

cancer research, physics, etc. 

Data availability Data is distributed, but there 

exist mechanisms to provide 

researchers with a unified and 

transparent access to the 

information stored in different 

databases.   

Scattered data, distributed in 

different sources that do not 

provide any mechanisms for 

unified and transparent access. 

 Public web-based access to a 

wide set of data resources 

developed by governmental 

agencies, research institutions 

and universities.  

Unavailability of already 

developed resources arising 

from material being subject to 

license or with restricted 

access to the public. 

 High availability of pre-

clinical and clinical data 

resulting from in vitro and in 

vivo assays, and clinical trials 

in humans. 

Low availability of pre-

clinical and clinical data on 

nanoparticles and 

nanomaterials intended for 

medical use. 

Data quality and 

accuracy 

A big part of the available data 

has already been curated, and 

data sources are undergoing a 

massive analysis, annotation 

and integration process. 

New instrumentation, 

techniques and analysis tools 

are already providing accurate 

means to overcome some of 

the main challenges in 

biomedicine. 

Data from numerous 

experiments lack consistency, 

and data sources are 

undergoing a curation process, 

which is on its early stages.  

New instrumentation, 

techniques and analysis tools 

have demonstrated mistakes in 

previous characterizations of 

nanomaterials, but also need 

improvements in accuracy. 

Data completeness In many cases experiments are 

not fully reproducible, but 

reproducibility is now being 

established as a requirement for 

results publication. 

Lack of reproducibility of 

experiments (omitted data, non-

traceable results, etc.). 
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 Biomedicine Nanomedicine 

Lack of integration between 

biologic and clinical data, but 

there exist tools and 

mechanisms supporting the 

integration of data from both 

domains. 

(Positive) datasets are usually 

published and registered in 

repositories. 

Raw input data sets, 

observational data and 

experimental results often 

reported in scientific 

publications are not always 

available to the public. 

Lack of integration between 

nanotechnology and clinical 

data. There are not tools or 

reliable mechanisms to integrate 

data from both domains. 

 

Datasets are not usually 

registered (either positive or 

negative). 

Raw input data sets, 

observational data and 

experimental results often 

reported in scientific 

publications are rarely available 

to the public. 

Data standards and 

interoperability 

Well-established standards 

that have been discussed and 

approved by international 

committees. 

In general, data follow 

specific standards and 

reporting guidelines with 

regards to format, structure 

and content.  

Plethora of domain models 

(taxonomies, ontologies, 

controlled vocabularies, etc.) 

and annotated data. 

Existent standards provide 

support to data portability and 

reusability. 

 

Data interoperability between 

different sources and systems 

has been achieved in many 

biomedical contexts. 

Emerging standards, under 

discussion and not totally 

established in the international 

context. 

In general, data format and 

structure do not follow any 

standards. In some cases, use 

of standards borrowed from 

biomedicine and chemistry. 

Lack of standard domain 

models and data annotated 

using existing terminologies, 

vocabularies and ontologies. 

Lack of data portability (from 

physician to physician to 

research lab and between 

research labs) and reusability 

Lack of data interoperability 

between different sources and 

systems. 

Data for modeling 

and simulation 

Huge volumes of quantitative 

and qualitative data available 

for building models and 

running simulation algorithms. 

Well-established disciplines, 

such as systems medicine and 

computational biology, 

Restricted amount of 

quantitative data, 

predominance of qualitative 

and categorical data. 

Nanobiological systems and 

their interactions are typically 

much more complex than the 
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 Biomedicine Nanomedicine 

provide the foundations and 

tools to develop accurate 

models for biomedicine. 

Biomedical applications have 

been modeled and simulated 

in silico for years. There are 

many widely-accepted 

biomedical models and 

simulation tools. 

Target biological and 

molecular descriptors have 

been identified and 

successfully incorporated into 

models and simulations.  

Single entities and their 

interactions within complex 

systems are represented in 

accurate models that are 

continuously evolving to 

include new experimental 

results and findings. 

Complex models able to 

simulate biological entities 

and their interactions as a 

function of time and space, 

presenting minor 

uncertainties. 

synthetic systems that have 

been used as basis for 

modeling nanotechnology. 

Nanoscale applications are 

often unpredictable in the 

biomedical setting. Models 

and simulation tools are under 

development and need input 

from experiments. 

Need to select and define the 

essential parameters and 

descriptors that would define a 

nanotechnology product 

intended for medical use. 

Physicochemical, structural 

and electronic properties of 

many nanomaterials and 

nanoparticles can be estimated 

with reasonable accuracy 

through quantum mechanical 

models. 

Current models present 

uncertainties, for instance 

when determining toxicity and 

efficacy of nanomaterials as a 

function of time and space. 

5.2 BMI RESOURCES VERSUS NANOINFORMATICS RESOURCES 

As described in this document, research carried out at the cellular, molecular and nanoscale levels, 

is having a great impact on our understanding of disease but raises many new technological 

challenges. In combination with an increasing awareness of the growing information burden 

arising from ongoing research and active efforts to improve diagnostics and therapeutics based 

on insights at the molecular and nano levels, a review of available data and software resources is 

needed and timely. It was the aim of this work to fill this gap, providing a comprehensive review 

of the extant resources in the fields of biomedicine, molecular medicine and nanomedicine. In 

this context, there are some important considerations about the availability and access to the tools 

and data resources developed for biomedicine and nanomedicine, as recently reported by 

Kumpulainen and Jarvelin (2012) and Thomas et al. (2011) —and also in the present document—

, that will be discussed in this section. 

It became manifest that a significantly relevant approach to advance nanomedicine would be to 

enable researchers to access as much resources and data as possible, including clinical data. 

Furthermore, data sharing and integration of resources in those fields could be a noteworthy 

catalyst for the rapid development of novel informatics methods and tools. Unfortunately, current 
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data standards and public repositories in nanomedicine are not sufficiently mature to advocate 

something analogous to the PDB data deposition. While it is certainly correct that investigators 

typically do not control the systems in the sense of design, administration, etc., they do maintain 

the data. Thus, previous approaches applied in BMI, which seem to be tailored to end users 

without a specific training on computational science, should be followed in the nanomedical area 

to develop and publish nanoinformatics resources. 

This thesis dissertation has analyzed the urgent need to use automatic approaches to efficiently 

manage the new data generated during nanomedical research. This knowledge must be organized 

and structured, by means of the creation of standard domain models, and annotated by labeling 

data using existing terminologies, vocabularies and ontologies. The constant publication of new 

results in the area also demands a continuous update of data resources, which cannot be done 

manually, thus new methods for automatically updating these resources are crucial. The 

application of computational approaches has been shown to be fundamental to tackle these kinds 

of issues. As we have seen above, Internet-based computing power and the new data sharing 

policies facilitate access to a myriad of sources for biomedicine, molecular medicine and 

nanomedicine. There are a large number of databases and tools but, in general, resources required 

to conduct a specific research task come from a number of different sources. Moreover, there is 

no index or catalogue offering full coverage of known and available resources, an issue that the 

author has tried to address in this thesis document. Among the reviewed software programs and 

data sources are applications programmed for very different purposes: sequence alignment, 

molecular structure prediction, drug design and discovery, discovery of genotype-phenotype 

associations, modeling and simulation at the molecular and nano levels, QSARs and nano-

QSARs, etc. 

In the BMI area, join research communities with common interests facilitated sharing of 

knowledge. Therefore, we should consider the growing need of nanoinformatics collaborative 

environments where research institutions can publish the descriptions of their data sources and 

tools and make them publicly available over the Internet. It would be necessary to develop 

directories of resources which work as “yellow pages” for the scientific community, and describe 

potential applications of these indexes, including the automatic orchestration of nanoinformatics 

workflows, or novel methods to integrate public-online nanomedical databases and tools.  

Registered resources should be committed to an open source policy and all this software should 

be freely available, allowing users to share their tools. The brokerage system would allow users 

to register their own nanomaterials and tools and provide access to other users for acquiring the 

desired data, by means of a syntactically and semantically matching process, by entering words 

or phrases. This is a flexible paradigm already applied by the author in BMI, as described in the 

previous chapters, which successfully integrates knowledge obtained from literature databases 

using information retrieval and text mining techniques. 

The following table (Table 5-2) presents a comparison of the main characteristics, advantages and 

challenges of extant resources for BMI and nanoinformatics. 

Table 5-2. Comparative qualitative analysis of extant resources for Biomedical Informatics and 

nanoinformatics 

 
Biomedical Informatics Nanoinformatics 

Availability of 

resources 

There are many publicly 

available data resources and 

analysis tools. New resources 

are published every day. 

Resources required to conduct a 

specific research task come from 

Limited number of resources. 

There is a lack of free and open 

access tools for browsing over 

studies and assays. 

Resources required to conduct a 

specific research task come from 
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Biomedical Informatics Nanoinformatics 

a number of different sources, 

but there are tools aiming at the 

integration of resources within 

workflows. 

Resources are usually published 

in the scientific literature. There 

are several journals specifically 

focused on publishing BMI 

research. 

a number of different sources 

from different research areas that 

are not linked. 

 

Resources are usually published 

in websites and rarely in the 

scientific literature. There are not 

specific journals for 

nanoinformatics. 

Resources 

interoperability 

Well-established data exchange 

formats and syntaxes widely 

used. 

Ongoing worldwide initiatives 

promoting interoperability with 

preliminary results. 

Well-defined standard protocols 

and checklists for biomedical 

experiments196, which are 

followed and simulated by 

computational tools and 

workflows.  

There exist terminologies, 

controlled vocabularies and 

ontologies197 that aim at making 

resources interoperable. 

Syntactic interoperability owing 

to the widely use of standards. 

Mechanisms and tools for 

semantic interoperability have 

emerged over the last years. 

Continuous efforts to achieve 

cross-domain interoperability 

(social, legal, political, ethical, 

etc.). 

 

Generally, new data can be 

directly linked to extant 

resources by using templates 

and forms and following 

required standards. 

Few standard formats, 

nomenclatures and syntaxes198. 

Lack of interoperability and 

standardization between 

resources, which is a current 

challenge. 

Lack of well-established standard 

protocols and checklists for 

nanomedical experiments, which 

cannot be taken into account 

when developing computational 

tools and workflows. 

Insufficient mechanisms and 

tools to interconnect different 

resources and make them 

interoperable.  

No syntactic interoperability due 

to the lack of data standards. 

Absence of semantic 

interoperability 

 

No consensus in regulation, 

social awareness strategies, 

policies, ethical issues, etc. that 

led to the lack of cross-domain 

interoperability. 

Direct linkage of new data to 

extant resources is not possible. 

                                                      
196 E.g. Minimum Information About a Microarray Experiments (MIAME) (Brazma et al. 2001); Minimum Information 

for Biological and Biomedical Investigations (MIBBI) (Taylor et al. 2008); Minimum Information about a Genotyping 

Experiment (MIGEN) (Huang et al. 2011) 
197 E.g. Gene Ontology (GO) (Harris et al. 2004) or ChEBI (Degtyarenko et al. 2008) 
198 ISO/TC229, ASTM E56 and ANSI-NSP 
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Biomedical Informatics Nanoinformatics 

Indexing and 

annotation of 

resources 

There are several indexes of 

biomedical informatics 

resources available199. 

 

Data sources and other 

knowledge resources have been 

manually annotated by experts 

and/or by using automated 

methods and tools. 

There is not any index or 

catalogue offering full coverage 

of known and available 

resources200 

Data sources and other 

knowledge resources are not 

annotated. Experts are currently 

annotating data sources in 

nanomedicine following manual 

approaches.  

5.3 SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE 

Due to the large number of new nanomaterials that are being produced by manufacturing 

processes, an open approach is necessary with regards to the publication of new research data. A 

major portion of the information about nanoparticles studies, assays and clinical trials can be 

found in the scientific literature, but there is a lack of publicly available databases and repositories 

of structured information. In order to accelerate advancements and improvements in 

nanomedicine, easy availability of experimental and clinical data is essential, allowing for 

inference of information from data and the subsequent integration of research results. Thereby, 

current informatics methods and techniques for machine learning, text mining and NLP can help 

to characterize and classify nanomaterials, as well as identify data correlations from current 

research results published in journals, conference proceedings and technical reports. With this 

regard, the study conducted in this thesis dissertation demonstrated two facts: 

- The availability of many results produced in experimental and clinical nanomedicine 

research.  

- The lack of visibility of nanomedical data, which is usually embedded into other 

biomedical data without making any distinction. 

- The absence of a standard vocabulary and a well-defined and structured organization 

within nanomedical texts.  

In order to improve availability of information on nanomedicine is necessary to improve the 

reproducibility of results and the standardization of many other information-related processes in 

science (Paylor 2009). There are several worldwide initiatives aimed at standardize data 

descriptions and models, as described in this thesis document, but existing data is not readily 

interoperable and a great effort on integration of biological and clinical data will be needed over 

the coming years. In addition, data sets must be registered, so as to reduce the confounding factors 

that are present in studies or research with hidden, implicit biases —positive or negative— which 

currently affects too much future research by impeding ease of data and experiment 

reproducibility. This is especially important as raw input datasets, observational data and 

experimental results often reported in scientific publications are not always available to the public. 

It would be also necessary to consider all types of data potentially relevant: nanomedical data 

                                                      
199 E.g. iTools, Biomoby, etc (see State-of-the-Art) 
200 Even there are no indexes of resources currently available; the Biomedical Informatics Group is working on the 

development of a comprehensive directory of nanoinformatics data sources and tools, based on an automatic approach 

(Chiesa et al. 2008) 
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published in mainstream scientific media should be complemented by orthogonal data —from 

social networking (Jonnalagadda et al. 2012), Internet searches, and so on. 

With regards to the scientific literature, the reporting of nanomedicine experiments and results is 

not informatics-driven. This is a critical issue: while the most part of information derived from 

nanomedical research can be found in journal publications, their contents are not enough 

structured to allow the application of informatics techniques for text mining and information 

retrieval. Computational methods and services would need some minimal metadata associated 

with these publications and, therefore, publication authors should be provided with specific 

format and structure guidelines on how to report nanomedicine experiments. 

This research suggests that titles and abstracts of research publications should contain those 

concepts and terms that we would expect to find in the fields of a comprehensive nanomaterials 

database, and with no more relationships among them than those presented in a taxonomy like the 

previously proposed in this dissertation. The author believes that such schema would allow 

editorials and citation indexes to deposit research results automatically from the publications to 

databases and repositories. 

However, a recent paper published in Nature (Van Noorden 2013) highlighted the limitations to 

automatically crawl and mine online research publications with computational methods: 

programmatic access to full-text contents is usually restricted —even when the 

researcher/institution has a subscription— and, in the case of citation indexes, mining 

bibliographical records —for instance, to extract text from titles and abstracts—, also has access 

constraints. Therefore, whether or not publishers require authors to fulfill certain information 

requirements when reporting research experiments and results, the main barrier would remain in 

the access to content with copyright.

5.4 CLINICAL TRIALS 

This thesis dissertation presents an original contribution to the design, modeling and analysis of 

the nanomedicine domain in terms of showing that one can automatically detect the relevance to 

a nano-related target from a CT summary in ClinicalTrials.gov. The author has created an 

annotated body of nanomedicine CTs (see Annex VI), with training and testing sets that can be 

used as a gold standard to develop extended computational applications for supporting research 

in the nanomedicine field. To the best of the author´s knowledge, there is no such publicly 

available reference dataset for clinical nanomedicine. The presented approach has produced 

promising results: given a subset of CTs extracted from ClinicalTrials.gov, the method can be 

reliably used for automatically determining whether the CT involves the use of nanodrugs. The 

author identified an algorithm (L1-regularized logistic regression) able to deal with such a high-

dimensional problem, both in terms of classification performance and computational cost. 

Although the classification results obtained in this study are not directly comparable to those 

resulting by other similar state-of-the-art studies —since the latter are focused on different 

domains and resort to different training and test sets, in general, the obtained results (F = 0.955) 

outperform the results from other recent experiments— that range in the interval [0.85, 0.96] by 

F-measure —as reported elsewhere (Kibriya et al. 2004, Carroll et al. 2012, Hahn et al. 2012, 

Moon  et al. 2012, Garla et al. 2013, Lin et al. 2013, Luo and Li 2014). To the author´s knowledge, 

these results are the first application of text mining to extract information about nanodrugs and 

nanodevices from ClinicalTrials.gov.  

There are a number of reasons that justify performing such a categorization of CTs into the nano 

vs. non-nano categories. These include, for instance, comparing legacy formulations with 

nanotechnology-based formulations —in terms of aspects such as structure, function, toxicology, 

pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics (PK/PD), clinical immunogenicity, safety and 

effectiveness— which would provide additional information to researchers in the nano domain. 

This knowledge could lead to the reuse of existing products that could be manufactured at the 
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nanoscale and, therefore, re-classified as nanotechnology once this is done. In most cases, current 

CTs on nanodrugs have not revealed unknown side effects due to the nanoparticle or any of its 

constituents. Yet, earlier abandoned therapeutics agents that have now been reformulated as 

nanodrugs are presenting toxicity and side effects due to the special physicochemical properties 

acquired during the nanomanufacturing process that were not considered during the design of the 

original drug (Waterhouse et al. 2001, Karve et al. 2012). While safety and efficacy trials will, of 

course, still remain essential, the presented approach could considerably simplify and reduce the 

steps involved with the need to pursue, as currently, assays and clinical trials, by instead 

extrapolating clinical data and using modeling and simulation tools from the related prior 

experiments. 

In addition, physicians —and concerned patients— are currently increasingly interested in CTs 

on non-nano drugs, since they often seek information about diagnosis and/or therapy for a given 

disease. On the other hand, most nano CTs currently archived in ClinicalTrials.gov are in an early 

stage —either phase I or phase II—, being those more targeted at clinicians and researchers —

and even pharmaceutical and nanotechnology companies— who are more interested in research 

or the mid-term or long-term applications of nanodrugs. In addition, different users will likely 

search for different information. For instance, nano users often search for information about the 

composition and characterization (e.g. size, cytotoxicity, ligands, hydrosolubility, bioavailability, 

pharmacokinetics etc.) of the nanocompound, while physicians are more interested in the patient 

profile (e.g. sex, race, age, etc..), drug dosage, study arms, etc. Knowing in advance the category 

to which a given CT belongs, would ease the way information is indexed, searched and presented 

to users based on their likely interests and goals, which could be deduced or inferred from their 

profile. 

The information about nano CTs available in ClinicalTrials.gov —although the same applies to 

other existing registries such as those cited in the introduction— is not currently connected to 

other repositories involving related data, such as physicochemical properties (caNanoLab), 

biological interactions (Nanomaterial-Biological Interactions Knowledgebase), normalized 

vocabularies and ontologies (the Unified Medical Language System and the NPO), environmental 

and health safety data (the Nanomaterial Registry), modeling and simulation experiments 

(nanoHub), etc. Once the nano CTs have been automatically identified, it could be possible to 

establish links among related information —either manually or automatically, using artificial 

intelligence techniques—, in the same manner as with most NCBI repositories. Furthermore, the 

integrated information could be exploited to compare and curate experimental results that are 

currently distributed in different databases, a future research line that will be discussed later. This 

rationale supports the initiative of automatically labeling the existing CTs in the 

ClinicalTrials.gov database so as to support, assist and encourage future research in 

nanomedicine.  

Regarding the limitations of the approach presented here, the author consulted different CT 

registries as well as drug registries, Pharma websites and other information sources and, 

unfortunately, she run into several barriers, especially related to the unavailability of public 

clinical nanomaterial data. She has also identified several issues concerning the format and nature 

of the data reported in CTs. First, the current identification system of CTs has not been agreed to 

by consensus, and the main registries are not fully committed to use a common coding system. 

Second, drug nomenclature does not follow a standard, and a large number of synonyms can be 

found to designate the same compound, especially in the nanomedicine area. Finally, CT 

summaries do not report the same type of information and do not have a common structure in 

terms of text analysis. All of these issues add complexity to the task of automatically parsing 

clinical summaries and result reports —and it is worth noting that a similar situation arises when 

analyzing the scientific literature. This issue could constrain the application of the statistical 

approach presented in this document, since it relies on common patterns and terms that were found 

in the documents.



 

 

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

LINES 

This chapter summarizes the conclusions that can be extracted from this thesis dissertation. It also 

includes a list of the publications derived from the present work in the field, as well as other 

related publications, and a brief description of the potential research lines that have been identified 

as future work.

6.1 CONCLUSIONS 

Future achievements in nanomedicine will require new strategies and cooperative activities. In 

this regard, the use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) could help to launch 

and support medical research at the nanoscale. Nanoinformatics brings the opportunity to use 

current informatics tools to more effectively use the wealth of data and information that 

nanotechnology research is producing and introduce a novel, informatics-based approach to issues 

such as modeling and simulation of nanoparticles and their interaction within the human body, 

including aspects such as diagnosis, therapy, toxicity and others. So far, methods and tools derived 

from the BMI area have been applied to extract and analyze the wealth of data generated in 

nanomedicine research nowadays. Nevertheless, the range spanned by potential nanomaterials is 

much larger and more complex than the range of traditional pharmaceuticals and small molecules 

used in traditional biomedicine, which are themselves potential nanoparticle therapeutic payloads. 

In addition, some fundamental interactions of the matter at the nanoscale are still unknown. 

Modeling and simulation of nanoscale entities, processes and their interactions, require more 

intuitive ad-hoc approaches to create models that predict differences in drug response and 

biological interactions across a range of nanomaterials, considering that some properties can be 

extrapolated from the macroscale, whilst others can change dramatically below a certain size. 

In this document, the author has shown, through a comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art, 

how researchers around the world are trying to overcome current challenges in nanomedicine, but 

also the extant barriers to access and manage the data generated in nanomedical research. In this 

regard, prior to the direct application of BMI methods and tools to the nanomedical domain, it 

would be necessary to have a discussion on the lessons that can be derived from this discipline, 

and the potential strategies that should be used to adapt BMI resources to the specific requirements 

posed by nanomedical data. The author has also analyzed, through real-life case studies, some 

research tasks in nanomedicine that would require or could benefit from the use of 

nanoinformatics methods and tools, illustrating present drawbacks and limitations of BMI 

approaches to deal with data belonging to the nanomedical domain. Three different scenarios, 

comparing both the biomedical and nanomedical contexts, have been discussed as examples of 

activities that researchers would perform while conducting their research. The author has 

illustrated how the application of BMI methodologies to these scenarios can be proven successful 

in the biomedical domain, whilst these methodologies present severe limitations when applied to 

the nanomedical context. 

To address these limitations, the author proposes original domain-dependent nanoinformatics 

approaches specifically designed to deal with the particular characteristics of information at the 

nano level: 

1. The creation of indexes or inventories of data sources and computational resources for 

nanomedicine, following both manual and automated strategies for information 

extraction from research publications: 
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There is a lack of scientific publications with the sole purpose of describing 

computational resources for nanotechnology. Citations and descriptions of 

nanoinformatics resources are “hidden” in publications describing pure nanotechnology 

research. Thus, the titles and abstracts of such publications do not provide any 

information about resources. In case it exists, it would be found exclusively in the full 

text version of the paper. Thus, where is the complete information about the myriad of 

informatics resources that are being developed to support nanotechnology research? It is 

distributed in fora, wikis and other kind of “semantic web” tools that are daily used by 

researchers. Sometimes these kind of collaborative environments are not available for 

users external to the proprietary institution but, in most cases, they are open for people 

working in the area. The author has reviewed the increasing number of available 

nanomedical databases and tools, which led to a proposal of mechanisms to promote 

public, shared, annotated, data sources and resources for modeling and analysis of 

nanomaterial data and to determine the reproducibility of the experiments reported in the 

scientific literature (e.g. the Nanomedicine Research Taxonomy). 

2. The analysis of the scientific literature to extract relevant information about experiments 

and results in nanomedicine: 

Allowing nanomedical researchers to share their results for analysis and curation 

purposes will require standards for data exchange, common terminologies, and ontologies 

to structure and annotate information. This will enable text mining tools to automatically 

explore, access and retrieve information from heterogeneous sources. Due to the 

emerging nature of nanotechnology, publishers need guidance about the essential data 

that should be submitted within a research article in the nanomedicine field. Author 

guidelines should define the minimal information set and should also be complemented 

by a controlled terminology to avoid ambiguous interpretation of knowledge. Within this 

work, the author has proposed a guidance document of minimal information that needs 

to be captured in nanomedicine experiments as well as mechanisms —a taxonomy and a 

set of nanomedical descriptors and checklists: the Nanomedicine Research Taxonomy— 

that could give support to researchers in the annotation of nanomedicine research 

publications for facilitating the further application of text mining and information 

extraction techniques to nanomedical texts.  

3. The automatic classification of clinical trial summaries, distinguishing studies focused on 

nanodrugs and nanodevices from those aimed at testing traditional pharmaceuticals. 

Finally, the author has presented a novel approach to the classification of summaries of 

clinical trials (CTs) between those that were targeted at testing nanotechnology products 

vs. those targeted at testing conventional drugs, and has demonstrated the feasibility of 

applying nanoinformatics methods to produce such a classification for the purpose of 

annotation and indexing. The obtained results were promising, suggesting that the CT 

summaries archived in ClinicalTrials.gov do contain the required information for a 

machine learning method to automatically identify whether the summary refers to a CT 

involving nanoparticles and/or nanodevices or not. The possibility of automatically 

distinguishing between CTs supporting nano and non-nano products is timely and 

necessary due to the growing information challenges posed by nanomedical research 

which make manual comprehensive detection of nano trials from CT summaries by 

experts increasingly difficult and costly, as well as tedious and error-prone. This kind of 

approaches could lead to the generation of widely accessible, densely populated and 

machine-interpretable reference data sets for testing novel algorithms and inference new 

valuable information. 

The study conducted with the ClinicalTrials.gov database provided two original 

contributions to the nanoinformatics field: i) a training and testing set (gold standard) for 
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a binary textual classification problem targeted at identifying previously unseen CTs as 

being nano or non-nano and, ii) a thorough review of the state of the art both on machine 

learning-based techniques for binary document categorization and existing repositories 

of drugs and registries of CTs. The author selected the classification methods and 

algorithms reported in the literature as the best performers for binary text categorization 

problems, applied these methods to the created training and test sets and selected the most 

efficient method to classify CTs into the nano and non-nano categories, thus producing 

categorization models whose results outperform most state-of-the-art classifiers. Such a 

classifier could help catalyze research in translational nanomedicine, thus enabling a wide 

range of applications that cannot be addressed well with a raw repository of unclassified 

CTs. 

The analysis of clinical trials involving nanomedicine, integrating reported results from 

different available databases worldwide, could result in the extraction of potential 

correlations, and new patterns and trends in nanomedical data. The analysis of 

correlations between multiple pre-clinical and clinical studies may be of value in areas 

such as nanotoxicity and targeted drug therapy, where certain underlying patterns and 

trends might lead to drawing inferences that inform future research in nanomedicine. By 

way of an example, results could serve to compare new formulations with existing ones 

and determine additional side effects that may arise due to the newly added components 

and/or the manufacturing process (i.e. to the application of nanotechnology to the original 

drug). This work could also facilitate researchers in automatically discovering new 

knowledge from CTs such as, for instance, uncovering potential toxicity of novel 

nanodrugs or recruiting patients who are most likely to respond positively to a certain 

nanoparticle intervention due to their participation in earlier CTs using similar drugs.  

Shorter time-to-market cycles for nanodrugs and medical nanodevices require researchers 

to act on insights faster than ever, as well as for computer scientists to develop new 

methods and tools to efficiently manage this new knowledge, providing users with the 

necessary processing and analysis capacity. Furthermore, publishers, governmental 

agencies and the Pharma industry will surely need to develop new data strategies and set 

the standards for CT data. This study points out that valuable data on nanomedical CTs 

are already available implicitly within the ClincalTrials.gov repository, and that machine 

learning methods can be used to combine the values of individual word-features from the 

CT summaries into a predictor for detecting nano-related CTs. These kinds of approaches 

are needed to help gather, organize and integrate the huge volume of existing data which 

is potentially relevant for nanomedicine —including pre-clinical and clinical data— and 

make them accessible to researchers (Maojo et al 2012). 

Given the obtained results in the different scenarios, this thesis dissertation has illustrated the 

following statements: 

- The rational design of nanoinformatics tools would need a big amount of information 

extracted from curated and validated data-driven models in nanomedicine that are 

practically inexistent. 

- Methods from BMI are not suitable to be directly applied to the nanomedicine domain 

without a previous analysis and (if necessary) adaptation. 

- Due to the novelty of the area and the lack of standardization, semantic approaches are 

not directly applicable to the data generated in nanomedical research. Conversely, 

statistical approaches seem suitable to extract comprehensive knowledge from certain 

sources of nanomedical data. 

- With the volume of experimental and clinical data related to nanomedicine increasing 

rapidly, manual analysis and annotation of studies on nanomaterials and nanodrugs have 
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become slow and largely impractical. Automatic text classification is becoming 

increasingly important with the ever-growing amount of textual information stored in 

electronic form. In this context, the development of automatic approaches targeted at 

discriminating information from the nano and non-nano domains becomes necessary. 

- Authors should report their experimental results in nanomedicine in ways that facilitate 

the application of automated information extraction tools and/or Web engines to find, 

retrieve and display information to users. 

The hypothesis presented in the introduction chapter proposed that existing computational 

methods and technologies from BMI are not enough to cover the nanotechnology domain and that 

new nanoinformatics approaches, focused on dealing with the special characteristics of 

information at the nano level, would allow the automated extraction of new information, 

significant for nanomedicine, from the scientific literature and clinical trial summaries. The 

results obtained during the validation (chapter 4) demonstrated that such hypothesis is true: the 

nanoinformatics approaches and methods presented in this thesis dissertation were able to 

automatically extract valuable information from unstructured sources of nanomedical data. 

Therefore, the thesis that can be concluded from this research work can be summarized as follows: 

Using nanoinformatics approaches —adapted to the vocabulary, complexity, 

disorganization, and singularities of information at the nanobiological level— it is 

possible to infer and discover new valuable information, relevant for nanomedicine, from 

both the literature and clinical trial summaries available on the Web. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that the methods and results obtained during the development of 

this doctoral dissertation have been widely disseminated in scientific media, especially in top-

ranked scientific journals. Next sections provide the list of publications derived from this work, 

as well as other related publications of the author.

6.2 SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS DERIVED FROM THIS WORK 
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de la Iglesia D, Garcia Remesal M, Anguita A, Muñoz-Marmol M, Kulikowski CA, 
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Comput. Sci. Disc. 2013;6(2013):014011. 
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6.4 FUTURE RESEARCH LINES 

Throughout the development of this doctoral dissertation, several ideas have emerged from the 

author´s work in the BMI and nanoinformatics areas. Given both the obtained results in the 

different scenarios and the information extracted from previous studies in the field, we can 

conclude that one of the main current challenges to understand disease starts at the atom and 

molecular levels, rising through the cellular to the tissue, organism, and population levels 

(Kulikowski 2008, Kuhn et al. 2008, Altman et al. 2008). Scientists’ demands for nanotechnology 

curated data and comprehensive software for the analysis of experimental results are far from 

being satisfied with current methods, posing one of the major information-seeking related barriers 

http://nanotechinformatics.org/nanoinformatics/index.php/Nanoinformatics:Roadmap_2020
http://nanotechinformatics.org/nanoinformatics/index.php/Nanoinformatics:Roadmap_2020
http://www.action-grid.eu/index.php?url=whitepaper
http://blogs.sciencemag.org/sciencecareers/2010/05/open-results-fr.html
http://blogs.sciencemag.org/sciencecareers/2010/05/open-results-fr.html
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for research in nanomedicine. At a time of extensive budget cuts, implementing strategies to 

automate work and digitize available information can maximize efficiency and significantly 

increase the productivity of researchers through enhanced information-sharing capabilities 

(Waldman and Terzic 2012). The final purpose of this work is to serve as a prospective analysis 

to define new approaches and research lines for future developments in the field. 

This section proposes new research lines that could be developed in depth using the previously 

presented results: 

- Inventories of data sources and computational resources: Previous approaches —

based on pattern matching and semantic techniques— that were successfully applied to 

the biomedical domain did not return the expected results when analyzing the 

nanomedical scientific literature. Therefore, a potential research line could be the 

application of statistical approaches to publications to extract data sources and 

computational resources from the literature. This kind of approaches provided 

satisfactory performance rates in the case of retrieving nanodrugs and nanodevices from 

CT summaries. However, in the specific case of nanoinformatics resources, their 

descriptions are not usually published in scientific papers, but in institutional repositories 

or in the owner’s website. Therefore, Web mining strategies should be developed to 

compensate such a lack of information in the literature.  

- Databases of nanotechnology products for medical use: In general, existing indexes of 

nanomaterials and nanoparticles are not complete, including only a portion of the 

available data that, in most cases, are manually maintained by trained personnel. To the 

best of the author´s knowledge, there exists no such comprehensive registry of nanodrugs 

and nanodevices —excluding the abovementioned manually-built Nanomaterial 

Registry, which covers the general nanotechnology domain alone. The Nanomedicine 

Research Taxonomy created by the author could facilitate the development of new text 

mining strategies to extract information about nanomaterials from the experiments 

reported in the literature.  

In addition, the datasets and models presented above could facilitate the automated 

creation of a registry of nanodrugs and nanodevices from the information reported in 

nano-focused CTs, which can be identified and extracted from ClinicalTrials.gov using 

the presented approach. As mentioned in the previous point, this approach could also be 

adapted and applied to articles from the nanomedical scientific literature in order to 

automatically extract and analyze relevant data about nanomaterials. Nevertheless, it is 

worth noting the non-standardized nature of the scientific articles available in the field, 

in terms of content and structure, which could be a critical barrier to apply existing 

machine learning techniques, as the author suggested before.  

- Clinical trials on nanodrugs and nanodevices: This work could stimulate a wide range 

of novel computational applications to support nanomedical research. The classification 

models resulting from this study can be used to automatically detect, with a high degree 

of predictive accuracy, whether a previously unseen CT involved the use of nanomaterials 

or nanotechnology processes. Following this approach, it would possible to feed the 

generated models into computational methods to compare legacy formulations with 

nanotechnology-based formulations regarding aspects such as structure, function, 

toxicology, pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics (PK/PD), clinical 

immunogenicity, safety and effectiveness. While safety and efficacy trials still continue 

to be necessary, this approach could considerably simplify and reduce the steps of current 

assays and clinical trials, by extrapolating clinical data through the use of modeling and 

simulation tools.  

An interesting example of application is the automated creation of a repository linking 

nanoparticles and/or nanodevices to side-effects reported in the CTs, an idea that have 
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been already explored (García-Remesal et al. 2013). Once an automated CT tagger —i.e. 

a classification model that tags CTs as nano or non-nano, like the one presented in this 

document— is available, it is possible to reliably apply text mining techniques to extract 

relevant information. This includes —but is not limited to— nanoparticles and 

nanodevices names and formulations, their potential side-effects, routes of exposure, etc. 

In summary, this research aims at facilitating the automatic discover of new knowledge 

from nanomedicine CTs, such as, unveiling potential toxicity of novel nanodrugs, 

comparing new formulations with existing ones to determine additional side effects that 

may arise due to the newly added components and/or the manufacturing process, or 

recruiting patients who are most likely to respond to a certain nanoparticle intervention 

due to their participation in earlier CTs using similar nanodrugs. On the other hand, it is 

not possible to conclude on whether the global analysis of clinical records on 

nanomedicines and the extraction of use cases will result on potential patterns and trends. 

However, the observation of association between multiple clinical studies may be of 

concern in areas such as nanotoxicity and targeted drug therapy, where certain tendencies 

could aim at drawing inferences that inform future research. By way of an example, 

results could serve to compare CTs on nano products and CTs on non-nano products with 

the same payload, and examine whether the toxic effects emerge from the original drug 

itself or from the nanoparticle (i.e. from the application of nanotechnology techniques to 

the original drug).  

Finally, this study could also aim at gaining a complete picture of the current trends and 

challenges in nanomedicine by further analyzing available records of CTs on 

nanomedicines and nanodevices. The author is currently conducting an analysis of the 

distribution of the nanomedical concepts and patterns found in the dataset and its 

relationships, as well as working on the development of a CT information retrieval system 

based on the results obtained from this work. In addition to CT summaries, this approach 

could be applied to the vast nanomedical literature and also adapted to extract data from 

other textual sources.



 

 

 



 

 

ANNEX I: LIST OF ACRONYMS 

ACC: American Chemistry Council 

AFM: Atomic Force Microscope 

AMP: Advanced Manufacturing Partnerships 

ANH: Alliance for NanoHealth 

ANSI-NSP: American National Standards Institute – Nanotechnology Standards Panel 

API: Application Program Interface 

APNF: Asia Pacific Nanotechnology Forum 

ASTM: American Society for Testing and Materials 

AUC: Area Under the Curve 

BMI: Biomedical Informatics 

caBIG: cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid   

CAS: Chemical Abstracts Service 

CEIN: Center for the Environmental Implications of Nanomaterials 

CEN: European Standardization Committee 

CNT: Carbon NanoTube 

CSN: Collaboratory for Structural Nanobiology 

CT: Clinical Trial 

CV: Cross-Validation 

DEISA: Distributed European Infrastructure for Supercomputing Applications 

DICOM: Digital Imaging and COmmunications in Medicine 

DLS: Dynamic Light Scattering 

EC: European Commission 

EGEE: Enabling Grids for E-SciencE 

EHR: Electronic Health Record 

EHS: Environmental and Health Safety 

EMA: European Medicines Agency 

ENCODE: Encyclopedia Of DNA Elements 

EPA: Environmental Protection Agency 

ETP: European Technology Platform 

EU: European Union 

EUCTR: EU Clinical Trials Register 

EWAS: Environmental-Wide Association Studies 

FDA: U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
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FN: False Negatives 

FP: False Positives 

FP7: 7th Framework Programme 

GCRP: Global Change Research Program 

GO: Gene Ontology 

GWAS: Genome-Wide Association Studies 

HPC: High-Performace Computing 

HSDB: Hazardous Substances Data Bank 

ICMJE: International Committee of Medical Journal Editors 

ICON: International Council on Nanotechnology 

ICTRP: International Clinical Trials Registry Platform  

ICT: Information and Communication Technologies 

IDF: Inverse Document Frequency 

IPR: Intellectual Property Rights 

ISA: Investigation/Study/Assay  

ISO: International Organization for Standardization 

IT: Information Technologies 

JCR: Journal Citation Reports 

JMACTR: Japan Medical Association Clinical Trials Register 

L1-LogReg: L1-normalized Logistic Regression 

L2-LogReg: L2-normalized Logistic Regression 

LLS: Laser Light Scattering 

LOO: Leave-One-Out 

MCC: Matthews Correlation Coefficient 

MGI: Materials Genome Initiative 

MICAD: Molecular Imaging and Contrast Agent Database 

MIAME: Minimum Information About a Microarray Experiments 

MIBBI: Minimum Information for Biological and Biomedical Investigations 

MIGEN: Minimum Information about a Genotyping Experiment 

MNB: Multinomial Naïve Bayes 

NBI: Nanomaterial-Biological Interactions 

NCBI: National Center for Biotechnology Information 

NCI: U.S. National Cancer Institute 

NCL: Nanotechnology Characterization Laboratory 

NCT: National Clinical Trial 

NDC: Nanomedicine Development Center 
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NIH: U.S. National Institutes of Health 

NIL: Nanoparticle Information Library 

NIOSH: National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 

NIST: National Institute of Standards and Technology 

NLP: Natural Language Processing 

nm: Nanometer/nanometer 

NMP: Nanosciences, Nanotechnologies, Materials and new Production Technologies Programme 

NNI: National Nanotechnology Initiative 

NPO: NanoParticle Ontology 

NSF: U.S. National Science Foundation 

NITRD: Networking and Information Technology Research and Development 

N4DC: NIH’s National Network of Nanomedicine Development Centers 

OECD: Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 

ONAMI: Oregon Nanoscience and Microtechnologies Institute 

OSG: Open Science Grid 

PDB: Protein Data Bank 

PK/PD: PhermacoKinetics/PharmacoDinamycs 

PUK: Pearson VII Function-Based Universal Kernel 

QD: Quantum Dot 

QSAR: Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship 

R&D: Research and Development 

RBF: Radial Basis Function 

ROC: Receiving Operating Characteristic 

S&T: Science and Technology  

SCCP: EU Scientific Committee on Consumer Products 

SCENIHR: EU Scientific Committee on Emerging and Newly Identified Health Risks 

SEM: Scanning Electron Microscope 

SGD: Stochastic Gradient Descent 

SJR: Scimago Journal and Country Rank 

SME: Small and Medium Enterprise 

SMILES: Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry Specification 

SNPs: Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms 

SVM: Support Vector Machine 

SVM-Lin: SVM Linear 

SVM-Pol: SVM Polynomial 

TEM: Transmission Electron Microscope 
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TFIDF: Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency 

TN: True Negatives 

TOXNET: Toxicology Data Network 

TP: True Positives 

UK: United Kingdom 

U.S.: United States  

USA: United States of America 

USPTO: United States Patent and Trademark Office 

VPH: Virtual Physiological Human 

WHO: World Health Organization 

WG: Working Group 

XML: eXtensible Markup Language 

 



 

 

ANNEX II: SUMMARY OF THE MAIN CURRENT STANDARDS 

IN NANOTECHNOLOGY 

This section has already been reported by the author in a journal indexed in the Scimago Journal 

and Country Rank (SJR) (de la Iglesia et al. 2013b). 

Table II-1. Main standards in nanotechnology 

American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) – Nanotechnology Standards201 

 Terminology / 

Nomenclature 

Measurement / 

Characterization 

Materials 

Specifications 
EHS 

E2490 - 09  X   

E2524 - 08  X   

E2525 - 08  X   

E2526 - 08  X   

E2578 - 07(2012)  X   

E2834 - 12  X   

E2859 - 11  X   

E2535 - 07    X 

E2456 - 06 X    

British Standards Institution (BSI) – Nanotechnology British Standards202 

 Terminology / 

Nomenclature 

Measurement / 

Characterization 

Materials 

Specifications 
EHS 

PAS 71 X    

PAS 130 X    

PAS 131 X    

PAS 132 X    

PAS 133 X    

PAS 134 X    

PAS 135 X    

PAS 136 X    

PD 6699-1   X  

PD 6699-2    X 

PD 6699-3    X 

European Committee for Standardization (CEN) – Nanotechnologies CEN/TC 352203 

                                                      
201 http://www.astm.org/Standards/nanotechnology-standards.html#E56.01/ 
202 http://shop.bsigroup.com/en/Browse-by-Subject/Nanotechnology/ 
203 http://www.cen.eu/ 

http://www.astm.org/Standards/nanotechnology-standards.html#E56.01/
http://shop.bsigroup.com/en/Browse-by-Subject/Nanotechnology/
http://www.cen.eu/
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 Terminology / 

Nomenclature 

Measurement / 

Characterization 

Materials 

Specifications 
EHS 

CEN ISO/TS 27687:2009 X    

EN ISO 10801:2010  X   

EN ISO 10808:2010  X   

EN ISO 29701:2010  X   

Federal Agency for Technical Regulations and Metrology (Russia)204 

 Terminology / 

Nomenclature 

Measurement / 

Characterization 

Materials 

Specifications 
EHS 

GOST R 8.628-2007  X   

GOST R 8.629-2007  X   

GOST R 8.630-2007  X   

GOST R 8.631-2007  X   

GOST R 8.635-2007  X   

GOST R 8.636-2007  X   

GOST R 8.644-2008  X   

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers – Nanotechnology Standards205 

 Terminology / 

Nomenclature 

Measurement / 

Characterization 

Materials 

Specifications 
EHS 

 P1650TM-2005  X   

P1690TM  X   

International Electrotechnical Commission – Nanotechnology standardization for 

electrical and electronic products and systems206 

 Terminology / 

Nomenclature 

Measurement / 

Characterization 

Materials 

Specifications 
EHS 

IEC/TC 113 X X X  

ISO - International Organization for Standardization207 

 Terminology / 

Nomenclature 

Measurement / 

Characterization 

Materials 

Specifications 
EHS 

ISO/TC 229 X X X X 

ISO/TC 24/SC4  X   

ISO/TC 201  X   

ISO/TC 202  X   

TS Z 0027:2010 X    

Occupational Safety & Health Administration208 

                                                      
204 http://rostandart.com/ 
205 http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/nano/ 
206 http://www.iec.ch/ 
207 http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_tc.htm 
208 http://www.osha.gov/dsg/nanotechnology/nanotech_standards.html 

http://rostandart.com/
http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/nano/
http://www.iec.ch/
http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_tc.htm
http://www.osha.gov/dsg/nanotechnology/nanotech_standards.html
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 Terminology / 

Nomenclature 

Measurement / 

Characterization 

Materials 

Specifications 
EHS 

1904    X 

1910.132    X 

1910.133    X 

1910.134    X 

1910.138    X 

1910.141    X 

1910.1200    X 

1910.1450    X 

United Working Group for Nanomaterials Standardization (China)209 

 Terminology / 

Nomenclature 

Measurement / 

Characterization 

Materials 

Specifications 
EHS 

GB/T 19619-2004 X    

GB/T 13221-2004  X   

GB/T 19587-2004  X   

GB/T 19588-2004  X   

GB/T 19589-2004  X   

GB/T 19590-2004  X   

GB/T 19591-2004  X   

                                                      
209 http://www.anystandards.com/ 

http://www.anystandards.com/


 

 



 

 

ANNEX III: NANOINFORMATICS EVENTS AND RELATED 

ACTIVITIES 

The following table shows the main nanoinformatics scientific events and activities since 2007 to 

2012, both included. This section has already been reported in an indexed journal (JCR), with 

direct participation of the author (Maojo et al. 2012a). 

Table III-1. Nanoinformatics events and activities from 2007 to 2012 

Nanoinformatics Events & Activities Date 

Launch of the first version of the caNanoLab Portal, research framework for 

biomedical nanotechnology data sharing. National Cancer Institute 
March 2007 

Nanoinformatics Workshop. Arlington, Virginia June 2007 

Launch of NanoMedNet, platform for education and training in nanomedicine for 

medical professionals. 
August 2007 

The Network for Computational Nanotechnology received $18.25 million grant 

from the NSF to support the nanoHub project, focused on computer simulation at 

the nano level 

September 2007 

Establishment of NanoSafe Inc., Virginia Tech Corporate Research Center's 

KnowledgeWorks Business Accelerator 
October, 2007 

Research Challenges for Nanomanufacturing Systems. Arlington, Virginia February 2008 

Launch of NanoImpactNet , multidisciplinary European network on the health 

and environmental impact of nanomaterials 
April 2008 

Launch of ACTION-Grid, first European initiative on Nanoinformatics 

June 2008 NSTI Nanotech Conference organized by Nano Science and Technology Institute 

(NSTI). Boston, Massachusetts 

Launch of the International Alliance for NanoEHS Harmonization (IANH) at 

Nanotox 2008 Conference, Zurich. 
September 2008 

Launch of the first working version of the NanoParticleOntology (NPO). NCI 

caBIG Nanotechnology Working Group 
December 2008 

Publication of the White Paper “Ontologies in cancer nanotechnology research”. 

caBIG, National Cancer Institute 
January 2009 

Publication of the White Paper “The need for minimum information standards 

for development and advancement of nanomaterials as cancer diagnostics and 

therapeutics”. caBIG, National Cancer Institute February 2009 

Publication of the White Paper “Nanotechnology Informatics White Paper”. 

caBIG, National Cancer Institute 

Nanotech Conference and Expo 2009 organized by Nano Science and 

Technology Institute (NSTI). Houston, Texas 
May 2009 

1D Heterostructure Tool, new tool for the simulation of heterostructures at the 

atomic scale 

Launch of GoodNanoGuide, an Internet-based collaboration platform about 

handling nanomaterials in an occupational setting. ICON 
June 2009 

https://cananolab.nci.nih.gov/caNanoLab/
http://128.119.56.118/~nnn01/NewFiles/Nanoinformatics_Agenda.htm
http://www.nano.org.uk/nanomednet/index.php?option=com_content&task=section&id=10&Itemid=79
http://nanohub.org/
http://www.nanosafeinc.com/
http://www.umass.edu/chm/NMSworkshop/index.htm
http://www.nanoimpactnet.eu/
http://www.action-grid.eu/
http://www.nsti.org/Nanotech2008/
http://www.nanoehsalliance.org/
http://www.empa.ch/plugin/template/empa/*/69331/---/l=2
http://www.nano-ontology.org/
https://wiki.nci.nih.gov/display/ICR/Nanotechnology+Working+Group
https://wiki.nci.nih.gov/download/attachments/34735030/Ontologies+in+nanomedicine.doc
https://wiki.nci.nih.gov/download/attachments/34735030/Minimum+information+standards.doc
https://wiki.nci.nih.gov/download/attachments/34735030/Minimum+information+standards.doc
https://wiki.nci.nih.gov/download/attachments/34735030/Minimum+information+standards.doc
https://wiki.nci.nih.gov/download/attachments/34735030/NanoWhitePaper1_508.docm
http://nsti.org/Nanotech2009/
https://nanohub.org/tools/1dhetero
http://goodnanoguide.org/
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Nanoinformatics Events & Activities Date 

Inclusion of Medical Nanoinformatics in the “Recommendations of the 

International Medical Informatics Association (IMIA) on Education in 

Biomedical and Health Informatics” January 2010 

Synergies in Nanoscale Manufacturing & Research Workshop. Ithaca, NY 

“Report to the President and Congress on the Third Assessment of the National 

Nanotechnology Initiative". President's Council of Advisors on Science and 

Technology (PCAST) 

March 2010 

Nanoinformatics Publication in Pediatrics Research (first in a medical journal): 

Maojo et al: “Nanoinformatics and DNA-based computing: catalyzing 

nanomedicine” 
May 2010 

Development of nano-TAB as ASTM standard (ASTM WK28974) initiated, 

standard for identifying nanomaterials and characterizations in a tab-delimited 

format 

NanoTech Conference&Expo 2010. Anaheim, California 

June 2010 Launch of the Collaboratory for Structural Nanobiology. National Cancer 

Institute & University of Talca 

Publication of the National Nanotechnology Initiative Signature Initiative: 

Nanoelectronics for 2020 and beyond 
July 2010 

Publication of the “ACTION-Grid White Paper on Nanoinformatics”. ACTION-

Grid Consortium, approved by the European Commission 

September 2010 

Destination Nano!. Premier Nanomanufacturing Conference, UMass Lowell 

Launch of the Nanoscience Portal. National Science Foundation 

“Nanoinformatics: Making sense out of nanotechnology information”. 

International Council on Nanotechnology 

Publication of the report “Nanotechnology Research Directions for Societal 

Needs in 2020”, Springer. National Science Foundation 

5th General Assembly & Annual Forum of the European Technology Platform 

on Nanomedicine. Milan, Italy. 
October 2010 

Nanoinformatics 2010. Arlington, Virginia 

November 2010 Nanoinformatics Review in Methods of Information in Medicine: de la Iglesia et 

al: “International efforts in nanoinformatics research applied to nanomedicine”  

Nanotechnology Innovation Summit, Washington DC. National Nanotechnology 

Initiative 
December 2010 

Establishment of QNano, integrated hub to support Europe’s nanosafety research 

community 
February 2011 

Publication of the National Nanotechnology Initiative Strategic Plan. National 

Science and Technology Council 

Publication of the “Nanoinformatics 2020 Roadmap”. National 

Nanomanufacturing Network 
April 2011 

5th Concertation and Consultation Workshop on Micro-Nano-Bio-Convergence 

Systems- MNBS 2011. Mondragon, Spain. 

http://www.schattauer.de/en/magazine/subject-areas/journals-a-z/methods/contents/archive/issue/1053/manuscript/12538.html
http://www.schattauer.de/en/magazine/subject-areas/journals-a-z/methods/contents/archive/issue/1053/manuscript/12538.html
http://www.schattauer.de/en/magazine/subject-areas/journals-a-z/methods/contents/archive/issue/1053/manuscript/12538.html
http://www.internano.org/content/view/367/193/
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/pcast-nni-report.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/pcast-nni-report.pdf
http://www.nature.com/pr/journal/v67/n5/full/pr201088a.html
http://www.nature.com/pr/journal/v67/n5/full/pr201088a.html
http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK28974.htm
http://www.techconnectworld.com/Nanotech2010/
http://nanobiology.ncifcrf.gov/
http://www.nano.gov/sites/default/files/pub_resource/nni_siginit_nanoelectronics_jul_2010.pdf
http://www.action-grid.eu/documents/Final%20White%20Paper%20-%20Nano.pdf
http://www.internano.org/content/view/448/251/
http://www.nsf.gov/news/index.jsp?prio_area=10
http://iconnanoblog.blogspot.com/2010/09/nanoinformatics-making-sense-out-of.html
http://wtec.org/nano2/
http://wtec.org/nano2/
http://www.etp-nanomedicine.eu/public/press-documents/press-articles/europes-central-meeting-of-experts
http://www.etp-nanomedicine.eu/public/press-documents/press-articles/europes-central-meeting-of-experts
http://www.internano.org/nanotechinformatics/
http://www.schattauer.de/en/magazine/subject-areas/journals-a-z/methods/contents/archive/issue/1353/manuscript/14090.html
http://www.nsti.org/events/NNI/
http://www.qnano-ri.eu/
http://www.nano.gov/node/581/
http://eprints.internano.org/607/1/Roadmap_FINAL041311.pdf
http://www.ikerlan.es/mnbs2011/en/workshop.html
http://www.ikerlan.es/mnbs2011/en/workshop.html
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Nanoinformatics Events & Activities Date 

Nanoinformatics publication in Biological Research: “Nanoinformatics: an 

emerging area of information technology at the intersection of bioinformatics, 

computational chemistry and nanobiotechnology” 

May 2011 

Publication of the Materials Genome Initiative Report “Materials Genome 

Initiative for Global Competitiveness”. National Sciences and Technology 

Council, Washington DC June 2011 

NanoTech Conference&Expo 2011. Boston, Massachusetts 

Nanoinformatics publication in Wiley Interdisciplinary Reviews, Nanomedicine 

and Nanobiotechnology: “Informatics and standards for nanomedicine 

technology”.  

October 2011 

Final specification of the nano-TAB standard November 2011 

Nanoinformatics 2011, Arlington, Virginia December 2011 

“A Research Strategy for Environmental, Health, and Safety Aspects of 

Engineered Nanomaterials” released. National Research Council 

January 2012 Launch of the ISA-TAB-Nano (primer version), general purpose framework that 

provides a standard means to communicate data on nanomaterial properties and 

experiments. Nano Working Group, National Cancer Institute 

European Summit for Clinical Nanomedicine 2012. Basel, Switzerland April 2012 

6th Concertation and Consultation Workshop on Micro-Nano-Bio-Convergence 

Systems- MNBS 2012. Athens, Greece. European Commission 
May 2012 

Nanofair 2012 - 9th International Nanotechnology Symposium. Dresden, 

Germany 

June 2012 
8th NanoBio-Europe conference. Varese (Italy) 

NanoTech Conference&Expo 2012. Santa Clara, California 

9th International Conference on Nanosciences and Nanotechnologies (NN12). 

Thessaloniki (Greece) 
July 2012 

International Conference on Nanoscience + Technology (ICN+T2012). Paris 

(France) 

http://www.scielo.cl/scielo.php?script=sci_arttext&pid=S0716-97602011000100006&tlng=en&lng=en&nrm=iso
http://www.scielo.cl/scielo.php?script=sci_arttext&pid=S0716-97602011000100006&tlng=en&lng=en&nrm=iso
http://www.scielo.cl/scielo.php?script=sci_arttext&pid=S0716-97602011000100006&tlng=en&lng=en&nrm=iso
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/materials_genome_initiative-final.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/materials_genome_initiative-final.pdf
http://www.techconnectworld.com/Nanotech2011/
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/wnan.152/abstract;jsessionid=88DD2BCB76A67AE12516801A5B888CBE.d02t01
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/wnan.152/abstract;jsessionid=88DD2BCB76A67AE12516801A5B888CBE.d02t01
http://sites.google.com/site/cabignanowg/data-sharing-and-nanotechnology-standards/nanotab
http://nanotechinformatics.org/
http://dels.nas.edu/Report/Research-Strategy-Evironmental-Health/13347
http://dels.nas.edu/Report/Research-Strategy-Evironmental-Health/13347
https://wiki.nci.nih.gov/display/ICR/ISA-TAB-Nano
http://www.clinam.org/conference.html
http://imel.demokritos.gr/mnbs/
http://imel.demokritos.gr/mnbs/
http://www.nanofair.com/
http://nanobio-europe-2012.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
http://www.techconnectworld.com/Nanotech2012/
http://www.nanotexnology.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=48&Itemid=54
http://www.icnt2012.org/


 

 

 



 

 

ANNEX IV: AVAILABLE DATA SOURCES AND SOFTWARE 

RESOURCES FOR MOLECULAR MEDICINE 

As illustrated in Figure 3-7, the first categories of the taxonomy are dedicated to omics data 

sources and related tools. Omics refers to any type of biological data collected using high-

throughput techniques (e.g. microarrays). Different omics areas, aiming at the understanding of 

disease at the molecular level, have been developing and gaining momentum over the past years: 

genomics, proteomics, transcriptomics, metabolomics, glycomics, and so on. Computational 

resources for omics data, therefore, have become a required instrument for molecular medicine 

researchers, giving support to the disparate analysis and development tasks to be performed over 

this data.  

Genomics Resources 

This category of the taxonomy (Figure 3-7) includes genomics data repositories, those aiming to 

discover the complete sequence of organismic genomes. It comprises human sequence data 

repositories, genome browsers and related tools, as well as other resources such as model 

organism databases. Scientific work based on model organisms also falls within the scope of 

molecular medicine, provided that the results presented are directly related, and significant to the 

understanding of human disease. 

Computational research on genomics, proteomics and other omics disciplines, has led to the 

development of bioinformatics tools for finding genes, analyzing gene expression patterns, 

examining chromosomes and finding SNPs. The genomic sequence has many uses, such as, for 

instance: a) to study the function of genes (functional genomics), b) to compare the genes of one 

organism with those of another by means of phylogenetic trees showing molecular evolution 

(comparative genomics) (Press et al. 2007), c) to generate the 3-D structure of one or more 

proteins from each protein family, thus offering clues to their function (structural genomics, 

proteomics) or d) to discover new drugs using model-based meta-analysis  (integrative genomics) 

(Debouck 2009).  

In the taxonomy proposed by the author, the category “Genome resources” includes databases 

and software for storage and analysis of human sequence data, genome browsers and model 

organisms’ databases. In particular, the sub-category “Human Sequence data repositories” (Lathe 

et al. 2008) comprises sequence data —such as that provided by the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes 

and Genomes, the GenBank or the ENCODE project—, genome mapping resources —e.g. UCSC 

Genome Browser, BLAST2SEQUENCES—, inmunogenetics and general mutation repositories 

(George et al. 2008) —such as, for instance, the IMGT/HLA database—, and related tools (see 

Table IV-1). Some of these datasets are populated with annotations from many different sources, 

integrating wide knowledge on genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, diseases, etc. 

Effective and efficient indexing and retrieval strategies and schemes for genomics databases 

(Williams and Zobel 2002) constitute  major challenges, requiring the collaboration of senior 

scientists, researchers, stakeholders and influencers in the fields of genetics, structural biology, 

pharmacogenomics and medicinal and computational chemistry (Williams-Devane et al. 2009). 

The following table lists and ranks the most relevant resources that aim to achieve these goals. 
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Table IV-1. Most cited human sequence data repositories and related tools 

Human Sequence data repositories and related tools 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

6835 

KEGG (Kyoto 

Encyclopedia of Genes 

and Genomes)  

Database of genes, genomes, pathways and 

enzymes 
http://www. 

genome.ad.jp/kegg/ 

4969 

UCSC (University of 

California, Santa 

Cruz) Genome 

Browser 

Genome analysis tool, including gene 

predictions, mRNA and expressed sequence 

tag alignments, SNPs, expression and 

regulatory data, phenotype and variation 

data, and pairwise and multiple-species 

comparative genomics data 

http://genome.ucsc.e

du  

4088 GenBank 
Public repository of annotated DNA 

sequences 

http://www.ncbi.nlm

.nih.gov/genbank/ 

3808 Ensembl 
Inventory of genome databases for 

vertebrates and other eukaryotic species.  

http://www.ensembl

.org  

3771 

BLAST (Basic Local 

Alignment Search 

Tool) 

Basic local alignment search tool to perform 

DNA and protein sequence similarity 

searches 

http://blast.ncbi.nlm.

nih.gov/ 

3263 

MAFFT (Multiple 

sequence Alignment 

based on Fast Fourier 

Transform) 

Method for rapid multiple sequence 

alignment based on fast Fourier transform 

http://mafft.cbrc.jp/a

lignment/software/ 

2700 T-Coffee Multiple Sequence Alignment Tool 
http://www.tcoffee.o

rg 

2246 
BLAT (BLAST-like 

Alignment Tool) 
BLAST-like Alignment Search Tool 

http://genome.ucsc.e

du 

2105 MolProbity  

Program for structure validation and all-

atom contact analysis for nucleic acids and 

their complexes 

http://molprobity.bi

ochem.duke.edu/ 

1618 

DAVID(Database for 

Annotation, 

Visualization, and 

Integrated Discovery) 

Database for gene annotation, 

visualization, and integrated discovery 
http://www.david.ni

aid.nih.gov 

1320 

IMGT/HLA 

(ImMunoGeneTics/ 

Histocompatibility 

complex) Database 

Sequence database for the human major 

histocompatibility complex HLA 

http://www.ebi.ac.u

k/ipd/imgt/hla/ 

1260 
BLAST 2 

SEQUENCES 

Tool for comparing protein and nucleotide 

sequences 

http://www.ncbi.nlm

.nih.gov/gorf/bl2.++ 

+html 

846 

ENCODE 

(Encyclopedia of DNA 

Elements) 

Genome database mapping regions of 

transcription, transcription factor 

association, chromatin structure and histone 

modification 

http://genome.ucsc.e

du/ENCODE/ 

800 

EMBL (European 

Molecular Biology 

Laboratory) 

Nucleotide Sequence Database 
http://www.ebi.ac.u

k/embl/ 

691 3DNA 

Software package for the analysis, 

rebuilding and visualization of three-

dimensional nucleic acid structures 

http://w3dna.rutgers.

edu 
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Human Sequence data repositories and related tools 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

611 Entrez Gene 

Database for gene-specific information, 

including nomenclature, Reference 

Sequences (RefSeqs), maps, pathways, 

variations, phenotypes, and links to 

genome-, phenotype-, and locus-specific 

resources worldwide. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm

.nih.gov/gene 

426 PubGen 
Literature network of human genes for high-

throughput analysis of gene expression 

http://www.pubgene

.org/ 

405 

RSAT (Regulatory 

Sequence Analysis 

Tools) 

Regulatory Sequence Analysis Tools 
http://rsat.ulb.ac.be/r

sat/ 

363 

SSAHA(Sequence 

Search and Alignment 

by Hashing Algorithm) 

Sequence Search and Alignment of DNA 

sequences by Hashing Algorithm 

http://www.sanger.a

c.uk/resources/softw

are/ssaha/ 

323 
DDBJ (DNA Data 

Bank of Japan) 
DNA Data Bank of Japan 

http://www.ddbj.nig

.ac.jp 

304 

WebGestalt (Web-

based GEne SeT 

AnaLysis Toolkit) 

Integrated system for exploring gene sets in 

various biological contexts 

http://genereg.ornl.g

ov/webgestalt/wg_e

nrich.php 

193 BioGPS 
Gene portal system with a database for 

gene annotation 
http://biogps.org/ 

182 M-Coffee Meta-Multiple Sequence Alignment Tool 
http://www.tcoffee.o

rg/ 

177 UCSC Known Genes 

Database of annotated known genes 

together with extensive links to other 

relevant genomic, proteomic and pathway 

data 

 

http://genome.ucsc.e

du 

155 

VEGA (Vertebrate 

Genome Annotation) 

Database 

Database of annotations of human, mouse 

and zebrafish genomic sequences. 
http://vega.sanger.ac

.uk 

126 Integr8 
Resource to integrate for genomic and 

proteomic data 

http://www.ebi.ac.u

k/integr8/ 

109 g:Profiler 
Web-based toolset for functional profiling 

of gene lists from large-scale experiments 

http://biit.cs.ut.ee/gp

rofiler/ 

108 GENCODE Reference annotation for ENCODE 
http://www.gencode

genes.org/ 

103 GeneTrail 

Gene analysis tool for the evaluation of 

high-throughput genomic or proteomic data 

sets with respect to enrichment of functional 

categories 

http://genetrail.bioin

f.uni-sb.de 

94 

EGASP (ENCODE 

Genome Annotation 

Assessment Project) 

Resource for the assessment of the accuracy 

of computational methods to predict protein 

coding genes and completeness of the 

current human genome annotations as 

represented in the ENCODE regions. 

ftp://genome.imim.e

s/pub/projects/genco

de/data/egasp05/sub

mitted_predictions/ 

71 
ENA (European 

Nucleotide Archive) 

Europe's primary nucleotide-sequence 

repository 

http://www.ebi.ac.u

k/ena 

65 GeneMANIA 

Prediction server for biological network 

integration for gene prioritization and 

predicting gene function 

http://www.genema

nia.org 

62 GeneTools 
Functional gene annotation and statistical 

hypothesis testing 
http://www.genetool

s.no 
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Human Sequence data repositories and related tools 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

58 JIGSAW 
Integration of multiple sources of evidence 

for gene prediction 

http://cbcb.umd.edu/

software/jigsaw 

Another sub-category of genomics resource is that of model organism data repositories (Table 

IV-2). Model organism databases (Bult 2006) collect knowledge about the molecular interactions 

of individual species —mouse, zebrafish, fly, etc.—, providing comprehensive organism-specific 

genetic, genomic, and phenotypic datasets. Research on model organisms provides an alternative 

way to better understand biological processes and disease states in humans. For instance, natural 

parasites of humans —such as E. Coli and Enterococci (Tendolkar 2003)— can help realize new 

insights into molecular mechanisms by acting as in vivo models for comparative and functional 

genomics. 

Table IV-2. Most cited model organism data repositories 

Model Organism data repositories 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

3808 Ensembl 
Inventory of genome databases for 

vertebrates and other eukaryotic species.  

http://www.ensembl.

org  

715 
MGD (Mouse 

Genome Database) 

Database integrating genetic, genomic and 

phenotypic information about the laboratory 

mouse 

http://www.informati

cs.jax.org/ 

241 
ZFIN (Zebrafish 

Information Network) 
Zebrafish model organism database  http://zfin.org 

159 
RGD (Rat Genome 

Database) 

Rat genomics database providing support 

for disease-based research using the rat 

model. 

http://rgd.mcw.edu 

137 GeneDB 

Database of genome sequence and 

annotation/curation data for prokaryotic and 

eukaryotic pathogens and closely related 

organisms 

http://www.genedb.o

rg/ 

134 XREFdb 

Database of associations of functional data 

among known genes from multiple 

organisms 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.

nih.gov/XREFdb 

119 MicrobesOnline 
Suite of web-based comparative genomic 

tools for microbial genomes 
http://www.microbes

online.org 

108 dictyBase Dictyostelium discoideum genome database http://dictybase.org 

73 SilkDB 
Knowledgebase for silkworm biology and 

genomics  
http://silkworm.geno

mics.org.cn 

58 
UCSC Archaeal 

Genome Browser 

Graphical web-based resource for 

exploration and discovery within archaeal 

and other selected microbial genomes 

http://archaea.ucsc.e

du 

Transcriptomics Resources 

The field of transcriptomics (Kapranov et al. 2007, Sultan et al. 2008) analyzes the set of mRNA 

molecules inside the cell. Transcriptomics comprises expression profiling resources such as tools 

for retrieving genes and identifying regulatory regions, classifying RNA base pairs, scoring 

sequences for known transcription factor binding sites, predicting the effects of mutations on 

splicing signals, identifying sets of co-expressed genes and recognizing regulatory components, 
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among others. The following tables (Tables IV-3 and IV-4) review different approaches and tools 

employed for these tasks, which have been divided into two different categories within the 

taxonomy: i) microarray and other gene expression data repositories and tools, and ii) RNA 

sequence databases. 

Table IV-3. Most cited RNA Sequence databases 

RNA Sequence databases 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

364 TarBase 
Database of experimentally supported 

animal microRNA targets 

http://www.diana.pc

bi.upenn.edu/tarbase 

142 ARED 
Database of AU-rich Elements containing 

mRNA 

http://rc.kfshrc.edu.s

a/ared/ 

138 miRGen 
Animal microRNA genomic organization 

and function database 

http://www.diana.pc

bi.upenn.edu/miRGe

n 

124 MODOMICS Database of RNA modification pathways 
http://modomics.gen

esilico.pl 

88 
GtRNAdb (Genomic 

tRNA Database) 

Database of transfer RNA genes detected in 

genomic sequence 

http://gtrnadb.ucsc.e

du. 

74 miRGator 

Integrated database of microRNA 

(miRNA)-associated gene expression, 

target prediction, disease association and 

genomic annotation 

http://miRGator.kobi

c.re.kr 

52 Argonaute 
Database for gene regulation by mammalian 

microRNAs 

http://www.ma.uni-

heidelberg.de/apps/z

mf/argonaute/interfa

ce 

Table IV-4. Most cited repositories and tools for microarray and other gene expression data 

Microarray and other Gene Expression data repositories and tools 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

3114 
GEO (Gene 

Expression Omnibus)  
Public repository for gene expression data 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.

nih.gov/geo 

1210 dbSNP 
Database of Single Nucleotide 

Polymorphisms (SNPs) 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.

nih.gov/SNP 

1047 ArrayExpress 
Public repository for microarray gene 

expression data at the EBI 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/arrayexpress 

646 

GenMAPP (Gene 

MicroArray Pathway 

Profiler) 

Tool for viewing and analyzing microarray 

data on biological pathways 

http://www.genmapp

.org/ 

426 PubGen 
Literature network of human genes for high-

throughput analysis of gene expression 
http://www.pubgene.

org/ 

362 NetAffx Affymetrix probesets and annotations 
http://www.affymetri

x.com 

308 
PrimerBank (PCR 

Primer database) 

Resource of human and mouse PCR primer 

pairs for gene expression detection and 

quantification 

http://pga.mgh.harva

rd.edu/primerbank/ 

275 
ASD (Alternative 

Splicing Database)  

Database of alternative splice events and 

experimentally verified regulatory 

mechanisms that mediate splice variants 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/astd 

245 RegulonDB 

Database of elements and interactions of the 

network of transcriptional regulation in 

Escherichia coli K-12 

http://regulondb.ccg.

unam.mx/ 
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Microarray and other Gene Expression data repositories and tools 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

180 
Human Splicing 

Finder 

Online bioinformatics tool to predict 

splicing signals 

http://www.umd.be/

HSF/ 

169 biomaRt 

Tool for gene annotation (gene symbol, 

chromosomal coordinates, Gene Ontology 

and OMIM annotation) and retrieval of 

genomic sequences and SNPs 

http://www.biomart.

org/ 

168 

oPOSSUM 

(identification of over-

represented 

transcription binding 

sites) 

Identification of over-represented 

transcription factor binding sites in co-

expressed genes 

http://burgundy.cmm

t.ubc.ca/oPOSSUM/ 

146 

EXPANDER 

(EXPression ANalyzer 

and DisplayER) 

Integrative program suite for microarray 

data analysis 

http://www.cs.tau.ac.

il/~rshamir/expander 

126 ErmineJ 
Tool for functional analysis of microarray 

gene expression data sets 

http://microarray.cu.

genome.org 

122 FatiGO+ Functional profiling tool for genomic data 
http://www.fatigoplu

s.org 

113 
DIANA-microT web 

server 

Discovery of microRNA functions through 

target prediction 
http://www.microrna

.gr/microT 

112 

ORegAnno (Open 

Regulatory 

Annotation) 

Open-access community-driven resource 

for regulatory annotation 
http://www.oreganno

.org 

110 

AceView (cDNA-

supported gene and 

transcripts 

annotation) 

Comprehensive cDNA-supported gene and 

transcripts annotation 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.

nih.gov/IEB/Researc

h/Acembly/ 

109 

STEM (Short Time-

series Expression 

Miner) 

Tool for the analysis of short time series 

gene expression data 
http://www.cs.cmu.e

du/~jernst/stem 

100 

T-profiler (T-test to 

score changes in the 

average activity of 

predefined groups of 

genes) 

Tool for scoring the activity of predefined 

groups of genes using gene expression data 
http://www.t-

profiler.org 

94 

EGASP (human 

ENCODE Genome 

Annotation 

Assessment Project) 

Resource for the assessment of the accuracy 

of computational methods to predict protein 

coding genes and completeness of the 

current human genome annotations as 

represented in the ENCODE regions. 

ftp://genome.imim.es

/pub/projects/gencod

e/data/egasp05/subm

itted_predictions/ 

91 
MARNA (Multiple 

Alignment of RNAs) 

Multiple alignment and consensus structure 

prediction of RNAs based on sequence 

structure comparisons 

http://rna.informatik.

uni-

freiburg.de:8080/MA

RNA/Input.jsp 

79 

PAINT (Promoter 

Analysis and 

Interaction Network 

Tool) 

Promoter analysis and interaction network 

generation tool for gene regulatory network 

identification 

http://www.dbi.tju.ed

u/dbi/tools/paint/ 

77 

CARMAweb 

(Comprehensive R-

based Microarray 

Analysis web service) 

Comprehensive R- and bioconductor-based 

web service for microarray data analysis 
https://carmaweb.gen

ome.tugraz.at 
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Microarray and other Gene Expression data repositories and tools 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

75 miTarget 
MicroRNA target gene prediction using a 

support vector machine 

http://cbit.snu.ac.kr/~

miTarget/ 

74 miRGator 
Integrated system for functional annotation 

of microRNAs 

http://miRGator.kobi

c.re.kr 

72 ChipInfo 

Software for extracting gene annotation and 

gene ontology information for microarray 

analysis 

http://biosun1.harvar

d.edu/complab/chipi

nfo/ 

68 Module Searcher 
Computational detection of cis-regulatory 

modules 
http://www.esat.kule

uven.ac.be/~dna/BioI 

67 

GEPAS (Gene 

Expression Profile 

Analysis Suite) 

Microarray data analysis suite 
http://www.gepas.or

g 

64 
IRIS(Immune 

Response In Silico) 

Identification of immune-specific genes 

from a compendium of microarray 

expression data 

http://web.cbio.uct.a

c.za/~renaud/CRAN/

web/CellMix/dot-

IRIS.html 

63 

GermOnline 

(expression data for 

germline development) 

Genomics gateway browsing expression 

data for germline development 

http://www.germonli

ne.org/ 

63 
ASG (Alternative 

Splicing Gallery) 

Database of splicing graphs for human 

genes, using transcript information from 

various major sources 

http://statgen.ncsu.ed

u/sgg/ 

54 FR3D(FindRNA3D) 

Tool for finding local and composite 

recurrent structural motifs in RNA 3D 

structures 

http://rna.bgsu.edu/F

R3D/ 

54 
CORG (Comparative 

Regulatory Genomics) 

Database for Comparative Regulatory 

Genomics 

http://corg.molgen.m

pg.de  

52 

VAMPIRE (VAriance-

Modeled Posterior 

Inference with 

Regional 

Exponentials) 

Web-based platform for the interpretation of 

gene expression data 

http://genome.ucsd.e

du/microarray 

50 

RegRNA(Regulatory 

RNA motifs 

identification) 

Integrated web server for identifying 

regulatory RNA motifs and elements 
http://RegRNA.mbc.

NCTU.edu.tw/ 

Proteomics Resources 

Proteomics refers to the study of proteins (sequence, structure, function, and interactions) with 

the objective of assessing the cellular levels of each protein encoded in the genome (James 1997). 

As with genomics, proteomics is delivering large, complex datasets that contain massive amounts 

of information. Data sources (Joosten 2011) for proteomics have been divided into four different 

categories: i) protein sequence databases (Apweiler et al. 2004), ii) protein structure databases, 

iii) protein interaction databases, and, iv) domain interaction databases (Tables IV-5 to IV-8). 

Other resources for proteomics include tools for multiple sequence alignment, structure 

prediction, protein sequence analysis, prediction of interaction between proteins, and between 

proteins and other biomolecules, etc. The development of predictive models and model-oriented 

computational resources is essential to characterize and classify proteomic and derived data, 

identifying similarities and predicting the existence of protein families and domains. One 

subcategory of such resources is the one of protein signatures, which are derived from the results 

of protein multiple sequence alignment recognizing residues, regions of similarity and 

http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=UA&search_mode=GeneralSearch&qid=89&SID=Q1ePdGPLkefckh1AnHf&page=1&doc=1&cacheurlFromRightClick=no
http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=UA&search_mode=GeneralSearch&qid=89&SID=Q1ePdGPLkefckh1AnHf&page=1&doc=1&cacheurlFromRightClick=no
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characteristics they share in common.  Resulting models are refined iteratively by searching in 

protein databases and are aimed at assisting in protein sequence analysis. 

Numerous publications have reviewed proteomics repositories and databases (Vizcaino et al. 

2010, Martens 2011), tools for protein sequence and structure analysis (Arauzo-Bravo and Ahmad 

2005, Pavlopoulou and Michalopoulos 2011) and for predicting protein-protein interactions 

(Obenauer and Yaffe 2004, Shoemaker and Panchenko 2007, Rodriguez-Soca et al. 2010), as well 

as the various challenges that need to be addressed to gather and handle this data (Dhingra et al. 

2005). The growing number of resources in this area offers a range of approaches for the capture, 

storage and dissemination of experimental data.  

A variety of protein sequence and structure databases are currently available over the web (Tables 

IV-5 and IV-6), ranging from simple sequence and structure repositories to global databases 

containing high-quality annotated molecular data from all species (Mulder et al. 2008). 

Table IV-5. Most cited protein sequence repositories 

Protein Sequence repositories 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

6244 UniProt 

Comprehensive annotated protein sequence 

knowledgebase, with extensive cross-

references and query interfaces 

http://www.uniprot.o

rg 

2445 InterPro 

Integrated database of predictive protein 

signatures used for the classification and 

automatic annotation of proteins and 

genomes 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/interpro/index.html 

634 

PRIDE (Proteomics 

IDEntification) 

database 

Repository of mass spectrometry-derived 

proteomics data 
http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/pride/ 

628 PISCES 

Public server for culling sets of protein 

sequences from the PDB by sequence 

identity and structural quality criteria 

http://dunbrack.fccc.

edu/PISCES.php 

464 
International Protein 

Index 

Integrated database for proteomics 

experiments 
http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/IPI/IPIhelp.html 

444 PeptideAtlas 

Publicly accessible database of peptides 

identified in tandem mass spectrometry 

proteomics studies and software tools 

http://www.peptideat

las.org 

354 Phospho.ELM 

Database to store in vivo and in vitro 

phosphorylation data extracted from the 

scientific literature and phosphoproteomic 

analyses 

http://phospho.elm.e

u.org 

283 ProTherm 
Thermodynamic database for proteins and 

mutants 

http://www.gibk26.b

se.kyutech.ac.jp/jouh

ou/Protherm/prother

m.html 

170 

COMPASS 

(COmparison of 

Multiple Protein 

Alignments with 

Assessment of 

Statistical 

Significance) 

Tool for comparison of multiple protein 

alignments with assessment of statistical 

significance 

ftp://iole.swmed.edu/

pub/compass/ 

158 UniRef  
Database of comprehensive and non-

redundant UniProt reference clusters 

ftp://ftp.uniprot.org/p

ub/databases/uniprot/

uniref 

http://phospho.elm.eu.org/
http://phospho.elm.eu.org/
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Protein Sequence repositories 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

130 

HSSP (Homology-

derived StructureS of 

Proteins) database 

Database merging structural (2-D and 3-D) 

and sequence information (1-D)including 

sequence homologues 

http: 

//www.sander.embl-

ebi.ac.uk/hssp/ 

126 Integr8 
Resource to integrate for genomic and 

proteomic data 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/integr8/ 

116 
Proteome Analysis 

database 

Tool for in silico analysis of whole 

proteomes 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/proteome/ 

103 UniProtKB 
Central resource for protein sequences and 

functional information 
http://www.uniprot.o

rg/ 

98 TargetDB 

Centralized target registration database 

incluing status information on target 

sequences  

http://targetdb.pdb.or

g/ 

71 MitoProteome 
Mitochondrial protein sequence database 

and annotation system 
http://www. 

mitoproteome.org/ 

50 
Nuclear Protein 

Database (NPD) 

Database of sub-nuclear localisation and 

functional annotation of the nuclear 

proteome 

http://npd.hgu.mrc.ac

.uk 

Table IV-6. Most cited repositories of protein structures 

Protein Structure repositories 
No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

14006 
PDB (Protein Data 

Bank)  

Database of structural data of biological 

macromolecules 
http://www.pdb.org/ 

1482 

SCOP (Structural 

Classification Of 

Proteins) database 

Database of structural classification of 

proteins  

http://scop.mrc-

lmb.cam.ac.uk/scop/ 

685 Human Protein Atlas 

Database of high-resolution images 

showing the spatial distribution of proteins 

in normal human tissues and cancer types, 

as well as human cell lines 

http://www.proteinat

las.org 

524 MODBASE 
Database of annotated comparative protein 

structure models 

http://salilab.org/mo

dbase 

504 PDBsum Summaries and analyses of PDB structures 
http://www.biochem.

ucl.ac.uk/bsm/pdbsu

m 

503 

CASTp(Computer 

Atlas of Surface 

Topography of 

proteins) 

Computed atlas of surface topography of 

proteins with structural and topographical 

mapping of functionally annotated residues 

http://cast.engr.uic.e

du   

479 PDBbind database 

Collection of binding affinities for protein-

ligand complexes with known three-

dimensional structures 

http://sw16.im.med.u

mich.edu/databases/p

dbbind/ 

204 

E-MSD 

(Macromolecular 

Structure Database) 

European Bioinformatics Institute 

Macromolecular Structure Database 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/msd/  

192 

OPM(Orientations of 

Proteins in 

Membranes) 

Database of orientations of proteins in 

membranes 

http://opm.phar.umic

h.edu 

149 
VIPER (Virus Particle 

Explorer)  

Website for virus capsid structures and their 

computational analyses 
http://viperdb.scripps

.edu/ 

http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=UA&search_mode=GeneralSearch&qid=2&SID=V236836E7aDcnCKmBlL&page=6&doc=57
http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=UA&search_mode=GeneralSearch&qid=4&SID=V236836E7aDcnCKmBlL&page=45&doc=441
http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=UA&search_mode=GeneralSearch&qid=4&SID=V236836E7aDcnCKmBlL&page=45&doc=441
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Protein Structure repositories 
No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

130 

HSSP(homology-

derived structures of 

proteins) database 

Database merging structural (2-D and 3-D) 

and sequence information (1-D)including 

sequence homologues 

http: 

//www.sander.embl-

ebi.ac.uk/hssp/ 

129 
MDB(Metalloprotein 

Database)  
Metalloproteins database and browser 

http://metallo.scripps

.edu 

128 

RECOORD 

(Recalculated 

Coordinate Database)  

Recalculated coordinate database of 

500+proteins from the PDB using restraints 

from the BioMagResBank 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/msd/recoord 

119 PDB_TM 
Database for transmembrane proteins with 

known structures 
http://www.enzim.hu

/PDB_TM 

117 TOPS Database of protein structural topology 
http://www.tops.leed

s.ac.uk/ 

116 SitesBase 
Database for structure-based protein-ligand 

binding site comparisons 

http://www.bioinfor

matics.leeds.ac.uk/sb 

116 
NOPdb(Nucleolar 

Proteome Database) 

Database on proteins from highly purified 

preparations of human nucleoli 

http://www.lamondla

b.com/NOPdb3.0/ 

115 PDB-REPRDB 
Database of representative protein chains 

from the Protein Data Bank 

http://www.rwcp.or.j

p/papia/ 

109 

RCSB (Research 

Collaboratory for 

Structural 

Bioinformatics) PDB 

Information portal for structural genomics http://sg.pdb.org  

104 

SDAP(Structural 

Database of 

Allergenic Proteins) 

Web server for cross-referenced access to 

sequences, structures and IgE epitopes of 

allergenic proteins 

http://fermi.utmb.edu

/SDAP/ 

93 
Membrane Protein 

Data Bank 

Database of structural and functional 

information on integral, anchored and 

peripheral membrane proteins and peptides 

http://www.mpdb.tcd

.ie 

76 ConSurf-HSSP 

Database for mapping of evolutionary 

conservation among homologs onto PDB 

structures 

http://consurf-

hssp.tau.ac.il 

66 

DRESS (Database of 

REfined Solution NMR 

Structures) 

Database of refined solution NMR structure 
http://www.cmbi.kun

.nl/dress/ 

64 PDBe 
Database of the 3D structure of protein 

functional sites 
http://pdbe.org 

In addition to protein sequence and structure databases, the field of proteomics provides other 

repositories, such as protein-protein interaction databases (Pattin and Moore 2009, Lehne and 

Schlitt 2009) and domain interactions databases (Tables IV-7 and IV-8). 

Table IV-7. Most cited repositories of protein interactions 

Protein interaction repositories 
No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

1668 
DIP (Database of 

Interacting Proteins) 

Database of protein-protein interactions and 

tools for browsing and extracting 

information about protein interaction 

networks 

http://dip.doe-

mbi.ucla.edu 

http://dip.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/
http://dip.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/
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Protein interaction repositories 
No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

1567 

STRING (Search Tool 

for the Retrieval of 

Interacting 

Genes/Proteins) 

Database of protein-protein associations for 

a large number of organisms 
http://string.embl.de/ 

1478 

HPRD (Human 

Protein Reference 

Database) 

Database of protein-protein interactions, 

posttranslational modifications, 

enzyme/substrate relationships, disease 

associations, tissue expression, and 

subcellular localization extracted from the 

literature. 

http://www.hprd.org 

1035 BioGRID 

Public database of genetic and protein 

interaction data from model organisms and 

humans 

http://www.thebiogri

d.org 

775 

MINT (Molecular 

INTeraction) 

Database 

Public repository for protein-protein 

interactions (PPI) reported in peer-reviewed 

journals 

http://mint.bio.uniro

ma2.it/mint/ 

533 IntAct  

Molecular interaction database populated 

by data either curated from the literature or 

from direct data depositions. 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/intact 

335 ReLiBase Databases for protein-ligand complexes 
http://relibase.ccdc.c

am.ac.uk/ 

234 

OPHID (Online 

Predicted Human 

Interaction Database) 

Web-based database of predicted 

interactions between human proteins 
http://ophid.utoronto.

ca 

215 BindingDB 
Database of experimentally determined 

protein-ligand binding affinities 

http://www.bindingd

b.org 

178 iPfam 
Database of protein–protein interactions in 

PDB at domain and amino acid resolutions 

http://www.sanger.ac

.uk/Software/Pfam/i

Pfam/ 

165 3did  

Database of protein interactions for which 

high-resolution three-dimensional 

structures are known 

http://3did.irbbarcelo

na.org 

150 MPact  MIPS protein interaction resource on yeast 
http://mips.gsf.de/ge

nre/proj/mpact 

105 ProNIT 
Thermodynamic database for protein-

nucleic acid interactions 

http://www.rtc.riken.

go.jp/jouhou/pronit/p

ronit.html 

58 iRefIndex 
Protein interaction database with 

provenance 
http://irefindex.uio.n

o 

58 POINT 

Database for the prediction of protein-

protein interactions based on the 

orthologous interactome 

http://insilico. 

csie.ntu.edu.tw:9999

/point/ 

52 PSIbase 
Database of Protein Structural Interactome 

map  

http://psibase.kaist.a

c.kr/ 

Integrating genomic data with available data on protein-protein interactions can yield ground-

breaking knowledge to better understand human diseases and biological processes at the whole 

cell level. In this sense, protein domain databases (Table IV-8) represent another very valuable 

tool for characterizing and classifying proteins, as well as for inferring protein interactions with 

other biomolecules.    
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Table IV-8. Most cited protein domain repositories 

Protein Domain repositories 
No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

8496 Pfam Database of protein families 
http://pfam.sanger.ac

.uk/ 

3022 PROSITE 

Database of biologically meaningful 

signatures linked to information on the 

protein family, domain or functional site 

identified by the signature 

http://www.expasy.o

rg/prosite/ 

2562 
CDD (Conserved 

Domain Database) 
Database of interacting domain pairs 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.

nih.gov/Structure/cd

d/cdd.shtml 

2445 InterPro 

Integrated database of predictive protein 

signatures used for the classification and 

automatic annotation of proteins and 

genomes 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/interpro/index.html 

912 
Dali Domain 

Dictionary 

Fully automatic evolutionary classification 

of protein folds 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/dali/domain 

448 TIGRFAMs Database of protein families 
http://www.jcvi.org/t

igrfams 

207 PANTHER 
Database of protein families, subfamilies, 

functions and pathways 
http://panther.applied

biosystems.com 

195 ProDom 
Automated clustering of homologous 

domains. 
http://prodom.prabi.f 

184 Blocks+ 

Non-redundant database of protein 

alignment blocks derived from multiple 

compilations 

http://blocks.fhcrc.or

g/ 

181 CluSTr 
Database of clusters of SWISS-PROT plus 

TrEMBL proteins 
http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/clustr 

165 3did 

Database of protein interactions for which 

high-resolution three-dimensional 

structures are known 

http://3did.irbbarcelo

na.org 

116 
Proteome Analysis 

database 

Tool for in silico analysis of whole 

proteomes 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/proteome/ 

107 ProtoNet 

Data structure of protein families that cover 

the protein sequence space, generated 

through an unsupervised bottom-up 

clustering algorithm 

http://www.protonet.

cs.huji.ac.il 

89 PIBASE database 
Database of structurally defined interfaces 

between pairs of protein domains  

http://salilab.org/piba

se 

86 InterDom 

Database that derives potential domain 

interactions by combining data ranging 

from domain fusions, protein interactions 

and complexes, to scientific literature. 

http://InterDom.lit.or

g.sg 

78 SCOPPI 

Database that classifies and annotates 

domain interactions derived from all 

known protein structures 

http://www.scoppi.or

g 

75 CATH 

Extended protein-family database, 

providing structural annotations for genome 

sequences 

http://www.biochem.

ucl.ac.uk/bsm/cath_n

ew 

73 DynDom Database of protein domain movements  
http://www.cmp.uea.

ac.uk/dyndom 

57 Pandit 
Database of protein and associated 

nucleotide domains with inferred trees  

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/goldman-srv/pandit 
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Protein Domain repositories 
No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

54 iProClass 
Integrated database of protein family, 

function and structure information  

http://pir.georgetown

.edu/iproclass/ 

51 ProtClustDB 
Database of curated and uncurated clusters 

of proteins grouped by sequence similarity 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.

nih.gov/sites/entrez?

db=proteinclusters 

50 
NPD (Nuclear Protein 

Database) 

Curated database of information on the sub-

nuclear localisation and functional 

annotation of the nuclear proteome 

http://npd.hgu.mrc.ac

.uk 

In addition to protein data sources, proteomics researchers require computational tools to classify 

proteins into families and predict the presence of important domains. For such purpose, diverse 

predictive models have been developed, providing new methods for sequence comparison and 

structure prediction (Dunbrack 2006). The author has organized proteomics tools into five 

different categories: i) sequence search, analysis and comparison; ii) structure analysis, prediction 

and comparison; iii) prediction of protein interactions; iv) protein sub-cellular localization 

prediction; and v) generic or multipurpose proteomics tools. 

Table IV-9 lists tools for comparison of multiple protein alignments to identify regions of 

similarity (MUSCLE, BLAST, etc.), resources for protein annotation (PMUT, 3D-PSSM, etc.), 

and tools for inferring protein structure (PRALINE, 3DCoffee, JOY, etc.) and predicting its 

function (InterProScan, ScanProsite, etc.). From the resulting multiple alignments and 

predictions, homology modelling and phylogenetics analysis can be inferred, allowing the 

comparison of the evolutionary origin of the protein sequences.  

Table IV-9. Most cited tools for protein sequence search and comparison 

Protein Sequence search and comparison 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

5647 MUSCLE 
Multiple sequence alignment with high 

accuracy and high throughput 

http://www.drive5. 

com/muscle 

3771 BLAST 

Basic Local Alignment Search Tool to 

perform DNA and protein sequence 

similarity searches 

http://blast.ncbi.nlm.

nih.gov/ 

3263 

MAFFT (Multiple 

sequence Alignment 

based on Fast Fourier 

Transform) 

Method for rapid multiple sequence 

alignment based on fast Fourier transform 

http://mafft.cbrc.jp/al

ignment/software/ 

2700 T-Coffee 

Web server for the multiple sequence 

alignment of protein and RNA sequences 

using structural information and homology 

extension 

http://www.tcoffee.o

rg 

2648 PSI-BLAST 
Program to search a database for proteins 

with distant similarity to a query sequence. 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/Tools/sss/psiblast/ 

2246 BLAT BLAST-like alignment tool 
http://genome.ucsc.e

du 

1886 FASTA 

Suite of programs to perform sequence 

searching of the EBI protein databases using 

local or global similarity 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/Tools/sss/fasta/ 

1306 InterProScan 
Integration platform for the signature-

recognition methods in InterPro 
http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/interpro/scan.html 

1260 
BLAST 2 

SEQUENCES 

Tool for comparing protein and nucleotide 

sequences 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.

nih.gov/gorf/bl2.++ 

+html 
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Protein Sequence search and comparison 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

1130 3D-PSSM Genome annotation using structural profiles 
http://www.bmm.icn

et.uk/servers/3dpssm 

388 ESPript/ENDscript 

Tool for extracting and rendering sequence 

and 3D information from atomic structures 

of proteins 

http://genopole.toulo

use.inra.fr/ESPript. 

257 JOY  
Protein sequence-structure representation 

and analysis 

http://www-

cryst.bioc.cam.ac.uk/

cgi-bin/joy.cgi 

203 IMPALA 

Tool for matching a protein sequence 

against a collection of PSI-BLAST-

constructed position-specific score matrices 

http://blocks.fhcrc.or

g/blocks/impala.html 

192 SVM-Prot 

Web-based support vector machine 

software for functional classification of a 

protein from its primary sequence 

http://jing.cz3.nus.ed

u.sg/cgi-

bin/svmprot.cgi 

189 ScanProsite 

Detection of PROSITE signature matches 

and ProRule-associated functional and 

structural residues in proteins 

http://www.expasy.o

rg/tools/scanprosite/ 

182 M-Coffee 
Tool combining multiple sequence 

alignment methods with T-Coffee 
http://www.tcoffee.o

rg/ 

170 COMPASS 

Tool for comparison of multiple protein 

alignments with assessment of statistical 

significance 

ftp://iole.swmed.edu/

pub/compass/ 

160 PMUT 
Web-based tool for the annotation of 

pathological mutations on proteins 

http://mmb2.pcb.ub.e

s:8080/PMut/ 

151 3DCoffee 

Tool for combining protein sequences and 

structures within multiple sequence 

alignments 

http://www.tcoffee.o

rg/Projects/expresso/ 

139 MaxQuant 
Platform for SILAC-based quantitative 

proteomics 
http://www.maxquan

t.org/ 

137 PROMALS3D 
Tool for multiple protein sequence and 

structure alignments  
http://prodata.swmed

.edu/promals3d/ 

128 SuperPose 
Server for sophisticated structural 

superposition  

http://wishart.biolog

y.ualberta.ca/SuperP

ose/ 

124 PROMALS 
Web server for accurate multiple protein 

sequence alignments 
http://prodata.swmed

.edu/promals/ 

122 PCMA 
Tool for multiple sequence alignment based 

on profile consistency 
ftp://iole.swmed.edu/

pub/PCMA/ 

69 Peptide Atlas 

Web-accessible database of LC-MS/MS 

shotgun proteomics results from 

experiments on human plasma and serum 

http://www.peptideat

las.org/ 

68 PRALINE 

Multiple sequence alignment toolbox that 

integrates homology-extended and 

secondary structure information 

http://ibivu.cs.vu.nl/p

rograms/pralinewww

/ 

57 Probalign 
Multiple sequence alignment using partition 

function posterior probabilities 

http://www.cs.njit.ed

u/usman/probalign 

52 CE-MC Multiple protein structure alignment server http://cemc.sdsc.edu 

Despite the fact that tools for comparative protein structure modeling and analysis have been 

subjected to critical comparative analysis in previous reviews (Eswar et al. 2003, Standley et al. 

2008), these generally only report on a few tools in their comparisons. Table IV-10 provides a 

comprehensive list of tools for comparative protein structure modeling and analysis, including 
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resources for structure similarity searching and alignment, protein fold recognition and homology 

modelling. 

Table IV-10. Most cited tools for structure analysis, prediction and comparison 

Structure analysis, prediction and comparison 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

4788 
SWISS-MODEL 

workspace 

Web-based environment for protein 

structure homology modelling 
http://swissmodel.ex

pasy.org/workspace/ 

3620 PSIPRED Protein structure prediction server 
http://globin.bio.war

wick.ac.uk/psipred/ 

1231 JPred 
Consensus secondary structure prediction 

server 

http://www.compbio.

dundee.ac.uk/jpred 

995 DaliLite 
Workbench for protein structure 

comparison 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/Tools/structure/dalil

ite/ 

879 GenTHREADER 
Protein fold recognition method for 

genomic sequences 

http://www.psipred.n

et 

777 FUGUE 

Tool for sequence-structure homology 

recognition using environment-specific 

substitution tables and structure-dependent 

gap penalties 

http://www-

cryst.bioc.cam.ac.uk/

fugue/ 

712 PredictProtein server 
Web service for sequence analysis and the 

prediction of protein structure and function 
http://www.predictpr

otein.org 

555 MODELLER 
Tool for the generation and refinement of 

homology-based protein structure models 
http://salilab.org/mo

deller/ 

526 PDB2PQR 

Automated pipeline for the setup of 

Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatics 

calculations 

http://pdb2pqr.source

forge.net/ 

496 HHPred 
Interactive server for protein homology 

detection and structure prediction 

http://protevo.eb.tue

bingen.mpg.de/hhpre

d 

399 I-TASSER Server for protein 3D structure prediction 
http://zhanglab.ccmb

.med.umich.edu/I-

TASSER 

386 

HOMSTRAD(Homolo

gous Protein Structure 

Alignment Database) 

Tool for adding sequence information to 

structure-based alignments of homologous 

protein families 

http://www-

cryst.bioc.cam.ac.uk/ 

homstrad/  

329 DALI server Conservation mapping in 3D  
http://ekhidna.biocen

ter.helsinki.fi/dali_se

rver 

322 ESyPred3D Prediction of proteins 3D structures  
http://www.fundp.ac.

be/~lambertc 

309 BioMagResBank 

Database with sets of experimental NMR 

constraints corresponding to the structures 

of biomolecules deposited in the PDB 

http://www.bmrb.wis

c.edu 

288 FATCAT 

Web server for flexible structure 

comparison and structure similarity 

searching 

http://fatcat.burnham

.org 

220 FFAS03 
Server for profile-profile sequence 

alignments 

http://ffas.burnham.o

rg 

195 BALBES Molecular-replacement pipeline 
http://www.ysbl.york

.ac.uk/~fei/balbes/ 

195 ProDom 
Automated clustering of homologous 

domains 
http://prodom.prabi.f

r 

179 TOP 
Method for protein structure comparisons 

and similarity searches 
Not available 
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Structure analysis, prediction and comparison 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

174 
ElNemo(Elastic 

Network Model) 

Web server for protein movement analysis 

and the generation of templates for 

molecular replacement 

http://igs-server.cnrs-

mrs.fr/elnemo/index.

html 

174 VADAR 
Web server for quantitative evaluation of 

protein structure quality 

http://redpoll.pharma

cy.ualberta.ca/vadar 

170 COMPASS 

Tool for comparison of multiple protein 

alignments with assessment of statistical 

significance 

ftp://iole.swmed.edu/

pub/compass/ 

158 
Helixhunter&FoldHun

ter 

Tools for identifying helix position, 

orientation and length, and structure-based 

recognition of folds containing alpha helices 

http://www.cgl.ucsf.

edu/Research/helixh

unter/ 

137 PROMALS3D 
Tool for multiple protein sequence and 

structure alignments  

http://prodata.swmed

.edu/promals3d/ 

135 MoodLoop 
Tool for automated modeling of loops in 

protein structures 

http://salilab.org/mo

dloop 

130 

HSSP (homology-

derived structures of 

proteins) database 

Database merging structural (2-D and 3-D) 

and sequence information (1-D)including 

sequence homologues 

http: 

//www.sander.embl-

ebi.ac.uk/hssp/ 

128 SuperPose 
Server for sophisticated structural 

superposition 

http://wishart.biolog

y.ualberta.ca/SuperP

ose/ 

122 EVA 
Automatic evaluation of protein structure 

prediction servers  
http://cubic.bioc.colu

mbia.edu/eva 

116 MATRAS 
Program for protein 3D structure 

comparison 
http://biunit.aist-

nara.ac.jp/matras 

114 STRIDE 

Web server for secondary structure 

assignment from known atomic coordinates 

of proteins  

http://webclu.bio.wz

w.tum.de/stride/ 

109 RCSB PDB Information portal for structural genomics http://sg.pdb.org  

103 Domain Fishing Tool for protein comparative modelling 
http://www.bmm.icn

et.uk/~3djigsaw/dom

_fish 

100 

CUPSAT (Cologne 

University Protein 

Stability Analysis 

Tool) 

Prediction of protein stability upon point 

mutations 
http://cupsat.uni-

koeln.de 

89 STRAP 
Editor for STRuctural Alignments of 

Proteins 

http://www.bumc.bu.

edu/cardiovascularpr

oteomics/cpctools/str

ap/ 

70 PREDITOR 
Web server for predicting protein torsion 

angle restraints 
http://wishart.biolog

y.ualberta.ca/preditor 

70 HomoMINT 

Human protein interaction network where 

interactions discovered in model organisms 

are mapped onto the corresponding human 

orthologs 

http://mint.bio.uniro

ma2.it/HomoMINT 

59 DipoCoup 

Program for 3D-structure homology 

comparison based on residual dipolar 

couplings and pseudocontact shifts 

http://www.meilerlab

.org/jobs/downloadfi

le/name/dipocoup.zi

p 

54 CaspR 
Web server for automated molecular 

replacement using homology modelling 
http://igs-server.cnrs-

mrs.fr/Caspr/ 
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Structure analysis, prediction and comparison 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

51 CS23D 

Web server for rapid protein structure 

generation using NMR chemical shifts and 

sequence data 

http://www.cs23d.ca 

Table IV-11 contains descriptions of resources for prediction of protein-protein interactions and 

protein interactions with other biomolecules that include tools for the identification of candidate 

sequence and structural motifs for unknown binding sites and interfaces —functional regions, 

interaction domains, binding sites, catalytic sites, residues, post-translational modifications, 

epitopes, etc.— in any protein sequence. 

Table IV-11. Most cited tools for predicting protein interactions 

Prediction of protein interactions 
No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

2507 SMART 
Modular architecture research tool for 

identification of signaling domains 
http://smart.embl-

heidelberg.de/ 

1384 ConSurf 
Projection of evolutionary conservation 

scores of residues on protein structures 
http://consurf.tau.ac.i

l/ 

718 Scansite 2.0 
Proteome-wide prediction of cell signaling 

interactions using short sequence motifs 
http://scansite.mit.ed

u 

572 

CAPRI (Critical 

Assessment of 

PRedicted 

Interactions) 

Tool for docking and scoring protein 

complexes 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/msd-srv/capri/  

382 
ELM (Eukaryotic 

Linear Motif) server 

Resource for investigating short functional 

sites in modular eukaryotic proteins 
http://elm.eu.org/ 

233 Catalytic Site Atlas 
Resource of catalytic sites and residues 

identified in enzymes using structural data 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/thornton-

srv/databases/CSA 

226 MEME SUITE Tools for motif discovery and searching http://meme.nbcr.net 

210 RONN 

Tool for the detection of natively 

disordered regions in proteins with bio-

basis function neural network techniques 

http://www.bioinfor

matics.nl/~berndb/ro

nn.html 

203 Toucan 
Tool for deciphering the cis-regulatory 

logic of coregulated genes 

http://www.esat.kule

uven.ac. be/ 

approximately 

dna/BioI/Software.ht

ml 

183 ProFunc 
Server for predicting protein function from 

3D structure 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/thornton-

srv/databases/ProFun

c 

145 SOCKET 
Program for identifying and analysing 

coiled-coil motifs within protein structures 

http://coiledcoils.ch

m.bris.ac.uk/socket/ 

138 BindN 

Web-based tool for efficient prediction of 

DNA and RNA binding sites in amino acid 

sequences 

http://bioinformatics.

ksu.edu/bindn/ 

131 MULTIPROSPECTOR 

Algorithm for the prediction of protein-

protein interactions by multimeric 

threading 

Not available 

116 SitesBase 
Database for structure-based protein-ligand 

binding site comparisons 
http://www.bioinfor

matics.leeds.ac.uk/sb 
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Prediction of protein interactions 
No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

112 PRISM Protein interactions by structural matching 
http://prism.ccbb.ku.

edu.tr/prism_protoco

l/ 

107 Graemlin 
Tool for aligning multiple large interaction 

networks 
http://graemlin.stanf

ord.edu 

103 InterPreTS 
Web service for predicting protein-protein 

interactions 
http://www.russell.e

mbl.de/interprets 

81 MyHits 
Resource for protein annotation and 

domain identification 
http://myhits.isb-

sib.ch 

80 PIC Protein interactions calculator 
http://crick.mbu.iisc.

ernet.in/~PIC 

63 RESID Database of protein modifications 
http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/RESID/ 

62 ASAView 
Database and tool for solvent accessibility 

representation in proteins 

http://gibk26.bio.kyu

tech.ac.jp/jouhou/sha

ndar/netasa/asaview/ 

56 Medusa Tool for interaction graph analysis 
http://coot.embl.de/

medusa/ 

53 Genes2Networks 

Tool for connecting lists of gene symbols 

using mammalian protein interactions 

databases 

http://actin.pharm.ms

sm.edu/genes2netwo

rks/ 

52 PreSPI 
Domain combination based prediction 

system for protein-protein interaction 

http://code.google.co

m/p/prespi/ 

The myriad of resources listed above illustrates the importance of analyzing protein-protein 

interactions to understand the function of unknown proteins. The identification of functional 

sequence patterns or motifs allows the sub-cellular localization of proteins, which can serve to 

predict their structure and function. The author lists below sets of tools for predicting the cellular 

localization sites of proteins in humans and different organisms (Table IV-12). 

Table IV-12. Most cited tools for protein sub-cellular localization prediction 

Protein sub-cellular localization prediction 
No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

406 Cell-PLoc 

Package of Web servers for predicting 

subcellular localization of proteins in 

various organisms 

http://chou.med.harv

ard.edu/bioinf/Cell-

PLoc 

377 WoLF PSORT Protein localization predictor http://wolfpsort.org 

176 Hum-PLoc 
Ensemble classifier for predicting human 

protein subcellular localization 
http://202.120.37.18

6/bioinf/hum 

83 Gpos-PLoc 

Ensemble classifier for predicting 

subcellular localization of Gram-positive 

bacterial proteins 

http://202.120.37.18

6/bioinf/Gpos/ 

83 Virus-PLoc 

Fusion classifier for predicting the 

subcellular localization of viral proteins 

within host and virus-infected cells 

http://202.120.37.18

6/bioinf/virus 

81 Euk-PLoc 

Ensemble classifier for large-scale 

eukaryotic protein subcellular location 

prediction 

http://202.120.37.18

6/bioinf/euk 

55 MitoP2 
Integrated database on mitochondrial 

proteins in yeast and man 

http://ihg.gsf.de/mito

p2 

54 Proteome Analyst 
Web-based tool for high-throughput 

proteome annotations and predictions 

http://www.cs.ualber

ta.ca/~bioinfo/PA/ 
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Protein sub-cellular localization prediction 
No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

50 
NPD (Nuclear Protein 

Database) 

Curated database of information on the sub-

nuclear localisation and functional 

annotation of the nuclear proteome 

http://npd.hgu.mrc.ac

.uk 

Finally, Table IV-13 provides descriptions and links to generic and multipurpose resources, 

including reference databases integrating multiple data (HPRD, RCSB Protein Data Bank, etc.), 

systems for the evaluation of proteomic data (CPAS) and tools for analysis and annotation of 

protein data from different sources (Proteome Analyst), among others.  

Table IV-13. Most cited generic and multipurpose proteomics tools 

Generic/Multipurpose Proteomics tools 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

1478 

HPRD (Human 

Protein Reference 

Database) 

Human Protein Reference Database http://www.hprd.org 

1331 ExPASy 
Proteomics server for in-depth protein 

knowledge and analysis 

http://www.expasy.o

rg 

422 RCSB PDB Information portal for structural genomics http://sg.pdb.org 

421 ASTRAL 
Compendium for protein structure and 

sequence analysis 
http://astral.stanford.

edu/ 

113 

CPAS (Computational 

Proteomics Analysis 

System) 

Open-source analytic system for evaluating 

and publishing proteomic data and high 

throughput biological experiments 

https://www.labkey.

org/Project/home/CP

AS/begin.view 

71 

PICR (Protein 

Identifier Cross-

Referencing) 

Tool for reconciling protein identifiers 

across multiple source databases 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/Tools/picr 

70 SPINE 

Integrated tracking database and data 

mining approach for identifying feasible 

targets in high-throughput structural 

proteomics 

http://bioinfo.mbb.ya

le.edu/nesg 

54 Proteome Analyst 
Web-based tool for high-throughput 

proteome annotations and predictions 

http://www.cs.ualber

ta.ca/~bioinfo/PA/ 

Metabolomics Resources 

The field of metabolomics involves the characterization of the small molecule metabolites of a 

cell, tissue, or living system. Metabolic profiling is currently used for developing diagnostic and 

treatment tools, detecting toxicity, or conducting pre-clinical drug trials. The following table 

provides a set of metabolomics data sources (Go 2010) and tools (Chagoyen and Pazos 2012), 

such as enzymes (Schomburg and Schomburg 2010) and pathway databases (Schaefer 2004) and 

software for the analysis of metabolic and signalling pathways (Henderson-Maclennan et al. 2010, 

Khatri et al. 2012).  

Table IV-14. Most cited databases for metabolic and signaling pathways 

Metabolic and signalling pathways databases and tools 
No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

1230 

BIND (Biomolecular 

Interaction Network 

Database) 

Database of  biomolecular interaction, 

reaction, complex and pathway information 
http://bind.ca 
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Metabolic and signalling pathways databases and tools 
No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

1219 PANTHER Database of protein families and pathways 
http://panther.applied

biosystems.com 

1013 MetaCyc 
Database of metabolic pathways and 

enzymes 

http://metacyc.org/ 

847 Reactome 
Database of reactions, pathways and 

biological processes 

http://www.reactome

.org 

670 

HMDB (Human 

Metabolome 

Database) 

Database of metabolites found in the human 

body 
http://www.hmdb.ca 

646 

GenMAPP (Gene Map 

Annotator and 

Pathway Profiler) 

Tool for viewing and analyzing microarray 

data on biological pathways 

http://www.genmapp

.org/ 

631 BioCyc 

Collection of databases of metabolic and 

regulatory networks for more than 1.100 

organisms 

http://biocyc.org/ 

368 ENZYME database Enzyme database 
http://www.expasy.c

h/enzyme/ 

307 LIGAND Chemical database for enzyme reactions 
http://www.genome.

ad.jp/dbget/ligand.ht

ml 

209 TransportDB 

Comprehensive database resource for 

cytoplasmic membrane transport systems 

and outer membrane channels 

http://www.membran

etransport.org/ 

197 BRENDA Enzyme database 
http://www.brenda. 

uni-koeln.de 

174 METLIN Metabolite mass spectral database 
http://metlin.scripps.

edu/ 

172 KAAS 
Automatic genome annotation and pathway 

reconstruction server 
http://www.genome.j

p/kegg/kaas/ 

118 
Pathway Interaction 

Database (PID) 
Database of human pathways http://pid.nci.nih.gov 

97 HumanCyc 
Database of genome-based human 

metabolic pathways and enzymes 

http://HumanCyc.org

/ 

94 PRIAM 
Enzyme-specific profiles for genome 

annotation 
http://priam.prabi.fr/ 

93 VANTED 

System for advanced data analysis and 

visualization in the context of biological 

networks 

http://vanted.ipk-

gatersleben.de 

84 InnateDB 

Database of the human and mouse 

molecules, interactions and pathways 

involved in innate immunity, along with 

centralized annotation on the broader 

human and mouse interactomes 

 

http://www.innatedb.

ca 

83 NLSdb Database of nuclear localization signals  
http://cubic.bioc.colu

mbia.edu/db/NLSdb/ 

70 DIANA-mirPath 

Tool for integrating human and mouse 

microRNAs in pathways 

 

http://microrna.gr/mi

rpath 

66 BiGG 

Biochemical Genetic and Genomic 

knowledgebase of large scale metabolic 

reconstructions  

http://bigg.ucsd.edu 

http://www.innatedb.ca/
http://www.innatedb.ca/
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Metabolic and signalling pathways databases and tools 
No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

66 FiehnLib 

Mass Spectral and Retention Index 

Libraries for Metabolomics Based on 

Quadrupole and Time-of-Flight Gas 

Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry  

http://fiehnlab.ucdavi

s.edu/Metabolite-

Library-2007/ 

63 KOBAS server 
Web-based platform for automated 

annotation and pathway identification  
http://kobas.cbi.pku.

edu.cn 

59 WholePathway Scope 
Pathway-based analysis tool for high-

throughput data 

http://www.abcc.ncif

crf.gov/wps/wps_ind

ex.php 

57 PathwayExplorer 

Web service for visualizing high-

throughput expression data on biological 

pathways  

http://genome.tugraz.

at 

56 Genomic Object Net 
Platform for modelling and simulating 

biopathways. 

http://genomicobject.

net/ 

Taxonomic and Phylogenetic Repositories 

The category “Taxonomic and phylogenetic databases” compile sources of molecular sequencing 

data for the analysis of the evolutionary relationships among groups of organisms. The most cited 

resources for detecting and mapping conserved features in sequences and structures are listed in 

Table IV-15. 

Table IV-15. Most cited taxonomic and phylogenetics repositories 

TAXONOMIC AND PHYLOGENETIC REPOSITORIES 
No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

9712 

MEGA3(Molecular 

Evolutionary Genetics 

Analysis) 

Integrated software for molecular 

evolutionary genetics analysis and 

sequence alignment 

http://www.megasoft

ware.net 

8496 
Pfam (Protein 

Families database) 
Database of protein families 

http://pfam.sanger.ac

.uk/ 

811 

OrthoMCL-DB (Ortho 

Multispecies 

Collection Database) 

Multi-species collection of ortholog groups 
http://orthomcl.cbil.u

penn.edu 

311 

Inparanoid(Inparanoi

d eukaryotic ortholog 

database) 

Database of eukaryotic orthologs 
http://inparanoid.cgb

.ki.se/ 

204 TreeFam 
Curated database of phylogenetic trees of 

animal gene families 
http://www.treefam.

org 

171 Prolinks Database of protein functional linkages 
http://dip.doe-

mbi.ucla.edu/pronav 

162 
SYSTERS protein 

family database 

Classification of all sequences from 

SWISS-PROT and PIR into disjoint protein 

family clusters and hierarchically into 

superfamily and subfamily clusters 

http://www.dkfz-

heidelberg. 

de/tbi/services/cluste

r/systersform c 

138 
EnsemblCompara 

GeneTrees 

Complete, duplication-aware phylogenetic 

trees in vertebrates 
http://www.ensembl.

org 

118 CORUM 
Repository of mammalian protein 

complexes 

http://mips.helmholtz

-

muenchen.de/genre/p

roj/corum/index.html 
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TAXONOMIC AND PHYLOGENETIC REPOSITORIES 
No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

117 QuickTree 
Tool for building huge Neighbour-Joining 

trees of protein sequences 

http://hpc.icrisat.cgia

r.org/Pise/5.a/phylog

eny/quicktree.html 

107 ProtoNet 

Data structure of protein families that cover 

the protein sequence space, generated 

through an unsupervised bottom-up 

clustering algorithm  

http://www.protonet.

cs.huji.ac.il 

84 SUPERFAMILY 
Sophisticated comparative genomics, data 

mining, visualization and phylogeny 
http://supfam.org/ 

76 

ConSurf-

HSSP(Homology-

Derived Secondary 

Structure of Proteins) 

Database for mapping of evolutionary 

conservation among homologs onto PDB 

structures 

http://consurf-

hssp.tau.ac.il 

70 HomoMINT 

Human protein interaction network where 

interactions discovered in model organisms 

are mapped onto the corresponding human 

orthologs 

http://mint.bio.uniro

ma2.it/HomoMINT 

69 iGNM 
Database of protein functional motions 

based on Gaussian Network Model 

http://ignmtest.ccbb.

pitt.edu/ 

57 Pandit 
Database of protein and associated 

nucleotide domains with inferred trees 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/goldman-srv/pandit 

55 OrthoDB Hierarchical catalog of eukaryotic orthologs 
http://cegg.unige.ch/

orthodb 

Genotype-Phenotype Resources 

Polymorphic variation in DNA sequences —mutations and polymorphisms— contributes to 

disease predisposition and can also affect treatment efficacy and drug reactions. Genotype-

Phenotype resources include resources aimed at understanding the molecular basis of disease 

(Gurwitz et al. 2006) by analyzing common genetic factors and genomic variations that contribute 

to human pathologies. This is an emerging field that addresses the current challenges of 

increasingly combining and integrating huge volumes of molecular and clinical data. For instance, 

genome-wide association studies (GWAS) for conducting analysis of Single Nucleotide 

Polymorphisms (SNPs) with potential phenotypic effect have been recently applied to the 

prediction of many complex diseases, as well as to disease control in population cohorts. 

However, caution is needed in interpreting the results of such analysis. Not all the results are 

available to the public, so the whole map cannot be figured out comprehensively. 

This category covers genotype-phenotype repositories, tools and services for human genome-

wide association studies and disease-related databases (Tables IV-16 and IV-17). As can be seen 

by the high number of related resources, oncology is the major topic for molecular medicine, 

where IT research is mainly focused on developing new theoretical models of cancer that will 

allow its earlier detection (Vázquez et al. 2009). Unfortunately, some of the resources listed below 

have significant restrictions. For instance, the famous database of genotypes and phenotypes 

“dbGaP” (see Table IV-16), has significant access limitations (Walker et al. 2011) reflecting the 

current barriers in public reporting of biological and clinical data. 
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Table IV-16. Most cited human genotype-phenotype repositories and GWAS tools 

Genotype-Phenotype repositories and GWAS tools 
No of 

citations 
Resource name Brif description Link 

3786 
International HapMap 

Project 

Resource to find genes affecting health, 

disease, and responses to drugs and 

environmental factors, describing common 

patterns of human DNA sequence variation 

http://hapmap.ncbi.nl

m.nih.gov/ 

2072 

IMGT(international 

ImMunoGeneTics 

database) 

International ImMunoGeneTics database  
http://imgt.cines.fr:8

104 

920 

OMIM (Online 

Mendelian Inheritance 

in Man) 

Knowledgebase of human genes and genetic 

disorders 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.

nih.gov/omim 

900 
HGMD (Human Gene 

Mutation Database) 
Human gene mutation database  

http://www.hgmd.cf.

ac.uk 

234 
The Genetic 

Association Database 

Archive of human genetic association 

studies of complex diseases and disorders 
http://geneticassociat

iondb.nih.gov 

197 

dbGaP(database of 

Genotypes and 

Phenotypes) 

Database of GWAS studies (genotype-

phenotype) 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.

nih.gov/gap  

137 GeneDB 

Database of genome sequence and 

annotation/curation data for prokaryotic and 

eukaryotic pathogens and closely related 

organisms 

http://www.genedb.o

rg/ 

126 

IPD(Immuno 

Polymorphism 

Database) 

Immuno Polymorphism Database  
http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/ipd 

117 MimMiner 
Text-mining analysis of the human 

phenome  

http://www.cmbi.ru.

nl/MimMiner 

104 

DECIPHER 

(Database of 

Chromosomal 

Imbalance and 

Phenotype in Humans 

Using Ensembl 

Resources) 

Database of chromosomal imbalance and 

phenotype in humans using Ensembl 

resources  

http://decipher.sange

r.ac.uk 

71 

Blood Group Antigen 

Gene Mutation 

Database 

Database of human mutations and cSNPs 

documented in the blood group antigen gene 

mutation database 

http://www.bioc.aec

om.yu.edu/bgmut/in

dex.htm 

64 
POPRES (Population 

Reference Sample) 

Resource for population, disease, and 

pharmacological genetics research 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.

nih.gov/sites/entrez?

Db=gap 

64 
IRIS (Immune 

Response In Silico) 

Collection of immune-specific genes 

identified from a compendium of 

microarray expression data 

http://web.cbio.uct.a

c.za/~renaud/CRAN/

web/CellMix/dot-

IRIS.html 

62 SNPeffect 

SNPeffect: a database mapping molecular 

phenotypic effects of human non-

synonymous coding SNPs 

http://snpeffect.vib.b

e 

62 PupaSNP Finder 

PupaSNP Finder: a web tool for finding 

SNPs with putative effect at transcriptional 

level 

http://pupasnp.bioinf

o.cnio.es 

52 

eMERGE (electronic 

MEdical Records and 

GEnomics) Network 

The eMERGE Network: A consortium of 

biorepositories linked to electronic medical 

records data for conducting genomic studies 

http://emerge.mc.van

derbilt.edu 
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Genotype-Phenotype repositories and GWAS tools 
No of 

citations 
Resource name Brif description Link 

50 SNP ratio test 
The SNP ratio test: pathway analysis of 

genome-wide association datasets 

https://sourceforge.n

et/projects/snpratiote

st 

50 PhenomicDB 

Multi-species genotype/phenotype 

database, which shows phenotypes 

associated with their corresponding genes 

and grouped by gene orthologies across a 

variety of species. 

http://www.phenomi

cdb.de 

Table IV-17. Most cited human genotype and disease-related databases and tools 

Human Genotype and Disease-related databases and tools 

No of 

citatio

ns 

Resource name Brief description Link 

1478 
HPRD (Human Protein 

Reference Database)  

Database of protein-protein interactions, 

posttranslational modifications, 

enzyme/substrate relationships, disease 

associations, tissue expression, and 

subcellular localization extracted from the 

literature. 

http://www.hprd.org 

1030 

OMIM (Online 

Mendelian Inheritance in 

Man) 

Database of human genes and genetic 

disorders 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.

nih.gov/omim 

492 

COSMIC(Catalogue of 

Somatic Mutations in 

Cancer) 

Database of gene expression data and 

survival information of 1,809 patients 

http://www.sanger.ac

.uk/perl/genetics/CG

P/cosmic 

304 SNP500Cancer 

Public resource for sequence validation, 

assay development, and frequency analysis 

for genetic variation in candidate genes 

http://snp500cancer.

nci.nih.gov 

255 

caBIG (Cancer 

Biomedical Informatics 

Grid) 

Database integrating RNA splicing and 

disease associations.  

https://cabig.nci.nih.

gov/workspaces/Arc

hitecture/caGrid 

167 

HAMSTeRS 

(Haemophilia A 

Mutation, Search, Test 

and Resource Site) 

The Factor VIII Structure and Mutation 

Resource Site 

http://europium.mrc.

rpms.ac.uk 

61 
Infevers (Internet 

Fevers) 
Autoinflammatory mutation online registry  

http://fmf.igh.cnrs.fr/

ISSAID/infevers 

58 CancerGenes 
Gene selection resource for cancer genome 

projects  
http://cbio.mskcc.org

/cancergenes 

57 
PHI-base (pathogen host 

interaction database) 
Database for pathogen host interactions 

http://www.phi-

base.org/ 

Drug Design and Discovery Resources 

Biomolecules such as antibodies, proteins, and oligonucleotides are increasingly being developed 

by pharmaceutical laboratories and biotechnology companies for a wide range of therapeutic 

applications. Recently, a trend towards the use of in silico tools to characterize, model and 

simulate physicochemical properties, behavior and interactions of biomolecules, has gained force. 

In silico approaches for drug discovery, design and development, provide additional support to in 

vivo experimental research and, therefore, can reduce the costs and time-to-market of new drugs. 

These approaches could considerably simplify and reduce the steps of current assays and trials by 
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extrapolating clinical data and using modelling and simulation tools. Nowadays, rational drug 

design and discovery usually makes use of auxiliary resources such as public domain databases 

for medicinal chemistry (Nicola et al. 2012), simulation tools for molecular dynamics and 

quantum mechanics, ADME/T (absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion - toxicity) 

prediction programs and computational methods to identify the interaction sites of lead 

compounds to target molecules or to simulate the effects of certain drugs in the human body, as 

well as others. 

Due to its importance for the pharmacological industry, resources for drug design and discovery 

have been repeatly described and reviewed in the literature (Zhang 2010, Khan et al. 2011). The 

role of genomics, transcriptomics and proteomics in the development of personalized medicine 

has been also discussed elsewhere (Marsh et al. 2002, Gurwitz et al. 2006, Lagoumintzis et al. 

2010). This section is dedicated to modern in silico methods and resources for drug design, 

discovery and development, that we have classified into two different categories: i) drug design 

software, such as programs for QSAR models development (Yang et al. 2006), molecular docking 

and pharmacopore modelling; and ii) other accessory resources, such as medicinal chemistry 

databases.  

Molecular modeling databases provide a new approach to the search of targets for drug 

development. In addition, identifying molecule interaction sites on a large scale with 

computational methods can accelerate the discovery of new drug targets. Molecular docking 

(Cross et al. 2009) and pharmacopore modelling (Khedkar et al. 2007) programs are aimed at this, 

facilitating the correlation of structural data with affinities as needed, for example, in structure-

based drug design (Kirkpatrick et al. 1999) (see Table IV-18).  

Table IV-18. Most cited tools for molecular docking and pharmacopore modelling 

Molecular Docking and Pharmacopore Modeling 
No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

479 PDBbind database 

Collection of binding affinities for protein-

ligand complexes with known three-

dimensional structures 

http://sw16.im.med.u

mich.edu/databases/p

dbbind/ 

335 ReLiBase Databases for protein-ligand complexes 
http://relibase.ccdc.c

am.ac.uk/ 

290 Codessa Program for building 2D QSAR models 
http://www.semiche

m.com/codessa/defa

ult.php 

239 LigandScout Framework for molecular 3D modeling 
http://www.inteligan

d.com/ligandscout/ 

215 BindingDB 
Web-accessible database of experimentally 

determined protein-ligand binding affinities 

http://www.bindingd

b.org 

198  PHASE Set of tools for molecular modeling 
(Schrödinger, Inc.) 

Set of tools for 

molecular modeling 

198 

PASS (Prediction of 

Activity Spectra for 

Substances) 

Program that predicts more than 300 

pharmacological effects and biochemical 

mechanisms on the basis of the structural 

formula of a substance. 

http://195.178.207.2

33/PASS2008/en/ind

ex.html 

182 RefDB 
Database of uniformly referenced protein 

chemical shifts 

http://redpoll.pharma

cy.ualberta.ca 

163 STITCH 
Interaction networks of chemicals and 

proteins  
http://stitch.embl.de 

156 sc-PDB 
Annotated database of druggable binding 

sites from the Protein Data Bank  

http://bioinfo-

pharma.u-

strasbg.fr/scPDB 
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Molecular Docking and Pharmacopore Modeling 
No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

144 ROSETTALIGAND 
Protein-small molecule docking with full 

side-chain flexibility 

http://www.rosettaco

mmons.org/manuals/

rosetta3_user_guide/

app_ligand_docking.

html 

133 

Binding MOAD 

(Mother of All 

Databases) 

Database of protein-ligand crystal structures 
http://www.Binding

MOAD.org 

130 LIGSITE 

Predicting ligand binding sites using the 

Connolly surface and degree of 

conservation 

http://projects.biotec.

tu-

dresden.de/pocket/ 

106 IUPHAR-DB 
Database of G protein-coupled receptors 

and ion channels 
http://www.iuphar-

db.org 

89 PocketPicker 
Tool for analysis of ligand binding-sites 

with shape descriptors  

http://gecco.org.che

mie.uni-

frankfurt.de/pocketpi

cker/ 

86 FINDSITE 
Threading-based method for ligand-binding 

site prediction and functional annotation  

http:// 

cssb.biology.gatech.e

du/findsite 

85 ConsDock  
Program for the consensus analysis of 

protein-ligand interactions 
Not available online 

84 SQ  

Program for rapidly producing 

pharmacophorically relevent molecular 

superpositions 

Not available online 

73 SuperTarget 
Resource for exploring drug-target 

relationships 

http://bioinformatics.

charite.de 

68 Matador 
Resource for exploring drug-target 

relationships 

http://matador.embl.

de 

63 Dockground 
Dockground resource for studying protein-

protein interfaces 

http://dockground.bi

oinformatics.ku.edu/

UNBOUND/decoy/d

ecoy.php 

59 PDTD 
Web-accessible protein database for drug 

target identification 
http://www.dddc.ac.c

n/pdtd/ 

53 TarFisDock 
Web server for identifying drug targets with 

docking approach 
http://www.dddc.ac.c

n/tarfisdock/ 

53 MSDsite 

Database search and retrieval system for the 

analysis and viewing of bound ligands and 

active sites  

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/msd-srv/msdsite 

52 LigBase 

Database of families of aligned ligand 

binding sites in known protein sequences 

and structures 

http://modbase.comp

bio.ucsf.edu/ligbase/ 

50 

MOE (Molecular 

Operating 

Environment) 

Molecular operating environment for the 

application of QSAR and molecular 

docking to drug discovery. 

http://www.chemco

mp.com/software.ht

m 

In addition, the table below lists auxiliary databases in medicinal chemistry that aim to enhance 

understanding of chemicals —especially small molecules and drugs— and their biological 

interactions within the human body. 
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Table IV-19. Most cited medicinal chemistry databases and repositories 

Medicinal Chemistry databases 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

653 REFMAC5 dictionary 
Organization of prior chemical knowledge 

and guidelines for its use 

http://www.ccp4.ac.u

k/html/refmac5.html 

557 
PharmGKB 

 

Repository of primary data, tools to track 

associations between genes and drugs, and 

to catalog the location and frequency of 

genetic variations known to impact drug 

response 

http://www.pharmgk

b.org/ 

387 DrugBank 
Comprehensive resource for in silico drug 

discovery and exploration  

http://redpoll.pharma

cy.ualberta.ca/drugb

ank/  

162 ChEMBL 
Large-scale bioactivity database for drug 

discovery  

https://www.ebi.ac.u

k/chembldb 

58 SIDER 

Public, computer-readable side effect 

resource connecting 888 drugs to 1450 side 

effect terms 

http://sideeffects.em

bl.de 

54 PubChem 

Database of chemical structures of small 

organic molecules and information on their 

biological activities 

http:// 

pubchem.ncbi.nlm.ni

h.gov/ 

Molecular Modelling and Simulation Resources 

Under the category “Molecular modelling and simulation tools” (Table IV-20) we can classify a 

wide range of resources and frameworks for molecular visualization, modelling and simulation: 

databases of molecular models, software for viewing 3D models (Laskowski and Thornton 2008) 

and maps of viruses, ribosomes, filaments and other molecular assemblies (Goddard and Ferrin 

2007) and tools for kinetic modelling of biochemical networks (Alves et al. 2006). New 

developments in this field (Milanesi et al. 2009) include computational representations of genetics 

models (Alter 2007), cell models (Karr et al. 2012) and protein-ligand interactions models 

(Hassan et al. 2005) that offer better control over the level of detail, improving the interpretation 

of experimental data (Henkel et al. 2010). Table IV-20 provides a ranking of this kind of resource, 

which includes repositories of annotated molecular models (BioModels Database), and modelling 

tools for visualization and simulation of macromolecular structures (GRASP2, CP2K), Molecular 

Dynamics (CHARMM, Amber, GROMACS, NAMD), Quantum Mechanics simulations 

(GAMESS, CASINO) and crystal structure prediction for pharmaceutical formulations 

(ConQuest), among others. 

Table IV-20. Most cited generic tools for molecular visualization, modeling and simulation 

MOLECULAR MODELLING AND SIMULATION RESOURCES 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

10132 

CHARMM (Chemistry 

at HARvard Molecular 

Mechanics) 

Biomolecular simulation program that 

includes conformational and path sampling 

methods, free energy estimators, molecular 

minimization, dynamics, and analysis 

techniques, and model-building 

capabilities. 

http://www.charmm.

org/ 

10131 

GAMESS (General 

Atomic and Molecular 

Electronic-Structure 

System) 

Program for computational chemistry 

calculations that performs mixed quantum 

mechanics/molecular mechanics 

calculations. 

http://www.msg.che

m.iastate.edu/gamess

/ 

http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=UA&search_mode=GeneralSearch&qid=7&SID=Z15D5KOLOOgJHfE4KLd&page=1&doc=9
http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=UA&search_mode=GeneralSearch&qid=7&SID=Z15D5KOLOOgJHfE4KLd&page=1&doc=9
http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=UA&search_mode=GeneralSearch&qid=7&SID=Z15D5KOLOOgJHfE4KLd&page=1&doc=9
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MOLECULAR MODELLING AND SIMULATION RESOURCES 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

9758 GROMACS 

Molecular dynamics package for 

biochemical molecules and non-biological 

systems 

http://www.gromacs.

org/ 

4336 CASTEP 

Software package to calculate the electronic 

properties of crystalline solids, surfaces, 

molecules, liquids and amorphous materials 

from first principles. 

http://www.castep.or

g/ 

2412 NAMD 

Parallel molecular dynamics code designed 

for high-performance simulation of large 

biomolecular systems. 

http://www.ks.uiuc.e

du/Research/namd/ 

2255 ABINIT 

Suite of programs for materials science to 

compute the electronic density and derived 

properties of materials ranging from 

molecules to surfaces to solids. 

http://www.abinit.or

g/ 

2049 MOPAC 

Quantum chemistry program to perform 

calculations on small molecules and 

enzymes 

http://openmopac.net

/ 

1923 Amber 

Package of computer programs focused on 

molecular dynamics and free energy 

calculations of proteins, nucleic acids, and 

carbohydrates. 

http://ambermd.org/ 

1698 Molden 

Computational chemistry program for the 

visualization of electronic and molecular 

properties 

http://www.cmbi.ru.

nl/molden/ 

1619 ConQuest 
High-performance crystal-structure 

visualizer  
http://www.conquest

.ucl.ac.uk/ 

620 CASINO Quantum Monte Carlo program 
http://www.tcm.phy.

cam.ac.uk/~mdt26/ca

sino2.html 

603 COLUMBUS 

Computational chemistry software suite for 

calculating ab initio molecular electronic 

structures 

http://www.univie.ac

.at/columbus/ 

476 CP2K 

Program to perform atomistic and molecular 

simulations of solid state, liquid, molecular 

and biological systems. 

http://www.cp2k.org

/ 

406 Cytoscape 
Program for integration of biological 

networks and gene expression data 

http://www.cytoscap

e.org/ 

326 NWChem 

Computational chemistry package with 

extensive capabilities for large scale 

simulations of chemical and biological 

systems 

http://www.nwchem-

sw.org 

283 BioModels Database 
Repository of annotated computational 

models for Systems Biology 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/biomodels-main/ 

197 Virtual Cell 
Virtual Cell modelling and simulation 

software environment 
http://vcell.org/ 

139 
Systems Biology 

Toolbox 

Computational platform for research in 

systems biology 

http://www.sbtoolbo

x.org/ 

136 RasMol 
Interactive molecular graphics program, for 

the display of biomolecular structures 
http://rasmol.org/ 

119 GRASP2 

Visualization, surface properties, and 

electrostatics of macromolecular structures 

and sequences 

http://trantor.bioc.col

umbia.edu 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-main/
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-main/
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MOLECULAR MODELLING AND SIMULATION RESOURCES 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

76 VisANT 
Data-integrating visual framework for 

biological networks and modules  
http://visant.bu.edu 

73 

MolMovDB (Database 

of macromolecular 

motions) 

Database of macromolecular motions http://molmovdb.org 

67 CellDesigner Modeling tool for biochemical networks 
http://www.celldesig

ner.org 

53 SynBioSS Synthetic biology modeling suite 
http://www.synbioss.

org 

Ontologies and other conceptual models 

In order to face up to the challenges of organizing and standardizing the enormous amounts of 

information that research on molecular medicine is producing nowadays, scientists need the 

support of lexical and semantic tools such as conceptual models, ontologies, taxonomies and 

classifications (Azuaje et al. 2006, Beissbarth 2006). Specifically, there is an urgent need for 

guidance in the annotation of molecular data sets (Bodenreider 2008) as well as software tools for 

standards development and revision (Antezana et al. 2009). 

Ontologies are a powerful mechanism for providing applications with domain knowledge and 

facilitating sharing of information (Alterovitz et al. 2010). Using ontologies can help users browse 

through entire data collections and organise repositories with hierarchical classifications. Within 

the molecular medicine domain, ontologies involve the design of conceptualizations for 

representing basic molecular and cellular data (Jensen and Bork 2010) with the explicit goal of 

transforming clinical care. 

In view of the numerous web applications offering access to molecular medicine data sources, it 

is necessary to compare their specific features, such as the level of annotation of sequences with 

relevant information, the automatic generation of predictions based on patterns and motifs or the 

use of taxonomies and ontologies to classify the available data (Bard and Rhee 2004). Previous 

reviews have already analyzed current resources (Lambrix et al. 2003, Rubin et al. 2008) and 

breakthroughs and challenges for biomedical ontologies (Maojo et al. 2011).  

Highly-cited biomedical ontologies and related tools are listed in Table IV-21. One should note 

that some of these ontologies, such as the Gene Ontology and the Foundational Model of 

Anatomy, are based on the use of the Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) (Arp and Smith 2008), an 

upper-level framework supporting ontology design and development. 

Table IV-21. Most cited generic taxonomies, ontologies and related tools 

ONTOLOGIES, OTHER CONCEPTUAL MODELS AND RELATED TOOLS 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

9541 GO (Gene Ontology) 

Structured, controlled vocabularies and 

classifications that cover several domains of 

molecular and cellular biology use in the 

annotation of genes, gene products and 

sequences 

http://www.geneonto

logy.org/ 

912 
Dali Domain 

Dictionary 

Numerical taxonomy of all known 

structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB), 

derived fully automatically from 

measurements of structural, functional and 

sequence similarities. 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/dali/domain 
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ONTOLOGIES, OTHER CONCEPTUAL MODELS AND RELATED TOOLS 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

856 Blast2GO 

Universal tool for annotation, visualization 

and analysis in functional genomics 

research  

http://www.blast2go.

de 

786 
GOA (Gene Ontology 

Annotation) 

high-quality electronic and manual 

annotations to the UniProt Knowledgebase 

(Swiss-Prot, TrEMBL and PIR-PSD) using 

the standardized vocabulary of the Gene 

Ontology (GO) 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

/GOA 

678 GoMiner 
Resource for biological interpretation of 

genomic and proteomic data  
http://discover.nci.ni

h.gov/gominer/ 

597 

BiNGO(Biological 

Networks Gene 

Ontology) 

Cytoscape plugin to assess 

overrepresentation of Gene Ontology 

categories in Biological Networks 

http:// 

www.psb.ugent.be/c

bd/papers/BiNGO/ 

591 GOstat 

Tool for finding statistically 

overrepresented Gene Ontologies within a 

group of genes 

http://gostat.wehi.ed

u.au 

581 MAPPFinder 

Tool for creating a global gene-expression 

profile from microarray data using Gene 

Ontology and GenMAPP 

http://www.GenMA

PP.org 

564 FatiGO 

Web tool for finding significant associations 

of Gene Ontology terms with groups of 

genes 

http://www.fatigo.or

g/ 

454 GO::TermFinder 

Open source software for accessing Gene 

Ontology information and finding 

significantly enriched Gene Ontology terms 

associated with a list of genes 

http://search.cpan.or

g/dist/GO-

TermFinder/ 

401 
FMA (Foundational 

Model of Anatomy) 

Domain ontology of the concepts and 

relationships that pertain to the structural 

organization of the human body. 

http://sig.biostr.wash

ington.edu/projects/f

m/ 

288 
GOTM (GOTree 

Machine) 

Web-based platform for interpreting sets of 

interesting genes using Gene Ontology 

hierarchies 

http://genereg.ornl.g

ov/gotm/ 

203 FuncAssociate Tool for characterizing gene sets 
http://llama.med.har

vard.edu/Software.ht

ml 

195 AmiGO 
Online access to ontology and annotation 

data  

http://amigo.geneont

ology.org/ 

181 Textpresso 
Ontology-based information retrieval and 

extraction system for biological literature  

http://www.textpress

o.org 

170 GOToolBox 
Functional analysis of gene datasets based 

on Gene Ontology 
http://genome.crg.es/

GOToolBox/ 

156 Sequence Ontology 
Tool for the unification of genome 

annotations 
http://www.sequence

ontology.org/ 

131 
The Mammalian 

Phenotype Ontology 

Tool for annotating, analyzing and 

comparing phenotypic information 

http://bioportal.bioon

tology.org/ontologies

/1025 

129 WEGO Web tool for plotting GO annotations 
http://wego.genomic

s.org.cn 

127 

GOEAST (Gene 

Ontology Enrichment 

Analysis Software 

Toolkit) 

Web-based software toolkit for Gene 

Ontology enrichment analysis 

http://omicslab.genet

ics.ac.cn/GOEAST/ 

http://sig.biostr.washington.edu/projects/fm/
http://sig.biostr.washington.edu/projects/fm/
http://sig.biostr.washington.edu/projects/fm/
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ONTOLOGIES, OTHER CONCEPTUAL MODELS AND RELATED TOOLS 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

120 ProtoNet 

Data structure of protein families that 

cover the protein sequence space, 

generated through an unsupervised bottom-

up clustering algorithm 

http://www.protonet.

cs.huji.ac.il 

106 Gorilla 
Tool for discovery and visualization of 

enriched GO terms in ranked gene lists 

http://cbl-

gorilla.cs.technion.ac

.il 

99 GoFigure Automated Gene Ontology annotation 
http://udgenome.ags.

udel.edu/frm_go.htm

l/ 

98 Onto-Tools 

Integration of web-accessible, ontology-

based tools for the functional design and 

interpretation of high-throughput gene 

expression experiments 

ttp://vortex.cs.wayne

.edu/Projects.html 

94 Ontologizer 
Multifunctional tool for GO term 

enrichment analysis and data exploration 

http://compbio.charit

e.de/ontologizer 

93 
GO-FunD-PseAA 

predictor 

Tool for prediction of protein subcellular 

locations 
Not available online 

92 Gotcha 

Method for prediction of protein function 

assessed by the annotation of seven 

genomes  

http://www.compbio.

dundee.ac.uk/Softwa

re/GOtcha/gotcha.ht

ml  

91 
Human Phenotype 

Ontology 

Tool for annotating and analyzing human 

hereditary disease  

http://www.human-

phenotype-

ontology.org/ 

87 BioPortal 
Web portal compiling ontologies and 

integrated data  
http://bioportal.bioon

tology.org 

86 3D Complex 
Structural classification of protein 

complexes. 
http://www.3Dcompl

ex.org 

84 ClueGO 

Cytoscape plug-in to decipher functionally 

grouped gene ontology and pathway 

annotation networks  

http://www.ici.upmc.

fr/cluego/ 

76 OBO-Edit Ontology editor for biologists  

https://sourceforge.n

et/project/showfiles.

php?group_id=3685

5 

62 GeneTools  
Tool for functional gene annotation and 

statistical hypothesis testing 

http://www.genetool

s.no 

61 IMGT-ONTOLOGY Ontology for immunogenetics 
http://www.imgt.org/

IMGTindex/ontolog

y.html 

60 
NetAffx Gene 

Ontology Mining Tool 

Gene ontology visual mining tool for 

microarray data analysis 

http://www.affymetri

x.com/analysis/query

/go_analysis.affx 

59 GoSurfer 

Graphical interactive tool for comparative 

analysis of large gene sets in Gene Ontology 

space. 

http://www.gosurfer.

org 

58 ONTOFUSION 
Ontology-based integration of genomic and 

clinical databases 
See patent 

54 Proteome Analyst 
Web-based tool for high-throughput 

proteome annotations and predictions 
http://www.cs.ualber

ta.ca/~bioinfo/PA/ 
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ONTOLOGIES, OTHER CONCEPTUAL MODELS AND RELATED TOOLS 

No of 

citations 
Resource name Brief description Link 

50 OntoBlast 

Tool for finding information about potential 

functions of proteins by presenting a 

weighted list of ontology entries associated 

with similar sequences from completely 

sequenced genomes identified in a BLAST 

search 

http://functionalgeno

mics.de/ontogate/ 

Controlled vocabularies, nomenclature, coding and standards for data knowledge 

integration 

Data standards and semantics play an essential role in biomedical information management. 

Considering the wide range and heterogeneity of disciplines contributing to molecular medicine, 

the establishment of a concerted set of terminologies and controlled vocabularies, nomenclatures, 

and codes, is crucial for efficiently managing the huge volume of information being generated 

daily in this field. More consensus on nomenclatures, code sets, descriptions and specifications 

of genes, proteins, biological networks, etc. would facilitate the interoperability of data, ensuring 

data quality, consistency and normalization (Krause et al. 2011).  

As mentioned before, standards on data representation would allow researchers to use the same 

resource for a given task and interconnect different resources and data providers. In order to 

achieve this goal, several limitations need to be overcome. Research institutions tend to use their 

own conventions when assigning identifiers, using templates or developing specifications. 

However, raw data sets should be transformed into standardized data, following currently 

available standards instead of creating new ones. In addition, bioinformatics methods and 

techniques tend to normalize data by converting measures and units, which can lead to the loss of 

important information. Thus, developing specifications and controlled vocabularies for 

standardizing this kind of information can help make it easier to analyize retrospectively. 

Controlled terminologies are key factors for indexing and integrating knowledge in molecular 

medicine because, as mentioned above, if data sources adopt standard vocabularies, they can 

become interoperable (Courtot et al. 2011, Brazma et al. 2006). Following these approaches, 

existing systems that store, manage and analyze molecular medicine data, could be interconnected 

more effectively, and the ability to generate and validate machine-interpretable descriptions of 

research results would be enhanced. 

The following table (Table IV-22) lists major controlled vocabularies and standards for molecular 

medicine, ranging from formal nomenclatures (HLA nomenclature, HGNC, etc.) to standard 

formats for data sharing and integration (FASTA, MIRIAM, BioPAX, PDBML, etc.). These 

international initiatives are designed to set standards that help increase the reproducibility, 

reliability, and hence the benefits of molecular medicine results, providing a harmonized way of 

increasing the quality of pharmaceutical products before they enter the supply chain. 

Table IV-22. Most cited standards and controlled vocabularies 

CONTROLLED VOCABULARIES AND STANDARDS FOR DATA INTEGRATION 

No of 

citation

s 

Resource name Brief description Link 

1991 HLA Nomenclature 
Nomenclature for human major 

histocompatibility complex HLA 
http://www.ebi.ac.u

k/imgt/hla/ 

1886 FASTA 
Text-based format for representing either 

nucleotide sequences or peptide sequences 

http://www.proteo

mecommons.org/da

ta/fasta/ 
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CONTROLLED VOCABULARIES AND STANDARDS FOR DATA INTEGRATION 

No of 

citation

s 

Resource name Brief description Link 

1279 

UMLS (Unified 

Medical Language 

System) 

Integrated key terminology, classification 

and coding standards, and associated 

resources to promote creation of 

interoperable biomedical information 

systems and services, including electronic 

health records. 

http://www.nlm.nih

.gov/research/umls/ 

1050 SBML 
Formal Language for representing 

biochemical reaction networks 
http:// sbml.org/ 

494 

SNOMED 

(Systematized 

Nomenclature of 

Medicine) 

Comprehensive, multilingual clinical 

healthcare terminology.   

http://www.ihtsdo.

org/snomed-ct/ 

448 
HL7 (Health Level 

Seven) 

Set of standards for interoperability of 

health information technology systems 
http://www.hl7.org/ 

406 
HGNC (Hugo Gene 

Nomenclature) 

Format for representing symbols and 

names to human genes 
http://www.genena

mes.org/ 

286 

HUPOPSI´s 

Molecular Interaction 

Format  

Community standard for the representation 

of protein interaction data 
http://www.psidev.i

nfo/ 

244 

LOINC (Logical 

observation identifier 

names and codes) 

Universal code system for identifying 

laboratory and clinical observations 
http://loinc.org/ 

206 

MIRIAM (Minimum 

Information Required 

in the Annotation of 

Models Registry) 

Set of guidelines for the annotation and 

curation processes of computational models 
http://www.ebi.ac.u

k/miriam 

182 

MedDRA (Medical 

Dictionary for 

Regulatory Activities) 

Medical terminology to classify adverse 

event information associated with the use of 

biopharmaceuticals and other medical 

products 

http://www.meddra

msso.com/ 

150 Genew Human Gene Nomenclature Database 

http://www.gene.uc

l.ac.uk/cgi-

bin/nomenclature/s

earchgenes.pl 

123 KEGG Orthology 

Tool for automated genome annotation and 

pathway identification using the KEGG 

Orthology (KO) as a controlled vocabulary 

http://www.genome

.jp/kegg/ko.html 

97 Bio2RDF 

Knowledge space of RDF documents linked 

together with normalized URIs and sharing 

a common ontology of bioinformatics data 

http://bio2rdf.org 

75 Mutalyzer Sequence variation nomenclature checker 
www.lovd.nl/mutal

yzer 

73 BioPAX Standard for pathway data sharing 
http:// 

www.biopax.org/ 

67 LibSBML 

Application programming interface library 

for reading, writing, manipulating and 

validating content expressed in the Systems 

Biology Markup Language (SBML) format 

http://sbml.org/soft

ware/libsbml 

56 PDBML 
Standard format for archival 

macromolecular structure data in XML 
http://pdbml.pdb.or

g/ 

54 IDconverter/IDClight 
Tool for conversion and annotation of gene 

and protein IDs 
http://idclight.bioin

fo.cnio.es/ 

http://www.genenames.org/
http://www.genenames.org/
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/miriam
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/miriam
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CONTROLLED VOCABULARIES AND STANDARDS FOR DATA INTEGRATION 

No of 

citation

s 

Resource name Brief description Link 

50 BioThesaurus 
Web-based thesaurus of protein and gene 

names 

http://pir.georgetow

n.edu/iprolink/bioth

esaurus 

Other related resources 

Finally, it is worth mentioning other relevant resources that are not directly related to molecular 

medicine, but can provide support and perform useful tasks for research in the field:  

- Multipurpose resources, including central repositories of molecular data —such as the 

online Molecular Biology Database Collection (Fernández-Suárez and Galperin 2013)—

; generic browsers —EnsMart (Kasprzyk et al. 2004), Biology Browser —; multipurpose 

systems integrating several external databases —BioWareHouse (Lee, Pouliot et al. 

2006), Atlas (Shah et al. 2005)— and resources —EBI SRS server (Zdobnov et al. 

2002)—; and programming libraries within developer frameworks —BioPerl Toolkit 

(Stajich et al. 2002). 

- Literature searching tools: One of the most time-consuming tasks for researchers is 

literature-based knowledge discovery. Software for information retrieval, NLP and text 

mining is advancing on many fronts. We can freely access tools for effectively exploring 

the scientific literature —such as PubMedCentral (Roberts et al. 2001) and PubCrawler 

(Hokamp and Wolfe 1999)—; resources for indexing the literature through genes and 

protein sequences —PubDNAFinder (García-Remesal et al. 2010), iHOP (Hoffmann and 

Valencia 2005), GoPubMed (Doms and Schroeder 2005)—; software for automatically 

extracting target information from papers —EBIMed (Rebholz-Schuhmann et al. 2007), 

FACTA (Tsuruoka et al. 2008), Nanoparticle Toxicity Searcher (García-Remesal et al. 

2013)— and tools for mining the literature through ontologies —Anni 2.0 (Jelier et al. 

2008). 

- Educational and training tools: An additional barrier is the ever-evolving nature of IT 

itself, in terms of standards, methodologies, techniques and tools. The embrace and 

adoption of computational resources by researchers could be a time-consuming process, 

due to several reasons: i) the lack of informatics skills, ii) the problems with search 

formulation, iii) a mismatch between the user´s mental domain model and the model 

represented by the system, and iv) the disparate and inconsistent terminologies used by 

biomedical researchers and computer scientists. The performance and applicability of 

such informatics resources depends on prior training of the researchers interacting with 

them. Thus, the development of the appropriate educational tools —tailored to different 

users with different roles in research— is not only desirable, but could be argued to be 

necessary for the progress of discovery. Examples of current educational tools are the 

Molecular Conceptor (Cohen et al. 2007) and nanoHUB , among many others. 



 

 

ANNEX V: NANOINFORMATICS INITIATIVES AND 

RESOURCES 

This section has already been reported in an indexed journal (JCR), with direct participation of 

the author (Maojo et al. 2012a). 

Table V-1. Main initiatives in nanoinformatics in the last years 

Name/acronym Description Institution Country 
Start 

year 

Initiatives & Scientific Networks 

Nano Science and 

Technology Institute 

(NSTI) 

It integrates nano and other 

technologies through education, 

conventions, business publishing, and 

research services 

Nano Science and 

Technology 

Institute (NSTI) 

USA 1997 

NanoBioTechnology 

Center (NBTC) 

Experts on Nanobiotechnology: 

Biomolecular Devices, Cellular 

Microdynamics, Cell-Surface 

Interactions, Cell Biology, etc 

National Science 

Foundation (NSF) 
USA 2000 

National 

Nanotechnology 

Initiative (NNI) 

Central point of communication, 

cooperation, and collaboration for all 

US Federal agencies engaged in 

nanotechnology research 

25 US 

governmental 

agencies 

USA 2000 

Global 

Nanotechnology 

Network (GNN) 

Platform for addressing shared global 

challenges through nanoscale science, 

engineering, development, and 

education 

Diverse 

nanotechnology 

stakeholders from 

industry, 

academia, and 

government 

International 2001 

International Council 

on Nanotechnology 

(ICON) 

Portal for information about the 

environmental, health and safety 

aspects of nanotechnology 

Rice University USA 2004 

NCI Alliance for 

nanotechnology in 

Cancer 

Committed to build a community of 

researchers dedicated to using 

nanotechnology to advance the fight 

against cancer 

National Cancer 

Institute, US 

National Institutes 

of Health  

USA 2004 

Alliance for 

NanoHealth (ANH) 

It promotes nano-based approaches, 

nano-resources and tools to battle 

against cancer, heart diseases or 

diabetes 

Texas Medical 

Center (Houston, 

USA) 

USA 2005 

ETP on 

Nanomedicine 

Led by industry together with the 

European Commission for the 

application of nanotechnology in 

healthcare 

European 

Commission 
Europe 2005 

Nanoforum European Nanotechnology Gateway 

Former FP5, now 

an European 

Economic Interest 

Group 

Europe 2005 

Nanomedicine 

Roadmap Initiative 

Nanomachinery of the cell and to 

control and manipulate molecules and 

supramolecular assemblies in living 

cells 

US National 

Institutes of 

Health (NIH) 

USA 2005 

http://www.nsti.org/
http://www.nsti.org/
http://www.nsti.org/
http://www.nbtc.cornell.edu/
http://www.nbtc.cornell.edu/
http://www.nano.gov/
http://www.nano.gov/
http://www.nano.gov/
http://www.globalnanotechnologynetwork.org/
http://www.globalnanotechnologynetwork.org/
http://www.globalnanotechnologynetwork.org/
http://icon.rice.edu/
http://icon.rice.edu/
http://icon.rice.edu/
http://nano.cancer.gov/
http://nano.cancer.gov/
http://nano.cancer.gov/
http://www.nanohealthalliance.org/
http://www.nanohealthalliance.org/
http://www.etp-nanomedicine.eu/
http://www.etp-nanomedicine.eu/
http://www.nanoforum.org/
http://nihroadmap.nih.gov/nanomedicine/
http://nihroadmap.nih.gov/nanomedicine/
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Name/acronym Description Institution Country 
Start 

year 

Nanotechnology 

Characterization 

Laboratory (NCL) 

A NCI-supported lab to perform and 

standardize nanomaterials intended 

for cancer therapeutics and 

diagnostics  

National Cancer 

Institute, US 

National Institutes 

of Health  

USA 2005 

Nanotechnologies 

Industries Association 

(NIA) 

It represents the industries’ views, 

interfaces with governments, 

consultation on regulation, standards, 

media and public  

Group of 

companies from a 

variety of industry 

sectors,  

International 2005 

Project on Emerging 

Nanotechnologies 

(PEN) 

Designed to minimize potential risks 

to health and environment, identifying 

gaps in knowledge and regulatory 

processes, 

Pew Charitable 

Trusts, Woodrow 

Wilson Int. 

USA 2005 

Safer Nanomaterials 

and 

Nanomanufacturing 

Initiative (SNNI) 

New nanomaterials and 

nanomanufacturing approaches that 

offer a high level of performance, yet 

pose minimal harm  

Universities of 

Oregon, Pacific 

Northwest Lab, 

ONAMI,  

USA 2005 

Nanosciences, 

Nanotechnologies, 

Materials and new 

Production 

Technologies 

Programme (NMP) 

EC programme which funds research, 

development, demonstration, and 

coordination projects  

European 

Commission 

under FP7 

Europe 2006 

National Institute for 

Nanotechnology 

(NINT) 

Integrated, multi-disciplinary, 

involves researchers in physics, 

chemistry, engineering, biology, 

informatics, and medicine 

National Research 

Council of 

Canada and the 

Univ. Alberta 

Canada 2006 

National Network of 

Nanomedicine 

Development Centers 

Initiative to determine the physical 

properties of cellular and sub-cellular 

components  

US National 

Institutes of 

Health 

USA 2006 

SAFENANO 

Europe´s Centre of Excellence on 

nanotechnology hazard and risk, 

facilitating responsible development 

of safe nanomaterials  

Institute of 

Occupational 

Medicine (IOM) 

Europe 2006 

Technology 

cooperative 

framework on 

nanoscale analytical 

and measurement 

methods 

Initiative for interlaboratory 

comparison on nanoparticle size 

Characterization among ten 

laboratories from six member 

economies 

Asia-Pacific 

Economy 

Cooperation 

(APEC) Industrial 

Science and 

Technology 

Working Group 

International 

(Asia-Pacific) 
2005 

ACTION-Grid 

International Project on healthcare 

and nanoinformatics between Latin 

America, the Western Balkans and the 

EU 

European 

Commission 

under FP7 

EU. Africa, 

USA Latin 

America, 

2008 

European Foundation 

for Clinical 

Nanomedicine 

(CLINAM) 

Initiative for the prevention, 

diagnosis, and therapy through 

nanomedicine as well as at 

exploration of its implications 

Non-profit 

institution, with 

researchers from 

EU and USA 

USA 2008 

ICPCNanoNet 

Collaboration between organisations 

and scientists in the EU and 

International Cooperation Partner 

Countries (ICPC) 

European 

Commission 

under FP7 

EU and 

Partner 

Countries 

2008 

http://ncl.cancer.gov/
http://ncl.cancer.gov/
http://ncl.cancer.gov/
http://www.nanotechia.org/
http://www.nanotechia.org/
http://www.nanotechia.org/
http://www.nanotechproject.org/
http://www.nanotechproject.org/
http://www.nanotechproject.org/
http://www.greennano.org/
http://www.greennano.org/
http://www.greennano.org/
http://www.greennano.org/
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/cooperation/nanotechnology_en.html
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/cooperation/nanotechnology_en.html
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/cooperation/nanotechnology_en.html
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/cooperation/nanotechnology_en.html
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/cooperation/nanotechnology_en.html
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/cooperation/nanotechnology_en.html
http://www.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/eng/ibp/nint.html
http://www.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/eng/ibp/nint.html
http://www.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/eng/ibp/nint.html
http://nihroadmap.nih.gov/nanomedicine/fundedresearch.asp
http://nihroadmap.nih.gov/nanomedicine/fundedresearch.asp
http://nihroadmap.nih.gov/nanomedicine/fundedresearch.asp
http://www.safenano.org/
http://aimp.apec.org/
http://aimp.apec.org/
http://aimp.apec.org/
http://aimp.apec.org/
http://aimp.apec.org/
http://aimp.apec.org/
http://www.vph-action-grid.eu/
http://www.clinam.org/
http://www.clinam.org/
http://www.clinam.org/
http://www.clinam.org/
http://www.icpc-nanonet.org/
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Name/acronym Description Institution Country 
Start 

year 

IEEE Nanotechnology 

Council 
IEEE group on Nanotechnology  

Institute of 

Electrical and 

Electronics 

Engineers (IEEE) 

International 2008 

International Alliance 

for NanoEHS 

Harmonization 

(IANH) 

Scientist from the EU, Japan and the 

United States to establish 

reproducible approaches for of 

nanoparticle hazard. 

Peer-group of 

scientists that 

voluntarily 

collaborate.  

International 

(Europe, 

Japan and 

USA) 

2008 

NanoPediatrics 

Program 

The NanoPediatrics Program is 

focused on the development and use 

of nanomedicine for the care of 

children 

Mattel Children’s 

Hospital UCLA 
USA 2008 

National 

Nanomanufacturing 

Network 

Alliance of academic, government 

and industry partners to promote 

nanomanufacturing workshops and 

exchanges 

National Science 

Foundation (NSF) 
USA 2008 

caBIG® Nano WG 

(caBIG® 

Nanotechnology 

Working Group) 

Rational design of nanomaterials and 

discovering nanoparticle toxicity. 

They develop standards and 

ontologies 

National Cancer 

Institute, US 

National Institutes 

of Health  

USA 2009 

EU Nanosafety 

Cluster 

EC´s initiative to maximise synergies 

between FP6 and FP7 projects, 

addressing nanosafety  

Compendium of 

EC-funded 

projects 

Europe 2009 

Ibero-American 

Network of 

Convergent 

Technologies for 

Health (Ibero-NBIC) 

Research on the social impact of 

converging technologies, Nano-Bio-

Info-Cogno (NBIC) in Ibero-America 

CYTED (Latin-

American Science 

& Technology 

Development 

Programme) 

Latin 

America, 

Spain and 

Portugal 

2009 

NanoCom 

To bridge the gap between lab based 

and industrial applications in 

nanotechnology. 

EC through FP7. 

Coordinator: 

University of 

Nottingham 

Europe 2009 

Nanotechnology 

Informatics White 

Paper 

White Paper. It covers the history of 

nanotechnology, and the application 

of nanotechnology in the biomedical 

field.  

National 

Characterization 

Laboratory, US 

NCI 

USA 2009 

ObservatoryNano 

European observatory for science-

based and economic expert analysis of 

nanotechnologies,  

EC-FP7. 

Coordinator: 

Institute of 

Nanotechnology, 

UK 

Europe 2009 

MINAM 2.0 
It brings together Micro Nano related 

organizations 

EC- FP7. 

Coordinator: 

Karlsruher Institut 

Für Technologie 

Europe 2010 

NanoGEM 

Evaluating hazards of industrially 

relevant nanomaterials and 

nanoparticles contained in processed 

products  

Institute of 

Energy and 

Environmental 

Technology 

Germany 2010 

ProNano 

Coaching services to research 

institutions or persons interested in 

the commercial exploitation of 

nanotechnologies. 

EC--FP7. 

Coordinator: 

Zabala Innovation 

Consulting, S.A. - 

Europe 2010 

http://ewh.ieee.org/tc/nanotech/
http://ewh.ieee.org/tc/nanotech/
http://www.nanoehsalliance.org/
http://www.nanoehsalliance.org/
http://www.nanoehsalliance.org/
http://www.nanoehsalliance.org/
http://www.nanopediatrics.ucla.edu/
http://www.nanopediatrics.ucla.edu/
http://www.nanomanufacturing.org/
http://www.nanomanufacturing.org/
http://www.nanomanufacturing.org/
https://wiki.nci.nih.gov/display/ICR/Nanotechnology+Working+Group
https://wiki.nci.nih.gov/display/ICR/Nanotechnology+Working+Group
https://wiki.nci.nih.gov/display/ICR/Nanotechnology+Working+Group
https://wiki.nci.nih.gov/display/ICR/Nanotechnology+Working+Group
http://www.nanosafetycluster.eu/
http://www.nanosafetycluster.eu/
http://www.ibero-nbic.udc.es/
http://www.ibero-nbic.udc.es/
http://www.ibero-nbic.udc.es/
http://www.ibero-nbic.udc.es/
http://www.ibero-nbic.udc.es/
http://www.nanocom-eu.org/
https://gforge.nci.nih.gov/docman/view.php/511/16511/NanoWhitePaper1_508.docm
https://gforge.nci.nih.gov/docman/view.php/511/16511/NanoWhitePaper1_508.docm
https://gforge.nci.nih.gov/docman/view.php/511/16511/NanoWhitePaper1_508.docm
http://www.observatorynano.eu/
http://www.minamwebportal.eu/
http://www.nanogem.de/
http://www.pronano.eu/
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Name/acronym Description Institution Country 
Start 

year 

University of 

California Center for 

Environmental 

Implications of 

Nanotechnology (UC 

CEIN) 

Development of environmental 

decision making tools for managing 

engineered nanomaterials (ENM) 

across a wide spectrum of nano/bio 

interfaces in cells, bacteria, etc. 

National Science 

Foundation, 

Environmental 

Protection 

Agency, 

California 

NanoSystems 

Institute, 

University of 

California 

USA 2010 

Materials Genome 

Initiative (MGI) 

To develop an infrastructure to 

accelerate advanced materials 

discovery and deployment in the 

United States 

National Science 

and Technology 

Council (NSTC) 

USA 2011 

Technology Platform 

NanoFutures 

A European Technology Integrating 

and Innovation Platform, multi-

sectorial,  

European 

Commission 
Europe 2011 

Euro-Nano-Tox 

Portal for researchers and industry 

seeking critical toxicological data for 

nano-structured materials. 

BioNanoNet 

Forschungsgesells

chaft mbH 

Austria 2011 

Data Repositories & Standards 

ICON EHS Database 

The ICON Environmental, Health and 

Safety (EHS) database contains 

summaries (abstracts) and citations  

Rice University, 

International 

Council on 

Nanotechnology  

USA 2004 

MICAD 

Online source of scientific 

information regarding molecular 

imaging and contrast agents  

NCBI, US 

National Institutes 

of Health (NIH) 

USA 2004 

Nanotechnology 

Standards Panel 

(NSP) 

Development of standards in 

nanotechnology including 

nomenclature/terminology; materials 

properties and testing 

American 

National 

Standards 

Institute (ANSI) 

USA 2004 

ISO TC 229 

Developing standards for 

understanding and control of matter 

and processes at the nanoscale to 

create improved materials,  

International 

Association for 

Standardization 

(ISO) 

International 2005 

NTP Database 

Toxicology information about 

chemicals and nanoscale materials, 

abstracts, reports and data from 

toxicology studies  

NIH, NIOSH, 

FDA 
USA 2005 

ASTM 

Nanotechnology 

ASTM standards for nanotechnology 

as well as nanotechnology 

terminology, property testing, and 

issues of health and safety 

American Society 

for Testing and 

Materials 

(ASTM) 

USA 2006 

caNanoLab Database 

Annotation of nanomaterials with 

characterizations resulting from 

physico-chemical and in vitro assays  

National Cancer 

Institute, US 

National Institutes 

of Health  

USA 2006 

SAFENANO 

Database 

Data resource on nanotechnology 

hazard and risk 

Institute of 

Occupational 

Medicine (IOM) 

UK 2006 

http://www.cein.ucla.edu/
http://www.cein.ucla.edu/
http://www.cein.ucla.edu/
http://www.cein.ucla.edu/
http://www.cein.ucla.edu/
http://www.cein.ucla.edu/
http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2011/06/24/materials-genome-initiative-renaissance-american-manufacturing
http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2011/06/24/materials-genome-initiative-renaissance-american-manufacturing
http://www.nanofutures.eu/
http://www.nanofutures.eu/
http://www.euro-nanotox.at/
http://cohesion.rice.edu/centersandinst/icon/report.cfm
http://micad.nih.gov/
http://www.ansi.org/standards_activities/standards_boards_panels/nsp/
http://www.ansi.org/standards_activities/standards_boards_panels/nsp/
http://www.ansi.org/standards_activities/standards_boards_panels/nsp/
http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_technical_committee?commid=381983
http://ntp-apps.niehs.nih.gov/ntp_tox/index.cfm
http://www.astm.org/Standards/nanotechnology-standards.html
http://www.astm.org/Standards/nanotechnology-standards.html
http://gforge.nci.nih.gov/frs/?group+id=69
http://www.safenano.org/knowledgebase.aspx
http://www.safenano.org/knowledgebase.aspx
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Name/acronym Description Institution Country 
Start 

year 

OECD Database on 

Research into Safety 

of Manufactured 

Nanomaterials 

It collects research projects that 

address environmental, human health 

and safety issues of manufactured 

nanomaterials 

Organisation for 

Economic Co-

operation and 

Development 

(OECD) 

International 2007 

BSI Nanotechnology 

Documents relevant to 

nanotechnology, address 

nanotechnology terminology, health 

and safety issues, and product 

labelling  

British Standards 

Institute (BSI) 
UK 2008 

Collaboratory for 

Structural 

Nanobioology (CSN) 

Nanoparticles structure files and 

related research data, as well as and 

resources for the visualization of 

nanoparticles  

NCI, US NIH, 

Universidad de 

Talca (Chile) 

USA, Latin 

America 
2008 

ISO Nano 

Terminology 

It lists unambiguous terms and 

definitions related to particles in the 

field of nanotechnologies. 

International 

Standards 

Organization 

(ISO) 

International 2008 

MINChar 

A community initiative to improve the 

utility of nanotoxicology studies 

through effective nanomaterial 

characterization 

The Dow 

Chemical 

Company, Evonik 

Industries, Rice 

University, ICON, 

BASF 

Corporation, 

NIOSH, Clemson 

University, 

Woodrow Wilson 

International 

Center for 

Scholars, National 

Institute of 

Environmental 

Health Sciences 

(NIEHS), DuPont 

USA 2008 

NanoParticle 

Ontology (NPO) 

An ontology with basic physical, 

chemical and functional 

nanocharacteristics, as used in cancer 

diagnosis and therapy 

Cancer 

Biomedical 

Informatics Grid 

(caBIG) 

USA 2008 

Cancer Open 

Biomedical Resource 

(caOBR) Project 

Toolset for information retrieval for 

cancer nanotechnology-related 

information using biomedical 

ontologies.  

NCBO through 

US National 

Institutes of 

Health (NIH) 

USA 2009 

Nanomaterials 

Registry 

Public resource of curated 

information on biological and 

environmental interactions of 

nanomaterials  

 NIBIB, NIEHS, 

NCI 
USA 2009 

Nanoparticle 

Information Library 

(NIL) 

Nanoparticle library to organize and 

share information on nanomaterials, 

including health and safety-associated 

properties. 

 NIOSH USA 2009 

Nano-TAB 

Data sharing challenges in 

nanotechnology by identifying 

nanomaterials and characterizations 

in a tab-delimited format 

National Cancer 

Institute, US 

National Institutes 

of Health  

USA 2009 

http://webnet.oecd.org/NANOMATERIALS/Pagelet/Front/Default.aspx
http://webnet.oecd.org/NANOMATERIALS/Pagelet/Front/Default.aspx
http://webnet.oecd.org/NANOMATERIALS/Pagelet/Front/Default.aspx
http://webnet.oecd.org/NANOMATERIALS/Pagelet/Front/Default.aspx
http://shop.bsigroup.com/en/Browse-by-Subject/Nanotechnology/?t=r
http://nanobiology.ncifcrf.gov/
http://nanobiology.ncifcrf.gov/
http://nanobiology.ncifcrf.gov/
http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail?csnumber=44278
http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail?csnumber=44278
http://characterizationmatters.org/
http://npo.nano-ontology.org/
http://npo.nano-ontology.org/
http://www.nano-ontology.org/related-projects/caobr
http://www.nano-ontology.org/related-projects/caobr
http://www.nano-ontology.org/related-projects/caobr
http://eprints.internano.org/599/
http://eprints.internano.org/599/
http://nanoparticlelibrary.net/
http://nanoparticlelibrary.net/
http://nanoparticlelibrary.net/
http://sites.google.com/site/cabignanowg/data-sharing-and-nanotechnology-standards/nanotab
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Name/acronym Description Institution Country 
Start 

year 

DaNa 

Acquisition, evaluation and public-

oriented presentation of society-

relevant data and findings relating to 

nanomaterials 

DECHEMA e.V. Germany 2010 

Nanomaterial-

Biological Interaction 

(NBI) Knowledgebase 

Repository for annotated data on 

nanomaterial characterization 

synthesis methods, and nanomaterial-

biological interactions ( 

Oregon 

universities and 

Microtechnologie

s Institute 

USA 2010 

Nano-QSAR 

Initiative for applying structure-

activity relationships (SARs) to 

predict properties of nanomaterials 

National Cancer 

Institute, US 

National Institutes 

of Health  

USA 2010 

European Repository 

of Reference 

Nanomaterials 

Nanomaterial repository with a 

collection representing 25 different 

types of nanomaterials. 

European 

Commission's 

Joint Research 

Centre (JRC) 

Europe 2011 

InterNano 

NanoManufacturing 

taxonomy 

Central digital repository of 

nanomanufacturing research and trade 

information for the 

nanomanfuacturing community 

Coordinated by 

the National 

Nanomanufacturi

ng Network  

USA 2011 

ISA-TAB-Nano 

(ASTM WK28974) 

Standard format for representing 

information on nanomaterials, small 

molecules along with their assay 

characterization data  

National Cancer 

Institute, US 

National Institutes 

of Health 

USA 2012 

Collaborative Platforms 

Network for 

Computational 

Nanotechnology 

(NCN) 

Cyber-resource for nanotechnology 

theory, modeling, and simulation 

National Science 

Foundation (NSF) 
USA 2002 

Nano Network 
Consortium of resources available to 

companies  
 ONAMI USA 2003 

caNanoLab 

Data sharing portal designed to 

facilitate information sharing in the 

biomedical nanotechnology research 

community  

National Cancer 

Institute, US 

National Institutes 

of Health 

USA 2006 

InterNano 
Information clearinghouse for the 

nanomanufacturing community 

Coordinated by 

the National 

Nanomanufacturi

ng Network and 

funded by the 

NSF 

USA 2007 

NANOSAFE Inc 

An extensive network of experts in the 

fields of nanoscience and engineering, 

industrial and environmental health 

and safety, toxicology, and risk 

assessment 

Virginia Tech 

Corporate 

Research Center's 

Knowledge 

Works Business 

Accelerator 

USA 2007 

GoodNanoGuide 

Collaboration platform designed to 

enhance the ability of experts to 

exchange ideas on how best to handle 

nanomaterials  

Rice University USA 2009 

http://www.nanopartikel.info/
http://oregonstate.edu/nbi/nbi/
http://oregonstate.edu/nbi/nbi/
http://oregonstate.edu/nbi/nbi/
https://wiki.nci.nih.gov/display/ICR/Nanotechnology+Working+Group
http://ihcp.jrc.ec.europa.eu/our_activities/nanotechnology/nanomaterials-repository
http://ihcp.jrc.ec.europa.eu/our_activities/nanotechnology/nanomaterials-repository
http://ihcp.jrc.ec.europa.eu/our_activities/nanotechnology/nanomaterials-repository
http://eprints.internano.org/view/internano_taxonomy/
http://eprints.internano.org/view/internano_taxonomy/
http://eprints.internano.org/view/internano_taxonomy/
https://wiki.nci.nih.gov/display/ICR/ISA-TAB-Nano
https://wiki.nci.nih.gov/display/ICR/ISA-TAB-Nano
http://www.ncn.purdue.edu/
http://www.ncn.purdue.edu/
http://www.ncn.purdue.edu/
http://www.ncn.purdue.edu/
http://www.onami.us/index.php/nano-network
https://cananolab.nci.nih.gov/caNanoLab/
http://www.internano.org/
http://www.nanosafeinc.com/
http://www.goodnanoguide.org/
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Name/acronym Description Institution Country 
Start 

year 

NanoHub - Network 

for Computation 

Nanotechnology 

Framework with a set of tools for 

online simulation and more for 

nanotechnology 

National Science 

Foundation 
USA 2009 

QNano 

European Union-funded 

infrastructure for nanomaterial safety 

testing 

European 

Commission 

through FP7 

Europe 2011 

Dissemination & Information Portals 

Nano Tech Wire Latest nanotechnology news 

National 

Nanotechnology 

Initiative (NNI), 

Nano Science and 

Technology 

Institute (NSTI), 

FEI Company, 

Veeco, Zyvex 

USA 2003 

ICON nanoEHS 

Virtual Journal 

The Virtual Journal of 

Nanotechnology Environment, Health 

and Safety 

Rice University, 

ICON 
USA 2004 

NanoWerk 

Committed to educate, inform and 

inspire about nanosciences and 

nanotechnologies.  

NanoWerk LLC USA 2005 

PEN EHS Inventory 

An inventory of current research 

involving nanotechnology health and 

environmental implications 

Pew Charitable 

Trusts, Woodrow 

Wilson 

International 

Center for 

Scholars 

USA 2005 

PEN Nanotechnology 

Medical Applications 

Web-based resource to better 

understand current and future 

applications of nanotechnology in 

various fields of medicine 

Pew Charitable 

Trusts, Woodrow 

Wilson Int. 

USA 2005 

TryNano 

Information resource for anyone 

interested in learning about 

Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, 

oriented to the general public 

IBM, IEEE, New 

York Hall of 

Science 

International 2007 

Nanotechnology Risk 

Resources 

References to papers, articles, and 

books on (or related to) potential 

health and environmental risks of 

nanomaterials 

Nanotechnology 

Citizens 

Engagement 

Organization 

USA 2010 

NIST 

Nanotechnology 

Portal 

Portal about nanotechnology-related 

research conducted in NIST's 

laboratories which develops 

measurements and standards 

National Institute 

of Standards and 

Technology 

(NIST) 

USA 2010 

http://nanohub.org/
http://nanohub.org/
http://nanohub.org/
http://www.qnano-ri.eu/
http://nanotechwire.com/
http://icon.rice.edu/virtualjournal.cfm
http://icon.rice.edu/virtualjournal.cfm
http://www.nanowerk.com/
http://www.nanotechproject.org/inventories/ehs/
http://www.nanotechproject.org/inventories/medicine/
http://www.nanotechproject.org/inventories/medicine/
http://www.trynano.org/
http://www.nanoceo.net/nanorisks
http://www.nanoceo.net/nanorisks
http://www.nist.gov/nanotechnology-portal.cfm
http://www.nist.gov/nanotechnology-portal.cfm
http://www.nist.gov/nanotechnology-portal.cfm


 

 

 



 

 

ANNEX VI: MANUAL CLASSIFICATION OF THE CLINICAL 

TRIAL SUMMARIES EXTRACTED FROM 

CLINICALTRIALS.GOV 

The following table shows the results obtained from the manual classification of the summaries 

extracted from ClinicalTrials.gov —i.e. the gold standard or reference set used to classified the 

CTs. 

Each document belonging to the set —identified by its National Clinical Trial (NCT) number— 

as manually tagged as being either “nano-related” (500 nano CTs) or “non nano-related” (500 

non-nano CTs) .   

Table VI-1. Results from the manual classification of CTs as nano and non-nano 

nano CTs non-nano CTs 

NCT00291603 NCT01211626 

NCT00299598 NCT00831129 

NCT00389714 NCT00735501 

NCT00484120 NCT01504763 

NCT00541931 NCT01376128 

NCT00659204 NCT00553670 

NCT00672165 NCT01147588 

NCT01007240 NCT00835159 

NCT01050777 NCT01699828 

NCT01188226 NCT01317394 

NCT01206023 NCT00235677 

NCT01242163 NCT00814372 

NCT01243320 NCT01635504 

NCT01270139 NCT00692562 

NCT01304303 NCT01004770 

NCT01305512 NCT01445275 

NCT01386203 NCT01094990 

NCT01387997 NCT01331590 

NCT01405794 NCT00296114 

NCT01416558 NCT00898313 

NCT01420718 NCT00667095 

NCT01432275 NCT01477918 

NCT01436123 NCT01316796 

NCT01442974 NCT00556465 

NCT01463709 NCT00512213 

NCT01464294 NCT00928122 

NCT01464996 NCT01682980 

NCT01465087 NCT00475644 

NCT01523314 NCT00712803 

NCT01552135 NCT00315939 

NCT01589562 NCT01625104 
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nano CTs non-nano CTs 

NCT01598480 NCT01508156 

NCT01598493 NCT00002554 

NCT01599845 NCT01650961 

NCT01614613 NCT01154894 

NCT01620918 NCT01545245 

NCT01726894 NCT01687959 

NCT01731210 NCT01047644 

NCT01748903 NCT01237535 

NCT01754948 NCT00440024 

NCT01793818 NCT01647958 

NCT01804530 NCT00993863 

NCT01825382 NCT01348490 

NCT00046514 NCT00805038 

NCT00046527 NCT01135147 

NCT00073723 NCT01113502 

NCT00077246 NCT00710632 

NCT00081042 NCT00375154 

NCT00093145 NCT00121524 

NCT00093223 NCT00618007 

NCT00095914 NCT01481311 

NCT00110084 NCT01675687 

NCT00110695 NCT01685268 

NCT00124943 NCT00384813 

NCT00147238 NCT00747981 

NCT00249002 NCT01650948 

NCT00251472 NCT00453544 

NCT00254592 NCT00386152 

NCT00307255 NCT01582477 

NCT00309959 NCT00579943 

NCT00313599 NCT01586780 

NCT00331630 NCT00083863 

NCT00337714 NCT00309634 

NCT00397761 NCT01650103 

NCT00404235 NCT00831610 

NCT00404404 NCT00678158 

NCT00407888 NCT00718770 

NCT00436709 NCT01513018 

NCT00462423 NCT01075971 

NCT00466960 NCT01222845 

NCT00470548 NCT01009892 

NCT00479674 NCT00937885 

NCT00499252 NCT00020605 

NCT00499291 NCT01621126 

NCT00502606 NCT01418846 

NCT00503906 NCT00622934 
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nano CTs non-nano CTs 

NCT00505271 NCT01443585 

NCT00505713 NCT00049985 

NCT00518284 NCT01374360 

NCT00520000 NCT00543374 

NCT00544648 NCT00605111 

NCT00553462 NCT00314912 

NCT00583349 NCT00342433 

NCT00585936 NCT01327443 

NCT00607438 NCT01620619 

NCT00609791 NCT00322309 

NCT00616967 NCT00795535 

NCT00626405 NCT01125579 

NCT00629499 NCT01150721 

NCT00637897 NCT00387673 

NCT00654836 NCT01591876 

NCT00662129 NCT00639730 

NCT00666991 NCT01574001 

NCT00675259 NCT01002833 

NCT00689065 NCT00890981 

NCT00691054 NCT00828906 

NCT00709761 NCT00558012 

NCT00729612 NCT00860314 

NCT00733408 NCT00928759 

NCT00734682 NCT00789477 

NCT00736619 NCT01533259 

NCT00738361 NCT01201785 

NCT00748163 NCT01413178 

NCT00748553 NCT01088529 

NCT00769093 NCT01182961 

NCT00785291 NCT00800956 

NCT00821964 NCT01265732 

NCT00825201 NCT01529749 

NCT00851877 NCT00146731 

NCT00856492 NCT00006138 

NCT00915369 NCT00264004 

NCT00920023 NCT00919425 

NCT00934895 NCT00997828 

NCT00968604 NCT01666340 

NCT00989131 NCT00609986 

NCT01062191 NCT01270919 

NCT01090128 NCT00895635 

NCT01103791 NCT00380926 

NCT01125215 NCT00270998 

NCT01127113 NCT00005225 

NCT01161186 NCT00832078 
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nano CTs non-nano CTs 

NCT01167985 NCT00402961 

NCT01207102 NCT01332994 

NCT01292369 NCT00843167 

NCT01300533 NCT00862784 

NCT01323296 NCT01667055 

NCT01323894 NCT00492466 

NCT01336062 NCT00584883 

NCT01380769 NCT01371617 

NCT01411904 NCT01319994 

NCT01420588 NCT00278018 

NCT01433068 NCT00655343 

NCT01437007 NCT01343303 

NCT01455389 NCT00094900 

NCT01463072 NCT00081354 

NCT01493310 NCT00569608 

NCT01525966 NCT00047762 

NCT01555853 NCT00301093 

NCT01566435 NCT00033566 

NCT01583426 NCT00596635 

NCT01620190 NCT00589602 

NCT01641783 NCT00674076 

NCT01644890 NCT01649752 

NCT01646762 NCT01257893 

NCT01652079 NCT01412827 

NCT01663090 NCT00633321 

NCT01677559 NCT01071005 

NCT01702129 NCT00362726 

NCT01704365 NCT01665417 

NCT01707758 NCT00557765 

NCT01709019 NCT01472055 

NCT01730833 NCT00200551 

NCT01746225 NCT01352507 

NCT01763710 NCT00456547 

NCT01792479 NCT01239823 

NCT01807845 NCT00280969 

NCT01812746 NCT00396838 

NCT01815333 NCT00389792 

NCT01830244 NCT00221884 

NCT00004705 NCT00187161 

NCT00046423 NCT00379392 

NCT00059605 NCT00006118 

NCT00087347 NCT01639833 

NCT00093119 NCT00048516 

NCT00103038 NCT00187109 

NCT00107094 NCT00001126 
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nano CTs non-nano CTs 

NCT00107484 NCT00920127 

NCT00111904 NCT00638690 

NCT00140140 NCT01679171 

NCT00185029 NCT01047176 

NCT00188695 NCT00721461 

NCT00193206 NCT01582178 

NCT00195013 NCT00253552 

NCT00233597 NCT00155441 

NCT00243594 NCT01251380 

NCT00255424 NCT00001560 

NCT00255437 NCT00415090 

NCT00255450 NCT00786006 

NCT00274443 NCT01652690 

NCT00274456 NCT00610584 

NCT00281528 NCT01172730 

NCT00281697 NCT00681590 

NCT00284752 NCT00487110 

NCT00291473 NCT00388050 

NCT00295893 NCT01606085 

NCT00306618 NCT01591317 

NCT00308178 NCT01461772 

NCT00319839 NCT00545961 

NCT00320541 NCT01644968 

NCT00328497 NCT00633347 

NCT00333502 NCT00634660 

NCT00337376 NCT01396876 

NCT00355888 NCT01480011 

NCT00356980 NCT01305811 

NCT00360425 NCT00004331 

NCT00368589 NCT00125463 

NCT00372281 NCT00520104 

NCT00392392 NCT01135212 

NCT00394082 NCT01255124 

NCT00394251 NCT01529996 

NCT00394810 NCT01418261 

NCT00398086 NCT01362023 

NCT00400348 NCT01624428 

NCT00407407 NCT00354679 

NCT00407563 NCT01575847 

NCT00409383 NCT00436449 

NCT00416455 NCT00334867 

NCT00432562 NCT00048464 

NCT00436410 NCT00346697 

NCT00442260 NCT00079677 

NCT00444314 NCT01221532 
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nano CTs non-nano CTs 

NCT00447889 NCT01676935 

NCT00453817 NCT00114140 

NCT00454324 NCT00000200 

NCT00456846 NCT00000300 

NCT00461149 NCT00001000 

NCT00466986 NCT00000600 

NCT00472693 NCT00001400 

NCT00473720 NCT00001100 

NCT00477529 NCT00000800 

NCT00479856 NCT00000900 

NCT00481455 NCT00000400 

NCT00483301 NCT00001500 

NCT00503750 NCT00001600 

NCT00521781 NCT00000700 

NCT00531271 NCT00002100 

NCT00540514 NCT00002200 

NCT00542958 NCT00002000 

NCT00570674 NCT00002400 

NCT00585689 NCT00000500 

NCT00594529 NCT00003000 

NCT00602316 NCT00004300 

NCT00617942 NCT00004800 

NCT00618657 NCT00005600 

NCT00622973 NCT00006200 

NCT00625573 NCT00004200 

NCT00635284 NCT00004400 

NCT00642759 NCT00003600 

NCT00643461 NCT00006100 

NCT00659126 NCT00006400 

NCT00659334 NCT00014300 

NCT00659776 NCT00018200 

NCT00660543 NCT00023400 

NCT00661167 NCT00004500 

NCT00667147 NCT00032500 

NCT00670618 NCT00037700 

NCT00670670 NCT00039000 

NCT00683059 NCT00059800 

NCT00707876 NCT00061100 

NCT00723125 NCT00036400 

NCT00731380 NCT00048100 

NCT00732836 NCT00054600 

NCT00736944 NCT00079300 

NCT00753740 NCT00075400 

NCT00764621 NCT00088400 

NCT00777673 NCT00092300 
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nano CTs non-nano CTs 

NCT00781872 NCT00100100 

NCT00794092 NCT00081900 

NCT00820768 NCT00087100 

NCT00833807 NCT00098800 

NCT00844649 NCT00107900 

NCT00851721 NCT00109200 

NCT00864253 NCT00110500 

NCT00876070 NCT00114400 

NCT00876486 NCT00111800 

NCT00877253 NCT00119600 

NCT00882180 NCT00117000 

NCT00882973 NCT00120900 

NCT00886717 NCT00126100 

NCT00894023 NCT00131300 

NCT00903942 NCT00133900 

NCT00910741 NCT00130000 

NCT00912639 NCT00097500 

NCT00926484 NCT00140400 

NCT00942292 NCT00156000 

NCT00944047 NCT00157300 

NCT00951054 NCT00159900 

NCT00951613 NCT00161200 

NCT00964080 NCT00165100 

NCT00970996 NCT00150800 

NCT00972946 NCT00166400 

NCT00978562 NCT00145600 

NCT00983424 NCT00101400 

NCT00995488 NCT00170300 

NCT01003808 NCT00174200 

NCT01007890 NCT00171600 

NCT01010945 NCT00179400 

NCT01023347 NCT00185900 

NCT01036087 NCT00189800 

NCT01041235 NCT00192400 

NCT01052779 NCT00193700 

NCT01054313 NCT00144300 

NCT01057264 NCT00195000 

NCT01057342 NCT00204100 

NCT01059058 NCT00205400 

NCT01088815 NCT00178100 

NCT01102504 NCT00211900 

NCT01113476 NCT00210600 

NCT01114139 NCT00213200 

NCT01114204 NCT00208000 

NCT01114217 NCT00209300 
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nano CTs non-nano CTs 

NCT01147016 NCT00215800 

NCT01148745 NCT00206700 

NCT01149798 NCT00219700 

NCT01151592 NCT00226200 

NCT01155375 NCT00182000 

NCT01155388 NCT00227500 

NCT01158079 NCT00221000 

NCT01169870 NCT00232700 

NCT01169935 NCT00235300 

NCT01188408 NCT00236600 

NCT01190982 NCT00248300 

NCT01192165 NCT00252200 

NCT01193855 NCT00256100 

NCT01204437 NCT00258700 

NCT01224587 NCT00260000 

NCT01227616 NCT00261300 

NCT01229839 NCT00263900 

NCT01234012 NCT00270400 

NCT01236716 NCT00265200 

NCT01238939 NCT00275600 

NCT01238952 NCT00273000 

NCT01244282 NCT00278200 

NCT01258192 NCT00276900 

NCT01264679 NCT00279500 

NCT01296139 NCT00286000 

NCT01298011 NCT00287300 

NCT01304797 NCT00240500 

NCT01307891 NCT00292500 

NCT01336803 NCT00288600 

NCT01344473 NCT00293800 

NCT01369108 NCT00301600 

NCT01374919 NCT00305500 

NCT01376310 NCT00310700 

NCT01412229 NCT00315900 

NCT01426126 NCT00313300 

NCT01432223 NCT00318500 

NCT01435720 NCT00158600 

NCT01436604 NCT00325000 

NCT01446016 NCT00328900 

NCT01461915 NCT00331500 

NCT01470417 NCT00330200 

NCT01478685 NCT00299000 

NCT01488552 NCT00335400 

NCT01492101 NCT00338000 

NCT01494415 NCT00349700 
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nano CTs non-nano CTs 

NCT01506973 NCT00347100 

NCT01521520 NCT00345800 

NCT01550848 NCT00343200 

NCT01565421 NCT00351000 

NCT01565499 NCT00360100 

NCT01566357 NCT00362700 

NCT01567553 NCT00358800 

NCT01572038 NCT00366600 

NCT01578603 NCT00364000 

NCT01599078 NCT00370500 

NCT01604109 NCT00371800 

NCT01612546 NCT00369200 

NCT01616303 NCT00373100 

NCT01625429 NCT00356200 

NCT01625936 NCT00378300 

NCT01647672 NCT00380900 

NCT01655693 NCT00379600 

NCT01665846 NCT00383500 

NCT01667211 NCT00391300 

NCT01674257 NCT00396500 

NCT01689194 NCT00184600 

NCT01689610 NCT00395200 

NCT01690702 NCT00399100 

NCT01693276 NCT00390000 

NCT01698281 NCT00404300 

NCT01698710 NCT00409500 

NCT01259570 NCT00412100 

NCT01770795 NCT00418600 

NCT00459810 NCT00365300 

NCT00428662 NCT00426400 

NCT01490203 NCT00413400 

NCT00537056 NCT00429000 

NCT01892540 NCT00427700 

NCT01420211 NCT00421200 

NCT01326078 NCT00431600 

NCT01010035 NCT00434200 

NCT01020578 NCT00435500 

NCT01695187 NCT00439400 

NCT01906385 NCT00442000 

NCT01773850 NCT00447200 

NCT01291342 NCT00449800 

NCT01291550 NCT00451100 

NCT00637572 NCT00453700 

NCT00816829 NCT00455000 

NCT00180037 NCT00456300 
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nano CTs non-nano CTs 

NCT01278095 NCT00457600 

NCT00741741 NCT00458900 

NCT01008969 NCT00460200 

NCT01734746 NCT00452400 

NCT01089335 NCT00469300 

NCT01777230 NCT00471900 

NCT00077090 NCT00473200 

NCT01815294 NCT00461500 

NCT01035658 NCT00475800 

NCT01715168 NCT00479700 

NCT00113607 NCT00470600 

NCT01227941 NCT00488800 

NCT00103506 NCT00484900 

NCT00659178 NCT00487500 

NCT01736943 NCT00483600 

NCT01490047 NCT00492700 

NCT00500422 NCT00486200 

NCT00826085 NCT00496600 

NCT00441376 NCT00490100 

NCT01464593 NCT00504400 

NCT01640847 NCT00508300 

NCT00617981 NCT00518700 

NCT00346229 NCT00521300 

NCT01885013 NCT00527800 

NCT01495884 NCT00530400 

NCT00294996 NCT00533000 

NCT00129896 NCT00513500 

NCT00712881 NCT00534300 

NCT00250874 NCT00546000 

NCT01120171 NCT00547300 

NCT01705158 NCT00543400 

NCT01669239 NCT00552500 

NCT00377559 NCT00551200 

NCT00721747 NCT00555100 

NCT00691912 NCT00557700 

NCT01848652 NCT00556400 

NCT01009970 NCT00560300 

NCT00377780 NCT00561600 

NCT01122771 NCT00559000 

NCT00876824 NCT00562900 

NCT00418951 NCT00549900 

NCT00421187 NCT00568100 

NCT00177684 NCT00569400 

NCT00148148 NCT00573300 

NCT01437020 NCT00572000 
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nano CTs non-nano CTs 

NCT00589082 NCT00570700 

NCT00039117 NCT00578500 

NCT00085124 NCT00574600 

NCT00673257 NCT00577200 

NCT01806571 NCT00596700 

NCT00005942 NCT00600600 

NCT01802333 NCT00444600 

NCT01627041 NCT00430300 

NCT00046930 NCT00608400 

NCT00427414 NCT00604500 

NCT01804101 NCT00611000 

NCT00788892 NCT00594100 

NCT00389428 NCT00613600 

NCT00822094 NCT00581100 

NCT01696084 NCT00622700 

NCT01467986 NCT00624000 

NCT01374750 NCT00625300 

NCT00621101 NCT00621400 

NCT00411788 NCT00634400 

NCT01661335 NCT00617500 

NCT00818259 NCT00631800 

NCT01074255 NCT00630500 

NCT01732458 NCT00643500 

NCT01101529 NCT00386100 

NCT00961116 NCT00637000 

NCT00960687 NCT00644800 

NCT00754039 NCT00648700 

NCT00775359 NCT00642200 

NCT00638079 NCT00650000 

NCT00637403 NCT00655200 

NCT00637806 NCT00651300 

NCT00637728 NCT00635700 

NCT00442910 NCT00652600 

NCT01577537 NCT00661700 

NCT01577238 NCT00666900 

NCT00740584 NCT00660400 

NCT01201057 NCT00670800 

NCT01437722 NCT00665600 

NCT00370357 NCT00674700 

NCT00331032 NCT00682500 

NCT00490152 NCT00685100 

NCT00504998 NCT00672100 

NCT00121745 NCT00679900 

NCT00572130 NCT00691600 

NCT01878708 NCT00689000 
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nano CTs non-nano CTs 

NCT00819351 NCT00698100 

NCT00837200 NCT00695500 

NCT00363610 NCT00696800 

NCT01313078 NCT00705900 

NCT00671034 NCT00709800 

NCT01324180 NCT00712400 

NCT00549848 NCT00717600 

NCT01403415 NCT00713700 

NCT00184041 NCT00720200 

NCT00957320 NCT00729300 

NCT00866307 NCT00721500 

NCT01406756 NCT00742300 

NCT00905034 NCT00734500 

NCT01679470 NCT00738400 

NCT00848042 NCT00750100 

NCT01163071 NCT00760500 

NCT00875693 NCT00765700 

NCT00361842 NCT00757900 

NCT01251809 NCT00737100 
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